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Notation

The basic notations used in this thesis are listed in the following. Specific
forms and variations of these notations are introduced where needed and
are marked explicitly with according indices or similar.

Analysis

A A text analysis algorithm.
A A set or a repository of text analysis algorithms.

π The schedule of the algorithms in a text analysis pipeline.
Π A text analysis pipeline or a filtering stage within a pipeline.
Π A set of text analysis pipelines.

Text

d A portion or a unit of a text.
D A text.
D A collection or a stream of texts.

S A scope, i.e., a sequence of portions of a text.
S A set of scopes.

Information

c A piece of information, such as a class, an entity, a relation, etc.
C An information type or a set of pieces of information.
C A set of information types or a specification of an information need.

f A flow, i.e., the sequence of instances of an information type in a text.
F A set or a cluster of flows.
F A flow clustering, i.e., a partition of a set of flows.
f∗ A flow pattern, i.e., the average of a set of flows.
F ∗ A set of flow patterns.

x A feature for machine learning.
x A feature vector, i.e., an ordered set of features.
X A set of feature vectors.
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Task

γ A query, which specifies a combination of information needs.
γ∗ A scoped query, i.e., a query with assigned degrees of filtering.
Γ The dependency graph of a scoped query.

Λ An agenda, i.e., a list of input requirements.
µ A machine, which executes text analysis pipelines.
Φ A planning problem.
Ω A universe or an ontology, each of which specifies an environment.

Quality

q A quality value or estimation.
q A vector of quality estimations.
Q A quality criterion.
Q A set of quality criteria.

ρ A quality prioritization, defined as a set of quality criteria.

Measures

t A run-time, possibly averaged over a certain unit of text.
a An accuracy value.
p A precision value.
r A recall value.
f1 An F1-score.

D The averaged deviation, i.e., a measure of text heterogeneity.
H A heuristic that predicts the run-time of a text analysis pipeline.
Q A quality function that maps analysis results to quality values.
Y A machine learning model that maps features to information.



Abstract
Pipelines for Ad-hoc Large-scale Text Mining

Today’s web search and big data analytics applications aim to address infor-
mation needs (typically given in the form of search queries) ad-hoc on large
numbers of texts. In order to directly return relevant information instead of
only returning potentially relevant texts, these applications have begun to
employ text mining. The term text mining covers tasks that deal with the in-
ference of structured high-quality information from collections and streams
of unstructured input texts. Text mining requires task-specific text analysis
processes that may consist of several interdependent steps. These processes
are realized with sequences of algorithms from information extraction, text
classification, and natural language processing. However, the use of such
text analysis pipelines is still restricted to addressing a few predefined infor-
mation needs. We argue that the reasons behind are three-fold:

First, text analysis pipelines are usually made manually in respect of the
given information need and input texts, because their design requires expert
knowledge about the algorithms to be employed. When information needs
have to be addressed that are unknown beforehand, text mining hence can-
not be performed ad-hoc. Second, text analysis pipelines tend to be ineffi-
cient in terms of run-time, because their execution often includes analyzing
texts with computationally expensive algorithms. When information needs
have to be addressed ad-hoc, text mining hence cannot be performed in the
large. And third, text analysis pipelines tend not to robustly achieve high
effectiveness on all texts, because their results are often inferred by algo-
rithms that rely on domain-dependent features of texts. Hence, text mining
currently cannot guarantee to infer high-quality information.

In this thesis, we contribute to the question of how to address information
needs from text mining ad-hoc in an efficient and domain-robust manner.
We observe that knowledge about a text analysis process and information
obtained within the process help to improve the design, the execution, and
the results of the pipeline that realizes the process. To this end, we ap-
ply different techniques from classical and statistical artificial intelligence.
In particular, we first develop knowledge-based approaches for an ad-hoc
pipeline construction and for an optimal execution of a pipeline on its in-
put. Then, we show theoretically and practically how to optimize and adapt
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the schedule of the algorithms in a pipeline based on information in the an-
alyzed input texts in order to maximize execution efficiency. Finally, we
learn patterns in the argumentation structures of texts statistically that re-
main strongly invariant across domains and that, thereby, allow for more
robust analysis results in a restricted set of tasks.

We formally analyze all developed approaches and we implement them
as open-source software applications. Based on these applications, we eval-
uate the approaches on established and on newly created collections of texts
for scientifically and industrially important text analysis tasks, such as fi-
nancial event extraction and fine-grained sentiment analysis. Our findings
show that text analysis pipelines can be designed automatically, which pro-
cess only portions of text that are relevant for the information need at hand.
Through scheduling, the run-time efficiency of pipelines can be improved
by up to more than one order of magnitude while maintaining effective-
ness. Moreover, we provide evidence that a pipeline’s domain robustness
substantially benefits from focusing on argumentation structure in tasks
like sentiment analysis. We conclude that our approaches denote essential
building blocks of enabling ad-hoc large-scale text mining in web search
and big data analytics applications.



Abstract (in German)
Pipelines für Ad-hoc Large-scale Text Mining

Aktuelle Anwendungen derWebsuche und derAnalyse von BigData zielen
darauf ab, Informationsbedürfnisse (typischerweise gegeben als Suchanfra-
ge) ad-hoc auf Basis großer Mengen an Texten zu adressieren. Um direkt
relevante Informationen anstatt nur potentiell relevante Texte zurückzulie-
fern, beginnen diese Anwendungen Text Mining einzusetzen. Der Begriff
TextMining erfasst Aufgaben,welche die Ermittlung strukturierter Informa-
tionen hoher Qualität aus unstrukturierten Texten beinhalten. Text Mining
erfordert aufgabenspezifische Textanalyseprozesse, die aus zahlreichen un-
tereinander abhängigen Schritten bestehen können und die mittels Folgen
an Algorithmen der Informationsextraktion, der Textklassifikation und der
natürlichen Sprachverarbeitung realisiert werden. Bislang ist die Verwen-
dung solcher Textanalyse-Pipelines allerdings auf wenige im Vorhinein be-
kannte Informationsbedürfnisse beschränkt, was drei Ursachen hat:

Erstenswerden Textanalyse-Pipelines üblicherweisemanuell für gegebe-
ne Informationsbedürfnisse und Eingabetexte erstellt, da ihr Design Exper-
tenwissen über die zu verwendenden Algorithmen erfordert. Im Fall von
Informationsbedürfnissen, die im Vorhinein nicht bekannt sind, lässt sich
Text Mining daher nicht ad-hoc einsetzen. Zweitens neigen Textanalyse-
Pipelines dazu, ineffizient bezüglich ihrer Laufzeit zu sein, da ihre Ausfüh-
rung oft die Analyse von Texten mittels berechnungsintensiver Algorith-
men beinhaltet. Im Fall ad-hoc zu adressierender Informationsbedürfnisse
lässt sich Text Mining daher nicht auf großen Mengen an Texten einsetzen.
Und drittens neigen Textanalyse-Pipelines dazu, nicht robust hohe Effekti-
vität auf allen Texten zu erreichen, da ihre Ergebnisse oft von Algorithmen
ermittelt werden, die auf domänenabhängige Eigenschaften von Texten zu-
rückgreifen. Daher lässt sich im Text Mining aktuell nicht garantieren, dass
Informationen von hoher Qualität sind.

Diese Arbeit widmet sich der Fragestellung, wie sich Informationsbe-
dürfnisse im Text Mining ad-hoc in effizienter und domänenrobusterWeise
adressieren lassen. Dabei liegt die Beobachtung zugrunde, dass sich Wis-
sen über einen Textanalyseprozess und Informationen, die innerhalb des
Prozesses anfallen, nutzen lassen, um das Design, die Ausführung und die
Ergebnisse der Pipeline zu verbessern, die den Prozess realisiert. Zu die-
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sem Zweck kommen in der Arbeit verschiedene Techniken der klassischen
und statistischen künstlichen Intelligenz zum Einsatz. Konkret werden zu-
erst wissensbasierte Ansätze entwickelt, mittels derer sich Pipelines ad-hoc
konstruieren und optimal auf Texten ausführen lassen. Danachwird theore-
tisch und praktisch gezeigt, wie sich die Reihenfolge der Algorithmen einer
Pipeline auf Basis von Informationen in analysierten Texten optimieren und
anpassen lässt, um die Ausführungseffizienz zu maximieren. Schließlich
werden Muster in der Argumentationsstruktur von Texten statistisch ge-
lernt, die über Domänengrenzen hinweg vorliegen und daher in bestimm-
ten Aufgaben robustere Analyseergebnisse zulassen.

Alle entwickelten Ansätze werden in der Arbeit formal analysiert und
sind in Open-Source-Software-Anwendungen umgesetzt. Mithilfe dieser
Anwendungen werden die Ansätze auf anerkannten und neu erstell-
ten Sammlungen an Texten für wissenschaftlich und industriell wichti-
ge Aufgaben evaluiert, wie die Extraktion von Finanzaussagen oder eine
feingranulare Stimmunganalyse. Die Ergebnisse der Arbeit zeigen, dass
Textanalyse-Pipelines automatisch konstruiert werden können, welche nur
diejenigen Teile von Texten verarbeiten, die für ein gegebenes Informati-
onsbedürfnis relevant sind. Durch die Reihenfolgeoptimierung lässt sich
die Laufzeiteffizienz von Pipelines unter Erhaltung der Effektivität teils um
mehr als eineGrößenordnung verbessern. Zudemkann belegtwerden, dass
die Domänenrobustheit von Pipelines in Aufgaben wie der Stimmungs-
analysewesentlich von einem Fokus auf Argumentationsstruktur profitiert.
Insgesamt stellen die vorgestellten Ansätze damit grundlegende Bausteine
dar, umTextMining ad-hoc auf großenMengen an Texten inAnwendungen
zur Websuche und zur Analyse von Big Data zu ermöglichen.
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In turning from the smaller instruments in frequent use to
the larger and more important machines, the economy aris-
ing from the increase of velocity becomes more striking.

Charles Babbage

1
Introduction

The future of information search is not browsing through tons of web
pages or documents. In times of big data and the information overload of
the internet, experts in the field agree that both everyday and enterprise
search will gradually shift from only retrieving large numbers of texts that
potentially contain relevant information to directly mining relevant infor-
mation in these texts (Etzioni, 2011; Kelly and Hamm, 2013; Ananiadou
et al., 2013). In this chapter, we first motivate the benefit of such large-scalelarge-scale
text mining for today’s web search and big data analytics applications (Sec-
tion 1.1). In Section 1.2, we reveal the task specificity and the process com-
plexity of analyzing natural language text as the main problems that pre-
vent applications from performing text mining ad-hocad-hoc, i.e., immediately in
response to a user query. Section 1.3 then points out how we tackle these
problems by improving the design, efficiency, and domain robustness of
the pipelines of algorithms used for text analysis with artificial intelligence
techniques. This leads to the contributions of the thesis (Section 1.4).

1.1 Information Search in Times of Big Data

Information search constitutes an integral part of almost everybody’s ev-
eryday life. Today’s web search engines achieve to rank the most relevant
result highest for a large fraction of the information needs implied by search
queries. Following Manning et al. (2008), an information needinformation need can be seen as
a topic about which a user desires to know more. A result is relevantrelevant if it
yields information that helps to fulfill the information need at hand.

15



16 1.1 Information Search in Times of Big Data

Figure 1.1: Screenshot of Pentaho Big Data Analytics as an example for an enter-
prise software. The shown “heat grid” visualizes the vehicle sales of a company.

Instead of directly providing relevant information, however, state-of-the-
art web search engines mostly return only links to web pages that may con-
tain relevant information, often thousands or millions of them. This can
make search time-consuming or even unsuccessful for queries where rele-
vant information has to be derived (e.g. for the query locations of search

companies), should be aggregated (e.g. user opinions on bing), seems like
a needle in a haystack (e.g. “if it isn’t on google it doesn’t exist”

original source), and so forth.
For enterprise environments, big data analytics applications aim to infer

suchhigh-quality information high-quality information in the sense of relations, patterns, and hidden
facts fromvast amounts of data (Davenport, 2012). Figure 1.1 gives an exam-
ple, showing the enterprise software of Pentaho.1 Aswith this software, big
data analytics is still only on the verge of including unstructured texts into
analysis, though such texts are assumed to make up 95% of all enterprise-
relevant data (HP Labs, 2010). So, to provide answers to a wide spectrum of
information needs, relevant texts must be filtered and relevant information
must be identified in these texts. We hence argue that search engines and
big data analytics applications need to perform moretext mining text mining.

Text Mining to the Rescue

Text mining brings together techniques from the research fields of informa-
tion retrieval, datamining, and natural language processing in order to infer
structured high-quality information fromusually large numbers of unstruc-
tured texts (Ananiadou and McNaught, 2005). Whileinformation retrieval information retrieval

1Taken from thePentaho blog, http://blog.pentaho.com/2012/06/07/the-diary-of-
a-construction-manger-in-love-with-his-bi-tool/, accessed on December 8, 2014.
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deals, at its heart, with indexing and searching unstructured texts, data miningdata min-
ing targets at the discovery of patterns in structured data. natural language processingNatural language
processing, finally, is concerned with algorithms and engineering issues
for understanding and generating speech and human-readable text (Tsujii,
2011). It bridges the gap between the other fields by converting unstruc-
tured into structured information. Text mining is studied within the broad
interdisciplinary field of computational linguisticscomputational linguistics, as it addresses computa-
tional approaches from computer science to the processing of data and in-
formation while operationalizing findings from linguistics.

According to Sarawagi (2008), themost important textmining techniques
for identifying and filtering relevant texts and information within the three
fields refer to the areas of

information extraction
information extraction and

text classification
text classification. The

former aims at extracting entities, relations between entities, and events the
entities participate in frommostly unstructured text. The latter denotes the
task of assigning a text to one or more predefined categories, such as topics,
genres, or sentiment polarities. Information extraction, text classification,
and similar tasks are considered in both natural language processing and
information retrieval. In this thesis, we summarize these tasks under the
term text analysistext analysis. All text analyses have in common that they can signifi-
cantly increase the velocity of information search in many situations.

In our research project InfexBA2, for instance, we developed algorithms
for a fast extraction and aggregation of financial forecast events from online
news articles, thereby supporting strategic business decision making. Such
events describe financial developments of organizations and markets over
time. They may have an author, a date, and the like. Entities and events of
the implied types can be found in texts like “If Apple does end up launching a
television in the next two years as has been rumored, it could help Apple’s annual
revenue skyrocket to $400 billion by 2015, according to Morgan Stanley analyst
Katy Huberty.”3 In contrast, the goal of our research project ArguAna4 was
to classify and summarize opinions on products and their features found
in large numbers of review texts. To this end, we analyzed the sequence of
local sentiment on certain product features found in each of the reviews in
order to account for the argumentation of texts.

Of course, major search engines already use text analysis when address-
ing information needs (Pasca, 2011). E.g., a Google search in late 2014 for

2InfexBA – Information Extraction Technologies for BusinessApplications, funded by the
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), http://infexba.upb.de

3Taken fromBusiness Insider, http://www.businessinsider.com/how-apples-annual-
revenue-could-hit-400-billion-by-2015-2012-5, accessed on December 8, 2014.

4ArguAna – Argumentation Analysis in Customer Opinion Mining, also funded by the
BMBF, http://www.arguana.com. Details on both research projects are given in Section 2.3.
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Figure 1.2: Google result page for the query Charles Babbage, showing an exam-
ple of directly providing relevant information instead of returning only web links.

Charles Babbage, the author of this chapter’s introductory quote, led to the
results in Figure 1.2, which convey that Babbagewas recognized as a person
entity with a number of attributes and related entities.5 The exact extent to
which today’s search engines perform text analyses is hard to guess, since
they also rely on knowledge bases like Freebase.6 However, the presentation
of analysis results as answers is currently restricted to some frequent entity
types, such as persons or locations. Correspondingly, the few text-based
applications for analyzing big data focus on predefined information needs
of wide interest. E.g., Appinions continuously mines and aggregates opin-
ions on specified topics for monitoring purposes.7 But, in accordance with
the quote of Babbage, the benefit of text mining arising from the increase of
velocity becomesmore strikingwhen turning frompredefined text analyses
in frequent use to arbitrary and more complextext analysis process text analysis processes.

1.2 A Need for Efficient and Robust Text Analysis Pipelines

Text mining deals with tasks that often entail complex text analysis pro-
cesses, consisting of several interdependent steps that aim to infer sophis-
ticatedinformation type information types from collections and streams of natural language

input text input texts (cf. Chapter 2 for details). In the mentioned project InfexBA, dif-
ferent entity types (e.g. organization names) and event types (e.g. forecasts)
had to be extracted from input texts and correctly brought into relation, be-
fore they could be normalized and aggregated. Such steps require syntactic
annotations of texts, e.g. part-of-speech tags and parse tree labels (Sarawagi,
2008). These in turn can only be added to a text that is segmented into lexical
units, e.g. into tokens and sentences. Similarly, text classification often re-

5Google, http://www.google.com/#hl=en&q=Charles+Babbage, December 8, 2014.
6Freebase, http://www.freebase.com, accessed on December 8, 2014.
7Appinions, www.appinions.com, accessed on December 8, 2014.
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text analysis pipeline 
∏ = 〈A,π〉

text analysis algorithms 
contained in A

a single
input text

output and input
information

ordering constraints
defined in π 

A1 A2 ... Am-1 Am

Figure 1.3: A text analysis pipelineΠ = 〈A, π〉with algorithm setA = {A1, . . . , Am}
and schedule π. Each text analysis algorithm Ai∈A takes a text and information
of certain types as input and Ai provides information of certain types as output.

lies on so called features (Manning et al., 2008) that are derived from lexical
and syntactic annotations or even from entities like in ArguAna.

To realize the steps of a text analysis process, text analysis algorithmtext analysis algorithms are
employed that annotate new information types in a text or that classify, re-
late, normalize, or filter previously annotated information. Such algorithms
perform analyses of different computational cost, ranging from the typically
cheap evaluation of single rules and regular expressions, over the matching
of lexicon terms and the statistical classification of text fragments, to com-
plex syntactic analyses like dependency parsing (Bohnet, 2010). Because of
the interdependencies between analysis steps, the standard way to realize a
text analysis process is in the form of a text analysis pipelinetext analysis pipeline, which sequen-
tially applies each employed text analysis algorithm to its input.

Basic Text Analysis Scenario

Conceptually, a text analysis pipeline can be modeled as a tuple Π = 〈A, π〉
where A = {A1, . . . , Am} is an algorithm setalgorithm set consisting ofm≥1 text analysis
algorithms, while π is the pipeline’s scheduleschedule that defines the order of algo-
rithm application (Wachsmuth et al., 2011). Each algorithm Ai ∈ A takes
on one text analysis, producing information of certain information types as
output. In order to work properly, Ai requires a text as well as information
of a (possibly empty) set of information types as input. This information
has to be produced by the algorithms preceding Ai within the schedule π.
Hence, π has to ensure that the input requirements of all algorithms in A

are fulfilled. Figure 1.3 illustrates the defined concepts.
Text analysis pipelines process input texts in order to produce output informationoutput in-

formation of a structured set of information types C that is relevant for an
information need at hand. Here, C may consist of both atomic types that
stand on their own (like entity types) and compounds of types (like rela-
tion types). Accordingly, the basic text analysis tasktext analysis task that is addressed with a
pipeline Π and that we refine later on can be stated as follows:

Given a collection or a stream of input texts D, process D in order to
infer all output information of a structured set of information types C.
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Figure 1.4: The basic text analysis scenario considered in this thesis: A text analysis
pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉 composes a subset A of the set of all available text analysis
algorithms {A1, . . . , An} in order to infer output information of a stuctured set of
information types C from a collection or a stream of input texts D.

Depending on the task,Dmay refer to anything froma small closed-domain
collection of texts to a never-ending input stream of open-domain texts from
the web. Accordingly, the types in C may represent different semantic con-
cepts, linguistic annotations, and the like. As a matter of fact, the compo-
sition of text analysis algorithms in Π is task-specific; it follows from the
concrete types in C to be inferred and from the language, quality, style, and
other properties of the input texts in D. Traditionally, a pipeline Π is there-
fore predefined when given a text analysis task by selecting and scheduling
an appropriate subset of all available text analysis algorithms.

The whole described text analysis scenario is sketched in Figure 1.4. We
will see thatmany text analysis processes conformwith this scenario orwith
extensions or variations of it, especially those in information extraction and
text classification. We detail the underlying concepts in Chapter 2.

Shortcomings of Traditional Text Analysis Pipelines

In principle, text analysis pipelines can be applied to tackle arbitrary text
analysis tasks, i.e., to infer output information of arbitrary types from arbi-
trary input texts. This information will not always be correct, though, as it
results from analyzing ambiguous natural language text. Rather, a pipeline
achieves a certaineffectiveness effectiveness in terms of the quality of the inferred infor-
mation, e.g. quantified as the relative frequency of output information that
is correct in the given task (cf. Chapter 2 for details).

The inference of high-quality information can be seen as the most gen-
eral goal of text mining. Search engines and big data analytics applications,
in particular, aim to infer such information immediately and/or from large
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numbers of texts. Both of them deal with ad-hoc information needad-hoc information needs, i.e., infor-
mation needs that are stated ad-hoc and are, thus, unknown beforehand.
We argue that the process complexity and task specificity outlined above
prevent such ad-hoc large-scale

text miningad-hoc large-scale text mining today due to three problems:
First, the designdesign of text analysis pipelines in terms of selecting and sche-

duling algorithms for the information needs at hand and the input texts
to be processed is traditionally made manually, because it requires human
expert knowledge about the functionalities and interdependencies of the
algorithms (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a). If information needs are stated ad-
hoc, also the design of pipelines has to be made ad-hoc, which takes time in
case ofmanual construction, even if proper tool support is given (Kano et al.,
2010). Hence, text mining currently cannot be performed immediately.

Second, the run-time efficiencyefficiency of traditionally executing text analysis
pipelines is low, because computationally expensive analyses are performed
on the whole input texts (Sarawagi, 2008). Techniques are missing that
identify the portions of input texts, which contain information relevant for
the information need at hand, and that restrict expensive analyses to these
portions. Different texts vary in the distribution of relevant information,
which additionally makes these techniques input-dependent (Wachsmuth
and Stein, 2012). While a common approach to avoid efficiency problems
is to analyze input texts in advance when they are indexed (Cafarella et al.,
2005), this is not feasible for ad-hoc information needs. Also, the applica-
tion of faster algorithms (Pantel et al., 2004) seems critical because it mostly
also results in a reduced effectiveness. Hence, ad-hoc text mining currently
cannot be performed on large numbers of texts.

Third, text analysis pipelines tend not to infer high-quality information
with high robustnessrobustness, because the employed algorithms traditionally rely on
features of input texts that are dependent on the domains of the texts (Blitzer
et al., 2007). The applications we target at, however, may process texts from
arbitrary domains, such that pipelines will often fail to infer information ef-
fectively. An approach to still achieve user acceptance under limited effec-
tiveness is to explain how informationwas inferred (Li et al., 2012b), but this
is difficult for pipelines, as they realize a process with several complex and
uncertain decisions about natural language (Das Sarma et al., 2011). Hence,
text mining cannot generally guarantee high quality.

Problem Approached in this Thesis

Altogether, we summarize that traditional text analysis pipelines fail to ad-
dress information needs ad-hoc in an efficient and domain-robust manner.
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Therefore, our hypothesis is that three requirements must be met in order
to enable ad-hoc large-scale text mining within search engines and big data
analytics applications:

1. Automation of pipeline design. In order to address ad-hoc informa-
tion needs, pipelines need to be designed automatically for the given
text analysis tasks.

2. Optimization of pipeline efficiency. In order to address ad-hoc infor-
mation needs in the large, pipelines need to analyze relevant portions
of input texts only and analyze these portions as efficient as possible.

3. Improvement of pipeline robustness. In order to achieve high qual-
ity in addressing ad-hoc information needs, pipelines need to infer
information from input texts effectively irrespective of their domain.

Some recent approaches tackle parts of these requirements, such as an au-
tomatic design (Kano, 2012) or the optimization of efficiency (Shen et al.,
2007). However, neither covers any approach all requirements, nor is any of
the requirements met in general. Details on related research will be given
at the end of Chapter 2. In the next section, we outline how we approach
the requirements with the help of techniques from artificial intelligence.

1.3 Towards Intelligent Pipeline Design and Execution

In this thesis, we consider the problem of efficiently and effectively address-
ing ad-hoc information needs in large-scale text mining. In particular, we
contribute to this problem through an intelligent design and execution of
text analysis pipelines. Our approach relies on different kinds of knowl-
edge and information available for such pipelines.

Central Research Question and Method of this Thesis

As motivated in Section 1.2, the design, efficiency, and domain robustness
of text analysis pipelines strongly depend on the realized text analysis pro-
cesses. With this in mind, the central research question underlying this the-
sis as a whole can be formulated as follows:

How can we exploit knowledge about a text analysis process as well as
information obtained within the process in order to automatically im-
prove the design, the execution, and the results of the text analysis pipe-
lines that realize the process?

The distinction between knowledge and information is controversial and
not always unambiguous in practice (Rowley, 2007). For our purposes,
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though, it suffices to follow the simple view that knowledgeknowledge is an interpreta-
tion of data that is assumed to be true irrespective of the context (e.g., Apple
is a company), whereas informationinformation is data that has been given meaning by
a particular context (e.g., in this text the term “Apple” denotes a company).
In this regard, knowledge can be understood as specified beforehand, while
information is inferred during processing. Now, when speaking of “knowl-
edge about a text analysis process”, we basically mean two kinds:

1. Knowledge about the text analysis task to be addressed, namely, the
information need at hand, expected properties of the input texts to be
processed, as well as efficiency and effectiveness criteria to be met.

2. Knowledge about the text analysis algorithms to be employed, na-
mely, their input and output information types, restrictions of their
applicability, and their expected efficiency and effectiveness.

Similarly, we distinguish the following three kinds of “information obtained
within the process”:

1. Information about the processed input texts, namely, their concretely
observed properties, especially domain-independent properties.

2. Information about the produced output, namely, the occurrence and
distribution of the different types of information in the input texts.

3. Information about the executed text analysis pipelines, namely, the
schedule of the employed text analysis algorithms as well as their
achieved efficiency and effectiveness as far as observable.

The exploitation of knowledge and information for automatically solving
problems is closely related to the field of artificial intelligenceartificial intelligence. Artificial in-
telligence describes the ability of software andmachines to think and act ra-
tionally or human-like. An according system aims to find efficient solutions
to problems based on operationalized expert knowledge and a perception
of its environment (Russell and Norvig, 2009). While text mining itself can
be viewed as a subfield of artificial intelligence, we here develop approaches
that use classical and statistical artificial intelligence techniques like plan-
ning, reasoning, and machine learning to improve traditional approaches
to text mining using the stated kinds of knowledge and information.

Our goal is to provide widely applicable approaches to the three require-
ments outlined at the end of Section 1.2, which is whywe also cover aspects
of software engineeringsoftware engineering, such as the modeling of domains and the scaling of
methods. To investigate the defined research question, we evaluate all ap-
proaches with respect to these requirements. Some properties are proven
formally, whereas in all other cases we implement the approaches as open-
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source Java applications in order to then conduct experiments in terms of
empirical analyses. These experiments are based on both existing and new
text corpora designed and compiled for that purpose. Most experiment set-
tings are controlled and compare the efficiency and effectiveness of our and
traditional appraches. They either refer to text analysis tasks from the men-
tioned projects InfexBA and ArguAna or they address tasks that are well-
known in the field. Where appropriate, we also provide software frame-
works and stand-alone tools to demonstrate the correctness and practical
applicability of our approaches.

AnArtificial IntelligenceApproach toPipelineDesignandExecution

Our overall approach to enable ad-hoc large-scale textmining relies on three
core ideas, which we will discuss more detailed below:

1. Ad-hoc large-scale text analysis pipelines. We can automatically se-
lect the algorithms to be employed in a text analysis pipeline based
on the set of available algorithms and the information need at hand,
and we can optimize their schedule based on information about their
achieved efficiency and the produced output.8

2. Input control. We can automatically infer the portions of input texts
that need to be processed by each algorithm in a text analysis pipeline
from the information need at hand, the algorithm’s output informa-
tion types, and the output information produced so far.

3. Overall analysis. We can automatically improve the domain robust-
ness of certain algorithms in a text analysis pipeline by focusing on
information about the overall structure of the processed input texts
within their analyses while abstracting from their content.

Figure 1.5 illustrates how these ideas can be operationalized to replace the
traditional predefined pipeline in the basic text analysis scenario. By that,
it serves as an overall view of all proposed approaches of this thesis. We
detail the different approaches in the following.

In order to address information needs ad-hoc, we constructad-hoc text analysis pipeline ad-hoc text
analysis pipelines immediately before analysis. To this end, we formalize the
classical process-oriented viewof text analysis, where each algorithm serves
as an action that, if applicable, transforms the state of an input text (i.e., its
input annotations) into another state (extended by the algorithm’s output
annotations). This view is e.g. realized by the leading software frameworks

8Throughout this thesis, we assume that information needs are already given in a pro-
cessable form (defined later on). Accordingly, we will not tackle problems from the areas of
query analysis and user interface design related to information search (Hearst, 2009).
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Figure 1.5: Our overall approach to enable ad-hoc large-scale text mining: Each
algorithmA∗i in the automatically constructed ad-hoc large-scale text analysis pipeline
Π∗ = 〈A∗, π∗〉 gets only portions of text from the input control its output is relevant
for. The schedule π∗ is optimized in terms of efficiency, while the effectiveness ofΠ∗

is improved through an overall analysis that produces the final output information.

for text analysis, Apache UIMA9 and GATE.10 As a consequence, ad-hoc
pipeline constructionmeans to find a viable sequence of actions and, hence,
is a planning problem (Russell and Norvig, 2009). We tackle this problem
with partial order planning while considering possible efficiency and effec-
tiveness criteria (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a). Partial order planning conforms
to paradigms of ideal pipeline design and execution that we identify to be
always reasonable, e.g. lazy evaluation (Wachsmuth et al., 2011).

Instead of directly handing over thewhole input texts fromone algorithm
in a pipeline to the next, we introduce an input controlinput control that manages the in-
put to be processed by each algorithm, as sketched in Figure 1.5. Given the
output information of all algorithms applied so far, the input control de-
termines and filters only those portions of the current input text that may
contain all information required to fulfill the information need at hand. For
this information-oriented view, we realize the input control as a truthmain-
tenance system (Russell and Norvig, 2009), which models the relevance of
each portion of text as a propositional formula. Reasoning about the for-
mulas then enables algorithms to analyze only relevant portions of text.
Therebywe avoid unnecessary analyses andwe can influence the efficiency-
effectiveness tradeoff of a pipeline (Wachsmuth et al., 2013c).

Based on the information-oriented view, we next transform every pipe-
line into a large-scale

text analysis pipeline
large-scale text analysis pipeline, meaning that we make it as run-

time efficient as possible. In particular, we found that a pipeline’s schedule
strongly affects its efficiency, since the run-time of each employed algorithm

9Apache UIMA, http://uima.apache.org, accessed on December 8, 2014.
10GATE, http://gate.ac.uk, accessed on December 8, 2014.
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depends on the filtered portions of text it processes. The filtered portions in
turn result from the distribution of relevant information in the input texts.
Given the run-times on the filtered portions, we apply dynamic program-
ming (Cormen et al., 2009) to obtain an optimal schedule (Wachsmuth and
Stein, 2012). In practice, these run-times can only be estimated for the texts
at hand. We thus propose to address scheduling with informed best-first
search (Russell and Norvig, 2009), either in a greedy manner using estima-
tions of the algorithms’ run-times only or, for a more optimized scheduling,
using information from a sample of texts (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a).

Now, problems occur in case input texts are heterogeneous in the distri-
bution of relevant information, since such texts do not allow for accurate
run-time estimations. We quantify the impact of text heterogeneity on the
efficiency of a pipeline in order to estimate the optimization potential of
scheduling. A solution is to perform an adaptive scheduling that chooses
a schedule depending on the text (Wachsmuth et al., 2013b). For this pur-
pose, the characteristics of texts need to bemapped to the run-times of pipe-
lines. We induce such a mapping with self-supervised online learning, i.e.,
by incrementally learning from self-generated training data obtained dur-
ing processing (Witten and Frank, 2005; Banko et al., 2007). The scheduling
approach has implications for pipeline parallelization that we outline.

Finally, we present a noveloverall analysis overall analysis that aims to improve domain ro-
bustness by analyzing the overall structure of input texts while abstracting
from their content. As Figure 1.5 depicts, the overall analysis is an alterna-
tive last algorithm in a pipeline. Its structure-oriented view of text analysis
specifically targets at the classification of argumentative texts. It is based on
our observation from (Wachsmuth et al., 2014b) that the sequential flow of
information in a text is often decisive in those text classification tasks where
analyzing content does not suffice (Lipka, 2013). The overall analysis first
performs a supervised variant of clustering (Witten and Frank, 2005) to sta-
tistically learn common flow patterns of argumentative texts (Wachsmuth
et al., 2014a). Then, it uses these patterns as features for a more domain-
robust classification. The same patterns and their underlying information
can be used to explain the results of the analysis afterwards.

1.4 Contributions and Outline of this Thesis

We claim that our approach makes the design and execution of text analy-
sis pipelines more intelligent: Efficient solutions to text analysis tasks (i.e.,
pipelines) are found and accomplished automatically based on human ex-
pert knowledge and information perceived in the environment (i.e., the pro-
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Figure 1.6: The three high-level contributions of the thesis: We present approaches
(1) to automatically design text analysis pipelines that optimally process input texts
ad-hoc, (2) to optimize the run-time efficiency of pipelines on all input texts, and
(3) to improve the robustness of pipelines on input texts from different domains.

cessing of texts). More precisely, we contribute to the approached problem
of enabling ad-hoc large-scale text mining in three high-level respects:

1. Pipeline design. Through ad-hoc pipeline construction, we can im-
mediately design text analysis pipelines to perform text mining ad-
hoc. Through the input control, we achieve to execute each pipeline
in an optimal manner, thereby enabling efficiency optimizations.

2. Pipeline efficiency. Through optimized scheduling, we can greatly
improve the run-time efficiency of traditional text analysis pipelines,
which benefits large-scale text mining. Through adaptive scheduling,
we maintain efficiency even on highly heterogeneous texts.

3. Pipeline robustness. Through the overall analysis, we can signifi-
cantly improve the domain robustness of text analysis pipelines for the
classification of argumentative texts over traditional approaches.

Figure 1.6 shows how thesemain contributions relate to the three core ideas
within our overall approach. In the following, we summarize the main re-
sults for each main contribution.

New Findings in Ad-hoc Large-scale Text Mining

We analyze the impact of an optimal design of text analysis pipelines on
industrially relevant information extraction tasks from the InfexBA project.
Our results convey that the run-time efficiency of a pipeline can be improved
by more than one order of magnitude without harming the effectiveness of
the employed algorithms (Wachsmuth et al., 2011). We have realized our
approach to ad-hoc pipeline construction as a freely available expert sys-
tem (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a). Experimentswith this system in the InfexBA
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context as well as on the scientifically important biomedical extraction task
Genia (Kim et al., 2011) indicate that efficient and effective pipelines can be
designed in near-zero time. Open problems are largely due to automation
only, such as a missing weighting of the quality criteria to be met.

The use of our input control comes even without any notable drawback.
We have operationalized the input control as an open-source extension of
the Apache UIMA framework (Wachsmuth et al., 2013c), and we provide a
proof-of-concept for a number of tasks related to InfexBA on well-known
text corpora of different languages. While the concrete impact of filtering
naturally depends on the employed algorithms and the density of relevant
information, our findings are convincing: The input control allows us to
optimize the run-time of arbitrary text analysis pipelines and it provides an
intuitive means to trade efficiency for effectiveness.

With respect to efficiency optimization, we show that the run-time op-
timal scheduling of text analysis algorithms denotes a dynamic program-
ming problem (Wachsmuth and Stein, 2012). Our experiments reveal, how-
ever, that an ideal solution is too expensive in practice, since it depends on
the input texts. In fact, the irrelevant portions of a text decide the optimal-
ity of a schedule, as we formally prove. Still, the ideal solution serves as a
benchmark for practical approaches to optimized scheduling. We have im-
plemented different approaches as open-source applications and we evalu-
ate them for a number of extraction tasks. Our results indicate that an op-
timal schedule can often be found very efficiently. Sometimes, even simple
greedy scheduling approaches suffice (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a).

Cases where optimal schedules are hard to find tend to emanate from a
high heterogeneity of the input texts, as we discover in experimental ana-
lyses (Wachsmuth et al., 2013b). On this basis, we develop new measures
that quantify the optimization potential of scheduling. Experiments on pre-
cisely constructed text corpora suggest that our adaptive scheduling ap-
proach still achieves near-optimal efficiency even where the optimal fixed
schedule significantly fails. Conversely, the approach encounters problems
in low-heterogeneity scenarios, because of limitations in the effectiveness of
our self-supervised online learning algorithm.

For classifying argumentative texts, we offer evidence that a focus on
their overall structure improves the domain robustness of text analysis. In
experiments, we stress the impact of sequential flows of information as well
as the domain dependence of traditional approaches. We have realized the
analysis of the flows in an open-source software, deployed as a prototypical
web application. An evaluation of sentiment analysis in the context of our
ArguAna project emphasizes the benefit of modeling overall structure in
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this manner in terms of effectiveness and robustness. Also, we sketch how
an according model helps users understand the results of text analyses.

Contributions to the Concerned Research Fields

This thesis presents, at its heart, findings that refer to the field of computer
science. In particular, the outlined main contributions largely deal with the
development and application of algorithms, especially artificial intelligence
algorithms. Most of them benefit the practical applicability of text mining
in big data scenarios. Our main field of application is computational lin-
guistics. According to our underlyingmotivation of improving information
search, some of the implications for this field are connected to central con-
cepts from information retrieval, such as information needs or filtering.

Concretely, our approaches to pipeline design and efficiency affect the
information extraction area in the first place. Inmany extraction tasks, huge
amounts of text are processed to find the tiny portions of text with relevant
information (Sarawagi, 2008). Still, existing approaches waste much effort
processing irrelevant portions. If at all, they filter only based on heuristics
or vague statistical models (cf. Section 2.4 for details). In contrast, our input
control infers relevance formally and it iswell-founded in the theory of truth
maintenance systems. We see the input control as a logical extension of
software frameworks like Apache UIMA or GATE.

The efficiency of information extraction has long been disregarded to a
wide extent, but it is getting increasing attention in the last years (Chiti-
cariu et al., 2010b). Different from related approaches, we neither require
to lower the effectiveness of extraction, nor do we consider only rule-based
extraction algorithms, because we do not change the algorithms themselves
at all. Thereby, our approach achieves a very broad applicability in several
types of text analysis tasks. It addresses an often overseen means to scale
information extraction to large numbers of texts (Agichtein, 2005).

In terms of domain robustness, we aim at argumentation-related tasks
from the area of text classification. Our overall analysis improves the effec-
tiveness of pipelines on texts from domains unknown beforehand by con-
sidering the previously disregarded overall structure of texts. While the ul-
timate goal of guaranteeing high-quality information in ad-hoc large-scale
text mining is far from being solved, we are confident that our approach
denotes an important step towards a more intelligent text analysis.

In this regard, we also provide new insights into the pragmatics of com-
putational linguistics, i.e., the study of the relation between utterances and
their context (Jurafsky, 2003). Here, the most important findings refer to
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Figure 1.7: The structure of this thesis according to the three main contributions,
showing short names of all sections of the three main chapters.

our work on the argumentation of a text. In particular, we statistically de-
termine common patterns in the way people structure their argumentation
in according texts. Additionally, we claim that our model and quantifica-
tion of the heterogeneity of texts constitutes a substantial building block for
a better understanding of the processing complexity of texts.

To allow for a continuation of our research, a verifiability of our claims,
and a reproducability of our experiments, we have made most developed
approaches freely available in open-source software. Moreover, we provide
three new text corpora for the study of different scientifically and industri-
ally relevant information extraction and text classification problems.

Structure of the Remaining Chapters

In Figure 1.7, we illustrate the organization of this thesis according to our
main contributions, established in Chapters 3 to 5. In each case, we first de-
velop an abstract solution to the respective problem. Then, we present and
evaluate practical approaches. The approaches rely on a concrete model of
text analysis and/or are motivated by our own experimental analyses. We
conclude each main chapter with implications for the area of application.

Before, Chapter 2 provides the required background knowledge. First,
we introduce basic concepts and approaches in the context of text mining
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relevant for our purposes (Section 2.1). We point out the importance of text
analysis processes and their realization through pipelines in Section 2.2,
while case studies that we resort to in examples and experiments follow in
Section 2.3. Section 2.4 then summarizes the state of the art.

As Figure 1.7 shows, Chapter 3 deals with the automation of pipeline
design. In Section 3.1, we present paradigms of an ideal pipeline construc-
tion and execution. On this basis, we formalize key concepts from Sec-
tion 2.2 in a process-oriented view of text analysis (Section 3.2) and then
address ad-hoc pipeline construction (Section 3.3). Afterwards, we develop
an information-oriented view of text analysis (Section 3.4), which can be
operationalized to achieve an optimal execution (Section 3.5). This view
provides new ways of trading efficiency for effectiveness (Section 3.6).

Next, we optimize pipeline efficiency inChapter 4, startingwith a formal
solution to the optimal scheduling of text analysis algorithms (Section 4.1).
We analyze the impact of the distribution of relevant information in Sec-
tion 4.2, followed by our approach to optimized scheduling (Section 4.3)
that also requires the filtering view from Section 3.4. An analysis of the
heterogeneity of texts (Section 4.4) then motivates the need for adaptive
scheduling, whichwe approach in Section 4.5. Scheduling has implications
for pipeline parallelization, as we discuss in Section 4.6.

InChapter 5, finally, we present a novel approach for improving pipeline
robustness, which refers to an ideal domain independence (Section 5.1).
We model text analysis from a structure-oriented viewpoint (Section 5.2),
which emphasizes the impact of the overall structure in the classification of
argumentative texts (Section 5.3). Themodel forms the basis for our overall
analysis in Section 5.4 and it can also be exploited for an explanation of
pipeline results (Section 5.5).

We conclude the thesis inChapter 6with a summary of our contributions
and of remaining problems (Section 6.1). As a closing step, we give an out-
look and we sketch implications for the given and other areas of computer
science (Section 6.2). Information on all text analysis algorithms, software,
and text corpora referred to in this thesis is found in Appendices A to C.

Published Research within this Thesis

This thesis presents the complete picture of our approach to enable ad-
hoc large-scale text mining for the first time. However, most of our main
findings have already been published in peer-reviewed scientific papers at
renowned international conferences from the fields of computational lin-
guistics and information retrieval. An overview is given in Table 1.1, which
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Publication Venue Type Pages Main sections

Wachsmuth et al. (2010) COLING full paper 9 2.3, C.1
Wachsmuth et al. (2011) CIKM poster 4 3.1
Wachsmuth and Bujna (2011) IJCNLP full paper 9 3.6; 5.3 ; C.3
Wachsmuth and Stein (2012) COLING poster 10 3.1; 4.1 – 4.2
Wachsmuth et al. (2013a) CICLing full paper 12 3.2 – 3.3 ; 4.3
Wachsmuth et al. (2013b) IJCNLP full paper 9 4.4 – 4.5
Wachsmuth et al. (2013c) CIKM full paper 10 3.4 – 3.5
Wachsmuth et al. (2014a) COLING full paper 12 5.2; 5.4 – 5.5
Wachsmuth et al. (2014b) CICLing full paper 12 5.3, C.2

Table 1.1: Overview of peer-reviewed publications this thesis is based on. For each
publication, the venue, the type, and the number of pages are given as well as the
main sections of this thesis, in which content of the publication is reused.

Thesis Type Connection Main sections

Torunsky (2011) bachelor’s thesis related work –
Pranjic (2011) bachelor’s thesis related work –
Korshunov (2012) master’s thesis related work –
Rose (2012) master’s thesis on-topic 3.2 – 3.3
Beringer (2012) master’s thesis on-topic 3.6
Melzner (2012) master’s thesis on-topic 4.3
Mex (2013) master’s thesis on-topic 4.4

Table 1.2: Overview of the student theses written in the context of this thesis. For
each student thesis, its type and the connection to this thesis are given as well as
the main sections of this thesis, to which its content has contributed.

lists the reference of each paper together with the short name of the respec-
tive conference, the type and length of publication, and the main sections
of this thesis content of the paper appears in.

Moreover, some parts of this thesis integrate content of student theses.
Among these, themost noteworthy refers to Rose (2012), whose results have
significantly influenced the approach to ad-hoc pipeline construction pre-
sented in Section 3.3. For completeness, Table 1.2 lists all student theses
written in the context of this thesis. As shown, some of them tackle only
work related to this thesis, though. Also, some of those that are classified
as “on-topic” have contributed to this thesis to a limited degree only.

The exact reuse of content from the listed papers and theses is outlined
in the respective sections. In all cases, this thesis provides many new de-
tails and more comprehensive information on the discussed concepts. In
addition, extended evaluations and tool descriptions are given for most ap-
proaches. Besides, some parts of this thesis represent original contributions
that have not been published before, as pointed out where given.
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Vincent van Gogh

2
Text Analysis Pipelines

The understanding of natural language is one of the primary abilities that
provide the basis for human intelligence. Since the invention of computers,
people have thought about how to operationalize this ability in software ap-
plications (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). The rise of the internet in the 1990’s
then made explicit the practical need for automatically processing natural
language in order to access relevant information. Search engines, as a solu-
tion, have revolutionalized the way we can find such information ad-hoc in
large amounts of text (Manning et al., 2008). Until today, however, search
engines excel in finding relevant texts rather than in understandingwhat in-
formation is relevant in the texts. Chapter 1 has proposed text mining as a
means to achieve progress towards the latter, thereby making information
search more intelligent. At the heart of every text mining application lies
the analysis of text, mostly realized in the form of text analysis pipelines. In
this chapter, we present the basics required to follow the approaches of this
thesis to improve such pipelines for enabling text mining ad-hoc on large
amounts of text as well as the state of the art in this respect.

Textmining combines techniques from information retrieval, natural lan-
guage processing, and data mining. In Section 2.1, we first provide a fo-
cused overview of those techniques referred to in this thesis. Then, we de-
fine the text analysis processes and pipelines that we consider in our pro-
posed approaches (cf. Section 2.2). We evaluate the different approaches
based on texts and pipelines from a number of case studies introduced in
Section 2.3. Finally, Section 2.4 surveys and discusses related existing work
in the broad context of ad-hoc large-scale text mining.
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2.1 Foundations of Text Mining

In this section, we explain all general foundations of text mining the the-
sis at hand builds upon. After a brief outline of text mining, we organize
the foundations along the three main research fields related to text mining.
The goal is not to provide a formal and comprehensive introduction into
these fields, but rather to give exactly the information that is necessary to
follow our discussion. At the end, we describe how to develop and evaluate
approaches to text analysis. Basic concepts of text analysis processes are de-
fined in Section 2.2, while specific concepts related to our overall approach
are directly defined where needed in Chapters 3 to 5.1

Text Mining

Text mining deals with the automatic or semi-automatic discovery of new,
previously unknown information of high quality from large numbers of
unstructured texts (Hearst, 1999). Different than sometimes assumed, the
types of information to be inferred from the texts are usually specifiedman-
ually beforehand, i.e., text mining tackles given tasks. As introduced in Sec-
tion 1.1, this commonly requires to perform three steps in sequence, each of
which can be associated to one field (Ananiadou and McNaught, 2005):

1. Information retrieval. Gather input texts that are potentially relevant
for the given task.

2. Natural language processing. Analyze the input texts in order iden-
tify and structure relevant information.2

3. Datamining. Discover patterns in the structured information that has
been inferred from the texts.

Hearst (1999) points out that the main aspects of text mining are actually
the same as those studied in empirical computational linguistics. Although
focusing on natural language processing, some of the problems computa-
tional linguistics is concerned with are also addressed in information re-
trieval and data mining, such as text classification or machine learning. In
this thesis, we refer to all these aspects with the general term text analy-
sis (cf. Section 1.1). In the following, we look at the concepts of the three
fields that are important for our discussion of text analysis.

1Notice that, throughout this thesis, we generally assume that the reader has a more or
less graduate-level background in computer science.

2Ananiadou and McNaught (2005) refer to the second step as information extraction.
While we agree that information extraction is often the important part of this step, also other
techniques from natural language processing play a role, as discussed later in this section.
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Information Retrieval

Following Manning et al. (2008), the primary use case of information re-
trieval is to search and obtain those texts from a large collection of unstruc-
tured texts that can satisfy an information need, usually given in the form of
a query. In ad-hocweb search, such a query consists of a few keywords, but,
in general, it may also be given by a whole text, a logical expression, etc. An
information retrieval application assesses the relevance of all texts with re-
spect to a query based on some similarity measure. Afterwards, it ranks the
texts by decreasing relevance or it filters only those texts that are classified
as potentially relevant (Manning et al., 2008).

Although the improvement of ad-hoc search denotes one of themainmo-
tivations behind this thesis (cf. Chapter 1), we hardly consider the retrieval
step of text mining, since we focus on the inference of information from the
potentially relevant texts, as we detail in Section 2.2. Still, we borrow some
techniques from information retrieval, such as filtering or the determina-
tion of similar texts. For this purpose, we require the following concepts,
which are associated to information retrieval rather than to text analysis.
Vectors To determine the relevance of texts, many approachesmap all texts
and queries into a vector space modelvector space model (Manning et al., 2008). In general, such
a model defines a common vector representation x = (x1, . . . , xk), k≥1, for
all inputs, where each xi∈x formalizes an input property. A concrete input
like a textD is then represented by one value x(D)

i for each xi. Inweb search,
the standard way to represent texts and queries is by the frequencies of the
words they contain from a set of (possibly hundreds of thousands) words.
Generally, any measurable property of an input can be formalized, though,
which becomes particularly relevant for tasks like text classification.
Similarity Given a common representation, similarities between texts and
queries can be computed. Most word frequencies of a search query will of-
ten be 0. In case they are of interest, a reasonable similarity measure is the
cosine distance, which puts emphasis on the properties that occur (Manning
et al., 2008). In Chapter 5, we compute similarities of whole texts, where a
zero does not always mean the absence of a property. Such scenarios sug-
gest other measures. In our experiments, we use the manhattan distanceManhattan distance be-
tween two vectors x(1) and x(2) of length k (Cha, 2007), which is defined as:

Manhattan distance(x(1),x(2)) =
k∑

i=1

|x(1)
i − x

(2)
i |

Indexing While queries are typically stated ad-hoc, the key to efficient ad-
hoc search is that all texts in a given collection have been indexed before.
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A query is then matched against thesearch index search index, thereby avoiding to pro-
cess the actual texts during search. Very sophisticated indexing approaches
exist and are used in today’s web search engines (Manning et al., 2008). In
its basic form, a search index contains one entry for every measured prop-
erty. Each entry points to all texts that are relevant with respect to the prop-
erty. Some researchers have adapted indexing to information extraction by
building specialized search indexes based on concepts like entities, such as
Cafarella et al. (2005). We discuss in Section 2.4 in how far they reduce the
need for ad-hoc large-scale text mining that we address in this thesis.
Filtering While the ranking of texts by relevance is not needed in this thesis,
we filter relevant portions of texts in Chapter 3. Filtering is addressed in
information retrieval on two levels:text filtering Text filtering classifies complete texts
as being relevant or irrelevant (Sebastiani, 2002), whereaspassage retrieval passage retrieval
aims to determine the passages of a text that are relevant for answering a
given query (Cui et al., 2005). We investigate the difference between our and
existing filtering approaches in Section 2.4 and their integration at the end
ofChapter 3. Filtering is usually seen as a classification task (Manning et al.,
2008) and, thus, addressed as a text analysis. We cover text classification as
part of natural language processing, which we describe next.

Natural Language Processing

Natural language processing covers algorithms and engineering issues for
the understanding and generation of speech and human-readable text (Tsu-
jii, 2011). In the thesis at hand, we concentrate on the analysis of text with
the goal of deriving structured information from unstructured texts.

In text analysis, algorithms are employed that, among others, infer lex-
ical information about the words in a text, syntactic information about the
structure between words, and semantic information about the meaning of
words (Manning and Schütze, 1999). Also, they may analyze the discourse
and pragmatic level of a text (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). In Chapters 3
to 5, we use lexical and syntactic analyses as preprocessing for information
extraction and text classification. Information extraction targets at semantic
information. Text classification may seek for both semantic and pragmatic
information. To infer information of certain types from an input text, text
analysis algorithms apply rules or statistics, as we detail below.

Generally, natural language processing faces the problem ofambiguity ambiguity,
i.e., many utterances of natural language allow for different interpretations.
As a consequence, all text analysis algorithms need to resolve ambigui-
ties (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). Without sufficient context, a correct ana-
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lysis is hence often hard and can even be impossible. For instance, the sen-
tence “SHE’S AN APPLE FAN.” alone leaves undecidable whether it refers
to a fruit or a company.

Technically, natural language processing can be seen as the production
of annotationannotations (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004). An annotation marks a text or a
span of text that represents an instance of a particular type of information.
We discuss the role of annotations more extensively in Section 2.2, before
we formalize the view of text analysis as an annotation task in Chapter 3.
Lexical and Syntactic Analyses For our purposes, we distinguish three
types of lexical and syntactical analyses: The segmentationsegmentation of a text into sin-
gle units, the taggingtagging of units, and the

parsing
parsing of syntactic structure.

Mostly, the smallest text unit considered in natural language processing
is a tokentoken, denoting a word, a number, a symbol, or anything similar (Man-
ning and Schütze, 1999). Besides the tokenizationtokenization of texts, we also perform
segmentation with sentence splittingsentence splitting and

paragraph splitting
paragraph splitting in this thesis. In

terms of tagging, we look at part-of-speechpart-of-speech, meaning the categories of tokens
like nouns or verbs, althoughmuchmore specific part-of-speech tagpart-of-speech tags are used
in practice (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). Also, we perform lemmatizationlemmatization in
some experiments to get the lemmalemmas of tokens, i.e., their dictionary forms,
such as “be” in case of “is” (Manning and Schütze, 1999). Finally, we use
shallow parsing, called chunkingchunking (Jurafsky andMartin, 2009), to identify dif-
ferent types of phrases, and dependency parsingdependency parsing to infer the dependency tree
structure of sentences (Bohnet, 2010). Appendix A provides details on all
named analyses and on the respective algorithms we rely on. The output of
parsing is particularly important for information extraction.
Information Extraction The basic semantic concept is a named or numeric

entityentity from the real world (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). Information extrac-
tion analyzes usually unstructured texts in order to recognize references of
such entities, relationrelations between entities, and

event
events the entities participate

in (Sarawagi, 2008). In the classical view of the Message Understanding
Conferences, information extraction is seen as a template filling task (Chin-
chor et al., 1993), where the goal is to fill entity slots of relation or event
templates with information from a collection or a stream of texts D.

The set of information types C to be recognized is often predefined, al-
though some recent approaches address this limitation (cf. Section 2.4).
Both rule-based approaches, e.g. based on regular expressions or lexicons,
and statistical approaches, mostly based on machine learning (see below),
are applied in information extraction (Sarawagi, 2008). The output is struc-
tured information that can be stored in databases or directly displayed to the
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users (Cunningham, 2006). As a matter of fact, information extraction plays
an important role in today’s database research (Chiticariu et al., 2010a),
while it has its origin in computational linguistics (Sarawagi, 2008). In prin-
ciple, the output qualifies for being exploited in text mining applications,
e.g. to provide relevant information like Google in the example from Fig-
ure 1.2 (Section 1.1). However, many information types tend to be domain-
specific and application-specific (Cunningham, 2006), making their extrac-
tion cost-intensive. Moreover, while some types can be extracted accurately,
at least from hiqh-quality texts of common languages (Ratinov and Roth,
2009), others still denote open challenges in current research (Ng, 2010).

Information extraction often involves a number of subtasks, including
coreference resolution coreference resolution, i.e., the identification of references that refer to the

same entity (Cunningham, 2006), and thenormalization normalization of entities and the
like. In this thesis, we focus mainly on the most central subtasks, namely,
named and numericentity recognition entity recognition, binary

relation extraction
relation extraction, and

event detection

event
detection (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). Concrete analyses as well as algo-
rithms that realize the analyses are found in Appendix A. As an example,
Figure 2.1(a) illustrates instances of different information types in a sample
text. Some refer to a relation of the type Founded(Organization, Time).

In Section 2.3, we introduce the more sophisticated extraction of finan-
cial events from news articles that we consider in many experiments in this
thesis. Without exception, we extraction information only within but not
across texts unlike e.g. Li et al. (2011). Also, we restrict our view to unstruc-
tured texts and, hence, omit to present approaches that target at structured
or semi-structured texts like wrapper induction (Kushmerick, 1997).
Text Classification Text classification (or text categorization) denotes the
task of assigning each text from a collection or a stream of texts D to one of
a set of predefinedclass classesC = {c1, . . . , ck}, k≥2 (Jurafsky andMartin, 2009).
We call C theclassification scheme classification scheme here. The standard approach to text clas-
sification is to statistically learn an assignment based on a set of training
texts with known classes (Manning et al., 2008). To this end, every text is
converted into a vector representation consisting of a number of (typically
lexical or shallow syntactic) features of the text (Sebastiani, 2002). We intro-
duce this representation as part of the data mining foundations below.

Several text classification tasks are studied in natural language process-
ing (Manning and Schütze, 1999) and information retrieval (Manning et al.,
2008). The classictopic detection topic detection (Lewis et al., 2004) targets at the main topic
of a text, whereas innon-standard

text classification task non-standard text classification tasks, classes go beyond
the subjects of texts (Lipka, 2013). Examples are the identification of the
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Organization entityTime entity

Time entityReference

Reference Time entity Founded relation

Output: Founded(''Google'', 1998) Output: Topic(''hotel''), Sentiment(''positive'')

information extraction text classification(a) (b)

“ 2014 ad revenues of Google are going to reach 

   $20B . The search company was founded in '98 .

   Its IPO followed in 2004 . [...] “

“ This was truly a lovely hotel to stay in . 

   The staff were all friendly and very helpful . 

   The location was excellent . The atmosphere is 

   great and the decor is beautiful. “

Figure 2.1: (a) An information extraction example: Extraction of a relation of the
type Founded(Organization, Time) from a sample text. (b) A text classification exam-
ple: Classification of the topic and the sentiment polarity of a sample text.

genregenre of a text in terms of the form, purpose, and/or intended audience of
the text (Stein et al., 2010), or authorship attributionauthorship attributionwhere the author of a text
is to be determined (Stamatatos, 2009). In automatic essay gradingautomatic essay grading, the goal is
to assign ratings from a usually numeric classification scheme to texts like
essays (Dikli, 2006), and stance recognitionstance recognition seeks for the stance of a person
with respect to some topic (Somasundaran andWiebe, 2010). All these and
some related tasks are discussed more or less detailed in this thesis.

Of highest importance in our experiments is sentiment analysissentiment analysis, which
has become one of the most widely investigated text classification tasks in
the last decade. By default, sentiment analysis refers to the classification
of the sentiment polaritysentiment polarity of a text as being positive or negative (Pang et al.,
2002). An example is shown in Figure 2.1(b). Sometimes, also an objec-
tive (or neutral) “polarity” is considered, although this class rather refers to

subjectivitysubjectivity (Pang and Lee, 2004). Moreover, sentiment can also be assessed
on numeric scales (Pang and Lee, 2005), whichwe call sentiment scoringsentiment scoring here.
We employ a number of sentiment analysis algorithms in Section 5. They
are listed in Appendix A.

As passage retrieval (see above), text classification does not always deal
with complete texts. In Chapter 5, we classify the subjectivity of single dis-
course units, where objective units can be seen as factfacts and subjective units
as opinionopinions. In

opinion mining
opinion mining, such techniques are combined with informa-

tion extraction techniques to find opinions on certain topics (Popescu and
Etzioni, 2005), as done in one of our case studies (cf. Section 2.3).3 Senti-
ment analysis and opinion mining are of high practical relevance, because
they can be used in text mining applications that analyze the people’s opin-
ions on products and brands in social media, online review sites, and the
like (Pang and Lee, 2008). For this purpose, data mining needs to be per-
formed on the output of the respective algorithms.

3Unlike us, some researchers do not distinguish between sentiment analysis and opinion
mining, but they use these two terms interchangeably (Pang and Lee, 2008).
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a high-level view of data mining. Input data is repre-
sented as a set of instances, fromwhich amodel is derived usingmachine learning.
The model is then generalized to infer new output information.

Data Mining

Datamining primarily aims at the inference of new information of specified
types from typically huge amounts of input data, already given in struc-
tured form (Witten and Frank, 2005). To address such aprediction problem prediction problem,
the data is first converted into instances of a defined representation and then
handed over to amachine learning machine learning algorithm. The algorithm recognizes sta-
tistical patterns in the instances that are relevant for the prediction problem.
This process is calledtraining training. The foundpatterns are then generalized, such
that they can be applied to infer new information from unseen data, gener-
ally referred to asprediction prediction. In this regard, machine learning can be seen
as the technical basis of data mining applications (Witten and Frank, 2005).
Figure 2.2 shows a high-level view of the outlined process.

Data mining and text mining are related in two respects: On one hand,
the structured output information of text analysis serves as the input to ma-
chine learning, e.g. to train a text classifier. On the other hand, many text
analyses themselves rely onmachine learning algorithms to produce output
information. Both respects are important in this thesis. In the following, we
summarize the basic concepts relevant for our purposes.4

Machine Learning Machine learning describes the ability of an algorithm
to learnwithout being explicitly programmed (Samuel, 1959). An algorithm
can be said to learn from data with respect to a given prediction problem
and some quality measure, if the measured prediction quality increases the
more data is processed (Mitchell, 1997).5 Machine learning aims at predic-
tion problemswhere thetarget function target function, whichmaps input data to output in-

4Besides the cited references, parts of the summary are inspired by theCourseramachine
learning course, https://www.coursera.org/course/ml (accessed on December 2, 2014).

5A discussion of common quality measures follows at the end of this section.
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formation, is unknown and which, thus, cannot be (fully) solved by follow-
ing hand-crafted rules. In the end, all non-trivial text analysis tasks denote
such prediction problems, even though many tasks have been successfully
tackled with rule-based approaches.6

A machine learning algorithm produces a modelmodel Y : x → C, which gen-
eralizes patterns found in the input data in order to approximate the target
function. Y defines amapping from represented data x to a target variabletarget variableC,
where C captures the type of information sought for. In text analysis, the
target variable may represent classes of texts (e.g. topics or genres), types
of annotations (e.g. part-of-speech tags or entity types), etc. Since machine
learning generalizes from examples, the learned prediction of output infor-
mation cannot be expected to be correct in all cases. Rather, the goal is to
find a model Y that is optimal with respect to a given quality measure (see
below). Besides the input data, the quality of Y depends on how the data is
represented and how the found patterns are generalized.
Representation Similar to information retrieval, most machine learning
algorithms rely on a vector space model. In particular, the input data is rep-
resented by a set X of feature vectorfeature vectors of the form x. x defines an ordered set
of featurefeatures, where each feature x ∈ x denotes a measurable property of an
input (Hastie et al., 2009). In text mining, common features are e.g. the fre-
quency of a particular word in a given text or the shape of a word (say, cap-
italized or not). Representing input data means to create a set of instances
of x, such that each instance contains one feature valuefeature value for every feature in x.7

In many cases, hundreds or thousands of features are considered in combi-
nation. They belong to different feature typefeature types, like

bag-of-words
bag-of-words where each

feature means the frequency of a word (Manning et al., 2008).
The feature representation of the input data governs what patterns can

be found during learning. As a consequence, the development of features,
which predict a given target variable C, is one of the most important (and
often most difficult) steps in machine learning. Although common feature
types like bag-of-words help in many text analysis tasks, the most discrimi-
native features tend to require expert knowledge about the task and input.8

6The question for what text analysis tasks to prefer a rule-based approach over amachine
learning approach is out of the scope of this thesis.

7Throughout this thesis, we consider only features whose values come from a metric
scale. Other features are transformed, e.g. a feature with values “red”, “green”, and “blue”
can be represented by three 0/1-features, one for each value. All values are normalized to
the same interval, namely [0,1], which benefits learning (Witten and Frank, 2005).

8The concrete features of a feature type can often be chosen automatically based on input
data, aswe do in our experiments, e.g. by taking only thosewordswhose occurrence is above
some threshold. Thereby, useless features that would introduce noise are excluded.
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Also, some features generalize worse than others, often because they cap-
ture domain-specific properties, as we see in Chapter 5.9

Generalization As shown in Figure 2.2, generalization refers to the infer-
ence of output information from unseen data based on patterns captured in
a learned model (Witten and Frank, 2005). As such, it is strongly connected
to the used machine learning algorithm. The training of such an algorithm
based on a given set of instances explores a large space of models, because
most algorithms have a number of parameters. An important decision in
this regard is how much to bias the algorithm with respect to the complex-
ity of the model to be learned (Witten and Frank, 2005). Simple models (say,
linear functions) induce a high bias, which may not fit the input data well,
but regularize noise in the data and, thus, tend to generalize well. Complex
models (say, high polynomials) can be fitted well to the data, but tend to
generalize less. We come back to this problem offitting fitting in Section 5.1.

During training, a machine learning algorithm incrementally chooses a
possible model and evaluates the model based on some cost function. The
choice relies on an optimization procedure, e.g.gradient descent gradient descent stepwise
heads towards a local minimum of the cost function until convergence by
adapting themodel to all input data (Witten and Frank, 2005). In large-scale
scenarios, a variant calledstochastic gradient descent stochastic gradient descent is often more suitable. It
repeatedly iterates over all data instances in isolation, thereby being much
faster while not guaranteeing to find a local minimum (Zhang, 2004). No
deep understanding of the generalization process is needed in this thesis,
since we focus only on the question how to address text analysis tasks with
existing machine learning algorithms in order to then select an adequate
one. What matters for us is the type of learning that can or should be per-
formed within the task at hand. Mainly, we consider two very prominent
types in this thesis, supervised learning and unsupervised learning.
Supervised Learning Insupervised learning supervised learning, a machine learning algorithm
derives a model from knowntraining data training data, i.e., pairs of a data instance and
the associated output information (Witten and Frank, 2005). The model can
then be used to predict output information for unknown data. The notion
of being supervised refers to the fact that the learning process is guided by
examples of correct predictions. In this thesis, we use supervised learning
for both statistical classification and statistical regression.

classification Classification describes the task to assign a data instance to themost likely
of a set of two or more predefined discrete classes (Witten and Frank, 2005).

9Techniques like feature selection and dimensionality reduction, which aim to reduce
the set of considered features to improve generalizability and training efficiency among oth-
ers (Hastie et al., 2009), are beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of supervised learning: (a) In classification, a decision
boundary can be derived from training instances with known classes (open circles
and squares) based on their features values, here for x1 and x2. The boundary de-
cides the class of unknown instances. (b) In regression, a regression model can be
derived from training instances (represented by the feature x1) with known value
for the target variable C. The model decides the values of all other instances.

In case of binary classification, machine learning algorithms seek for an
optimal decision boundarydecision boundary that separates the instances of two classes, as il-
lustrated in Figure 2.3(a). Multi-class classification is handled through ap-
proaches like one-versus-all classification (Hastie et al., 2009). The applica-
tions of classification in text mining are manifold. E.g., it denotes the stan-
dard approach to text classification (Sebastiani, 2002) and it is also often
used to classify candidate relations between entities (Sarawagi, 2008). In all
respective experiments below, we perform classification with a support vector machinesupport vec-
tor machine (Witten and Frank, 2005). Support vector machines aim to maxi-
mize the margin between the decision boundary and the training instances
of each class. They have been shown to often perform well (Meyer et al.,
2003) while not being prone to adapt to noise (Witten and Frank, 2005).10

In case of regressionregression, the task is to assign a given data instance to the most
likely value of ametric, continuous target variable (Witten and Frank, 2005).
The result of learning is a regression modelregression model that can predict the target vari-
able for arbitrary instances (cf. Figure 2.3(b)). We restrict our view to linear regressionlinear
regression models, which we apply in Chapter 4 to predict the run-times of
pipelines. In our experiments, we learn these models with stochastic gradi-
ent descent for efficiency purposes.
Unsupervised Learning In contrast to supervised learning, unsupervised learningunsupervised
learning is only given data instances without output information. As a con-
sequence, it usually does not serve for predicting a target variable from an
instance, but merely for identifying the organization and association of in-
put data (Hastie et al., 2009). The most common technique in unsupervised

10Some existing text analysis algorithms that we employ rely on other classification algo-
rithms, though, such as decision trees or artificial neural networks (Witten and Frank, 2005).
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of unsupervised learning: (a) Flat clustering groups a set
of instances into a (possibly predefined) number of clusters. (b) Hierarchical clus-
tering creates a binary hierarchy tree structure over the instances.

learning isclustering clustering, which groups a set of instances into a possibly but not
necessarily predefined number ofcluster clusters (Witten and Frank, 2005). Here,
we consider only hard clusterings, where each instance belongs to a single
cluster that represents some class. Different from classification, the mean-
ing of a class is usually unknown in clustering, though. Clustering learns
patterns in the similarities of instances based on similarity measures like
those used in information retrieval (see above). The resulting model can
assign arbitrary instances to one of the given clusters. In text mining, clus-
tering is e.g. used to detect texts with similar properties.

Conceptually, two basic types of clustering exist, as shown in Figure 2.4.
Whileflat clustering flat clustering partitions instances without specifying associations be-
tween the created clusters,hierarchical clustering hierarchical clustering organizes instances in a hi-
erachical tree (Manning et al., 2008). Each node in the tree represents a clus-
ter of a certain size. The root cluster consists of all instances and each leaf
refers to a single instance. A flat clustering can be derived from a hierar-
chical clustering through cuts in the tree. The tree is incrementally created
by measuring distances between instances and clusters. To this end, a clus-
ter is e.g. represented by itscentroid centroid, i.e., the average of all instances in the
cluster (Manning et al., 2008). In general, both clustering types have certain
advantages with respect to efficiency and cluster quality. We rely on hierar-
chical clustering in Chapter 5 for reasons discussed there. In particular, we
performagglomerative

hierarchical clustering agglomerative hierarchical clustering where the hierarchy is created
bottom-up, beginning with the single instances (Manning et al., 2008).
Further Learning Types Some othermachine learning types are usedmore
or less frequently in text mining, part of which are variations of supervised
learning. Sporadically, we talk aboutsemi-supervised learning semi-supervised learning in this thesis,
which targets at tasks where much input data is available, but little known
training data. Intuitively, semi-supervised learning first derives patterns
from the training data and then applies knowledge about these patterns to
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find similar patterns in the other data (Chapelle et al., 2006). Some research
in information extraction proposes self-supervised learningself-supervised learning approaches that
aim to fully overcome the need for known data by generating training data
on their own (Banko et al., 2007). This canworkwhen some output informa-
tion is accessable without uncertainty. We present an according approach
in Chapter 5. Also, we employ an entity recognition algorithm that relies
on sequence labelingsequence labeling (cf. Appendix A). Sequence labeling classifies each of a
sequence of instances, exploiting information about the other instances.

While there are more learning types, like reinforcement learning, recom-
mender systems or one-class classification, we do not apply them in this
thesis and, so, omit to introduce them here for brevity.

Development and Evaluation

As discussed, text analysis aims to approximate unknown target functions,
which map input texts to output information. To this end, both rule-based
and statistical text analysis approaches are usually developed based on a
collection of input texts with known properties. Still, the output informa-
tion they producewill, in general, not always be correct. The reasons behind
relate to the ambiguity of natural language (see above) and to the incom-
pleteness and inexactness of the input data (Witten and Frank, 2005).

As a consequence, an empirical evaluation of the quality of a text analy-
sis approach is of high importance and mostly closely connected to its de-
velopment. Here, with quality we primarily refer to the effectiveness and
efficiency of an approach, as outlined in Section 1.2.11 While the concrete
quality measures that are adequate for evaluation partly differ between the
mentioned tasks from information retrieval, natural language processing,
and data mining, in principle all three fields rely on similar methods (Man-
ning et al., 2008; Jurafsky andMartin, 2009; Witten and Frank, 2005). In par-
ticular, experiments are performed, in which an approach is first developed
on a collection of input texts. Then, its quality is measured on previously
unseen input texts and compared to alternative approaches. In the follow-
ing, we detail the outlined concepts for text analysis.
Text Corpora In this thesis, we approach text analysis in a corpus linguisticscorpus linguistics
manner, i.e., we address all tasks based on the analysis of samples of real-
world texts, called text corpora. A text corpustext corpus is a principled collection of
texts that has been compiled to analyze a problem related to language (Biber
et al., 1998). Here, we consider corpora that serve for the development of

11Besides effectiveness and efficiency, we also investigate the robustness and intelligibility
of text analysis in Chapter 5. Further details are given there.
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text analyses (e.g. for sentiment analysis). Text corpora often contain an-
notations, especially annotations of the target variable that represents the
output information to be inferred (e.g. the sentiment polarity of a text). In
contrast to the annotations produced by text analysis algorithms, corpus an-
notations have usually been created manually in a cost-intensiveannotation process annotation
process. To avoid such a process, they can sometimes be derived from exist-
ing metadata (such as the author or star rating of a review). In both cases,
they are seen asground truth ground truth annotations (Manning et al., 2008).

To allow for generalization, the compilation of texts in a text corpus usu-
ally aims to berepresentative representative for some target variable C, i.e., it includes the
full range of variability of texts with respect toC (Biber et al., 1998). We dis-
cuss representativeness at the beginning of Chapter 5. For evaluation, also
the distribution of texts over the values of C should be representative for
the real distribution. For machine learning, though, abalanced balanced distribution,
where all values of the target variable are evenly represented, is favorable
according to statistical learning theory (Batista et al., 2004).
Effectiveness Text analysis approaches aremostly evaluatedwith respect to
their effectiveness, which quantifies the extent to which output information
is correct. Given a collection of input texts with ground truth annotations
for the target variable C of a text analysis approach be given, the effective-
ness of all approaches relevant in this thesis can be evaluated in the sense
of a two-class classification task, i.e., whether the decision to produce each
possible instance of C is correct or not.

We call the output instances of an approach thepositives positives and all other
possible instances thenegatives negatives. On this basis, four different sets can be dis-
tinguished (Witten and Frank, 2005):true positives True positives (TP) are all positives that
belong to the ground truth,true negatives true negatives (TN) are all negatives that do not
belong to the ground truth,false negatives false negatives (FN) are all negatives that belong
to the ground truth, andfalse positives false positives (FP) are all positives that do not be-
long to the ground truth. Figure 2.5 illustrates the four sets.

Given the four sets, effectiveness can directly be quantifiedwith different
measures whose adequateness depends on the given task. One measure is
given by theaccuracy accuracy a, which means the ratio of correct decisions:

a = (|TP|+ |TN|) / (|TP|+ |TN|+ |FP|+ |FN|)

The accuracy is an adequate measure, when all decisions are of equal im-
portance. This holds for many text classification tasks as well as for other
text analysis tasks, in which every portion of an input text is annotated and,
thus requires a decision, such as in tokenization. In contrast, especially in
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Figure 2.5: Venn diagram showing the four sets that can be derived from the
ground truth information of some type in a collection of input texts and the output
information of that type inferred from the input texts by a text analysis approach.

information extraction tasks like entity recognition, the output information
usually covers only a small amount of the processed input texts. As a con-
sequence, high accuracy can be achieved by simply producing no output
information at all. Thus, accuracy is inadequate if the true negatives are of
low importance. Instead, it seems more suitable to measure effectiveness in
terms of the precisionprecision p and the

recall
recall r (Manning and Schütze, 1999):

p = |TP| / (|TP|+ |FP|) r = |TP| / (|TP|+ |FN|)

Precision quantifies the ratio of output information that is inferred correctly,
while recall refers to the ratio of all correct information that is inferred. In
many cases, however, achieving either high precision or high recall is as
easy as useless. E.g., perfect recall can be obtained by producing all possible
output information. If both high precision and high recall are desired, their
harmonicmean can be computed, called the f1-scoreF1-score (or F1-measure), which
rewards an equal balance between p and r (van Rijsbergen, 1979):

f1 = 2 · p · r / (p + r)

The four defined effectiveness measures are used in a number of experi-
ments in this thesis. In addition, we compute the mean regression errorregression error of
numeric predictions in Chapter 5, which is defined as the average differ-
ence between a predicted and a correct value. Also, we mention the labeled attachment scorelabeled
attachment score once in Chapter 3, which denotes the proportion of fully
correctly classified tokens in dependency parsing (Bohnet, 2010). Other ef-
fectiveness measures are not specified here for lack of relevance.
Efficiency Since we aim to perform text analysis on large amounts of input
texts, not only effectiveness is important in this thesis, but also efficiency.
In general, efficiency quantifies costs in terms of the consumption of time
or memory (Cormen et al., 2009). While we sporadically discuss the effects
of memory-related observations in the subsequent chapters, such as a high
system load, we always refer to efficiency here as the run-timerun-time (also called
running time) an approach takes to process a given input. We use the terms
efficiency and run-time efficiencyrun-time efficiency interchangeably from here on.
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We quantify the efficiency of every algorithm Ai and pipeline Π in terms
of two measures, both specified in seconds or milliseconds: First, the abso-
luteoverall run-time overall run-times ti(D) and tΠ(D) on an input text D, and second, the

average run-time
per portion of text average run-time per portion of text (mostly, per sentence), t(Ai) and t(Π). All

run-times are averaged over a defined number of runs (either 5 or 10) and
complemented by theirstandard deviation standard deviation σ. In some cases, we compute spe-
cific run-times (say, the training time), as defined where given.
Experiments In corpus linguistics, the generalmethod to develop and eval-
uate both rule-based and statistical text analysis approaches is to perform
experiments based on a split of a text corpus into differentdataset datasets. One (or
the union of several) of these datasets is analyzedmanually or automatically
for the development, and the others are processed to evaluate a developed
approach (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009).12 We realize the process underlying
this method in the following two ways in the thesis at hand, both of which
are very common in statistical evaluation (Witten and Frank, 2005).

In most cases, we split a given text corpus into a training set, a valida-
tion set, and a test set, as illustrated in Figure 2.6(a).13 After developing an
approach on thetraining set training set, the quality of different configurations of the
approach (e.g. with different feature vectors or learning parameters) is iter-
atively evaluated on thevalidation set validation set. The validation set thereby serves for
optimizing the approach, while the approach adapts to the validation set.
The best configuration is then evaluated on thetest set test set (also referred to as the
held-out set). A test set represents the unseen data. It serves for estimating
the quality of an approach in practical applications.14

The described method appears reasonable when each dataset is of suffi-
cient size andwhen the given split prevents from bias thatmay compromise
the representativeness of the respective corpus. In other cases, an alterna-
tive is to perform (stratified)n-fold cross-validation n-fold cross-validation (Witten and Frank, 2005).
In n-fold cross-validation, a text corpus is split into n (e.g. 10) even folds, as-
suring that the distribution of the target variable is similar in all folds. The
development and evaluation then consist of n runs, over which the mea-
sured quality of an approach is averaged. In each run i, the i-th fold is used
for evaluation and all others for development. Such a split is shown in Fig-
ure 2.6(b). We conduct according experiments once in Chapter 5.

12The development of statistical approaches benefits from a balanced dataset (see above).
This can be achieved through either undersampling minority classes or oversampling ma-
jority classes. Where needed, we mostly perform the latter using random duplicates.

13Many text corpora already provide an according corpus split, including most of those
that we use in our experiments (cf. Appendix C).

14In some of our efficiency experiments, no parameter optimization takes place. We leave
out the use of validation set in these cases, as pointed out where relevant.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of two ways of splitting a text corpus for development and
evaluation: (a) A training set is used for development, a validation set for optimiz-
ing parameters, and a test set for the final evaluation. (b) Each fold i out of n folds
serves for evaluation in the i-th ofn runs, while all others are used for development.

Comparison The measured effectiveness and efficiency results of a text
analysis approach are usually compared to alternative ways of addressing
the given task in order to assess whether the results are good bad. Formany
tasks, an upper-bound ceiling of effectiveness is assumed to be the effective-
ness a human would achieve (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009).15 For simplicity,
effectiveness is thus often measured with respect to the human-annotated
ground truth. While there is no general upper-bound efficiency ceiling, we
see in the subsequent chapters that optimal efficiency can often be deter-
mined in a given experiment setting. We call every upper-bound ceiling of
a quality measure the gold standardgold standard and define it where needed.

For interpretation, results are also checkedwhether they are significantly
better than some lower bound baselinebaseline (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). E.g., an
accuracy of 40% in a 5-class classification task may appear low, but it is still
twice as good as the accuracy of guessing. The standard way to determine
lower bounds is to compare an evaluated approach with one or more ap-
proaches that are trivial (like guessing), standard (like a bag-of-words ap-
proach in text classification), or known from the literature. We compare our
approaches to according baselines in all our experiments in Chapters 3 to 5.
In these experiments, we mostly consider complex text analysis processes
realized by pipelines of text analysis algorithms, as presented next.

2.2 Text Analysis Tasks, Processes, and Pipelines

In Section 1.2, we have roughly outlined that text mining requires task-
specific text analysis processes with several classification, extraction, and
similar steps. These processes are realized by text analysis pipelines that
infer output information from input texts in order to satisfy a given infor-

15Some exceptions to the truth of this assumption exist, of course. For instance, authorship
attribution (see above) is expected to be often hard for humans.
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mation need. Since text analysis pipelines are in the focus of all approaches
proposed in this thesis, we now explain the outlined concepts of text ana-
lysis more comprehensively and we illustrate them at the end. Thereby, we
define the starting point for all discussions in Chapters 3 to 5.

Text Analysis Tasks

As specified in Section 1.2, we consider text analysis tasks in which we are
given input texts and an information need to be addressed. The goal is to
infer certain output information from the input texts that is relevant with
respect to the information need. Here, we detail basic concepts behind such
tasks. An extension of these concepts by quality criteria to be met follows
in Chapter 3 after discussing the optimality of text analysis pipelines.
Input Texts In principle, the input we deal with in this thesis may be either
given in the form of acollection of texts collection of texts or a

stream of texts
stream of texts. The former denotes

a set of natural language texts {D1, . . . , Dn}, n≥ 1, usually compiled with a
purpose, like a text corpus (see above). With the latter, we refer to continu-
ously incoming natural language text data. We assume here that such data
can be split into logical segmentsD1, D2, . . . (technically, this is always pos-
sible anyway). Given that the speed of processing a stream can be chosen
freely, we can therefore deal with collections and streams in the same way
except for the constraint that streaming data must be processed in the order
in which it arrives. We denote both a collection and a stream as D.

We see a single textD∈D as the atomic input unit in text analysis tasks.
While no general assumptions are made about the length, style, language,
or other properties of D, we largely restrict our view to fullyunstructured text unstructured
texts, i.e., plain texts that have no explicit structure aside from line breaks
and comparable character-level formattings. Although text mining may re-
ceive several types of documents as input, such as HTML files in case of
web applications, our restriction is not a limitation but rather a focus: Most
text analysis approaches work on plain text. If necessary, some content ex-
traction is, thus, usually performed in the beginning that converts the doc-
uments into plain text (Gottron, 2008). Besides, some of our approaches in
the subsequent chapters allow the input texts to already have annotations
of a certain set of zero or more information types C0, which holds for many
text corpora in computational linguistics research (cf. Section 2.1).
Output Information In Section 2.1, different information types have been
mentioned, e.g. tokens, part-of-speech tags, concrete types of entities and
relations, certain text classification schemes, etc. In general, an information
type C = {c1, c2, . . .} denotes the set of all pieces of information c ∈C that
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represent a particular lexical, syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic concept. We
postpone a more exact definition of information types to Chapter 3, where
we formalize the expert knowledge for tackling text analysis tasks automat-
ically. A concrete information type is denoted with an upper-case term in
this thesis, such as Token or a relation type Founded. To signal that an infor-
mation type is part of an event or relation type, we append it to that type in
lower case, such as Token.lemma or Founded.time.

Now, in many tasks from information extraction and text classification,
the goal is to infer output information of a specific set of information typesC

from texts or portions of texts. Here, we use the set notation as in proposi-
tional logic (Kleine Büning and Lettmann, 1999), i.e., a set C = {C1, . . . , Ck},
k ≥ 1, can be understood as a conjunction C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ck. In case of
Founded(Organization, Time) from Section 2.1, for example, a text or a por-
tion of text that contains an instance of this relation type must comprise
an organization name and a time information as well as a representation
of a foundation relation between them. Hence, the relation type implicitly
refers to a conjunction Founded ∧ Founded.organization ∧ Founded.time, i.e., a
set {Founded, Founded.organization, Founded.time}.
InformationNeeds Based on the notion of information types, we candefine
what information is relevant with respect to an information need in that it
helps to fulfill the need. The goal of text mining is to infer new information
of specified types from a collection or a stream of input texts D (cf. Sec-
tion 2.1). From a text analysis perspective, addressing an information need
hence means to return all instances of a given set of information types C

that are found in D. In this regard, C itself can be seen as a specification of
an information need, a single information need in particular. Accordingly,
a combination of k>1 information needs (say, the desire to get information
on k = 2 relations at the same time) refers to a disjunction C1 ∨ . . . ∨ Ck.
In practical text mining applications, parts of an information need might
be specified beforehand. E.g., Founded(Organization, “1998”) denotes the re-
quest to extract all names of organizations founded in the year 1998.

We assume in this thesis that information needs are already given in a
formalized form. Consequently, we can concentrate on the text analysis pro-
cesses required to address information needs. Similar to information types,
we actually formalize information needs later on in Chapter 3.

Text Analysis Processes

In real-world text analysis tasks, information needs may refer to combina-
tions of concrete information types from the field of natural language pro-
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cessing. We have introduced the general analyses that can infer these infor-
mation types from input texts in Section 2.1. However, even the inference of
a single information type often requires severalanalysis step analysis steps, each of which
refers to one text analysis. The reason is that many text analyses require as
input the output of other text analyses, which in turn depend on further text
analyses, and so forth. As a consequence, addressing such an information
needmeans the realization of a complex text analysis process. Common ex-
amples refer to the areas of information extraction and text classification, as
sketched below. In general, also other natural language processing tasks en-
tail a number of analysis steps, likesemantic role labeling semantic role labeling, which seeks for the
associations between the verb in a sentence and its arguments (Gildea and
Jurafsky, 2002). Some researchers report on processes in the intersection of
the different areas with almost 30 steps (Solovyev et al., 2013).
Information Extraction As discussed in Section 2.1, information extrac-
tion often aims at filling complex event templates whose instances can be
stored in databases. Therefore, information extraction processes are made
up of possibly tens of analysis steps, covering the whole spectrum from lex-
ical and syntactic preprocessing over entity recognition, relation extraction,
and event detection to coreference resolution and normalization. While we
investigate processes with up to 11 distinguished analysis steps in the ex-
periments of the subsequent chapters, for brevity we here exemplify only
that even binary relation extraction may already require several steps.

In particular, assume that instances of the above-mentioned relation type
Founded shall be extracted from the sentences of an input text using super-
vised classification (cf. Section 2.1). Before features can be computed for
classification, both organization and time entities need to be recognized in
the sentences. Entity recognition often relies on the output of a chunker,
while relation extraction benefits from information about the positions of
candidate entities in a dependency parse tree (Sarawagi, 2008). These ana-
lyses are usually based on part-of-speech tags and lemmas, which mostly
makes a preceding tokenization and sentence splitting necessary.
Text Classification In terms of the number of distinguished analysis steps,
text classification processes tend to be shorter than information extraction
processes, because the focus is usually on the computation of feature values
the class of an input text is inferred from. Still, many features rely on the
existence of previously produced instances of information types, especially
those resulting from lexical and shallow syntactic analyses (cf. Section 2.1).
In sentiment analysis, for example, some baseline approaches derive fea-
tures from the output of tokenization and part-of-speech tagging only (Pang
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et al., 2002), while others e.g. also perform chunking, and extract relations
between recognized domain-specific terms (Yi et al., 2003). Moreover, some
text classification approaches rely on fine-grained information from seman-
tic and pragmatic text analyses, such as the sentiment analysis in our case
study ArguAna that we introduce in Section 2.3.
Realization The complexity of common text analysis processes raises the
question of how to approach a text analysis task without losing the mind in
the process like van Gogh according to the introductory quote of this chap-
ter. As the examples above indicate, especially the dependencies between
analysis steps are not always clear in general (e.g. some entity recognition
algorithms require part-of-speech tags, while others do not). In addition,
errors may propagate through the analysis steps, because the output of one
step serves as input to subsequent steps (Bangalore, 2012). This entails the
danger of achieving limited overall effectiveness, although each single ana-
lysis step works fine. A common approach to avoid error propagation is to
perform joint inference, where all or at least some steps are performed con-
currently. Some studies indicate that joint approaches can be more effective
in tasks like information extraction16 (cf. Section 2.4 for details).

For our purposes, joint approaches entail limitations, though, becausewe
seek to realize task-specific processes ad-hoc for arbitrary information needs
from text analysis. Moreover, joint approaches tend to be computationally
expensive (Poon and Domingos, 2007), as they explore larger search spaces
emanating from combinations of information types. This can be problem-
atic for the large-scale scenarios we target at. Following (Buschmann et al.,
1996), our requirements suggest the resort to a sequence of small analysis
steps composed to address a task at hand. In particular, small analysis steps
allow for an easy recombination and they simplify the handling of interde-
pedencies. Still, a joint apprachmay be used as a single step in an according
sequence. We employ a few joint approaches (e.g. the algorithm ene de-
scribed in Appendix A.1) in the experiments of this thesis. Now, we present
the text analysis pipelines that realize sequences of analysis steps.

Text Analysis Pipelines

Pipelines can be seen as the standard approach to realize text analysis pro-
cesses. Although the application of pipelines is ubiquitous in natural lan-
guage processing (Hollingshead and Roark, 2007), rarely their design and

16A simple example is the interpretation of periods in tokenization and sentence splitting:
Knowing sentence boundaries simplifies the determination of tokens with periods like ab-
breviations, but knowing the abbreviations also helps to determine sentence boundaries.
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execution are defined formally. As sketched in Section 1.2, a text analysis
pipeline processes a collection or a stream of input texts with a sequence of
algorithms in order to stepwise produce a set of output information types.17

We model a text analysis pipeline in the following way:18

Text Analysis Pipeline A text analysis pipeline Π is a 2-tuple 〈A, π〉where
1. Algorithm Set. A = {A1, . . . , Am} is a set of m≥1 text analysis algo-

rithms, and
2. Schedule. π⊂{(Ai<Aj) | Ai, Aj ∈ A} is a strict total order on A.

For a concise presentation, we sometimes shorten the notation of a text ana-
lysis pipeline with m algorithms in this thesis as Π = (A1, . . . , Am) and we
often refer to text analysis pipelines aspipeline pipelines only. Also, we discuss some
special pipeline cases, namely,empty pipeline empty pipelineswithm = 0 algorithms,

partial pipeline
partial

pipelines that employ a subset of the algorithms in A only, and
partially ordered pipeline

partially or-
dered pipelines that have a

partial schedule
partial schedule, defining a partial order only.

TextAnalysisAlgorithms According to ourmotivation fromChapter 1, we
consider pipelines in auniverse universe Ω where the set AΩ of all available text ana-
lysis algorithms is arbitrary but fixed. Each algorithm from AΩ employed
in a pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉 realizes one analysis step of a text analysis process,
performing any text analysis like those outlined in Section 2.1. By that, such
an algorithm can be seen as the atomic processing unit in text analysis.

While an algorithmmay perform several analyses, feature computations,
and the like, we handle all algorithms in a black box manner, not consider-
ing their internal operations. Instead, we describe each algorithmAi∈A by
its input and output behavior. In particular,Ai requires a text and instances
of a (possibly empty) set of information typesC

(in)
i as input andAi produces

instances of a set of information types C
(out)
i as output. A more formal def-

inition is provided in Chapter 3, where we also talk about the effects of
language and other input properties on the applicability and quality of an
algorithm. Technically, algorithms produce annotations of texts or portions
of texts, as discussed in Section 2.1. In some parts of this thesis, we assume
that no text analysis is performed by more than algorithm in a pipeline (as
mentioned there). In this case, an algorithm adds annotations to a text, but
it never deletes or overwrites annotations given already.

17Some related work speaks about workflows rather than pipelines, such as (Shen et al.,
2007). The term workflow is more general, also covering cascades where the input can take
different paths. Indeed, such cascades are important in text analysis, e.g. when the sequence
of algorithms to be executed depends on the language of the input text. From an execution
viewpoint, however, we can see each taken path as a single pipeline in such cases.

18While named differently, the way we represent pipelines and the algorithms they com-
pose here largely conform to their realization in standard software frameworks for text ana-
lysis like Apache UIMA, http://uima.apache.org, accessed on December 8, 2014.
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Schedules The schedule π of a pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉 prescribes the order in
which the algorithms in A are applied to every input text. As such, π rules
whether the input requirements of each algorithm Ai∈A are fulfilled, i.e.,
whether all information types in C

(in)
i are produced by the algorithms pre-

cedingAi. While some algorithms will fail completely if their requirements
are not met (e.g. entity recognition must precede the extraction of respec-
tive relations), others will behave unpredictably, usually degrading signif-
icantly in effectiveness. Schedules play an important role in the appraches
proposed in Chapters 3 and 4. We formalize desired properties of sched-
ules in Chapter 3. Afterwards, we reveal that schedulingscheduling, i.e., the definition
of a schedule for a given algorithm set, impacts pipeline efficiency.
Pipeline Design The general design style of text analysis pipelines is fixed.
According to their definition above, it largely corresponds to the architec-
tural pattern pipes and filterspipes and filters. Pipes and filters divides a process into several
sequential processing steps that are connected by the data flow of the pro-
cess (Buschmann et al., 1996). In particular, the output data of one process-
ing step is the input to the subsequent step. Different from pipes and filters
architectures in areas like computer graphics (Angel, 2008), however, usual
text analysis algorithms do not really transform their input, but they add
information in the sense of annotations to their input only. In terms of data
management, text analysis pipelines hence rather follow a blackboard architectureblackboard archi-
tecture (Hayes-Roth, 1985), i.e., they have a shared knowledge base (with
texts and annotations) that all algorithms can access.

In principle, text analysis processes may also be realized withs so called
tees and joins, i.e., algorithms with more than one predecessor or succes-
sor (Buschmann et al., 1996). Without parallelization, a respective pipeline
needs to be linearized for execution anyway. In the mentioned area of com-
puter graphics, different orderings of processing steps like transformations
can lead to different possibly useful results (Angel, 2008). In contrast, as
long as annotations are only added to a text, either the ordering of two al-
gorithms does not matter (in case they are independent) or there is exactly
one correct ordering (otherwise). We discuss limitations of the pipeline ar-
chitecture in Section 2.4 and we clarify both the notion of correct orderings
and the effects of parallelization in Chapter 3.

Since the analysis steps to be performed depend on the text analysis task
to be tackled, pipelines are task-specific. Traditionally, a pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉
is designed manually by a human expert by when given a task by selecting
and scheduling an appropriate subset A of the set of available text analysis
algorithms AΩ (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004).
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Figure 2.7: Abstract view of executing a text analysis pipeline Π = (A1, . . . , Am)
on a collection or a stream of input texts D to produce a set of output information
typesC. For every text inD, each algorithmAi, 1≤ i≤m, adds instances of a set of
information types C

(out)
i to the instances of all inferred information types

⋃i
j=0 Cj .

This set is initializedwith instances of a possibly empty set of information typesC0.

Pipeline Execution Figure 2.7 illustrates how a pipeline Π is traditionally
executed on a collection or a stream of input texts D, for which a set of
information typesC0 is already provided in advance (see above). For a clear
presentation, the type level is shown for most of the concepts explained on
the previous pages. Actually, each text from D runs sequentially through
them algorithms in Π, and each algorithm Ai in Π produces instances of a
set of information types C

(out)
i as output by adding annotations to the text.

After the execution of Ai, the union
⋃i

j=0 Cj of information types inferred
so far is given. The union of information types inferred by all algorithms
employed inΠ is supposed to be a superset of the set of information typesC,
which represents the information need to be addressed. So, we observe that
the pipeline controls the process of creating all information sought for.

At the same time, the processed input texts themselves do not change
at all within the realized text analysis process, as emphasized in the upper
part of Figure 2.7. I.e., each algorithm tradionally processes each input text
completely. We present an improvements of such an execution in Chapter 3
after summarizing existing approaches in Section 2.4. Before, we introduce
the case studies we examine in order to evaluate all of our approaches.

2.3 Case Studies in this Thesis

In this thesis, we aim to improve the design, efficiency, and robustness of the
text analysis pipelines defined in Section 2.2. All developed approaches are
evaluated in empirical experiments with text analysis tasks that refer to a
selection of scientifically and/or industrially relevant case studies. Some of
these case studies are associated to two of our research projects, InfexBA
and ArguAna, whereas the others are known from related research. We
briefly outline all of them in this section.
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InfexBA – Information Extraction for Business Applications

InfexBA is a research project that was funded by the German Federal Min-
istry of Education and Research (BMBF) from 2008 to 2010 under contract
number 01IS08007A. The primary goal of InfexBA was to develop text min-
ing applications for an automatic market analysis in the sense of a focused
web search engine. Given an organization or market name, the search en-
gine retrieves a set of candidate web pages, extracts, normalizes, and ag-
gregates information about financial forecasts for the given subject from the
web pages, and visualizes the aggregated information. More details about
the project and its results can be found at http://infexba.upb.de.

Within the project, we proposed to perform text mining in a sequence of
eight information retrieval, natural language processing, and data mining
stages (Wachsmuth et al., 2010), but the focus was on those stages related
to information extraction. In particular, information extraction begins after
converting all retrievedweb pages into plain texts and ends after normaliza-
tion. We can view the set of these plain texts as a collection of input texts D.
One of the main tasks tackled in InfexBA was to extract each revenue fore-
cast for the given organization or market at a certain location (including the
date it was published) from D and to bring the time and money informa-
tion associated to the forecast into resolved and normalized form. We can
specify the underlying information need as follows:

Forecast(Revenue(Subject, Location, Resolved(Time), Resolved(Money), Date))
Given the market “automobile” as the subject, Figure 2.8(a) exemplifies for
one input text what information ismeant to satisfy the need. Some informa-
tion is directly found in the text (e.g. “Egypt”), somemust be computed (e.g.
the money amount of “9.95 bn” at the end of 2010).

We refer to the InfexBA project in the majority of experiments in Chap-
ters 3 and 4 that deal with pipeline design and optimization. For a focused
discussion, we evaluate different simplifications of the presented informa-
tion need, though. One such need, for instance, targets at all related pairs of
time and money information that belong to revenue forecasts. Accordingly,
the text analysis pipelines that we evaluate still perform several preprocess-
ing, entity recognition, relation extraction, event detection, and normaliza-
tion steps in our experiments. In total, 21 different text analysis algorithms
are employed in the evaluated pipelines, namely, all those described in Ap-
pendix A that are not used for classification or discourse parsing.

For the development and evaluation of approaches related to an auto-
matic market analysis, a manually annotated text corpus with German on-
line business news articles was created within InfexBA, called the Revenue
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 Forecast(Revenue(“automobile“, Location, 
     Resolved(Time), Resolved(Money), Date))

Opinion(“rooms“, “large“,            “positive“)

Opinion(Aspect, Attribute, Polarity) 
∨ Sentiment.score

Opinion(“rooms“, “comfortable“, “positive“)
Opinion(“lobby“,   “very nice“,     “positive“)
Opinion(“pool“,    “very cold“,     “negative“)
Sentiment(“4.0“)

Opinion(“hotel“,   “pretty nice“,   “positive“)

Input text Input text

Information needInformation need

Output informationOutput information

 Forecast(Revenue(
    “automobile“, 
    “Egypt“, 
    (“2011-01-01“, “2015-12-31“), 
    (“9.95 bn“, “1.97“),
    “2010-08-25“) 

InfexBA ArguAna(a) (b)

“ Cairo, August 25th 2010 --
   Forecast on Egypt's Automobile industry 
   [...] In the next five years, revenues will rise 
   by 97% to US-$19.6 bn. [...] “

“ This hotel is pretty nice. The rooms are large 
   and comfortable. The lobby is also very nice. 
   The only problem with this hotel is the pool. 
   It is very cold. I might go back here. “

Figure 2.8: Example for output information inferred from an input text to address
themain information needs in (a) the InfexBA project and (b) theArguAna project.

corpus. We describe the corpus in Appendix C.1. Besides, some existing
corpora are used, especially the CoNLL-2003 dataset (cf. Appendix C.4).

ArguAna – Argumentation Analysis in Customer Opinion Mining

As InfexBA, ArguAna is a research project that was funded by the Ger-
man Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF). It ran from 2012
to 2014 under contract number 01IS11016A. The project aimed at the devel-
opment of novel text analysis algorithms for fine-grained opinion mining
from customer product reviews. In particular, a focus was on the analy-
sis of the sequence of single arguments in a review in order to capture and
interpret the review’s overall argumentation. From the results of a set of re-
views, a text mining application cannot only infer collective opinions about
different aspects of a product, but also provide a precise classification of
the sentiment of customers with respect to the product. More information
about ArguAna is given at http://www.arguana.com.

In the project, we developed a complex text analysis process to tackle the
underlying text classification and information extraction tasks. First, the
body of each review text from a collection of input textsD is segmented into
its single subsentence-level discourse units. Every unit is classified as being
either an objective fact, a positive, or a negative opinion. Discourse relations
between the units are then extracted as well as products and aspects the
units are about, together with their attributes. Finally, a sentiment score in
the sense of the review’s overall rating is predicted. The output information
helps to address the following information need:
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Opinion(Aspect, Attribute, Polarity) ∧ Sentiment.score
As for this information need, the disjunctions defined in Section 2.2 should
not bemisunderstood in the sense that addressing one of the two connected
conjunctions suffices. Rather, it states that instances of either of them is rele-
vant. Figure 2.8(b) shows the output information for a sample hotel review.
The sentiment score comes from a scale between 1 (worst) and 5 (best).

We refer to the ArguAna project mostly in the evaluation of pipeline ro-
bustness in Chapter 5. There, we omit the recognition of products, aspects,
and attributes, but we focus on text classification approaches based on the
extracted facts, opinions, and discourse relations. The remaining text analy-
sis process is realized with the following pipeline (cf. Appendix A for details
on the algorithms): ΠArguAna = (sse, sto2, tpo1, pdu, csb, csp, pdr, css).

The experiments related to the ArguAna project are based on two En-
glish collections of texts, consisting of reviews from the hotel domain and
the film domain, respectively. In particular, we rely on our own ArguAna
TripAdvisor corpus developed within the project (cf. Appendix C.2) as well
as on the widely used Sentiment Scale dataset (cf. Appendix C.4).

Other Evaluated Text Analysis Tasks

Most of the concrete text analysis tasks evaluated in this thesis are at least
loosely connected to the presented projects InfexBA andArguAna. In some
cases, though, we provide complementary results obtained in other experi-
ments in order to achieve more generality or to analyze the generalizability
of our approaches. All noteworthy results of this kind are associated to the
following three text analysis tasks.
Genia Event Extraction Genia denotes one of the main evaluation tasks of
the BioNLP Shared Task (Kim et al., 2011). While the latter deals with the
general question how text mining can help to recognize changes of states of
bio-molecules described in the biomedical literature, the former specifically
targets at the extraction of nine different event types that relate a number
of proteins, other entities, or other events. For instance, a Phosphorylation
event refers to an entity of the Protein type as well as to some information
that denotes a binding site of the protein (Kim et al., 2011). In the evaluation
of automatic pipeline design inChapter 3, we consider the formal specifica-
tions of several entity recognition and event detection algorithms that infer
information types relevant in the Genia task.
Named Entity Recognition A named entitynamed entity is an entity that refers to a
unique concept from the real world. While numerous types of named enti-
ties exist, most of them tend to be rather application-specific (Jurafsky and
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Martin, 2009). Some types, though, occur in diverse types of natural lan-
guage texts, of which the most common are person names, location names,
and organization names. They have been in the focus of the CoNLL-2003
shared task onnamed entity recognition named entity recognition (TjongKimSang andMeulder, 2003).
In Chapter 4, we analyze the distribution of the three entity types in several
text corpora from Appendix C in the context of influencing factors of pipe-
line efficiency. There, we rely on a common sequence labeling approach
to named entity recognition (cf. Section 2.1), using the algorithm ene (cf.
Appendix A) in the pipeline Πene = (sse, sto2, tpo1, pch, ene).
Language Function Analysis Finally, we address the text classification
tasklanguage function analysis language function analysis in this thesis. We introduced this task our-
selves in (Wachsmuth and Bujna, 2011). As argued there, every text can be
seen as being predominantly expressive, appellative, or informative. These

language function language functions define an abstract classification scheme, which can be un-
derstood as capturing a single aspect of genres (Wachsmuth and Bujna,
2011). In Chapter 5, we concretize the scheme for product-related texts in
order to then outline howmuch text classification depends on the domain of
the input texts. Moreover, in Chapter 3 we integrate clf in the information
extraction pipelines from InfexBA (see above). In particular, we employ clf
to filter possibly relevant candidate input texts, which can be seen as one of
the most common applications of text classification in text mining.

2.4 State of the Art in Ad-hoc Large-Scale Text Mining

With the approaches developed in this thesis, we seek to enable the use of
text analysis pipelines for ad-hoc large-scale text mining (cf. Section 1.3).
Several other approaches have been proposed in the literature that tackle
similar problems or that tackle different problems but pursue similar goals.
In this section, we survey the state of the art in these respects, focusing on
text analysis to a wide extent, and we stress how our approaches extend the
state of the art. From an abstract viewpoint, our discussion follows the over-
all structure of this thesis. It reuses content from the related work sections
of most of our publications listed in Table 1.1 (Section 1.4).

Text Analysis Approaches

As defined in Section 2.2, we consider the classic realization of a text ana-
lysis process in the form of a pipeline, where each algorithm takes as input
the output of all proceeding algorithms and produces further output. Pipe-
lines represent the most widely adopted text analysis approach (Bangalore,
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2012). The leading software frameworks for text analysis, Apache UIMA
and GATE, target at pipelines (cf. Section 1.3). Some of our approaches as-
sume that no analysis is performed by more than one algorithm in a pipe-
line. This is usual, but not always the case (Whitelaw et al., 2008). As a con-
sequence, algorithms can never make up for errors of their predecessors,
which may limit the overall effectiveness of pipelines (Bangalore, 2012). In
addition, the task dependency of effective text analysis algorithms andpipe-
lines (cf. Sections 2.1 and 2.2) renders their use in the ad-hoc search scenar-
ios we focus on problematic (Etzioni, 2011). In the following, we describe
the most important approaches to tackle these problems, grouped under
the topics joint inference, pipeline enhancement, and task independence.
Joint Inference We have already outlined joint inference as a way to avoid
the problem of error propagation in classic pipelines in Section 2.2. Joint
approaches infer different types of information at the same time, thereby
mimicking the way humans process and analyze texts (McCallum, 2009).
Among others, tasks like entity recognition and relation extraction have
been said to benefit from joint inference (Choi et al., 2006). However, the
possible gain of effectiveness comes at the cost of lower efficiency and less
reusability (cf. Section 2.2), which is why we do not target at joint ap-
proaches in this thesis, but only integrate them when feasible.
Pipeline Enhancement Other researchers have addressed the error pro-
pragation through iterative or probabilistic pipelines. In case of the former,
a pipeline is executed repeatedly, such that the output of later algorithms in
a pipeline can be used to improve the output of earlier algorithms (Holling-
shead and Roark, 2007).19 In case of the latter, a probability model is built
based on different possible outputs of each algorithm (Finkel et al., 2006) or
on confidence values given for the outputs (Raman et al., 2013). While these
approaches provide reasonable enhancements of the classic pipeline archi-
tecture, they require modifications of the available algorithms and partly
also significantly reduce efficiency. Both does not fit well to our motivation
of enabling ad-hoc large-scale text mining (cf. Section 1.1).
Task Independence The mentioned approaches can improve the effective-
ness of text analysis. Still, they have to be designed for the concrete task at
hand. For the extraction of entities and relations, Banko et al. (2007) intro-
duced open information extraction to overcome such task dependency. Unlike
traditional approaches for predefined entity and relation types (Cunning-

19Iterative pipelines are somewhat related to compiler pipelines that include feedback
loops (Buschmann et al., 1996). There, results from later compiler stages (say, semantic ana-
lysis) are used to resolve ambiguities in earlier stages (say, lexical analysis).
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ham, 2006), their system TextRunner efficiently looks for general syntactic
patterns (made up of verbs and certain part-of-speech tags) that indicate re-
lations. Instead of task-specific analyses, it requires only a keyword-based
query as input that allows identifying task-relevant relations. While Cun-
ningham (2006) argues that high effectiveness implies high specificity, open
information extraction targets at web-scale scenarios. There, precision can
be preferred over recall, which suggests the exploitation of redundancy in
the output information (Downey et al., 2005) and the resort to highly reliable
extraction rules, as in the subsequent system ReVerb (Fader et al., 2011).

Open information extraction denotes an important step towards the use
of text analysis in web search and big data analytics applications. Until
today, however, it is restricted to rather simple binary relation extraction
tasks (Mesquita et al., 2013). In contrast, we seek to be able to tackle arbitrary
text analysis tasks, for which appropriate algorithms are available. With re-
spect to pipelines, we address the problem of task dependency in Chapter 3
through an automatic design of text analysis pipelines.

Design of Text Analysis Approaches

In Section 2.2, we have discussed that text analysis processes are mostly re-
alized manually in regard of the information need to be addressed. Also,
the resulting text analysis approaches traditionally process all input texts
completely. Not only Apache UIMA and GATE themselves provide tool sup-
port for the construction and execution of according text analysis pipelines,
as outlined below. In order to address information needs ad-hoc on large
numbers of texts, a number of approaches have been proposed that, similar
to us, aim for an automatic construction of text analysis approaches as well
as for optimizing their execution by filtering relevant texts and portions of
text. In Chapter 3, we detail that the key to make the approaches success-
ful is the existence of a pool of reusable and formally specified text analysis
algorithms and the like (Wimalasuriya and Dou, 2010).
Tool Support Kano et al. (2010) introduced U-Compare, which supports
an easy but manual construction of text analysis pipelines. U-Compare tar-
gets at the automatic evaluation of pipelines on given text corpora. Simi-
larly, Yang et al. (2013) describe a framework for the comparison of differ-
ent pipelines for the same task. Conversely, the tool WebLicht, associated to
the project CLARIN-D on interoperable and scalable infrastructure for lan-
guage research, allows setting up pipelines for an automatic corpus anno-
tation (Hinrichs et al., 2010). In contrast to these works, we realize pipeline
construction fully automatically in order to enable ad-hoc text mining.
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Automatic Construction For automation, we rely on the artificial intelli-
gence technique planning (Russell and Norvig, 2009). Dezsényi et al. (2005)
have proposed planning for composing information extraction algorithms.
Unlike us, however, the authors neither realize nor evaluate planning and
they disregard the quality of the composition. In related areas, approaches
exist that plan knowledge discovery workflows of minimum length given
an ontology of data mining algorithms (Žáková et al., 2011) or that sum up
the costs of a planned sequence of data stream processing steps (Riabov and
Liu, 2006). While these approaches generally seem transferrable to text ana-
lysis, their quality functions do not apply to the efficiency and effectiveness
criteria relevant here (cf. Section 2.1). Recently, Kano (2012) presented a first
glance of the software platform Kachako, which composes and executes a
defined set of algorithms largely automatically based on the standard algo-
rithm descriptions of Apache UIMA. While Kachako appears to be similar
to our expert system for ad-hoc pipeline design described in Chapter 3, it
is not yet available, rendering an exact comparison hard.

An alternative to the automatic design of text analysis pipelines is imple-
mented in SystemT, which seeks to address the needs of enterprise analy-
tics applications, such as scalability and usability (Chiticariu et al., 2010b).
SystemT follows the paradigms of declarative information extraction (Krishna-
murthy et al., 2009): a user defines analysis steps with logical constraints in
the form of a query, while the system manages the workflow (Doan et al.,
2009). We do not adopt the declarative approach here, as it is restricted to
rule-based text analyses (Reiss et al., 2008). Still, we rely on similar con-
cepts. E.g., SystemT restricts some analyses to scopes of a text based on
location conditions in the given query (Shen et al., 2007), which resembles
the filtering of the input control that we develop in Chapter 3.
Filtering Our input control filters only relevant portions of an input text in
each analysis step. The idea of filtering relevant texts and portions of texts
is well-known in text analysis. Traditionally, filtering is performed based on
word statistics or predefined patterns (Cowie andLehnert, 1996). Lewis and
Tong (1992) analyze how the filtering of complete texts at different positions
in a pipeline impacts the effectiveness in complex extraction tasks. Other re-
searchers observe that also classifying the relevance of sentences can help to
improve effectiveness (Patwardhan and Riloff, 2007; Jean-Louis et al., 2011).
Nedellec et al. (2001) stress the importance of such filtering for all extrac-
tion tasks where relevant information is sparse. According to Stevenson
(2007), a restriction to sentences may also limit effectiveness in event detec-
tion tasks, though. While we use filtering to improve efficiency, we provide
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evidence that our approach maintains effectiveness. Still, we allow specify-
ing the sizes of filtered portions to trade efficiency for effectiveness.

Filtering approaches for efficiency often target at complete texts, e.g. us-
ing fast text classification (Stein et al., 2005) or querying approaches trained
on textswith the relations of interest (Agichtein andGravano, 2003). A tech-
nique that filters portions of text is passage retrieval (cf. Section 2.1). While
many text mining applications do not incorporate filtering until today, pas-
sage retrieval is common where information needs must be addressed in
real-time, e.g. in question answering (Krikon et al., 2012). Cardie et al. (2000)
compare the benefit of statistical and linguistic knowledge for filtering can-
didate passages, andCui et al. (2005) propose a fuzzymatching of questions
and possibly relevant portions of text. Sarawagi (2008) sees the efficient fil-
tering of relevant portions of input texts as a main challenge of informa-
tion extraction in large-scale scenarios. She complains that existing tech-
niques are still restricted to hand-coded heuristics. Common heuristics aim
for high recall in order not to miss relevant information later on, whereas
precision can be preferred on large collections of texts under the assumption
that relevant information appears redundantly (Agichtein, 2005).

Different from all the outlined approaches, our filtering approach does
not predict relevance, relying on vague models derived from statistics or
hand-crafted rules. In contrast, our approach infers the relevant portions
of an input text formally from the currently available information. More-
over, we discuss in Chapter 3 that the input control can be integrated with
common filtering approaches. At the same time, it does not prevent most
other approaches to improve the efficiency of text analysis.

Efficiency of Text Analysis Approaches

Efficiency has always been a main aspect of algorithm research (Cormen
et al., 2009). For a long time, most rewarded research on text analysis fo-
cused on effectiveness as did the leading evaluation tracks, such as the
Message Understanding Conferences (Chinchor et al., 1993) or the CoNLL
shared task. In the latter, efficiency has at least sometimes been an optional
evaluation criterion (Hajič et al., 2009). In times of big data, however, effi-
ciency is getting increasing attention in both research and industry (Chiti-
cariu et al., 2010b). While the filtering techniques from above denote one
way to improve efficiency, the filtered texts or portions of texts still often
run through a process withmany expensive analysis steps (Sarawagi, 2008).
Other techniques address this process, ranging from efficient algorithms over
an optimization through scheduling to indexing and parallelization.
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Efficient Algorithms Efficient algorithms have been developed for several
text analyses. For instance, Al-Rfou’ and Skiena (2012) present how to apply
simple heuristics and caching mechanisms in order to increase the velocity
of segmentation and tagging (cf. Section 2.1). Complex syntactic analyses
like dependency parsing can be approached in linear time by processing
input texts from left to right only (Nivre, 2003). Bohnet and Kuhn (2012)
show how to integrate the knowledge of deeper analyses in such transition-
based parsing while still achieving only quadratic complexity in the worst-
case. van Noord (2009) trades parsing efficiency for effectiveness by learn-
ing a heuristic filtering of useful parses. For entity recognition, Ratinov and
Roth (2009) demonstrate that a greedy informed search (Russell andNorvig,
2009) can compete with a more exact sequence labeling (cf. Section 2.1).
Others offers evidence that simple patterns based on words and part-of-
speech tags suffice for relation extraction, when given enough data (Pantel
et al., 2004). In text classification tasks like genre identification, efficiently
computable features are best practice (Stein et al., 2010). Also, the feature
computation itself can be sped up through unicode conversion and string
hash computations (Forman and Kirshenbaum, 2008).

All these approaches aim to improve the efficiency of single text analyses,
mostly at the cost of some effectiveness. We do not compete with these ap-
proaches but rather complement them, since we investigate how to improve
pipelines that realize complete processes consisting of different text analyses.
In particular, we optimize the efficiency of pipelines without compromising
effectiveness through scheduling.
Scheduling Some approaches related to text mining optimally schedule
different algorithms for the same analysis. For instance, Stoyanov and Eis-
ner (2012) effectively resolve coreferences by beginning with the easy cases,
and Hagen et al. (2011) efficiently detect sessions of search queries with the
same information need by beginning with the fastest detection steps. The
ordering in which information is sought for can also have a big influence on
the run-time of text analysis (Sarawagi, 2008). In Chapter 4, we seize on this
idea where we optimize the schedules of pipelines that filter only relevant
portions of texts. However, the optimal schedule is input-dependent, as has
been analyzed by Wang et al. (2011) for rule-based information extraction.
Similar to the authors, we process samples of input texts in order to estimate
the efficiency of different schedules.

In this regard, our research is in linewith approaches in the context of the
above-mentioned SystemT. Concretely, Shen et al. (2007) and (Doan et al.,
2009) exploit dependencies and distances between relevant text regions to
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optimize the schedules of declarative information extraction approaches,
yielding efficiency gains of about one order of magnitude. Others obtain
comparable results through optimization strategies such as the integration
of analysis steps (Reiss et al., 2008).

In these works, the authors provide only heuristic hints on the reasons
behind their empirical results. While some algebraic foundations of Sys-
temT are established in (Chiticariu et al., 2010a), these foundations again re-
veal the limitation of declarative information extraction, i.e., its restriction to
rule-based text analysis. In contrast, we approach scheduling for arbitrary
sets of text analysis algorithms. While we achieve similar gains as SystemT
through an optimized scheduling, our adaptive scheduling approach is, to
our knowledge, the first that maintains efficiency on heterogeneous input
texts. In addition, we show that the theoretically optimal schedule can be
found with dynamic programming (Cormen et al., 2009) based on the run-
times and filtered portions of text of the employed algorithms.

In the database community, dynamic programming is used to optimize
the efficiency of join operations (Selinger et al., 1979). However, the problem
of filtering relevant portions of text for an information need corresponds
to processing and-conditioned queries (cf. Section 2.2). Such queries select
those tuples of a database table whose values fulfill some attribute conjunc-
tion, as e.g. in SELECT * FROM forecasts WHERE (time>2011 AND time<2015

AND organization=IBM). Different from text analysis, the optimal schedule
for an and-conditioned query is obtained by ordering the involved attribute
tests (e.g. time>2011) according to the numbers of expected matches (Ioan-
nidis, 1997), i.e., without having to consider algorithm run-times.
Indexing An alternative to optimizing the efficiency of text analysis is to
largely avoid the need for efficient analyses by indexing relevant informa-
tion for each input text beforehand (cf. Section 2.1). For instance, Cafarella
et al. (2005) have presented the KnowItNow system, which builds special-
ized index structures using the output of information extraction algorithms.
Their approach has then been adopted in the open information extraction
systems discussed above. Also, the Google Knowledge Graph is opera-
tionalized in an index-like manner as far as known.20

In the best case, indexing renders text analysis unnecessary when ad-
dressing information needs (Agichtein, 2005). In the database analogy from
above, the run-times of the tests (that correspond to the text analysis algo-
rithms) drop out then. By that, indexing is particularly helpful in scenarios

20Google Knowledge Graph, http://googleblog.blogspot.co.uk/2012/05/introdu
cing-knowledge-graph-things-not.html, accessed on December 22, 2014.
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like ad-hoc search. However, it naturally applies only to anticipated infor-
mation needs and to input texts that can be preprocessed beforehand. Both
cannot be assumed in the tasks that we consider (cf. Section 1.2).
Parallelization With the goal of efficiency finally arises the topic of paral-
lelization. As discussed above, we concentrate on typical text analysis al-
gorithms and pipelines, which operate over each input text independently,
makingmany parallelization techniques easily applicable (Agichtein, 2005).
This might be the reason for the limited literature on parallel text analy-
sis, despite the importance of parallelization for practical text mining appli-
cations. Here, we focus on process-related approaches as opposed to dis-
tributed memory management (Dunlavy et al., 2010) or algorithm schemes
like MapReduce for text analysis (Luís and de Matos, 2009).21

Text analysis can be parallelized on various levels: Different algorithms
may run distributed, both to increase the load of pipelines (Ramamoor-
thy and Li, 1977) and to parallelize independent analyses. Pokkunuri et al.
(2011) run different pipelines at the same time, and Dill et al. (2003) report
on the parallelization of different algorithms. The two latter do not allow in-
teractions between the parallelized steps, while other approaches also con-
sider synchronization (Egner et al., 2007). A deep analysis of several parallel
scheduling strategies has been performed byZhang (2010). Apart from that,
different texts can be processed in parallel (Gruhl et al., 2004), whereas the
execution of analysis steps like parsing is commonly parallelized for differ-
ent portions of text (Bohnet, 2010). Kalyanpur et al. (2011) even run different
pipelines on the same text in parallel in order to provide results as fast as
possible in ad-hoc question answering.

At the end of Chapter 4, we see that input-based parallelization is always
applicable to the pipelines that we employ. The same holds for the majority
of other approaches, as discussed there. Because of filtering, synchroniza-
tion entails new challenges with respect to our approaches, though.

Robustness of Text Analysis Approaches

In Chapter 5, we seek to improve the domain robustness of text analysis
in order to produce high-quality information in applications where the do-
main of input texts cannot be anticipated, like ad-hoc web search. Most text
analysis approaches at least partly rely on features of texts that are specific to
a domain of application (Blitzer et al., 2007) and, hence, significantly drop
in effectiveness when being applied in a new domain. Early work in this

21Accordingly, we omit to talk about infrastructural technologies for distributed comput-
ing, such as Apache Hadoop, http://hadoop.apache.org, accessed on December 31, 2014.
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context often aimed to reduce the cost of adapting to new domains by ex-
ploiting machine learning techniques for obtaining training data automati-
cally, surveyed by Turmo et al. (2006). However, the predominant approach
today is to tackle domain dependence through domain adaptation (Daumé
and Marcu, 2006), as explained below. Some approaches also strive for do-
main independence based on generally valid features. From these, we adopt
the idea of focusing on structure, especially on the argumentation structure
of texts, which in turn relates to information structure and discourse structure.
Since robustness does not mean perfect effectiveness, we end with existing
work on how to increase the user acceptance of erroneous results.
DomainAdaptation The scenario usually addressed in domain adaptation
is thatmany training texts are given from some source domain, but only few
from a target domain (Blitzer et al., 2008). The goal is to learn a model on
the source texts that works well on unknown target texts. In information
extraction, most domain adaptation approaches share that they choose a
representation of the source texts that makes them close the distribution of
the target texts (Gupta and Sarawagi, 2009). Similarly, domain adaptation
is often tackled in text classification by separating the domain-specific from
the domain-independent features and then exploiting knowledge about the
latter (Daumé and Marcu, 2006). Also, structural correspondences can be
learned between domains (Blitzer et al., 2007; Prettenhofer and Stein, 2011).
In particular, domain-specific features are aligned based on a few domain-
independent features, e.g. “Stay away!” in the hotel domain may have a
similar meaning as “Read the book!” in the film domain.

Domain adaptation, however, does not really apply to ad-hoc search and
similar applications, where it is not possible to access texts from all tar-
get domains in advance. This also excludes the approach of Gupta and
Sarawagi (2009) who derive domain-independent features from a compari-
son of the set of all unknown target texts to the set of known source texts.
Domain Independence Since domains are often characterized by content
words and the like (cf. Chapter 5 for details), most approaches that explic-
itly aim for domain independence try to abstract from content. Glorot et al.
(2011), for instance, argue that higher-level intermediate concepts obtained
through the non-linear input transformations of deep learning help in cross-
domain sentiment analysis of reviews. While we evaluate domain robust-
ness for the same task, we do not presume a certain type ofmachine learning
algorithms. Rather, we work on the features to be learned. Lipka (2013) ob-
serves that style features like character trigrams serve the robustness of text
quality assessment. Similar results are reported for authorship attribution
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in (Sapkota et al., 2014). The authors reveal the benefit of mixed-domain
training sets for developing robust text analysis algorithms.

Some experiments that we perform in Chapter 5 suggest that style fea-
tures are still limited in their generalizability. We therefore propose features
that model the structure of texts. This resembles the idea of open informa-
tion extraction, which avoids the resort to any domain-dependent features,
but captures only generally valid syntactic patterns in sentences (see above).
However, we seek for domain independence in tasks, where complete texts
have to be classified. For authorship attribution, Menon and Choi (2011)
provide evidence that structure-based features like function word n-grams
achieve high effectiveness across domains. We go one step further by inves-
tigating the argumentation structure of texts.
Argumentation Structure Argumentation is studied in various disciplines,
such as logic, philosophy, and artificial intelligence. We consider it from
the linguistics perspective, where it is pragmatically viewed as a regulated
sequence of speech or text (Walton and Godden, 2006). The purpose of ar-
gumentation is to provide persuasive arguments for or against a decision
or claim, where each argument itself can be seen as a claim with some ev-
idence. Following the pioneer model of Toulmin (1958), the structure of
an argumentation relates a claim to facts and warrants that are justified by
backings or countered by rebuttals. Most work in the emerging research
area of argumentation mining relies on this or similar models of argumen-
tation (Habernal et al., 2014). Concretely, argumentation mining analyzes
natural language texts in order to detect different types of arguments aswell
as their interactions (Mochales and Moens, 2011).

Within our approach to robustness, we focus on texts that comprise a
monological and positional argumentation, like reviews, essays, or scien-
tific articles. In such a text, a single author collates and structures a choice
of facts, pros, and cons in order to persuade the intended recipients about
his or her conclusion (Besnard andHunter, 2008). Unlike argumentative zon-
ing (Teufel et al., 2009), which classifies segments of scientific articles accord-
ing to their argumentative functions, we aim to find argumentation patterns
in these texts that help to solve text classification tasks. For this purpose, we
develop a shallow model of argumentation structure in Chapter 5.
Information Structure Our model captures sequences of task-specific in-
formation in the units of a text as well as relations between them. By that,
it is connected to information structure, which refers to the way informa-
tion is packaged in a text (Lambrecht, 1994). Different from approaches like
(Bohnet et al., 2013), however, we do not analyze the abstract information
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structure within sentences. Rather, we look for patterns of how information
is composed in whole texts (Gylling, 2013). In sentiment-related tasks, for
instance, we claim that the sequence of subjectivities and polarities in the
facts and opinions of a text represents the argumentation of the text. While
Mao and Lebanon (2007) have already investigated such sequences, they
have analyzed the positions in the sequences only separately (cf. Chapter 5
for details). In contrast, we develop an approach that learns patterns in the
complete sequences found in texts, thereby capturing the overall structure
of the texts. To the best of our knowledge, no text analysis approach to cap-
ture overall structure has been published before.
Discourse Structure The information structure thatwe consider is based on
the discourse structure of a text (Gylling, 2013). Discourse structure refers
to organizational and functional relations between the different parts of a
text (Mann and Thompson, 1988), as presented in Chapter 5. There, we
reveal that patterns also exist in the sequences of discourse relations that
e.g. cooccur with certain sentiment. Stab and Gurevych (2014b) highlight
the close connection between discourse structure and argumentation, while
Ó Séaghdha andTeufel (2014) point out the topic independence of discourse
structure. The benefit of discourse structure for sentiment analysis, espe-
cially in combination with opinion polarities, has been indicated in recent
publications (Villalba and Saint-Dizier, 2012; Chenlo et al., 2014). We use
according features as baselines in our domain robustness experiments.
User Acceptance Even a robust text mining application will output erro-
neous results occasionally. If users do not understand the reasons behind,
their acceptance of such an applicationmay be limited (Lim and Dey, 2009).
While in some technologies related to text mining much attention is paid to
the transparency of results, like recommender systems (Sinha and Swearin-
gen, 2002), according research for text analysis is limited. We consider the
explanation of text classification, which traditionally outputs only a class la-
bel, possibly extended by some probability estimate (Manning et al., 2008).
Alvarez and Martin (2009) present an explanation approach to general su-
pervised classification that puts the decision boundary in the focus (cf. Sec-
tion 2.1). Kulesza et al. (2011) visualize the internal logic of a text classifier,
and Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2007) stress the understandability of fea-
tures that correspond to real-world concepts. At the end of Chapter 5, we
sketch explanation approaches that follow the intuitions of the two latter
using knowledge about the employed pipelines and information about the
developed features. We believe that the user acceptance of erroneous results
is decisive for the success of ad-hoc large-scale text mining applications.



Once you eliminate the impossible, whatever remains, no
matter how improbable, must be the truth.

Arthur Conan Doyle

3
Pipeline Design

The realization of a text analysis process as a sequential execution of the
algorithms in a pipeline does notmimic theway humans approach text ana-
lysis tasks. Humans simultaneously investigate lexical, syntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic clues in and about a text (McCallum, 2009) while skimming
over the text to fastly focus on the portions of text relevant for a task (Duggan
and Payne, 2009). From a machine viewpoint, however, the decomposition
of a text analysis process into single executable steps is a prerequisite for
identifying relevant information types and their interdependencies. Until
today, this decomposition and the subsequent construction of a text analy-
sis pipeline are mostly made manually, which prevents the use of pipelines
for tasks in ad-hoc text mining. Moreover, such pipelines do not focus on
the task-relevant portions of input texts, making their execution slower than
necessary (cf. Section 2.2). In this chapter, we show that both parts of pipe-
line design (i.e, construction and task-specific execution) can be fully auto-
mated, given appropriate formalizations of text analysis.

In Section 3.1, we discuss the optimality of text analysis pipelines andwe
introduce paradigms of an ideal pipeline construction and execution. For
automatic construction, we model the expert knowledge underlying text
analysis processes formally (Section 3.2). On this basis, we operational-
ize the cognitive skills of constructing pipelines through partial order plan-
ning (Section 3.3). In our evaluation, the construction always takes near
zero-time, thus enabling ad-hoc text mining. In Section 3.4, we then rein-
terpret text analysis as the task to filter the portions of a text that contain
relevant information, i.e., to consistently imitate skimming. We realize this
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output
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Sections 3.1–3.3

Figure 3.1: Abstract view of the overall approach of this thesis (cf. Figure 1.5). Sec-
tions 3.1 to 3.3 discuss the automatic design of ad-hoc text analysis pipelines.

information-oriented view by equipping a pipeline with an input control.
Based on the dependencies between relevant information types, the input
control determines for each employed algorithm in advance what portions
of text its output is relevant for (Section 3.5). Such an automatic truthmain-
tenance of the relevant portions results in an optimal pipeline execution,
since all unnecessary analyses of input texts are avoided. This does not only
improve pipeline efficiency significantly in all our experiments, but it also
creates the efficiency potential of pipeline scheduling that we target at in
Chapter 4. In addition, it implies different ways of trading efficiency for
effectiveness, which we examine before (Section 3.6).

3.1 Ideal Construction and Execution for Ad-hoc Text Mining

In this section, we formally develop the notion of optimal text analysis pipe-
lines. Then, we introduce generic paradigms of constructing and execut-
ing such pipelines in ad-hoc text analysis tasks. The descriptions of the
paradigms and a subsequent case study of its impact are based on andpartly
reuse content from (Wachsmuth et al., 2011). Figure 3.1 highlights the con-
tribution of this section aswell as of the two subsequent sections to the over-
all approach of this thesis. Concretely, this section contains a great deal of
the theory behind ad-hoc large-scale text analysis pipelines, which will be
completed by the optimal solution to pipeline scheduling in Section 4.1.

The Optimality of Text Analysis Pipelines

The term “optimal” always relates to some measure of quality. Informally,
a text analysis pipeline can be called optimal if it achieves a higher qual-
ity in what it does than any other text analysis pipeline. Accordingly, the
optimality is associated to the tackled text analysis task, i.e., to a particular
information need C and a collection or a stream of input texts D.
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When we speak of the quality of a pipeline in this thesis, we refer to the
effectiveness of the pipeline’s results with respect toC and to the (run-time)
efficiency of its execution on D. Both can be quantified in terms of the qual-
ity criteria introduced in Section 2.1, which provide the basis for defining
optimality. As soon as more than one criterion is considered, finding an op-
timal pipeline becomes a multi-criteria optimization problem (Marler and
Arora, 2004): Usually, more effective pipelines are less efficient and vice
versa, because, in principle, higher effectiveness implies deeper and, thus,
more expensive analyses (cf. Section 2.4). Sometimes, the optimal pipeline
is the most efficient one under all most effective ones. Sometimes, the op-
posite holds, and sometimes, there may also be a reasonable weighting of
quality criteria. In general, some quality functionquality function Q is required that speci-
fies how to compute the quality of a pipeline from the pipeline’s measured
effectiveness and efficiency in the given text analysis task. Without loss of
generality, we assume here that a higher value forQmeans a higher quality.
The notion of Q implies how to define pipeline optimalitypipeline optimality:
Pipeline Optimality Let D be a collection or a stream of texts and let C be
an information need. Further, let Π = {Π1, . . . ,Π|Π|} be the set of all text
analysis pipelines for C on D. Then, Π∗ ∈ Π is optimal for C on D with
respect to a quality function Q if and only if the following holds:

∀Π′ ∈ Π : Q(Π∗|C,D) ≥ Q(Π′|C,D) (3.1)

Now, the question is how to design an optimal pipeline Π∗ for a given infor-
mation need C and a collection or a stream of input texts D. Our focus is
realizing complete text analysis processes rather than single text analyses.
Therefore, we consider the question for a universe Ω where the set AΩ of all
available algorithms is predefined (cf. Section 2.2). Under this premise, the
quality of a pipeline follows only from its construction and its execution.

As presented in Section 2.2, the design style of a pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉 is
fixed, consisting in a sequence of algorithms where the output of one algo-
rithm is the input of the next. Consequently, pipeline constructionpipeline constructionmeans the
selection of an algorithm set A from AΩ that can address C on D as well as
the definition of a schedule π of the algorithms in A. Similarly, we use the
term pipeline executionpipeline execution to refer to the application of a pipeline’s algorithms to
the texts in D and to its production of output information of the types in C.
While the process of producing output from an input is defined within an
algorithm, the execution can be influenced by controlling what part of the
input is processed by each algorithm. As a matter of fact, pipeline optimal-
ity follows from an optimal selection and scheduling of algorithms as well
as from an optimal control of the input of each selected algorithm.
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The dependency of optimality on a specified quality functionQ suggests
that, in general, there is not a single pipeline that is always optimal for a
given text analysis task. However, one prerequisite of optimality is to ensure
that the respective pipeline behaves correct. Since it is not generally possible
to design pipelines that achievemaximum effectiveness (cf. Section 2.1), we
speak of thevalidity validity of a pipeline if it tackles the task it is meant to solve:
Validity Let D be a collection or a stream of texts and let C0 be the set of
information types known in advance for each text in D. Further, let C be an
information need. Then, a text analysis pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉 = (A1, . . . , Am)

is valid for C on D if and only if Π is both complete and admissible:
1.completeness Completeness. The algorithm set A = {A1, . . . , Am} produces all in-

formation types needed to address C on D, i.e.,

C ⊆ C0 ∪
m⋃
i=1

C
(out)
i (3.2)

2.admissibility Admissibility. The schedule π fulfills all input constraints of all algo-
rithms in A, i.e.,

∀Ai ∈ (A1, . . . , Am) : C
(in)
i ⊆ C0 ∪

i−1⋃
j=1

C
(out)
j (3.3)

A complete algorithm set does not guarantee that an admissible schedule
exists, since it may yield circular or unfulfillable dependencies. So, both
properties are necessary for validity. Only valid pipelines allow the em-
ployed algorithms to produce output information in the way they are sup-
posed to do, which is why we restrict our view to such pipelines through-
out this thesis. Admissibility has an important implication, which can be
exploited during pipeline construction and execution: Given that no infor-
mation type is output bymore than one algorithm of an algorithm set A, all
admissible pipelines based onA achieve the same effectiveness, irrespective
of the tackled text analysis task.1

We come back to this implication when we prove the correctness of our
solution to optimal scheduling in Section 4.1. The intuition is that, under
admissibility, the schedule of any two algorithms is only variable if neither
depends on the other. In this case, applying the algorithms in sequence is
a commutative operation, which leads to the same result irrespective of the
schedule. In our project InfexBA (cf. Section 2.3), for instance, we extracted
relations between time andmoney entities from sentences. Nomatterwhich

1The limitation to pipelines with only one algorithm for each information type could be
dropped by extending the definition of admissibility, which we leave out here for simplicity.
Admissibility would then require that an algorithm Ai ∈ A with input types C

(in)
i is not

scheduled before any algorithm Aj for which C
(out)
j ∩C

(in)
i 6= ∅ holds.
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Figure 3.2: The impact of the selection and the schedule of the algorithms in a text
analysis pipeline: (a) Selecting a more effective algorithm set improves a pipeline’s
effectiveness, but it also entails higher run-time. (b) A smart scheduling of the
algorithms can improve the pipeline’s run-timewithout impairing its effectiveness.

entity type is recognized first, relation extraction must take place only on
those sentences that contain both a time entity and a money entity.

What we get from admissibility is that we can subdivide the problem of
finding an optimal pipeline Π∗ = 〈A∗, π∗〉 into two subproblems. The first
subproblem is to select an algorithm set A∗ that best matches the efficiency-
effectiveness tradeoff to be made, which has to be inferred from the quality
functionQ at hand. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.2(a). Once A∗ is
given, the second subproblem breaks down to a single-criterion optimiza-
tion problem that is independent from Q, namely, to schedule and execute
the selected algorithms in the most efficient manner, because all pipelines
based on A∗ are of equal effectiveness. Accordingly, the best pipeline for
A∗ in Figure 3.2(b) refers to the one with lowest run-time. We conclude
that only the selection of algorithms actually depends onQ. Altogether, the
developed pipeline optimization problempipeline optimization problem can be summarized as follows:2

Pipeline Optimization Problem Let D be a collection or a stream of texts
and let C be an information need. Then, the optimal text analysis pipeline
Π∗ = 〈A∗, π∗〉 for C on D with respect to a quality function Q is found by
solving the following subproblems:

1. Algorithm Selection. Determine an algorithm setA∗ that is complete
with respect to C and that is optimal for C on D with respect to Q.

2. Pipeline Scheduling. Given an algorithm setA∗ that is completewith
respect to C. Determine a schedule π∗ such that 〈A∗, π∗〉 is run-time
optimal on D under all admissible pipelines for A∗.

2The second subproblem of the pipeline optimization problem has originally been pre-
sented in the context of the theory on optimal scheduling in (Wachsmuth and Stein, 2012).
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Unfortunately, the two subproblems are not fully separable in practice if
the quality function Q is based on both effectiveness and efficiency crite-
ria, since the efficiency of a pipeline is decided by both the selection and
the scheduling. In general, the algorithm selection already implies whether
there is an admissible schedule of the algorithms at all, which raises the
need to consider scheduling within the selection process.

In the following, however, we present basic paradigms of an ideal pipe-
line design. For this purpose, we assume that the selection of algorithms
directly follows from the text analysis task to be tackled. In Section 3.3, we
drop this assumption, when we develop a practical approach to pipeline
construction. Nevertheless, we see there that the assumption is justified as
long as only one quality criterion is to be optimized.

Paradigms of Designing Optimal Text Analysis Pipelines

We consider the pipeline optimization problem for a single arbitrary but
fixed text analysis task, i.e., for a collection or a stream of input texts D and
an information need C. In Section 2.2, we have discussed that such a task
implies a certain text analysis process, which infers instances of C from the
texts inD. To realize the process, we can choose from a given set of available
text analysis algorithms AΩ. On this basis, we argue that an optimal text
analysis pipeline Π∗ for C on D results from following four paradigms:3

a. Maximum Decomposition. Split the task of addressing C on D into
a sequential process of single text analyses. Realize the process with
a pipeline with one algorithm from AΩ for each text analysis.

b. Early Filtering. After each algorithm that produces information types
from C, insert afiltering step filtering step that maintains only those portions of text
from D, which contain instances of these types.

c. Lazy Evaluation. Postpone each algorithmwithin the pipeline before
the first algorithm that depends on it. Interdependent algorithms to-
gether with their filtering steps are calledfiltering stage filtering stages.

d. Optimal Scheduling. Rearrange the schedule of these filtering stages
such that the resulting pipeline is run-time optimal under all admis-
sible pipelines of the filtering stages.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the four paradigms. In the following, we explain each
of the paradigms in detail.

3The given steps revise the pipeline construction method from (Wachsmuth et al., 2011).
There, we named the last step “optimized scheduling”. We call it “optimal scheduling” here,
since we discuss the theory behind pipeline design rather than a practical approach. The
difference between optimal and optimized scheduling is detailed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.3: Sample illustration of the four steps of designing an optimal text analy-
sis pipeline for a collection or a stream of input texts D and an information need C
using a selection A1, . . . , Am of the set of all text analysis algorithms AΩ.

Maximum Decomposition of a Text Analysis Task

Given a text analysis task, maximum decompositionmaximum decomposition splits the process of ad-
dressing C on D into single text analyses, such that the output of each text
analysis can be inferredwith one algorithmA inAΩ. As stated above, in this
section we assume for the moment that the decomposition directly implies
the algorithm set A ⊆AΩ to be employed, while the text analysis process
suggests an initial schedule π(a) of a pipeline Π(a) = 〈A, π(a)〉. This is re-
flected in the top part of Figure 3.3. The assumption reduces the pipeline
optimization problem to the pipeline scheduling problem (i.e., to find an
optimal schedule π∗). In general, the more a text analysis task is decom-
posed into single text analyses, the better the schedule of the algorithms
that realize the analyses can be optimized.

As motivated in Section 1.1, we consider mainly tasks from information
extraction and text classification. In information extraction, the intuitive
unit of decomposition is given by a text analysis that produces a certain in-
formation type, e.g. author name annotations or the part-of-speech tags of
tokens. In principle, it would be useful to even decompose single text analy-
ses. Different analyses often share similar elements and, so, a finer decom-
position avoids redundant analyses. This fact gets more obvious, when we
look at text classification. Consider a pipeline that first classifies the subjec-
tivity of each text and then the sentiment polarity of each subjective text, as
used in our case study ArguAna (cf. Section 2.3). Both classifiers rely on
certain preprocessing and feature computation steps. While it is common to
separate the preprocessors, it would also be reasonable to decompose fea-
ture computation, since every shared feature of the two classifiers is com-
puted twice otherwise. Mex (2013) points out the importance of such a de-
composition in efficient approaches to tasks like text quality assessment.
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The example also reveals that a non-maximum decomposition can in-
duce redundancy. For thementionedpipeline, the separation of subjectivity
and polarity classification implies the unit of decomposition. If each classi-
fier encapsulates its feature computations, redundancy cannot be avoided.
While this is different without encapsulation, an according decomposition
entails a longer and thus more complex process, so there is a tradeoff be-
tween encapsulation and process complexity. Besides, in practice, the algo-
rithms that realize text analyses are often packed in off-the-shelf tools that
can only be used as given. Examples can be found in Appendix A. Since we
view all algorithms as black boxes (cf. Section 2.2), we derive the smallest
units of decomposition from the single information types to be inferred.

Early Filtering of Relevant Portions of Text

The goal of the valid but not yet optimized pipeline Π(a) = 〈A, π(a)〉 is to
address the information need C only. Therefore, we propose to perform

early filtering early filtering on the input texts in D, i.e., to maintain only those portions of
text at each point of a text analysis process, which are relevant in that they
may still contain all information types in C. To this end, we insert filtering
steps A(F )

1 , . . . , A
(F )
k into Π(a) after each of the k ≥ 1 algorithms in A that

does not annotate all portions of text (i.e, it is not a preprocessor). By that,
we obtain a modified algorithm set A∗ = {A1, . . . , Am, A

(F )
1 , . . . , A

(F )
k } and

hence a modified schedule π(b) in the resulting pipeline Π(b) = 〈A∗, π(b)〉.
Such a pipeline is visualized in step (b) of Figure 3.3.

Especially information extraction tasks like InfexBA (cf. Section 2.3)
profit from filtering. In order to extract all revenue forecasts, for instance,
only those portions of text need to be filtered, which contain both a time
entity and a money entity and where these entities can be normalized if
needed. For many applications on top of InfexBA, relevant portions of text
will be those only where an arbitrary or even a specific organization or mar-
ket name is recognized. Also, the classification of forecasts can be restricted
to portions that have been identified to refer to revenue.

In the end, the filtering steps give rise to the optimization potential of
pipeline scheduling: Without filtering, every admissible pipeline for an al-
gorithm set would have the same run-time on each input text, because each
algorithm would then process all portions of all texts. Conversely, filter-
ing the relevant portions of text enables a pipeline to avoid all analyses that
are unnecessary for the inference of C from D (Wachsmuth et al., 2013c).
Thereby, the run-time of pipeline can be optimized without changing its ef-
fectiveness. In Section 3.5, we discuss filtering in detail, where we see that
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a consistent filtering is indeed possible automatically and that it also allows
a trading of efficiency for effectiveness. There, we substitute the filtering
steps by an input control that works independent from the given pipeline.

Lazy Evaluation of Text Analysis Algorithms

Based on the filtering steps, an always reasonable step to further improve
the run-time of the pipeline Π(b) is to apply lazy evaluationlazy evaluation, i.e., to delay each
algorithm in π(b) until its output is needed. More precisely, each Ai ∈A∗

is moved directly before the first algorithm Aj ∈A∗ within π(b), for which
C

(out)
i ∩C

(in)
j 6= ∅ holds (or to the end of π(b) if no such Aj exists). Thereby,

A∗ is implicitly partitioned into an ordered set of filtering stages. We define
a filtering stage as a partial pipeline Πj , consisting of a filtering step A(F )

j

and each text analysis algorithm Ai ∈ A with C
(out)
i ∩ C

(in)
j 6= ∅ that pre-

cedes A(F )
j . Among others, we sketch a filtering stage in Figure 3.3 for A2,

Am−1, andA
(F )
m−1. Of course, no algorithm in A∗ is executedmore than once

in the resulting pipeline of filtering stages Π(c) = 〈A∗, π(c)〉.4

The rationale behind lazy evaluation is that, themore filtering takes place
before the execution of an algorithm, the less portions of text the algorithm
will process. Therefore, an algorithm is, in general, faster if it is scheduled
later in a pipeline. The potential of lazy evaluation is rooted in the decom-
position of the text analysis task. E.g., in InfexBA, tokens were required for
both time recognition and named entity recognition, but part-of-speech tags
only for the latter. The decomposition of tokenization and tagging hence al-
lowed us to tag only tokens of statements with time entities.

Optimal Scheduling of Filtering Stages

Finally, an optimal schedulingoptimal scheduling of the filtering stages in Π(c) determines a
schedule π∗ thatminimizes the run-time of all text analysis pipelines, which
are based on A∗. Different from early filtering and lazy evaluation, optimal
scheduling cannot be performed irrespective of the collection or stream of
input texts D at hand. To underpin this, in the following we combine parts
of the argumentations from (Wachsmuth et al., 2011) and our subsequent
work on optimal scheduling (Wachsmuth and Stein, 2012). While the argu-
mentation refers to algorithms, it applies to filtering stages as well.

For an algorithm setA= {A1, . . . , Am}, two admissible pipelines can vary
in their run-time if they apply the algorithms in A to different portions of

4The given definition of filtering stages revises the definition of (Wachsmuth et al., 2011)
where we used the term to denote partial pipelines resulting from early filtering.
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text from D. In particular, the run-time tΠ(D) of a pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉 on a
textD∈D sums up the run-time ti of each algorithmAi∈A on the portions
of text di−1 filtered by its preceding algorithm Ai−1 within π. Without loss
of generality, assume that π schedules A as (A1, . . . , Am). Then, A1 pro-
cesses D, A2 processes d1(D), A3 processes d1(D) ∩ d2(D), and so on. So,
we have:

tΠ(D) = t1(D) +

m∑
i=2

ti
( i−1⋂
j=1

dj(D)
)

(3.4)

Consequently, optimal scheduling defines an optimization problem,
namely, to find an admissible pipeline Π∗ = 〈A∗, π∗〉 that minimizes Equa-
tion 3.4.5 While it thereby resembles the whole pipeline scheduling prob-
lem, step (b) and (c) of our method usually significantly reduce the search
space to be explored. Chapter 4 presents both the theoretical solution and
practical approaches to optimal scheduling. In contrast, in the case study
below we approximate solutions by only pairwise computing the optimal
schedule of two algorithms A1, A2 ∈A based on estimations of their aver-
age run-times as well as of theirselectivity selectivity q1 and q2, i.e., the ratios of filtered
portions of text when first applicable to a text (in the sense of admissibility).
Concretely, we let A1 precede A2 in π∗ if and only if

t(A1) + q1 · t(A2) < t(A2) + q2 · t(A1). (3.5)

Case Study of Ideal Pipeline Construction and Execution

In the following, we present an extended version of the application of the
four paradigms in the InfexBA context from (Wachsmuth et al., 2011). The
goals are (1) to demonstrate how the paradigms can be followed in general
and (2) to offer first evidence that, especially in information extraction, fil-
tering and scheduling significantly impacts efficiency without compromis-
ing effectiveness. The results provide the basis for all practical approaches
and evaluations presented in Chapters 3 and 4. The Java source code of the
performed experiments is detailed in Appendix B.4.
Information Need We study the application of the paradigms for the ex-
traction of all related time and money entities from sentences that denote
revenue forecasts. This information need can be modeled as follows:

C = {Relation(Time, Money), Forecast, Revenue}

An instance of C is e.g. found in the sentence “In 2009, market analysts ex-
pected touch screen revenues to reach $9B by 2015”.

5Equation 3.4 assumes that the run-time of each filtering step A(F ) ∈ A∗ is zero. In
Section 3.5, we offer evidence that the time required for filtering is in fact almost neglible.
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Figure 3.4: Application of the paradigms from Figure 3.3 of designing an optimal
pipeline Π∗2 = 〈A∗2, π∗〉 for addressing the information need Forecast(Time, Money)
on the Revenue corpus. The application is based on the algorithm set A2.

Input Texts In the case study, we process the provided split of our Revenue
corpus, for which details are presented inAppendix C.1. We use the training
set of the corpus to estimate all run-times and initially filtered portions of
text of the employed text analysis algorithms.
Maximum Decomposition To address C, we need a recognition of time
entities and money entities, an extraction of their relations, and a detec-
tion of revenue and forecast events. For these text analyses, an input text
must be segmented into sentences and tokens before. Depending on the
employed algorithms, the tokens may additionally have to be extended by
part-of-speech tags, lemmas, and dependency parse information. Based on
these circumstances, we consider three algorithm sets for C, each of them
representing a different level of effectiveness:

A1 = { sse, sto2, tpo1, eti, emo, rtm1, rre1, rfo }
A2 = { sse, sto2, tpo1, pde1, eti, emo, rtm2, rre2, rfo }
A3 = { sse, sto2, tpo2, tle, pde2, eti, emo, rtm2, rre2, rfo }

For information on the algorithms (input and output, quality estimations,
etc.), see Appendix A. Differences between A1, A2, and A3 are that (1) only
A3 contains separated algorithms tpo2 and tle for part-of-speech tagging
and lemmatization, (2) because of the simple rule-based relation extractor
rtm1, A1 requires no dependency parser, and (3) the revenue event detector
rre1 of A1 is faster but less effective than rre2. Exemplarily, Figure 3.4 il-
lustrates the design of an optimal text analysis pipeline for A2, showing the
result of maximum decomposition at the top, i.e., an initial valid pipeline
Π

(a)
2 = 〈A2, π

(a)
2 〉. For each algorithm set, the initial pipeline schedules the

algorithms in the ordering shown above.
Early Filtering Next, each of the three algorithm sets is modified by adding
filtering steps after every non-preprocessing algorithm. This results in three
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modified pipelines, such as the pipeline Π
(b)
2 = 〈A∗2, π2〉 in Figure 3.4(b).

The pipelines Π
(b)
1 to Π

(b)
3 perform filtering on the sentence-level in order

to match the information needed to address C.
Lazy Evaluation According to the input and output constraints of the em-
ployed algorithms (cf. Appendix A.1), the outputs of the algorithms tpo1

and pde1 in Π
(b)
2 = 〈A∗2, π

(b)
2 〉 are first needed by rtm2. In Π

(c)
2 = 〈A∗2, π

(c)
2 〉,

we hence delay them after eti and emo, as shown in Figure 3.4(c), and we
perform similar operations on Π

(b)
1 and Π

(b)
3 .

Optimal Scheduling Finally, we compute an optimal scheduling of the fil-
tering stages inΠ

(c)
1 , . . . ,Π

(c)
3 in order to obtain optimal pipelinesΠ∗1, . . . ,Π

∗
3.

Here, we sketch scheduling forΠ∗2 = 〈A∗2, π∗2〉 only. We know that admissible
pipelines based on A∗2 execute eti and emo before rtm2 and eti also before
rfo. Given these constraints, we apply the approximation of Inequality 3.5,
i.e., we pairwise compute the optimal schedule of two filtering stages. E.g.,
for Πemo = (sse, sto2, emo, emo(F )) and Πrfo = (sse, sto2, tpo1, rfo, rfo(F )),
we have:

t(rfo) + qrfo · t(emo) = 1.67 ms + 0.20 ms

< t(emo) + qemo · t(rfo) = 1.77 ms + 0.17 ms

Therefore, we move the algorithms in Πrfo before emo, which also means
that we separate tpo1 from pde1 to insert tpo1 before rfo. For corresponding
reasons, we postpone rtm(F )

2 to the end of the schedule. Thereby, we obtain
the final pipeline Π∗2 that is illustrated in Figure 3.4(d). Correspondingly,
we obtain the following pipelines for A∗1, A∗3, and A∗4:

Π∗1 = (sse, sto2, rre1, rre(F ), eti, eti(F ), emo, emo(F ), tpo1, rfo, rfo(F ),
rtm1, rtm(F ))

Π∗3 = (sse, sto2, eti, eti(F ), emo, emo(F ), rre1, rre(F ), tpo2, tle, rfo,
rfo(F ), pde2, rtm2, rtm(F ))

Baselines To show the single effects of our method, we consider all con-
structed intermediate pipelines. For A2, for instance, this means Π

(a)
2 , Π

(b)
2 ,

Π
(c)
2 , and Π∗2. In addition, we compare the schedules of the different opti-

mized pipelines. I.e., for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3, we compare each Π∗i = 〈A∗i , π∗〉 to all
pipelines 〈A∗i , π∗j 〉 with i 6= j except for π∗1 . π∗1 applies rre1 before time and
money recognition, which would not be admissible for rre2. For 〈A∗i , π∗j 〉,
we assume that π∗j refers to the algorithms of A∗.
Experiments We compute the run-time per sentence t(Π) and its standard
deviation σ for each pipeline Π on the test set of the Revenue corpus us-
ing a 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo MacBook with 4 GB RAM. All run-times are
averaged over five runs. Effectiveness is captured in terms of precision p,
recall r, and F1-score f1 (cf. Section 2.1).
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πj A1: p r t± σ A2: p r t± σ A3: p r t± σ

π
(a)
i 0.65 0.56 3.23 ±.07 0.72 0.58 51.05 ±.40 0.75 0.61 168.40 ±.57
π

(b)
i 0.65 0.56 2.86 ±.09 0.72 0.58 49.66 ±.28 0.75 0.61 167.85 ±.70
π

(c)
i 0.65 0.56 2.54 ±.08 0.72 0.58 15.54 ±.23 0.75 0.61 45.16 ±.53

π∗1 0.65 0.56 2.44 ±.03 0.72 0.58 – 0.75 0.61 –
π∗2 0.65 0.56 2.47 ±.15 0.72 0.58 4.77 ±.06 0.75 0.61 16.25 ±.15
π∗3 0.65 0.56 2.62 ±.05 0.72 0.58 4.95 ±.09 0.75 0.61 10.19 ±.05

Table 3.1: The precision p and recall r as well as the average run-time in millisec-
onds per sentence t(Πj

i ) and its standard deviation σ for each considered pipeline
Πj

i = 〈Ai, πj〉 based on A1, A2, and A3 on the Revenue corpus.

Results Table 3.1 lists the precision, recall and run-time of each pipeline
based on A1, A2, or A3. In all cases, the application of the paradigms does
not change the effectiveness of the employed algorithm set.6 Both precision
and recall significantly increase from A1 to A2 and from A2 to A3, leading
to F1-scores of 0.60, 0.65, and 0.67, respectively. These values match the
hypothesis that deeper analyses supports higher effectiveness.

Paradigms (b) to (c) reduce the average run-time of A1 from 3.23 ms per
sentence of Π

(a)
1 to t(Π∗1) = 2.44 ms. Π∗1 is indeed the fastest pipeline, but

only at a low confidence level according to the standard deviations. The
efficiency gain under A1 is largely due to early filtering and lazy evalua-
tion. In contrast, the benefit of optimal scheduling becomes obvious for A2

and A3. Most significantly, Π∗3 clearly outperforms all other pipelines with
t(Π∗3) = 10.19 ms. It requires less than one fourth of the run-time of the
pipeline after lazy evaluation, Π

(c)
3 , and even less than one sixteenth of the

run-time of Π
(a)
3 .

In Figure 3.5(a), we plot the run-times of all considered pipelines as a
function of their effectiveness in order to stress the efficiency impact of the
four paradigms. The shown interpolated curves have the shape sketched in
Figure 3.2. While they growmore rapidly under increasing F1-score, only a
moderate slope is observed after optimal scheduling. For A2, Figure 3.5(b)
illustrates the main effects of the paradigms on the employed algorithms:
Dependency parsing (pde1) takes about 90% of the run-time of both 〈A2, πa〉
and 〈A2, πb〉. Lazy evaluation then postpones pde1, reducing the run-time
to one third. The same relative gain is achieved by optimal scheduling, re-
sulting in 〈A2, π

∗
2〉where pde1 takes less than half of the total run-time.

6In (Wachsmuth et al., 2011), we report on a small precision loss for A2, which we there
assume to emanate from noise of algorithms that operate on token-level. Meanwhile, we
have found out that the actual reason was an implementation error, which is now fixed.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Visualization of the run-time per sentence of each considered pipe-
line 〈Ai, πj〉 on the test set of the Revenue corpus at the levels of effectiveness rep-
resented by A1, A2, and A3. (b) Run-time per sentence of each algorithm A ∈ A2

on the test set depending on the schedule πj of the respective pipeline 〈A2, πj〉.

Discussion of Ideal Pipeline Construction and Execution

According to the observed results, the efficiency impact of an ideal pipeline
construction and execution seems to grow with the achieved effectiveness.
In fact, however, the important difference between the studied algorithm
sets is that the run-times of the algorithms inA1 are quite uniform,whileA2

involves one much more expensive algorithm (pde1) and A3 involves three
such algorithms (tpo2, tle, and pde2). This difference gives rise to much
of the potential of lazy evaluation and optimal scheduling. Moreover, the
room for improvement depends on the density and distribution of relevant
information in input texts. With respect to C, only 2% of the sentences in
the test set of the Revenue corpus are relevant. In contrast, the more dense
relevant information occurs, the less filtering impacts efficiency, and, the
more spread it is across the text, the larger the size of the filtered portions
of text must be in order to achieve high recall, as we see later on.

Still, the introduced paradigms are generic in that they work irrespective
of the employed algorithms and the tackled text analysis task. To give a
first intuition of the optimization potential of the underlying filtering and
scheduling steps, we have considered a scenario where the algorithm set is
already given. Also, the discussed task is restricted to a single information
needwith defined sizes of relevant portions of texts. In general, approaches
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are needed that can (1) choose a complete algorithm set on their own and
(2) perform filtering for arbitrary text analysis tasks. We address these is-
sues in the remainder of Chapter 3. On this basis, Chapter 4 then turns our
view to the raised optimization problem of pipeline scheduling.

3.2 A Process-oriented View of Text Analysis

The paradigms introduced in Section 3.1 assume that the set of text analysis
algorithms to be employed is given. In practice, the algorithms’ properties
need to be specified in a machine-readable form in order to be able to au-
tomatically select and schedule an algorithm set that is complete according
to Equation 3.2 (see above). For this purpose, we now formalize the con-
cepts underlying text analysis processes in a metamodel. Then, we exem-
plify how to instantiate the metamodel within an application and we dis-
cuss its limitations. This section presents an extended version of the model
from (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a), which in turn consolidates content from the
work of Rose (2012) that has also influenced the following descriptions.

Text Analysis as an Annotation Task

Our goal is to automatically design optimal text analysis pipelines for arbi-
trary text analysis tasks (cf. Equation 3.1). As motivated in Chapter 1, the
design of a pipeline requires human expert knowledge related to the text
analysis algorithms to be employed. For automation, we therefore develop
a model that formalizes this expert knowledge.

To this end, we resort to the use of an ontologyontology. Following Gruber (1993),
an ontology specifies a conceptualization by defining associations between
names in a universe. We rely on OWL-DL, i.e., a complete and decidable
variant of the web ontology language.7 OWL-DL represents knowledge using
description logic, i.e., a subset of first-order logic made up of concepts, roles,
individuals, and their relations (Baader et al., 2003). As Rose (2012) argues,
the most important advantages of OWL-DL are its wide successful use and
its readability for both humans and machines. It is the recommended stan-
dard of the W3C (Horrocks, 2008), which is why OWL-DL ontologies are
normally visualized as resource description framework (RDF) graphs.

Now, to formalize the expert knowledge, we slightly refine our basic sce-
nario from Section 1.2 by viewing text analysis as an annotation taskannotation task:

Given a collection or a stream of input texts D, process D in order to
annotate all information of a structured set of information types C.

7OWL, http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/, accessed on December 27, 2014.
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The rationale behind this process-oriented view is that all text analyses can
largely be operationalized as an annotation of input texts (cf. Section 2.2).
Hence, we can model general expert knowledge about text analysis pro-
cesses in an ontology that is irrespective of the given task, whereas both
the input texts to be processed and the information need to be addressed
depend on the task. Such anannotation task metamodel annotation task metamodel serves as an upper
ontology that is extended by concrete types of knowledge in a task at hand.
In particular, we model three aspects of the universe of annotation tasks:

1. The information to be annotated,
2. the analysis to be performed for annotation, and
3. the quality to be achieved by the annotation.

Each aspect subsumes different abstract concepts, each of which is instanti-
ated by the concrete concepts of the text analysis task at hand. Since OWL-
DL integrates types and instances within one model, such an instantiation
can be understood as an extension of the metamodel. Figure 3.6 illustrates
the complete annotation taskmetamodel as an RDF graph. In the following,
we discuss the rationale and representation of all shown concepts in detail.
For a concise presentation of limited complexity and for lack of other re-
quirements, we define only some concepts formally.

Modeling the Information to Be Annotated

The information needs addressed in annotation tasks refer to possibly com-
plex real-world concepts, such as semantic roles or relations between en-
tities (cf. Section 2.2). Usually, the types of information that are relevant
for an according application are implicitly or explicitly predefined in atype system type
system. In our case study InfexBA, for instance, we considered entity types
like Organization, Time, or Money as well as relation and event types based
on these types, whereas the type system in ArguAna specified opinions,
facts, product names, and the like (cf. Section 2.3).

As for our case studies, most types are specific to the language, domain,
or application of interest: Classical natural language processing types em-
anate from lexical or syntactic units like tokens or sentences. While the set of
types is quite stable, their values partly vary significantly across languages.
An example is given by part-of-speech tags, for which a universal tagset can
only catch the most general concepts (Petrov et al., 2012). In information ex-
traction, some entity types are very common like person names, but there
does not even exist an approved definition of the term “entity” (Jurafsky
and Martin, 2009). Relations and events tend to be both domain-specific
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Figure 3.6: The proposed metamodel of the expert knowledge that is needed for
addressing annotation tasks, given in the form of an RDF graph. Black arrowheads
denote “has” relations and white arrowheads “subclass” relations. The six non-
white abstract concepts are instantiated by concrete concepts in an application.

and application-specific like the association of time and money entities to
revenue forecasts in InfexBA. And in text classification, the class attribute
and its values differ from application to application, though there are some
common classification schemes like the Reuters topics (Lewis et al., 2004)
or the sentiment polarities (Pang et al., 2002).

Since the concrete type systems vary across annotation tasks, it does not
make sense to generally model a certain set of concrete types. In contrast,
we observe that, in principle, all employed type systems instantiate a subset
of the same abstract structures. These structures are defined in our meta-
model, as shown on the left hand side of Figure 3.6.8

In particular, we distinguish two abstract typetypes: (1)
primitive type

Primitive types, such as
integers, real numbers, booleans, or strings. In the given context, primitive
types play a role where values are assigned to annotations of a text (exam-
ples follow below). (1) An annotation typeannotation type, which denotes the set of all an-
notations of all texts that represent a specific (usually syntactic or semantic)
real-world concept. A concrete annotation type might e.g. be Author, sub-
suming all annotations of author names. An instance of the annotation type
(i.e., an annotation) assigns the represented concept to a span of text, e.g. it
marks a token or an author name. Formally, we abstract from the textual
annotations in the definition of an abstract annotation type, which specifies
the associated concept only through its identifier:

8The notion of type systems and the modeled structures are in line with the software
framework Apache UIMA, http://uima.apache.org, accessed on December 8, 2014.
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Annotation type An annotation type C(A) represents a specific real-world
concept and associates it to a 2-tuple 〈C(A), C ′(A)〉 such that

1. Features. C(A) is the set of |C(A)| ≥ 0 features of C(A), where each
feature is a concept that has a certain abstract type of information.

2. Supertype. C ′(A) is either undefined or it is the supertype of C(A).

According to the definition, concrete annotation types can be organized hi-
erarchically throughsupertype supertypes. E.g., the supertype ofAuthormay be Person,
whose supertype may in turn be Named entity, and so forth. An annotation
type has an arbitrary but fixed number offeature features.9 Each feature has a type
itself. The value of a feature is either a primitive or an annotation. Primitive
features e.g. represent class values or normalized forms of annotations (say,
the part-of-speech tag or the lemma of a token) or they simply specify an an-
notation’s boundary indices or reference address. Through features, anno-
tations can also model relations or events. In our case study ArguAna from
Section 2.3, we modeled the type Discourse relation on the statement level
as an annotation type with two features of the annotation type Statement as
well as a third primitive string feature that defines the type of relation.

Modeling the Quality to Be Achieved by the Annotation

When addressing an information need, text analysis pipelines often target
at the optimization of a quality function Q (cf. Section 3.1). Depending on
the task, several concrete quality criteria exist, mostly referring to effective-
ness and efficiency (cf. Section 2.1). The abstract concepts that we consider
for quality criteria are illustrated on the right hand side of Figure 3.6. In
principle, aquality criterion quality criterion simply defines a set of comparable values:
Quality Criterion A quality criterionQ denotes a set of values that has the
following properties:

1. Order Relation. The values in Q have a defined total order.
2. Aggregate Function. Q may have an aggregate function that maps

two arbitrary values q1, q2 ∈ Q to an aggregate value q ∈ Q.

Annotation tasks aim at optimizing a set of quality criteria Q. While aggre-
gate functions provide a possibility to infer the quality of a solution from the
quality of solutions to subtasks, far from all criteria entail such functions.
E.g., aggregating the absolute run-times of two text analysis algorithms exe-
cuted in sequence means computing their sum, whereas there is no general
way of inferring an overall precision from the precision of two algorithms.

9We refer to features of annotations in this chapter only. They should not be confused
with the machine learning features (cf. Chapter 2.1), which play a role in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Similarly, quality functions that aggregate values of different quality crite-
ria (as in the case of precision of recall) only rarely exist. Thus, in contrast
to several other multi-criteria optimization problems, weighting different
Pareto-optimal solutions (where any improvement in one criterion worsens
others) does not seem reasonable in annotation tasks. Instead, we propose
to rely on a quality prioritizationquality prioritization that defines an order of importance:
Quality Prioritization A quality prioritization ρ=(Q′1, . . . , Q

′
k) is a permu-

tation of a set of quality criteria Q={Q1, . . . , Qk}, k≥1.
E.g., the quality prioritization (run-time, F1-score, recall) targets at finding

the best solution in terms of recall under all best solutions in terms of F1-
score under all best solutions in terms of run-time. As the example shows,
quality prioritizations can at least integrate the weighting of different qual-
ity criteria by including an “aggregate quality criterion” like the F1-score.

In the annotation task metamodel in Figure 3.6, we define a quality pri-
oritization as a sequence of one more quality priorities, where each quality priorityquality
priority points to a quality criterion and has zero or one successor. Within a
universe Ω, we call the combination of a set of concrete quality criteria QΩ

and a set of concrete quality prioritizations the quality modelquality model of Ω. Such a
quality model instantiates the concepts of the quality aspect of the annota-
tion task metamodel for a concrete application.

Modeling the Analysis to Be Performed for Annotation

Finally, to address a given information need under a given quality prioriti-
zation, a text analysis process needs to be realized that performs the anno-
tation of the input texts. Each text analysis refers to the inference of certain
annotation types or features. It is conducted by a set of text analysis algo-
rithms fromagiven algorithm repositoryalgorithm repositoryAΩ. Within a respective text analysis
process, not all features of an annotation are always set. Similarly, an algo-
rithmmay require or produce only some features of an annotation type. We
call a feature an active featureactive feature if it has a value assigned.

In accordancewith Section 2.2, an information need can be seen as defin-
ing a set of annotation types and active features. In addition, it may specify

value constraintvalue constraints, i.e., constraints a text span must meet in order to be con-
sidered for annotation. In one of our prototypes from InfexBA, for instance,
a user can specify the organization to find forecasts for, say “Google” (cf.
Section 2.3). Only organization annotations that refer to Google then meet
the implied value constraint. Besides such instance-specific constraints, im-
plicitly all text spans must meet the basic constraint that they refer to the
real-world concept represented by the respective annotation type. Based on
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the notion of active features and value constraints, we formally define the
abstract information type to be found in annotation tasks as follows:
Information Type A set of instances of an annotation type denotes an in-
formation type C if it contains all instances that meet two conditions:

1. Active Feature. The instances in C either have no active feature or
they have the same single active feature.

2. Constraints. The instances in C fulfill the same value constraints.

By defining an information type C to have at most one active feature, we
obtain a normalized unit of information in annotation tasks. I.e., every in-
formation need can be stated as a set of information types C = {C1, . . . , Ck},
meaning a conjunction C1∧ . . .∧Ck with k≥1, as defined in Section 2.2. In
this regard, we can denote the above-sketched example information need
from InfexBA as {Forecast, Forecast.organization = “Google”}, where Forecast is
a concrete annotation type with a feature organization.

With respect to an information type, the internal operations of a text ana-
lysis algorithm that infers this type from a text do notmatter, but only the al-
gorithm’s behavior in terms of theinput type input types it requires and the

output type
output types

it produces. The actual quality of an algorithm (say, its efficiency and/or
effectiveness) in processing a collection or a stream of texts is, in general,
unknown beforehand. For many algorithms,quality estimation quality estimations are known
from evaluations, though. Formally, our abstract concept of analgorithm algorithm in
the center of Figure 3.6 hence has the following properties:
Algorithm LetC be a set of information types andQ a set of quality criteria.
Then an algorithm A is a 3-tuple 〈C(in),C(out),q〉with C(in) 6=C(out) and

1. Input types. C(in) ⊆ C is a set of input information types,
2. Output types. C(out) ⊆ C is a set of output information types, and
3. Quality estimations. q ∈ (Q1 ∪{⊥}) × . . . × (Q|Q| ∪{⊥}) contains

one value qi for each quality criterion Qi ∈ Q. qi defines a quality
estimation or it is unknown, denoted as ⊥.

Different from frameworks like Apache UIMA, the definition does not al-
low equal input and output types, which is important for ad-hoc pipeline
construction. We come back to this disparity in Section 3.3.

Now, assume that an algorithm has produced instances of an output
type C ∈C (say, Organization) for an information need C. As discussed in
Section 3.1, ameans to improve efficiency is early filtering, i.e., to further an-
alyze only portions of text that contain instances of C and that, hence, may
be relevant forC. Also, portions can be excluded from consideration, if they
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span only instances that do not fulfill some value constraint in C (say, orga-
nization = “Google”). For such purposes, we introduce the notion of filterfilters,
which discard portions of an input text that do notmeet some checked value
constraint and, thus, filter the others. We formalize filters as follows:
Filter Let C be a set of information types. Then a filter is an algorithmA(F )

that additionally defines a 2-tuple 〈C(F ), q(F )〉 such that
1. Value constraints. C(F ) ⊆ C is the set of value constraints of A(F ),
2. Selectivity estimations. q(F ) ∈ [0, 1]∗ is a vector of selectivity estima-

tions of A(F ), where each estimation refers to a set of input types.

In line with our case study in Section 3.1, the definition states that a filter
entails certain selectivities, whichdependon the given input types. Selectiv-
ities, however, strongly depend on the processed input texts, aswe observed
in (Wachsmuth and Stein, 2012). Therefore, reasonable selectivity estimationselectivity estimations
can only be obtained during analysis and then assigned to a given filter.

Filters can be created on-the-fly for information types. A respective filter
then has a single input type in C(in) that equals its output type in C(out)

except that C(out) additionally meets the filter’s value constraints. We use
filters in Section 3.3 in order to improve the efficiency of text analysis pipe-
lines. In Sections 3.4 and 3.5, we outsource filtering into an input control,
which makes an explicit distinction of filters obsolete.

Defining an Annotation Task Ontology

The metamodel in Figure 3.6 is instiantiated within a concrete application.
We define the knowledge induced thereby as an annotation task ontologyannotation task ontology,
which can be understood as a universe for annotation tasks:
Annotation Task Ontology An annotation task ontology Ω is a 3-tuple
〈CΩ,QΩ,AΩ〉 such that

1. Type system. CΩ is a set of concrete annotation types,
2. Quality model. QΩ is a set of concrete quality criteria, and
3. Algorithm repository. AΩ is a set of concrete algorithms.

This definition differs from the one in (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a), where we
define an annotation task ontology to contain the set of all possible infor-
mation types and quality prioritizations instead of the annotation types and
quality criteria. However, the definition in (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a) was
chosen merely to shorten the discussion. In the end, the set of possible in-
formation types implies the given set of annotation types and vice versa.
The same holds for quality criteria and prioritizations, assuming that all
possible prioritizations of a given set of quality criteria are viable.
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Figure 3.7: Excerpt from the annotation task ontology that we considered in the
project ArguAna. The shown concrete concepts instantiate the abstract concepts
of the annotation task metamodel from Figure 3.6.

To demonstrate the development of concrete concepts based on our an-
notation task metamodel within an application, we sketch a sample anno-
tation task ontology for our case study ArguAna (cf. Section 2.3). Here,
we follow the notation of Rose (2012). Although ArguAna does not yield
insightful instances of all abstract concepts, it suffices to outline how to use
our annotation task metamodel in practice. In the Apache UIMA sense, the
instantiation process corresponds to the creation of a type system and all
analysis engine descriptors. That being said, we observe that quality is not
modeled in Apache UIMA, which gets important in Section 3.3.

Figure 3.7 illustrates an excerpt from the sample annotation task ontol-
ogy. It shows five annotation types, such as Statement and Opinion where
the former is the supertype of the latter. The opinion feature polarity is a
primitive, whereas nucleus and satellite ofDiscourse relation define a relation
between two statements. Annotation types are referenced by the informa-
tion types of concrete algorithm concepts. E.g., Subjectivity classifier has an
output typeOpinion()without active features, which also serves as the input
type of Polarity classifier. A polarity classifier sets the value of the polarity
feature, represented by the output typeOpinion(polarity). In that, it achieves
an estimated accuracy of 80%. Accuracy denotes the only quality criterion in
the quality model of the sample ontology. Its order relation defines that an
accuracy value q1 is better than an accuracy value q2 if it is greater than q2.
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The quality criteria directly imply possible quality prioritizations. Here, the
only quality prioritization assigns Prio 1 to accuracy. A more sophisticated
quality model follows in the evaluation in Section 3.3.

Discussion of the Process-oriented View

To conclude, this section has introduced a metamodel that represents a
processed-oriented view of text analysis in order to formalize knowledge
about concepts of information, analysis, and quality related to according
tasks. We have demonstrated the derivation of a concrete annotation task
ontology from the annotation task metamodel. In the next section, we see
that such an ontology enables an automatic construction of text analysis
pipelines for arbitrary annotation tasks.

The aim of the developed metamodel is to capture the expert knowledge
that is necessary to realize the text analysis processes performed within an
annotation task. Because of that, the model does not cover the underlying
text analysis process itself. Correspondingly, it is designed as being fully
independent from the collection or stream of input texts to be processed as
well as from the information need to be addressed.

In accordance with this, we decided to leave out properties of algorithms
that refer to the input texts, such as the language, domain, and format that
can or should be processed by an algorithm. As a consequence, our model
does not enable mechanisms like the determination of an algorithm for a
specific language, except for those that can be realized through quality cri-
teria. The reason behind the decision is that even an abstract concept like
Input propertywould require to also consider such properties in the informa-
tion needs. This would make the presentation of ad-hoc pipeline construc-
tion more complex without providing considerable new insights. Besides,
ourmodel is perfectly appropriate as long as the given algorithm repository
is dedicated to the application at hand. Still, an extension in terms of input
properties should be possible without notable problems.

In terms of quality, the chosen prioritization concept naturally entails
limitations. When following a quality prioritization, algorithms that tar-
get at a middle ground between efficiency and effectiveness will tend not to
be considered, as they are neither preferred over very efficient nor over very
effective algorithms. Moreover, it is not possible to e.g. prioritize efficiency
in one stage of a text analysis process (say, preprocessing) and effectiveness
in another (say, entity recognition). Possible solutions to these problems
would require more user interaction in an according application, thereby
reflecting the inherent tradeoff between automation and manual tuning.
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Figure 3.8: Sample illustration of our approach to ad-hoc pipeline construction:
(a) A complete algorithm setA ⊆ AΩ is selected that addresses a given information
need C while following a given quality prioritization ρ. (b) The partial order of the
algorithms in A is linearized to obtain a text analysis pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉.

3.3 Ad-hoc Construction via Partial Order Planning

Based on the proposed process-oriented view of text analysis, this section
shows how to construct text analysis pipelines ad-hoc for arbitrary infor-
mation needs and quality prioritizations. First, we show how to perform
partial order planning (Russell and Norvig, 2009) to select an algorithm set
that is complete in terms of the definition in Section 3.1 while allowing for
an admissible schedule. Then, we present a basic approach to linearize the
resulting partial order of the selected algorithms. More efficient lineariza-
tion approaches follow in Chapter 4 in the context of pipeline scheduling.
We realize the pipeline construction process in an expert system that we
finally use to evaluate the automation of pipeline construction. As above,
this section reuses content of (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a) and (Rose, 2012).

Figure 3.8 exemplarily illustrates the pipeline construction for a sample
information needC from our case study InfexBA (cf. Section 2.3), which re-
quests all forecasts for the year 2015 or later. Depending on the given quality
prioritization ρ, a set of algorithms that can address C is selected from an
algorithm repository AΩ, relying on quality estimations of the algorithms.
In addition, filters are automatically created and inserted. The lineariza-
tion then derives an efficient schedule using measures or estimations of the
run-times and selectivities of the algorithms and filters.

Modeling Algorithm Selection as a Planning Problem

The selection and scheduling of an algorithm set, which is optimal for an
information need C on a collection or a stream of input texts D with respect
to a quality functionQ is traditionallymademanually by human experts (cf.
Section 2.2). Based on the presented formalization of expert knowledge in
an annotation task ontology Ω, we now introduce an artificial intelligence
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approach to automatically construct text analysis pipelines, hence enabling
ad-hoc text mining (cf. Chapter 1). As discussed at the end of the previous
section, we leave out the properties of input texts in our approach and we
assume Q to be based on a given quality prioritization ρ.

We consider ad-hoc pipeline construction as a planning problem. In ar-
tificial intelligence, the term planningplanning denotes the process of generating a
viable sequence of actions that transforms an initial state of the world into
a specified goal state (Russell and Norvig, 2009). A planning problem is
defined by the goal (and optional constraints) to be satistified as well as by
the states and actions of the world. Here, we describe the pipeline planning problempipeline planning
problem based on the definition of annotation task ontologies as follows.10

Pipeline Planning Problem Let Ω = 〈CΩ,QΩ,AΩ〉 be an annotation task
ontology. Then a pipeline planning problem Φ(Ω) under Ω denotes a 4-tuple
〈C0,C, ρ,AΩ〉 such that

1. Initial State. C0 ⊆ CΩ is the initially given set of information types,
2. Goal. C ⊆ CΩ is the set of information types to be inferred,
3. Constraints. ρ = (Q1, . . . , Q|QΩ|) with Qi∈QΩ for 1 ≤ i ≤ |QΩ| is the

quality prioritization to be met, and
4. Actions. AΩ is the set of available text analysis algorithms.

As can be seen, we implicitly model states as sets of information types,
thereby reflecting the states of analysis of an input text. If C0 is not empty,
the analysis starts on input texts that already have certain annotations. Each
A∈AΩ represents an action, which has the effect that output typesA.C(out)

are added to the current state, given that its preconditionpreconditions A.C(in) are satis-
fied. The information need C implies that all states CΦ with C ⊆ CΦ are
goal states. To solve a planning problem Φ(Ω), we hence need an admissible
pipeline 〈A, π〉 that produces C\C0 while complying with ρ.

Selecting the Algorithms of a Partially Ordered Pipeline

For the selection of an algorithm set A, we propose to use partial order planningpartial order plan-
ning. This backward approach recursively generates and combines sub-
plans (i.e., sequences of actions) for all preconditions of those actions that
satisfy a planning goal (Russell and Norvig, 2009). In general, actions may
conflict, namely, if an effect of one action violates a precondition of another
one. In annotation tasks, however, algorithms only produce information.

10Because of the changed definition of annotation tasks ontologies in Section 3.1, the def-
inition of planning problems also slightly differs from the one in (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a).
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pipelinePartialOrderPlanning(C0,C, ρ,AΩ)
1: Algorithm set A ← {A0}
2: Partial schedule π̃ ← ∅
3: Input requirements Λ ← {〈C,A0〉 | C ∈ C\C0}
4: while Λ 6= ∅ do
5: Input requirement 〈C,A〉 ← Λ.poll()
6: if C ∈ C then
7: Filter A(F ) ← createFilter(C)
8: A ← A ∪ {A(F )}
9: π̃ ← π̃ ∪ {(A(F ) < A)}
10: 〈C,A〉 ← 〈A(F ).C(in).poll(), A(F )〉

11: Algorithm A∗ ← selectBestAlgorithm(C,C, ρ,AΩ)
12: if A = ⊥ then return ⊥
13: A ← A ∪ {A∗}
14: π̃ ← π̃ ∪ {(A∗ < A)}
15: Λ ← Λ ∪ {〈C,A∗〉 | C ∈ A∗.C(in)\C0}
16: return 〈A, π̃〉

Pseudocode 3.1: Partial order planning for selecting an algorithm set A (with a
partial schedule π̃) that addresses a planning problem Φ(Ω) = 〈C0,C, ρ,AΩ〉.

While filters reduce the input to be processed, they do not remove infor-
mation types from the current state, thus never preventing subsequent al-
gorithms from being applicable (Dezsényi et al., 2005). Consequently, the
preconditions of an algorithm will always be satisfied as soon as they are
satisfied once. Partial order planning follows a least commitment strategy,
which leaves the ordering of the actions as open as possible. Therefore, it
is, in many cases, a very efficient planning variant (Minton et al., 1995).

Pseudocode 3.1 shows our partial order planning approach to algorithm
selection. Given a planning problem, the approach creates a complete algo-
rithm setA together with a partial schedule π̃. Only to initialize planning, a
helper finish algorithmA0 is first added to A. Also, theplanning agenda planning agenda Λ is
derived from the information need C and the initial state C0 (pseudocode
lines 1 to 3). Λ stores each openinput requirement input requirement, i.e., a single precondition
to be satistified together with the algorithm it refers to. As long as open in-
put requirements exist, lines 4 to 15 iteratively update the planning agenda
while inserting algorithms intoA and respective ordering constraints into π̃.
In particular, line 5 retrieves an input requirement 〈C,A〉 from Λ using the
method poll(). If C containsC, a filterA(F ) is created and integrated on-the-
fly (lines 6 to 9). According to Section 3.2, A(F ) discards all portions of text
that do not comprise instances of C. After replacing 〈C,A〉 with the input
requirement of A(F ), line 11 selects an algorithm A∗ ∈ AΩ that produces C
and that is best in terms of the quality prioritization ρ. If any C cannot be
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selectBestAlgorithm(C,C, ρ,AΩ)
1: Algorithm set AC ← {A ∈ AΩ | C ∈ A.C(out)}
2: if |AC | = 0 then return ⊥

3: for each Quality criterion Qi ∈ ρ with i from 1 to |ρ| do
4: Algorithm set A∗C ← ∅
5: Quality estimation q∗ ← Qi.worst()
6: for each Algorithm A ∈ AC do
7: Quality estimation q ← estimateQuality(A,Qi,C,AΩ)
8: if Qi.isEqual(q, q∗) then A∗C ← A∗C ∪ {A}
9: if Qi.isBetter(q, q∗) then
10: A∗C ← {A}
11: q∗ ← q

12: AC ← A∗C
13: if |AC | = 1 then return AC .poll()
14: return AC .poll()

Pseudocode 3.2: Selection of an algorithm fromAΩ that produces the information
type C and that is best in terms of the quality prioritization ρ.

satisfied, planning fails (line 12) and does not reach line 16 to return a par-
tially ordered pipeline 〈A, π̃〉.

Different from (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a), we also present the method
selectBestAlgorithm in detail here, shown in Pseudocode 3.2. The under-
lying process has been defined by Rose (2012) originally. Lines 1 and 2
check if algorithms exist that produce the given precondition C. The set
AC of these algorithms is then compared subsequently for each quality cri-
terionQi in ρ (lines 3 to 13) in order to determine the setA∗C of all algorithms
with the best quality estimation q∗ (initialized with the worst possible value
ofQi in lines 4 and 5). To buildA∗C , line 6 to 11 iteratively compare the qual-
ity estimation q of each algorithmA inAC with respect toQi. Only possibly
best algorithms are kept (line 12). In case only one algorithm remains for
anyQi, it constitutes the single best algorithm (line 13). Otherwise, any best
algorithm is eventually returned in line 14.

Finally, Pseudocode 3.3 estimates the quality q of an algorithm A from
the repository AΩ. q is naturally based on the quality estimation A.qi of A.
For lack of better alternatives, we assume q to be the worst possible value of
Qi whenever A.qi is not specified. If values of Qi cannot be aggregated (cf.
Section 3.2), q simply equals A.qi (lines 1 to 3). Elsewise, line 4 to 9 re-
cursively aggregate the quality estimations q∗

C(in) of all best algorithms (in
terms of Qi) that satisfy a precondition C(in) of A. In the worst case, this
may require to create a full partial order plan for each precondition. As
guaranteed in line 4, however, we consider only algorithms that produce
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estimateQuality(A,Qi,C,AΩ)
1: Quality estimation q ← A.qi
2: if q =⊥ then q ← Qi.worst()
3: if Qi has no aggregate function then return q

4: for each Information type C(in) ∈ A.C(in)\C do
5: Quality estimation q∗

C(in) ← Qi.worst()
6: for each Algorithm AC(in) ∈ AΩ with C(in) ∈ AC(in) .C(out) do
7: Quality estimation qC(in) ← estimateQuality(AC(in) , Qi,C,AΩ)
8: if Qi.isBetter(qC(in) , q∗C(in) ) then q∗C(in) ← qC(in)

9: q ← Qi.aggregate(q, q∗C(in) )
10: return q

Pseudocode 3.3: Computation of a quality estimation q for the algorithm A in
terms of the quality criterion Qi. Given that Qi has an aggregate function, q recur-
sively aggregates the best quality estimations of all required predecessors of A.

some information type C(in) 6∈C. The reason is that other algorithms will
be succeeded by a filter in the partial schedule π̃ (cf. Pseudocode 3.1). Since
filters change the input to be processed, it seems questionable to aggregate
quality estimations of algorithms before and after filtering.

Linearizing the Partially Ordered Pipeline

Before the selected algorithm set A can be executed, an admissible sched-
ule π must be derived from the partial schedule π̃, as illustrated at the bot-
tom of Figure 3.8 above. Such alinearization linearization of a partial order plan addresses
the pipeline scheduling problem from Section 3.1.

An algorithm set A implies a search space with up to |A|! admissible
schedules. As follows from Equation 3.4, the optimal schedule π∗ of A de-
pends on the run-times and on the filtered portions of text of the employed
algorithms. In an annotation task ontology, we model these two properties
through estimations. Different from the algorithms’ run-time estimations,
however, selectivity estimations are never given for the filters created by our
partial order planner. This design decision is made, since reliable selectiv-
ity estimations cannot be obtained before processing (cf. Section 3.2). In the
end, an optimal schedule π∗ depends on the collection or stream of input
texts D, as we analyze in depth in Chapter 4. Among others, there we ef-
ficiently explore the mentioned search space on a sample of input texts in
order to construct a pipeline for large-scale text mining purposes.

In contrast, we predominantly target at ad-hoc text mining here. Conse-
quently, processing texts only for pipeline construction may impose much
computational overhead, especially because an analysis of these texts could
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greedyPipelineLinearization(A, π̃)
1: Algorithm set AΦ ← ∅
2: Schedule π ← ∅
3: while AΦ 6= A do
4: Filtering stages Π← ∅
5: for each Filter A(F ) ∈ {A ∈ A\AΦ | A is a filter} do
6: Algorithm set A(F ) ← {A(F )} ∪ getPredecessors(A\AΦ, π̃, A

(F ))
7: Schedule π(F ) ← getAnyCorrectTotalOrdering(A(F ), π̃)
8: Estimated run-time q(〈A(F ), π(F )〉)←

∑
A∈A(F ) t(A)

9: Π← Π ∪ {〈A(F ), π(F )〉}
10: Filtering stage 〈Aj , πj〉 ← arg min

〈A(F ),π(F )〉∈Π

q(〈A(F ), π(F )〉)

11: π ← π ∪ πj ∪ {(A < Aj) | A∈AΦ ∧ Aj ∈Aj}
12: AΦ ← AΦ ∪Aj

13: return 〈A, π〉

Pseudocode 3.4: Greedy linearization of a partially ordered pipeline 〈A, π̃〉. The
pipeline’s filtering stages are ordered by increasing estimated run-time.

already suffice to directly respond to an information need. We thus propose
an approach instead that works irrespective ofD using estimated algorithm
run-times only. The approach can be seen as an informed greedy searchgreedy search, i.e., it
always greedily chooses the best decision given the current knowledge (Cor-
men et al., 2009).11 This seems reasonable, knowing that the first algorithms
in a pipeline need to process the whole input. At the same time, scheduling
can be performedwithout a sample of texts in a hill-climbingmanner, as no
text is actually taken into account.

Pseudocode 3.4 shows our greedy approach for finding a pipeline 〈A, π〉.
Lines 3 to 12 follow the first three paradigms from Section 3.1 by determin-
ing filtering stages in the given partially ordered pipeline 〈A, π̃〉 in order to
subsequently schedule the filtering stage 〈Aj , πj〉with the lowest aggregate
run-time estimation q(〈Aj , πj〉) first. To this end, the set Π is built with one
filtering stage for each not yet scheduled filter A(F ) in AΦ\A (lines 4 to 9).
Using getPredecessors, line 6 identifies all remaining algorithms in A\AΦ

that must precede A(F ) according to π̃. A total ordering of the algorithms
and a run-time estimation of the resulting filtering stage 〈A(F ), π(F )〉 are ob-
tained in lines 7 and 8. Then, line 10 determines 〈Aj , πj〉. Before A and Aj

are merged in line 12, π is extended by πj as well as by ordering constraints
for scheduling the algorithms in Aj after those in A (line 11).

We do not show pseudocode for the two called methods here, as both re-
fer to classical techniques from the literature: getPredecessors can be based

11We assume that run-time estimations of all algorithms inA are given. In doubt, for each
algorithm without a run-time estimation, at least some default value can be used.
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on a transitive closure of a graph representation of 〈A, π̃〉whose edges (im-
plied by π̃) are inverted in order to access predecessors. Rose (2012) suggests
to use the Floyd-Warshall Algorithm (Cormen et al., 2009) to compute the
transitive closure, which has to be done only once per call of greedyPipeline-
Linearization. Even simpler, getAnyCorrectTotalOrdering can be real-
ized with some standard topological sort approach (Cormen et al., 2009).

Properties of the Proposed Construction Approach

We now turn to the properties of our approach in terms of its benefits and
limitations as well as its correctness and complexity. Especially the analysis
of the correctness and complexity is a new contribution of this thesis.

We use planning to operationalize the first paradigm from Section 3.1,
maximum decomposition. The actual benefit of partial order planning,
however, relates to the second and third paradigm. It originates in the least
commitment strategy of partial order planning: As planning proceeds back-
wards, the constraints in the partial schedule π̃ (cf. Pseudocode 3.1) pre-
scribe only to execute an algorithm right before its output is needed, which
implies lazy evaluation. Also, π̃ allows a direct execution of a filter after the
text analysis algorithm it refers to, thereby enabling early filtering.

In the described form, pipelinePartialOrderPlanning is restricted to the
construction of a pipeline for one information need C. In general, also
text analysis tasks exist that target at k > 1 information needs at the same
time. Because our case studies InfexBA and ArguAna do not serve as
proper examples in this regard, in the evaluation below we also look at the
biomedical event extraction task Genia (cf. Section 2.3). Genia addresses
nine different event types, such as Positive regulation or Binding. The prin-
ciple generalization for k planning problems Φ1, . . . ,Φk is straightforward:
We apply our approach to each Φi in isolation, resulting in k partially or-
dered pipelines 〈A1, π̃1〉, . . . , 〈Ak, π̃k〉. Then, we unify all algorithm sets
and partial schedules, respectively, to create one partially ordered pipe-
line 〈A, π̃〉 = 〈

⋃k
i=1 Ai,

⋃k
i=1 πi〉. As a consequence, attention must be paid

to filters. For instance, a portion of text without positive regulations still
may comprise a binding event. To handle Φ1, . . . ,Φk concurrently, a set of
relevant portions must be maintained independently for each Φi, which is
achieved by the input control that follows in Section 3.5.
Correctness Our planner may fail if the given algorithm repository AΩ is
notconsistent consistent, i.e., if there is any algorithm in AΩ whose input types can-
not be satisfied by any other algorithm in AΩ. We ignore this case, because
such an algorithm will never prove helpful and, hence, should be removed
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from AΩ. Similarly, we do not pay attention to algorithms with a circular dependencycircular
dependency. As an example, assume that we have (1) a tokenizer sto, which
requiresC

(in)
sto = {Sentence} as input andproducesC

(out)
sto = {Token} as output,

and (2) a sentence splitter sse with C
(in)
sse = {Token} and C

(out)
sse = {Sentence}.

Given each of them is the best to satisfy the other’s precondition, these al-
gorithms would be repeatedly added to the set of selected algorithms A in
an alternating manner. A solution to avoid circular dependencies is to ig-
nore algorithms whose input types are output types of algorithms already
added to A. However, this might cause situations where planning fails,
even though a valid pipelinewould have beenpossible. Here, we leavemore
sophisticated solutions to future work. In the end, the described problem
might be realistic, but it is in our experience far from common.
Theorem 3.1. Let Φ(Ω) = 〈C0,C, ρ,AΩ〉 be a planning problem with a con-
sistent algorithm repository AΩ that does not contain circular dependencies.
Then pipelinePartialOrderPlanning(C0,C, ρ,AΩ) returns a complete algo-
rithm set A for C\C0 iff. such an algorithm set exists in AΩ.
Proof. Weprovide only an informal proof here, since the general correctness
of partial order planning is known from the literature (Minton et al., 1995).
The only case where planning fails is when selectBestAlgorithms finds no
algorithm in AΩ that satisfies C. Since AΩ is consistent, this can happen
only if C∈C holds. Then, C\C0 must indeed be unsatisfiable using AΩ.

If C\C0 is satisfiable using AΩ, selectBestAlgorithms always returns an
algorithm that satisfies C by definition of AC . It remains to be shown that
Pseudocode 3.1 returns a complete algorithm setA forC\C0 then. Without
circular dependencies in AΩ, the while-loop in lines 4 to 15 always termi-
nates, because (1) the number of input requirements added to Λ is finite and
(2) an input requirement is removed from Λ in each iteration. As all added
input requirements are satisfied, each algorithm inAworks properly, while
the initialization of Λ in line 3 ensures that all information types in C\C0

are produced. Hence, A is complete and, so, Theorem 3.1 is correct.

Theorem 3.2. Let 〈A, π̃〉 be a partially ordered pipeline returned by pipelinePar-
tialOrderPlanning for a planning problem 〈C0,C, ρ,AΩ〉. Then greedyPipe-
lineLinearization(A, π̃) returns an admissible pipeline 〈A, π̃〉 for C\C0.
Proof. To prove Theorem 3.2, we first show the termination of greedy-
PipelineLinearization. The guaranteed total order in π̃ then follows from
induction over the length of π̃. According to the pseudocode of our plan-
ner (Pseudocode 3.1), each text analysis algorithm in A is a predecessor
of at least one filter in A. Since all predecessors of the filter in the filter-
ing stage 〈Aj , πj〉, chosen in line 10 of greedyPipelineLinearization, belong
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to Aj , AΦ is extended in every iteration of the while-loop (lines 3 to 12).
Thus, AΦ eventually equals A, so the method always terminates.

The schedule π̃ is initialized with the empty set, which denotes a trivial
correct total order. Now, for the inductive step, assume a correct total order
in π within some loop iteration. The schedule πj added to π̃ guarantees
a correct total order by definition of getAnyCorrectTotalOrdering. For
eachAj referred to in πj , line 11 adds ordering constraints to π that prescribe
the execution of Aj after all algorithms referred to in π before. Hence, π̃
remains a correct total order and, so, Theorem 3.2 must hold.

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 state the correctness and completeness of our ap-
proach. In contrast, the quality of the selected algorithms with respect to
the given quality functionQ (implied by the quality prioritization ρ) as well
as the optimality of the derived schedule remain unclear. Our planner re-
lies on externally defined quality estimations of the algorithms, which e.g.
come from related experiments. It works well as long as the algorithms,
which are considered best for single text analyses, also achieve high qual-
ity when assembled together. Similarly, the greedy linearization can yield a
near-optimal schedule only if comparably slow filtering stages do not filter
much less portions of the processed texts than faster filtering stages. Other
construction approaches like (Kano et al., 2010) and (Yang et al., 2013) di-
rectly compare alternative pipelines on sample texts. However, our primary
goal here is to enable ad-hoc textmining, whichwill often not allow the pre-
processing of a significant sample. That is why we decided to remain with
an approach that can construct pipelines in almost zero time.
Complexity To estimate the run-time of pipelinePartialOrderPlanning,
we determine its asymptotic upper bound using the O-notation (Cormen
et al., 2009). Thewhile-loop in Pseudocode 3.1 is repeated once for each pre-
condition to be satisfied. Assuming that an annotation type implies a con-
stant number of related information types, this is at mostO(|CΩ|) times due
to the finite number of available annotation types in CΩ. Within the loop,
selectBestAlgorithm is called. It iteratesO(|AC |) times following from the
inner for-loop, since the number of iterations of the outer for-loop (i.e., the
number of quality criteria in ρ) is constant. In theworst case, each algorithm
in the algorithm repositoryAΩ produces one information type only. Hence,
we can infer thatO(|CΩ| · |AC |) = O(|CΩ|) holds, so there are actually only
O(|CΩ|) external calls of estimateQuality. For each algorithm A, the sat-
isfaction of all its preconditions requires at most all |AΩ| algorithms. This
means that the two for-loops in estimateQuality result in O(|AΩ|) internal
calls of estimateQuality that recursively require to satisfy preconditions.
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Figure 3.9: Sketch of the worst-case number O(|AΩ||CΩ|) of calls of the method
estimateQuality for a given algorithmA, visualized by the algorithms that produce
a required information type and, thus, lead to a recursive call of the method.

This process is reflected in Figure 3.9. Analog to our argumentation for the
preconditions, the maximum recursion depth is |CΩ|, which implies a total
number ofO(|AΩ||CΩ|) executions of estimateQuality. Therefore, we obtain
the asymptotic worst-case overall run-time

tpipelinePartialOrderPlanning(CΩ,AΩ) = O
(
|CΩ| · |AΩ||CΩ|

)
. (3.6)

This estimation seems problematic for large type systemsCΩ and algorithm
repositoriesAΩ. In practice, however, both thewhile-loop iterations and the
recursion depth are governed rather by the number of information types in
the information need C. Moreover, the recursion (which causes the main
factor in the worst-case run-time) assumes the existence of aggregate func-
tions, which will normally hold for efficiency criteria only. With respect
to algorithms, the actual influencing factor is the number of algorithms
that serve as preprocessors, called the branching factor in artificial intelli-
gence (Russell and Norvig, 2009). The average branching factor is limited
by C again. Additionally, it is further reduced through the disregard of
algorithms that allow for filtering (cf. line 6 in Pseudocode 3.3).

Given the output 〈A, π̃〉 of the planner, the run-time of greedyPipeline-
Linearization depends on the number of algorithms in A. Since the while-
loop in Pseudocode 3.4 adds algorithms to the helper algorithm setAΦ, it it-
eratesO(|A|) times (cf. the proof ofTheorem 3.2). So, the driver of the asym-
potic run-time is not the number of loop iterations, but the computation of a
transitive closure for getPredecessor, which typically takes O(|A|3) opera-
tions (Cormen et al., 2009). As mentioned above, the computation needs to
be performed only once. Thus, we obtain a worst-case run-time of

tgreedyPipelineLinearization(A) = O(|A|3). (3.7)
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O(|A|3) can be said to be easily tractable, considering that the number of
algorithms in A is usually at most in the lower tens (cf. Section 2.2). Alto-
gether, we hence claim that the run-time of our approach to ad-hoc pipeline
construction will often be negligible in practice. In our evaluation of ad-hoc
pipeline construction below, we will offer evidence for this claim.

An Expert System for Ad-hoc Construction

Rose (2012) has implemented the described ad-hoc construction of pipelines
and their subsequent execution as a Java software tool on top of the software
framework Apache UIMA already mentioned above. Technical details on
the software tool and its usage are found in Appendix B.1. Here, we present
an extended version of the high-level view of the main concepts underlying
the software tool presented in (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a).

The software tool can be regarded as a classicalexpert system expert system. In gen-
eral, expert systems simulate the reasoning of human experts within a spe-
cific domain (Jackson, 1990). The purpose of expert systems is either to re-
place or to assist experts in solving problems that require to reason based on
domain- and task-specific expert knowledge. Reasoning is performed by an
inference engine, whereas the expert knowledge is represented in a respec-
tive knowledge base. To serve their purpose, expert systems must achieve
a high efficiency and effectiveness while being capable of explaining their
problem solutions. One of the tasks expert systems have most often been
used for since the early times of artificial intelligence is the planning of se-
quences of actions (Fox and Smith, 1984). As discussed above, the construc-
tion of a text analysis pipeline is an example for such kind of tasks.

To build an expert system, the required expert knowledge must be for-
malized. Here, our model of text analysis as an annotation task from Sec-
tion 3.2 comes into play. Since the model conforms with basic and already
well-defined concepts of Apache UIMA to a wide extent, we rely on Apache
UIMA in the realization of the expert system. In particular, Apache UIMA
defines text analysis pipelines through so called aggregate analysis engines,
which consist of a set of primitive analysis engines (text analysis algorithms)
with a specified flow (the schedule). Each analysis engine is represented by
a descriptor file with metadata, such as the analysis engine’s input and out-
put annotation types and features. Similarly, the available set of annotation
types is specified in a type systemdescriptor file. In contrast, quality criteria
and estimations are not specified by default. For this reason, we allow al-
gorithm developers to integrate quality estimations in the description field
of the analysis engine descriptor files via a fixed notation, e.g. “@Recall 0.7”.
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Figure 3.10: An UML-like class diagram that shows the three-tier architecture of
our expert system Pipeline XPS for ad-hoc pipeline construction and execution.
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Figure 3.11: Visualization of the built-in quality model of our expert system. The
colored, partially labeled circles denote possible quality prioritizations. Exemplar-
ily, the shown implies relations illustrate that some prioritizations imply others.

The resulting descriptor files comprise all knowledge required by our expert
system for ad-hoc pipeline construction, called Pipeline XPS.

Figure 3.10 sketches the three-tier architecture of Pipeline XPS in a UML-
like class diagram notation (OMG, 2011). As usual for expert systems, the
architecture separates the user interface from the inference engine, and both
of them from the knowledge base. In accordance with Section 3.2, the latter
stores all domain-specific expert knowledge in an annotation task ontology
realized with OWL-DL. Via a knowledge acquisition component, users (typi-
cally experts) can trigger an automatic ontology import that creates an algo-
rithm repository and a type system from a set of descriptor files. Conversely,
we decided to rely on a predefined quality model for lack of specified qual-
ity criteria in Apache UIMA (cf. Section 3.2) and for convenience reasons:
Since the set of quality criteria is rather stable in text analysis, we thereby
achieve that users only rarely deal with ontology specifications if at all.

The qualitymodel thatweprovide is visualized in Figure 3.11. It contains
six criteria from Section 2.2, one for efficiency (i.e., run-time per sentence) and
five for effectiveness (e.g. accuracy). Possible quality prioritizations are rep-
resented by small circles. Some of these are labeled for illustration, such
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as (p, t, f1). In addition, the quality model defines relations between those
quality prioritizations where one implies the other, as in the illustrated case
of (t, r, f1) and (t, a). In this way, users can restrict their view to the three ef-
fectiveness criteria in the left part of Figure 3.11, since the expert system can
e.g. compare algorithms whose effectiveness is measured as accuracy (say,
tokenizers), when e.g. F1-score is to be optimized. Also, some quality pri-
oritizations are naturally equivalent. For instance, (p, f1, t) is equivalent to
(p, r, t), because, given the best possible precision, the best possible F1-score
follows from the best possible recall. In contrast, (f1, p, t) is different from
(r, p, t), since it prioritizes a high F1-score over a high recall.

Through the information search interface in Figure 3.10, a user can choose
a quality prioritization, the information need to be addressed, and the collection
of input texts to be processed. The ad-hoc pipeline construction component
takes these parts of an annotation task together with the given ontology as
input. Implementing Pseudocodes 3.1 to 3.4, it outputs a valid text analysis
pipeline in the form of a UIMA aggregate analysis engine. On this basis, the
inference engine performs the pipeline execution, which results in the desired
output information. This information as well as a protocol of the construction
and execution are presented to the user via a result explanation component.
A screenshot of the prototypical user interfacace of the implemented expert
system from (Rose, 2012) is found in Appendix B.1.

Evaluation of Ad-hoc Construction

We evaluate our approach to ad-hoc pipeline construction in controlled
experiments for two information extraction tasks introduced in Sec-
tion 2.3 (see Appendix B.4 for information on the used source code): our
industrially relevant case study InfexBA and the scientifically important
task Genia. The presented results greatly increase the comprehensiveness
of those reported in (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a).
Annotation Task Ontologies We consider two annotation task ontolo-
gies, Ω1 = 〈CΩ,QΩ,AΩ1〉 andΩ2 = 〈CΩ,QΩ,AΩ2〉, with the same annotation
types CΩ and quality criteria QΩ but different algorithm repositories. CΩ

consists of 40 concrete annotation types, and QΩ complies with the quality
model described above. AΩ1 comprises 76 algorithms for preprocessing,
entity recognition, relation extraction, event detection, and normalization,
whereas AΩ2 contains exactly half of them. Up to three algorithms exist for
an analysis in both cases, but AΩ1 provides more alternatives for some ana-
lyses. For instance, sto1 and sto2 belong to AΩ1 , while the only tokenizer in
AΩ2 is sto1. Information on the algorithms is given in Appendix A.
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Task Information need C |A|

InfexBA Revenue() 3
Revenue(Subject) 6
Revenue(Subject, Location) 9
Revenue(Subject, Location, Time) 15
Revenue(Subject, Location, Time, Money) 16
Revenue(Subject, Location, Time, Money, Date) 18
Revenue(“Apple”, “USA”, “2012”, Money, Date) 21

Genia PositiveRegulation() 6
PositiveRegulation(Theme) 12
PositiveRegulation(Theme, Cause) 14
PositiveRegulation(Theme, Cause, Site) 17
PositiveRegulation(Theme, Cause, Site, CSite) 19
PositiveRegulation(“expression”, Cause, Site, CSite) 20
PositiveRegulation(“expression”, “Eo-VP16”, Site, CSite) 21

Table 3.2: Each information need C from the InfexBA and Genia task, for which
we evaluate the run-time of ad-hoc pipeline construction, as well as the number of
algorithms |A| in the respective resulting text analysis pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉.

Text Corpora Based on Ω1 and Ω2, we evaluate both pipeline construction
and pipeline execution. As described, our construction approach is inde-
pendent from the processed input. In case of the execution, we restrict our
view to an information need from InfexBA and, so, rely on the Revenue
corpus again, which is outlined in Appendix C.1.
Experiments All experiments are conducted on an 2 GHz Intel Core 2
Duo MacBook with 4 GB memory by manually triggering the evaluated
functionalities of our expert system. In particular, we measure the absolute
run-time of ad-hoc pipeline construction in a first experiment. Certainly
due to I/O operations (for the creation of Apache UIMA descriptor files and
the like), the standard deviation of this run-time is quite high, which is why
we average it over the last 25 of 30 consecutive runs. In a second experiment,
we compare the efficiency and effectiveness of different pipelines for the
same information needwith respect to their average run-time per sentence t
as well as with respect to the precision p and recall r they achieve.
Efficiency of Pipeline Construction To demonstrate the efficiency of our
approach, we construct pipelines for seven information needs of increasing
complexity for each of the two considered tasks. Table 3.2 gives an overview
of the information needs: For bothRevenue andPositiveRegulation events, we
first stepwise add required entity types to the respective information need
(e.g. Subject in case of the former). Then, we also require specific values for
some of these types (e.g. “Apple” in case of Subject). In terms of quality, we
prioritize precision over recall and both over the run-time per sentence in
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Figure 3.12: The run-time of our expert system on a standard computer taken for
ad-hoc pipeline construction in total as well as for algorithm selection and schedul-
ing alone, each as a function of the number of algorithms in the constructed pipe-
line. The algorithms are selected from a repository of either 76 (solid curves) or 38
algorithms (dashed) and target at event types from (a) InfexBA or (b) Genia.

all cases. While we construct pipelines once based on Ω1 and once based on
Ω2, the information needs lead to the same selected algorithm sets for both
ontologies. By that, we achieve that we can directly compare the run-time
of our expert system under Ω1 and Ω2. The cardinalities of the algorithm
sets are listed in the right column of Table 3.2.

Figure 3.12 plots interpolated curves of the run-time of our expert sys-
tem as a function of the number of algorithms in the resulting pipeline. For
simplicity, we omit to show the standard deviations, which range between
3.6ms and 9.8ms for pipeline construction in total and proportionally lower
values for algorithm selection and scheduling. Even on the given far from
up-to-date standard computer, both the algorithm selection via partial or-
der planning and the scheduling via greedy linearization take only a few
milliseconds for all information needs. The remaining run-time of pipeline
construction refers to operations, such as the creation of Apache UIMA de-
scriptor files. Different from the asymptotic worst-case run-times computed
above, the measured run-times seem to grow only linear in the number of
employed text analysis algorithms in practice, although there is some noise
in the depicted curves because of the high deviations.

As expected from theory, the size of the algorithm repositories has only
a small effect on the run-time, since the decisive factor is the number of al-
gorithms available for each required text analysis. Accordingly, scheduling
is not dependent on the size of the repository at all. Altogether, our expert
system takes at most 26 ms for pipeline construction in all cases, and this ef-
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Pipeline Quality prioritizations t ± σ p r

Πt (t, p, r), (t, r, p) 0.58 ± 0.01 0.6 0.48
Πr (r, t, p) 3.53 ± 0.03 0.67 0.58
Πp (p, r, t), (p, t, r), (r, p, t) 20.77 ± 0.16 0.76 0.66

Table 3.3: The run-time t in ms per sentence on the test set of the Revenue corpus
averaged over ten runs with standard deviation σ as well as the precision p and
recall r of each text analysis pipeline resulting from one of the evaluated quality
prioritizations for the information need Revenue(Time, Money).

ficiency could certainly be significantly improved through an optimized im-
plementation. In contrast, manual pipeline construction would take at least
minutes, even with appropriate tool support as given for Apache UIMA.
Correctness of Pipeline Construction To offer practical evidence for the
correctness of our approach, we evaluate the execution of different pipe-
lines for a single information need, Revenue(Time, Money). We analyze the
impact of all six possible quality prioritizations of precision, recall, and the
average run-time per sentence. Our expert system constructs three different
pipelines for these prioritizations (for details of the employed algorithms,
see Appendix A), which we execute on the test set of the Revenue corpus:
Πt = ( sto1, rre1, rre(F ), eti, eti(F ), emo, emo(F ), tpo1, pde1, rtm2, rtm(F ))
Πr = ( sse, sto2, emo, emo(F ), eti, eti(F ), rre1, rre(F ), tle, tpo2, pde2,

rtm1, rtm(F ))
Πp = ( sse, sto2, eti, eti(F ), emo, emo(F ), rre2, rre(F ), tle, tpo2, pde2,

rtm2, rtm(F ))
Πt fully relies on rule-based extraction algorithms and fast preprocessors.
Πr and Πp include more exact preprocessors, and Πp additionally performs
event recognition and relation extraction statistically. The mapping from
quality prioritizations to pipelines is shown in Table 3.3, which lists the
obtained efficiency and effectiveness results. In accordance with the quality
prioritizations, the pipeline for (t, p, r) and (t, r, p) is one to two orders of
magnitude faster than the other ones while achieving the lowest precision
(0.6) and recall (0.48). Similarly Πp has both the highest precision and the
highest run-time. In contrast, the comparably fair recall of Πr (0.58) appears
counterintuitive at first sight. However, it indicates the restricted validity of
quality estimations in annotation tasks: favoring algorithms of high quality
supports but does not ensure high overall quality, because the output of
an employed algorithm is influenced by the quality of its input, which in
turn depends on the interaction with other algorithms. In the end, quality
can never be predicted perfectly in annotation tasks, as it depends on the
domain of application and the processed input texts.
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Discussion of Ad-hoc Construction

In this section, we have presented an artificial intelligence approach for
ad-hoc pipeline construction. We have shown its correctness and we have
evaluated its run-time efficiency due to its purpose of enabling ad-hoc text
mining. In our experience, the evaluated annotation task ontologies are of
realistic scale, at least for applications that focus on specific domains. An
example of similar scale is the standard configuration of U-Compare (Kano
et al., 2010), which comes with about 40 text analysis algorithms.12 For such
a scale, the observed run-time of our expert system seems almost neglible
even for highly complex information needs. Hence, we argue that our ap-
proach is, in general, suitable for ad-hoc text mining. A scenario that would
require further investigation is the ad-hoc use of text analysis pipelines
within general purpose search engines, which we leave open here.

General limitations of our approach have already been discussed above
as part of its properties. Partly, they already emanate from the underlying
model (cf. Section 3.2). In addition, our realization of the approach as an
expert system has revealed some further noteworthy limitations:

One limitation is that text analysis algorithms, which jointly annotate
more than one information type, can compromise a given quality prioritiza-
tion. E.g., a constructed pipeline that targets at effectiveness might sched-
ule the algorithm tpo2 before the algorithm tpo1, employing the former for
part-of-speech tagging and the latter for lemmatization (cf. Appendix A.1).
Since tpo1 also tags part-of-speech, it overwrites the output of tpo2. This
problem emanates from a non-maximum decomposition intrinsic to the re-
spective algorithm repository and it is not tackled by our expert system. On
the contrary, the expert system handles cases where one algorithm “domi-
nates” another one. Given that efficiency is of upmost priority, for instance,
tpo2 would be removed from a pipeline if preceded by tpo1.

A solved challenge relates to the hierarchical structure of annotation
types, which implies that interdependencies of information types can result
from supertypes. In the information need PositiveRegulation(Theme), for in-
stance, the feature Thememight be inherited from a general type Event. For
this reason, the expert system normalizes the information need into Posi-
tiveRegulation ∧ Event(Theme) while ensuring that only positive regulation
events are kept. However, the example also entails a more complex prob-
lem: In Genia, different event types can be themes of positive regulations.
But, for scheduling, it suffices to detect one single event type before the ex-
traction of themes. In its current form, our approach then does not select

12U-Compare version 2.0, http://nactem.ac.uk/ucompare/, accessed onMarch 26, 2014.
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Figure 3.13: Abstract view of the overall approach of this thesis (cf. Figure 1.5). Sec-
tions 3.4 to 3.6 address the extension of a text analysis pipeline by an input control.

further algorithms, which is not the desired behavior. A solution would be
to require all subtypes for types like Event, but this is left to future work.

Finally, by now our approach does not completely exploit the potential
of filtering outlined in Section 3.1. In particular, it integrates filters only for
output types, i.e., those types that belong to the information need at hand,
but not information types the output types depend on. E.g., the information
need from ArguAna studied in Section 3.1 allows for a filtering of opinions,
but this would not be recognized by our approach. Moreover, as mentioned
above, filtering gets complex when more than one information need shall
be addressed at the same time. What is missing is an input control that
consistently filters the relevant portions of text depending on the analysis
to be performed. The following sections deal with this issue.

3.4 An Information-oriented View of Text Analysis

While the process-oriented view of text analysis described above is suitable
for pipeline construction, we now reinterpret text analysis as the task to fil-
ter exactly those portions of input texts that are relevant for the information
need at hand. This information-oriented view has originally been devel-
oped in (Wachsmuth et al., 2013c). Here, we reorganize and detail content
of that publication for an improved presentation. The information-oriented
view enables us to automatically execute text analysis pipelines in an opti-
mal manner, as we see in the subsequent section, i.e., without performing
any unnecessary analyses. Together, Sections 3.4 to 3.6 discuss our concept
of an input control (cf. Figure 3.13) as well as its implications.

Text Analysis as a Filtering Task

Traditional text analysis approaches control the process of creating all out-
put information sought for (cf. Section 2.2). However, they often do not
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“Google's ad revenues are going to reach $20B. The search company was founded in 1998.“
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Figure 3.14: A sample text with instances of information types associated to a fi-
nancial event and a foundation relation. One information (the time) of the financial
event is missing, which can be exploited to filter and analyze only parts of the text.

comprise an efficient control of the processed input texts, thus executing
text analysis pipelines in a suboptimal manner. Concretely, much effort is
spent for annotating portions of the texts that are not relevant, as they lack
certain required information. For instance, consider the text analysis task
to annotate all mentions of financial developments of organizations over
time in the sample text at the top of Figure 3.14, modeled by an event type
Financial(Organization, Sector, Criterion, Time, Money). While the text spans
instances of most required information types, an appropriate time entity is
missing. Hence, the effort of annotating the other information of the finan-
cial event is wasted, except for the organization entity, which also indirectly
belongs to a binary relation of the type Founded(Organization, Time).

Therefore, instead of simply processing the complete text, we propose to
filter only those portions of the text before spending annotation effort that
may be relevant for the task. To this end, we reinterpret the basic scenario
from Section 1.2 and its refined version from Section 3.2 as afiltering task filtering task:

Given a collection or a stream of input texts D, process D in order to
filter all portions of text that contain information of a structured set of
information types C.

To address text analysis in thisway, we formalize the required expert knowl-
edge again (cf. Section 3.2). We assume the employed text analysis pipeline
to be given already. Thus, we can restrict our view to the input and output
of the pipeline. However, the input and output vary for different text ana-
lysis tasks, so we need to model the expert knowledge ad-hoc when a new
task is given. For this purpose, we propose the three following steps:

a. Defining the relevance of portions of text,
b. specifying a degree of filtering for each relation type, and
c. modeling the dependencies between relevant information types.
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Before we explain the steps in detail, we sketch the information-oriented
view of text analysis for the mentioned financial events. Here, a portion
of text is relevant if it contains related instances of all types associated to
Financial, such as Time. Now, assume that time entities have already been
annotated in the sample text in Figure 3.14. If the specified degree pre-
scribes to filter sentences, then only the second sentence remains relevant
and, thus, needs to be analyzed. According to the schedule of the employed
text analysis algorithms, that sentence sooner or later also turns out to be
irrelevant for lack of financial events. Filtering the relevant sentences (and
disregarding the others) hence prevents a pipeline from wasting time.

By viewing text analysis in this sense, we gain (1) that each algorithm
in a text analysis pipeline annotates only relevant portions of input texts,
thus optimizing the pipeline’s run-time efficiency, and (2) that we can eas-
ily trade the run-time efficiency of the pipeline for its effectiveness. We offer
evidence for these benefits later on in Section 3.5. In accordance with the
given examples, the primary focus of the information-oriented view is in-
formation extraction and not text analysis as a whole. Still, the view also
applies to text classification in principle, if we model the information need
to be addressed accordingly. We give a short example below, although we
largely restrict our discussion to tasks from information extraction.

Figure 3.15 models the main concepts that we refer to below, separately
for the three proposed steps. To contrast the differences between the three
models, the roles of all associations are named. The chosen ontology form
merely serves as an analogy to the process-oriented view of text analysis
from Section 3.2, showing the structural relationships between the con-
cepts. It is not used in the sense of a knowledge base.

Defining the Relevance of Portions of Text

Given a collection or a stream of input texts D, we consider each textD∈D

as an ordered set (d1, . . . , dn) of n≥1 portions of text. Each portion of textportion of text d
defines a span of text, such as a sentence, a paragraph, a section, or similar.
We come back to the size of a portion of text later on. In order to perform
filtering correctly, we must be able to infer the relevance of a portion of text
at each point of a text analysis process. To this end, a clear specification of
the information sought for in a text analysis task is needed.

As summarized in Section 3.2, the concrete types of information sought
for can be manifold. There, we have represented all of them by an abstract
annotation type with features in order to allow for uniform descriptions
of the algorithms in a text analysis pipeline. In this section, however, we
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are interested in the actual execution of a pipeline, which takes a certain
input and produces the information sought for as output. From an output
viewpoint, we argue that it rathermakes sense to unify the concrete types of
information into two other abstract types: An atomicentity type entity type CE , whose
instances are represented by annotated spans of text, and arelation type relation type CR,
whose instances are expressed in a text, indicating relations between two or
more entities. This unification has already been illustrated for the sample
information types in Figure 3.14 above.13

Based on the notion of entity and relation types, we can define the rel-
evance of a portion of text for an information need at hand. By now, we
have considered an information need as a single set of information types,
implicitly meaning a conjunction of the respective types. As stated, tasks
like Genia target at different sets concurrently. Here, we therefore define
the relevance in a more general manner with respect to a so calledquery query:
Query A query γ specifies the relevant sets of information types in a text
analysis task. Its abstract syntax is defined by the following grammar:

1. Disjunction. γ ::= γ ∨ γ | C

2. Conjunction. C ::= CR( C {, C}∗ ) | CE

13Especially the term “entity” may be counterintuitive for types that are not core infor-
mation extraction types, e.g. for Sentence or Opinion. In the end, however, the output of all
pipelines is structured information that can be used in databases. Hence, it serves to fill the
(entity) slots of a (relation) template in the language of the classical MUC tasks (Chinchor
et al., 1993). Such templates represent the table schemes of databases.
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Figure 3.16: The annotations (bottom) and the relevant portions (top) of a sample
text. For the query γ1 = Founded(Organization, Time), the only relevant portion of
text is dp2 on the paragraph level and ds2 on the sentence level, respectively.

According to the definition, every query γ denotes a disjunction of (outer)
conjunctions. Each such conjunctionC binds a number of information types
through a relation typeCR that can both relate different entity typesCE and
nest further (inner) conjunctions, for which the same holds. The structure
of the concepts of a query is shown in Figure 3.15(a), implicitly modeling
the defined disjunction as a set of conjunctions.

Now, addressing information needs can be regarded as fulfilling a given
query, i.e., finding all portions of text that contain the information sought
for. Similar to the truth of a logical formula, the fulfillment of a query γ
follows from the fulfillment of any of the outer conjunctions in γ, which in
turn depends on the fulfillment of all its inner conjunctions. Consequently,
we define the relevance of a

portion of textrelevance of a portion of text with respect to a conjunction C of
the query γ to be addressed. In particular, a portion of text can be said to be
relevant for C at some point of a text analysis process if it still may contain
all information needed to fulfill C.

As a simple example, consider the following query γ1 that contains only
one conjunction, namely, the binary relation type Founded with two associ-
ated entity types, which has been introduced in Figure 3.14:

γ1 = Founded(Organization, Time)

Before the extraction of Founded relations in a respective text analysis pro-
cess, the relevant portions of text are those that contain at least one instance
of both entity types, i.e., an organization and a time entity. Consequently, if
time entities are annotated first, then only those portions of text remain rel-
evant for organization recognition that contain time entities, and vice versa.
The portions remaining after relation extraction fulfill γ1. Figure 3.16 visu-
alizes them for a sample text, both on the paragraph level and on the sen-
tence level. Also, it shows the respective annotations. By that, it opposes the
information-oriented view to the process-oriented view of text analysis.
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Specifying a Degree of Filtering for each Relation Type

At each point of a text analysis process, the relevance of a given portion of
text can be automatically inferred from the addressed query. However, a
query alone does not suffice to perform filtering, because it does not spec-
ify the size of the portions to be filtered. Since these portions serve for the
fulfillment of single conjunctions, different portions can be relevant for dif-
ferent conjunctions of a query. The following queries exemplify this:

γ2 = Forecast(Anchor, Time)
γ3 = Financial(Money, γ2) = Financial(Money, Forecast(Anchor, Time))

γ2 targets at the extraction of forecasts (i.e., statements about the future)
with time information that have an explicit anchor, while γ3 refers to finan-
cial events, which relate forecasts to money entities. With respect to the in-
ner conjunction of γ3 (i.e., the query γ2), a portion of text without time enti-
ties is irrelevant, but since such a portion may still contain a money entity, it
remains relevant for the outer conjunction (i.e., the query γ3 as a whole).

In case of disjunctive queries like γ4, the relevance of all portions of text
is largely decided indepedently for each of them:

γ4 = γ1 ∨ γ3 = Founded(Organization, Time) ∨ Financial(Money, γ2)

Here, a portion of text that does not fulfill the conjunctive query γ1 can, of
course, still fulfill γ3, except for the constraint that both γ1 and γ3 require
an instance of the entity type Time. In general, every conjunction in a query
may entail a different set of relevant portions of text at each step of the ana-
lysis of an input text. Therefore, we propose to assign adegree of filtering degree of filtering to
each conjunction in a query.

Degree of Filtering A degree of filtering CS is a type of lexical or syntactic
text unit that defines the size of a portion of text, all information of an in-
stance of a conjunction CR(C1, . . . ,Ck), k≥1, from a query to be addressed
must lie within, denoted as CS [CR(C1, . . . ,Ck)].

Degrees of filtering associate instances of conjunctions to units of text.14

The specification of degrees of filtering accounts for the fact that most text
analysis algorithms operate on a certain text unit level. E.g., sequential clas-
sifiers for part-of-speech tagging or entity recognition normally process one
sentence at a time. Similarly, most binary relation extractors take as input

14In (Wachsmuth et al., 2013c), we associate the relevance of portions of texts and, hence,
also the assignment of degrees of filtering to relation types instead of conjunctions. The
resort to conjunctions can be seen as a generalization, because it allows us to determine the
relevance of a portion of text also with respect to an atomic entity type only.
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only candidate entity pairs within that sentence. In contrast, coreference
resolution rather analyzes paragraphs or even the entire text. We call a
query with assigned degrees of filtering a scoped queryscoped query:

Scoped Query A scoped query γ∗ is a query γ where a degree of filtering
is assigned to each contained conjunction CR(C1, . . . ,Ck), k≥1, from γ.

Figure 3.15(b) shows how degrees of filtering are integrated in a query to
form a scoped query. Every degree of filtering either belongs to a relation
type or to an entity type, never to none or both (this cannot be modeled
in the chosen ontology notation). Moreover, entity types have an assigned
degree of filtering only if they denote an outer conjunction on their own.
All other entity types are bound to a relation type and are, thus, covered by
the degree of filtering of that relation type. As an example, a scoped version
of γ4 may prescribe to look for the event type Financial in paragraphs and
for the binary relation types in sentences. I.e.:

γ∗4 = Sentence[Founded(Organization, Time)]
∨ Paragraph[Financial(Money, Sentence[Forecast(Anchor, Time)])]

The definition of a scoped query denotes a design decision and should, in
this regard, be performed manually. In particular, degrees of filtering pro-
vide a means to influence the tradeoff between the efficiency of a text ana-
lysis pipeline and its effectiveness: small degrees allow for the filtering of
small portions of text, which positively affects run-time efficiency. Larger
degrees provide less room for filtering, but they allow for higher recall if
relations exceed the boundaries of small portions. When the degrees match
the text unit levels of the employed text analysis algorithms, efficiency will
be optimized without losing recall, since an algorithm can never find rele-
vant information that exceeds the respective text units.15 Hence, knowing
the text unit levels of the employed algorithms would in principle also en-
able an automatic specification of degrees of filtering.

The notion behind the term “scoped query” is that, at each point of a text
analysis process, every degree of filtering in a scoped query implies a set of
relevant portions of text, which we call a scopescope of the analyzed input text:

Scope A scope S = (d1, . . . , dn) is an ordered set of n ≥ 0 portions of an
input text where instances of a conjunction CR(C1, . . . ,Ck), k ≥ 1, from a
scoped query γ∗ may occur.

15There is no clear connection between the specified degrees of filtering and the precision
of a text analysis. In many applications, however, a higher precision will often be easier to
achieve if text analysis is performed only on small portions of text.
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Modeling the Dependencies between Relevant Information Types

When addressing a scoped query γ∗ on a given input text, only the scopes
of the text need to be analyzed. However, the scopes change within the text
analysis process according to the found instances of the information types
that are relevant with respect to γ∗. To maintain the scopes, the dependen-
cies between the entity and relation types in γ∗ and their associated degrees
of filtering must be known, because the change of one scope may affect an-
other one. For illustration, consider the above-mentioned scoped query γ∗4 .
In terms of γ∗4 , paragraphs without time entities will never span sentences
with forecasts and, thus, will not yield financial relations. Similarly, if a
paragraph contains no money entities, then there is no need for extracting
forecasts from the sentences in the paragraph. So, filtering one of the scopes
of Forecast and Financial affects the other one.16

In general, an instance of a conjunctionCR(C1, . . . ,Ck) in γ∗ requires the
existence of information of the relation type CR and of all related sets of in-
formation types C1, . . . ,Ck within the same portion of text. All these types
hence depend on the same degree of filtering. In case of an inner conjunc-
tion in an outer conjunction CR(C1, . . . ,Ck), the relevance of a portion of
text with respect to the inner conjunction can depend on the relevance with
respect to the outer conjunction and vice versa. So, degrees of filtering de-
pend on the degrees of filtering they subsume and they are subsumed by.
We explicitly represent these hierarchical dependencies between the rele-
vant types of information as adependency graph dependency graph:

DependencyGraph The dependency graph Γ associated to a scoped query
γ∗ = C1 ∨ . . . ∨ Ck, k ≥ 1, is a set of directed trees with one tree for each
conjunction Ci ∈ {C1, . . . ,Ck}. An inner node of any Ci corresponds to a
degree of filtering CS and a leaf to an entity type CE or a relation type CR.
An edge from an inner node to a leaf means that the respective degree of fil-
tering is assigned to the respective information type, and an edge between
two inner nodes implies that the associated degrees of filtering are depen-
dent. The degree of filtering of Ci itself defines the root of the tree of Ci.

The structure of a dependency graph is given in Figure 3.15(c) above.
Figure 3.17(a) models an instance of this structure, namely, the dependency
graph of the example scoped query γ∗4 . Figure 3.17(b) visualizes the associ-
ated scopes of a sample text. The dependency graph of a scoped query can

16For complex relation types like coreference, the degree of filtering of an inner conjunction
may exceed the degree of an outer conjunction. E.g., in the example from Figure 3.14, foun-
dation relations (outer) might be filtered sentence-wise, while coreferences (inner) could be
resolved based on complete paragraphs. In such a case, filtering with respect to the outer
conjunction affects the entities to be resolved, but not the entities to be used for resolution.
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“ GOOGLE NEWS.      2014 ad revenues predicted.  Forecasts promising:  Google, founded in 1998, hits $20B in 2014. “
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Figure 3.17: (a) The dependency graph of the scoped query γ∗4 = γ∗1 ∨ γ∗3 . (b) The
scopes of a sample text associated to the degrees of filtering in γ∗4 . They store the
portions of text that are relevant for γ∗4 after all text analyses have been performed.

be exploited to automatically maintain the relevant portions of text at each
point of a text analysis process, as we see in Section 3.5.

Discussion of the Information-Oriented View

In most cases, the classical process-oriented view of text analysis and the
information-oriented view proposed in this section can be integrated with-
out loss, meaning that no output information sought for is lost through fil-
tering. To this end, the specifieddegrees of filtering need tomatch the actual
analyses of the employed algorithms, as described above. We offer evidence
for this effectiveness preservation in the evaluation of Section 3.5.

An exception that is not explicitly covered by the view emanates from
algorithms that do not operate on some text unit level, but that e.g. look at a
slidingwindowof an input textwithout paying attention to text unit bound-
aries. For instance, an entity recognition algorithm might classify a candi-
date term based on clues from the three preceding and the three subsequent
tokens. Such algorithms will change their behavior when only portions of
the text are analyzed. In our experience, though, most important informa-
tion for according classification decisions is typically foundwithin sentence
boundaries, which is why the algorithms will often still work appropriately
when considering a text as a set of portions of text (as we do).
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As mentioned, the information-oriented view does not help much in
usual text classification tasks where complete texts shall be categorized,
since these tasks often do not allow for filtering at all. Still, as soon as an
analysis can be restricted to some scope of the text, an appropriate model-
ing of the task may enable filtering. As an example, consider the prediction
of sentiment scores from the bodies of review texts in our case study Ar-
guAna (cf. Section 2.3). This task directly implies a degree of filtering Body.
Additionally, there may be features used for prediction that are e.g. com-
puted only based on statements that denote opinions (as opposed to facts).
Therefore, a scoped query may restrict preceding analyses like the recogni-
tion of product names or aspects to the according portions of texts:

γ∗score = Body[SentimentScore(Opinion[Product], Opinion[Aspect])]

Scoped queries and the derived dependency graphs normally ought to
model the information types explicitly sought for in a text analysis task only.
In the following section, we use the dependency graphs in order to automat-
ically maintain the relevant portions of an input text based on the output of
the employed text analysis algorithms. However, some algorithms produce
information types that do not appear in a dependency graph at all, but that
only serve as input for other algorithms. Typical examples are basic lexical
and syntactic types like Token or Part-of-speech. Also, annotations of a spe-
cific type (say, Author) may require annotations of a more general type (say,
Person) to be given already. We decided not tomodel any of thesepredecessor type predecessor
types here, because they depend on the employed pipeline. Consequently, it
seems more reasonable to determine their dependencies when the pipeline
is given. In particular, the dependencies can be automatically determined
from the input and output types of the algorithms in the pipeline, just as
we have done for the ad-hoc pipeline construction in Section 3.3.

3.5 Optimal Execution via Truth Maintenance

The information-oriented view of text analysis can be exploited to analyze
only relevant portions of an input text in each step of a text analysis process,
thereby operationalizing the way humans skim over texts in a consistent
way. To this end, we now adopt the concept of truth maintenance (Russell
and Norvig, 2009) for keeping track of the relevance of each portion of text.
Then, we realize such kind of input control as part of a software framework.
Using this framework, we conduct several experiments to show the benefit
of our approach. As in Section 3.4, we reuse content from (Wachsmuth
et al., 2013c) here, but we also provide many new insights.
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of (a) the classical high-level concept of an assumption-
based truth maintenance system and (b) the proposed input control.

Modeling Input Control as a Truth Maintenance Problem

Text analysis processes can be regarded as non-monotonic in that knowl-
edge about the input texts to be processed changes in each step. By knowl-
edge, we mean annotations of entity and relation types here that help to
address the information needs at hand (represented by a scoped query).17

In many cases, no knowledge is given beforehand, meaning that the text
analysis process starts on a plain input text. Consequently, each portion of
the text dmust be assumed relevant in the beginning. During text analysis,
new knowledge is inferred through annotation. If, in some step of the pro-
cess, d lacks any knowledge that is required for the given scoped query, it
becomes irrelevant and can be excluded from further analysis.

In artificial intelligence, such non-monotonicity is well-studied. To han-
dle the non-monotonic knowledge used by inference engines, one common
approach is to rely on an assumption-based

truth maintenance systemassumption-based truth maintenance system (ATMS),
which justifies and retracts assumptions about the problem to be solved in
order to constantly updatewhat can be believed as true, i.e., what inferences
can be made based on the currently given knowledge (Russell and Norvig,
2009). To this end, the inference engine passes current assumptions and jus-
tifications expressed as propositional symbols and formulas to the ATMS.
The ATMS then returns the inferrable beliefs and contradictions.

To address text analysis as a filtering task, we adapt the ATMS concept
for maintaining the portions of an input text that are relevant with respect
to a given scoped query γ∗. In particular, we propose to equip a text ana-
lysis pipeline with an input control that takes the annotations and current
scopes of a text as input in order to determine in advance of executing a
text analysis algorithm what portions of text need to be processed by that
algorithm. Figure 3.18 compares the high-level concept of a classical ATMS
to the proposed input control.

17Weomit to distinguish between knowledge and information in this section to emphasize
the connection between text analysis and non-monotonicity in artificial intelligence.
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The input controlmodels the relevance of each portion of text using an in-
dependent set of propositional formulas. In a formula, every propositional
symbol represents anassumption assumption about the portion of text, i.e., the assumed
existence of an information type or the assumed fulfillment of the scoped
query γ∗ or a conjunction in γ∗. The formulas themselves denote justifica-
tions. Ajustification justification is an implication in definite Horn form whose conse-
quent corresponds to the fulfillment of a query or conjunction, while the
antecedent consists of the assumptions under which the fulfillment holds.

Concretely, the following formulas are defined initially. For each portion
of text d that is associated to an outer conjunctionCS [CR(C1, . . . ,Ck)] in γ∗,
we denote the relevance of dwith respect to the scoped query γ∗ as γ∗(d) and
we let the input control model its justification as φ(d):

φ(d) : C
(d)
R ∧C

(d)
1 ∧ . . . ∧C

(d)
k → γ∗(d) (3.8)

Additionally, the input control defines a justification of the relevanceC
(d)
i of

the portion dwith respect to each inner conjunction of the outer conjunction
CS [CR(C1, . . . ,Ck)] that has the form Ci = C ′S [C ′R(Ci1, . . . ,Cil)]. Based on
the portions of text associated to the degree of filtering of Ci, we introduce
a formula ψ(d′)

i for each such portion of text d′:

ψ
(d′)
i : C

′(d′)
R ∧C

(d′)
i1 ∧ . . . ∧C

(d′)
il → C

(d)
i (3.9)

This modeling step is repeated recursively until each child node C
(d′)
ij in a

new formula ψ(d′)
i represents either an entity type CE or a relation type CR.

As a result, the set of all formulas φ(d) and ψ(d′)
i of all portions of text defines

what can initially believed for the respective input text.
To give an example, we look at the sample text from Figure 3.17(b). The

scoped query γ∗4 to be addressed has two outer conjunctions, γ∗1 and γ∗3 ,
with the degrees of filtering Sentence and Paragraph, respectively. For the
four sentences and two paragraphs of the text, we have six formulas:

φ(ds1) : Founded(ds1) ∧Organization(ds1) ∧ T ime(ds1) → γ
∗(ds1)
4

φ(ds2) : Founded(ds2) ∧Organization(ds2) ∧ T ime(ds2) → γ
∗(ds2)
4

φ(ds3) : Founded(ds3) ∧Organization(ds3) ∧ T ime(ds3) → γ
∗(ds3)
4

φ(ds4) : Founded(ds4) ∧Organization(ds4) ∧ T ime(ds4) → γ
∗(ds4)
4

φ(dp1) : F inancial(dp1) ∧M oney(dp1) ∧ γ∗(dp1)
2 → γ

∗(dp1)
4

φ(dp2) : F inancial(dp2) ∧M oney(dp2) ∧ γ∗(dp2)
2 → γ

∗(dp2)
4

In case of the two latter formulas, the relevance depends on the inner con-
junction γ∗2 of γ∗4 , for which we define four additional formulas:
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ψ(ds1) : Forecast(ds1) ∧Anchor(ds1) ∧ T ime(ds1) → γ
∗(dp1)
2

ψ(ds2) : Forecast(ds2) ∧Anchor(ds2) ∧ T ime(ds2) → γ
∗(dp2)
2

ψ(ds3) : Forecast(ds3) ∧Anchor(ds3) ∧ T ime(ds3) → γ
∗(dp2)
2

ψ(ds4) : Forecast(ds4) ∧Anchor(ds4) ∧ T ime(ds4) → γ
∗(dp2)
2

The antecedents of these formulas consist of entity and relations types only,
so no further formula needs to be added. Altogether, the relevance of the
six distinguished portions of the sample text is hence initially justified by
the ten defined formulas.

After each text analysis, the formulas of a processed input text must be
updated, because their truth depends on the set of currently believed as-
sumptions, which follows from the output of all text analysis algorithms
applied so far. Moreover, the set of current formulas implies, whether a
portion of text must be processed by a specific text analysis algorithm or
not. In particular, an algorithm can cause a change of only those formulas
that include an output type of the algorithm. At the end of the text analy-
sis process then, what formula ever remains, must be the truth, just in the
sense of this chapter’s introductory quote by Arthur Conan Doyle.

Here, by truth, we mean that the respective portions of text are relevant
with respect to the scoped query γ∗ to be addressed. To maintain the rel-
evant portions of an input text, we have already introduced the concept
of scopes that are associated to the degrees of filtering in the dependency
graph Γ of γ∗. Initially, these scopes span the whole input text. Updating
the formulas thenmeans to filter the scopes according to the output of a text
analysis algorithm. Similarly, we can restrict the analysis of that algorithm
to those portions of text its output types are relevant for. In the following,
we discuss how to perform these operations.

Filtering the Relevant Portions of Text

Given the output of an applied text analysis algorithm, we update all justi-
fications φ(d) and ψ(d) of the relevance of an analyzed portion of text d that
contain an output type C(out)∈C(out) of the algorithm. In particular, the as-
sumptions about these types become either true or false. Once an assump-
tion turns out to be false, it will always remain false. Instead of maintaining
the respective justifications, we can hence delete those that are contradicted,
thereby filtering the analyzed scopes of the input text.

For instance, if time entities are found only in the sentences ds2 and ds4 in
Figure 3.17(b), then all formulaswithT ime(ds1) orT ime(ds3) are falsified. In
the other ones, the respective assumptions T ime(ds2) and T ime(ds4) are jus-
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updateScopes(C(out))
1: for each Information type C(out) in C(out) do
2: if C(out) is a degree of filtering in the dependency graph Γ then
3: generateScope(C(out))
4: Scopes S← getRelevantScopes(C(out))
5: for each Scope S in S do
6: Information types C← all C ∈ C(out) to which S is assigned
7: for each Portion of text d in S do
8: if not d contains an instance of any C ∈ C then S.remove(d)

9: Scope S0← Γ.getRootScope(S)
10: if S0 6= S then
11: for each Portion of text d in S0 do
12: if not d intersects with S then S0.remove(d)
13: Scopes S′← Γ.getAllDescendantScopes(S0)
14: for each Scope S′ 6= S in S′ do
15: for each Portion of text d in S′ do
16: if not d intersects with S0 then S′.remove(d)

Pseudocode 3.5: Update of scopes based on the set of output types C(out) of a text
analysis algorithm and the produced instances of these types. An update may lead
both to the generation and to the filtering of the affected scopes.

tified by replacing themwith “true” and, consequently, deleting them from
the antecedents of the formulas. In addition, updating a formula ψ(d) re-
quires a recursive update of all formulas that contain the consequent ofψ(d).
In the given case, the consequent γ∗(dp1)

2 of ψ(ds1) becomes false, which is
why φ(dp1) also cannot hold anymore. This in turn could render the fulfill-
ment of further nested conjunctions useless. However, such conjunctions
do not exist in φ(dp1). Therefore, the following formulas remain:

φ(ds2) : Founded(ds2) ∧Organization(ds2) → γ
∗(ds2)
4

φ(ds4) : Founded(ds4) ∧Organization(ds4) → γ
∗(ds4)
4

φ(dp2) : F inancial(dp2) ∧M oney(dp2) ∧ γ∗(dp2)
2 → γ

∗(dp2)
4

ψ(ds2) : Forecast(ds2) ∧Anchor(ds2) → γ
∗(dp2)
2

ψ(ds4) : Forecast(ds4) ∧Anchor(ds4) → γ
∗(dp2)
2

We summarize that the output of a text analysis algorithm is used to fil-
ter not only the scopes analyzed by the algorithm, but also the dependent
scopes of these scopes. The set of dependent scopes of a scope S consists of
the scope S0 associated to the root of the degree of filtering CS of S in the
dependency graph of γ∗ as well as of each scope S′ of a descendant degree
of filtering of the root. This, of course, includes the scopes of all ancestor
degrees of filtering of CS besides the root.
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getRelevantScopes(C(out))
1: Scopes S
2: for each Degree of filtering CS in the dependency graph Γ do
3: if Γ.getChildren(CS) ∩C(out) 6= ∅ then
4: S.add(Γ.getScope(CS))
5: else if getPredecessorTypes(Γ.getChildren(CS)) ∩C(out) 6= ∅ then
6: S.add(Γ.getScope(CS))
7: return S

Pseudocode 3.6: Determination of the set S of all scopes that are relevant with
respect to the output types C(out) of a text analysis algorithm.

Pseudocode 3.5 shows how to update the scopes of an input text based
on the output types C(out) of a text analysis algorithm. To enable filtering,
all scopes must initially be generated by segmentation algorithms (e.g. by a
sentence splitter), i.e., algorithms with an output type C(out) that denotes a
degree of filtering in the dependency graph Γ. This is done in lines 1 to 3 of
the pseudocode, given that the employed pipeline schedules the according
algorithms first. Independent of the algorithm, the method getRelevant-
Scopes next determines the set S of scopes that are relevant with respect
to the output of the applied algorithm (line 4).18 For each scope S ∈ S, a
portion of text d is maintained only if it contains an instance of one of the
types C ⊆ C(out) relevant for S (lines 5 to 8). Afterwards, lines 9 to 12
remove all portions of text from the root scope S0 of S that do not intersect
with any portion of text in S. Accordingly, only those portions of text in the
set of descendant scopes S′ of S0 are retained that intersect with a portion
in S0 (lines 13 to 16).

getRelevantScopes is given in Pseudocode 3.6: A scope is relevant with
respect to C(out) if at least one of two conditions holds for the associated
degrees of filtering: First, an information type from C(out) is a child of the
degree in the depedency graph Γ (lines 3 to 4). Second, an information
type from C(out) serves as the required input of another algorithm in the
employed pipeline (lines 5 to 7), i.e., it denotes a preprocessing type in the
sense discussed at the end of Section 3.4. E.g., part-of-speech tags are not
specified in γ∗4 , but they might be necessary for the type Organization.

Determining the Relevant Portions of Text

Above, we discussed how to filter the relevant portions of text based on the
output of a text analysis algorithm. Still, the question is what subset of the

18Different from here, we do not determine the relevant scopes within updateScopes in
(Wachsmuth et al., 2013c) for space reasons, which requires to store the scopes externally.
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determineUnifiedScope(C(out))
1: for each Information type C(out) in C(out) do
2: if C(out) is a degree of filtering in the dependency graph Γ then
3: return the whole input text

4: Scopes S← getRelevantScopes(C(out))
5: Scope S∪← ∅
6: for each Scope S in S do
7: for each Portion of text d in S do
8: if not d intersects with S∪ then S∪.add(d)
9: else S∪.merge(d)
10: return S∪

Pseudocode 3.7: Determination of the unified scope S∪ to be analyzed by a text
analysis algorithm based on the given output types C(out) of the algorithm.

current scopes of an input text actually need to be processed by an algo-
rithm. As an example, consider the five mentioned formulas that remain
after time recognition when addressing the scoped query γ∗4 = γ∗1 ∨ γ∗3 . Al-
though the whole paragraph dp2 is assumed relevant for γ∗4 , an algorithm
that producesOrganization annotations will only lead to a change of the for-
mulas φ(ds2) and φ(ds4). So, the analysis of the algorithm can be restricted to
the scope associated γ∗1 , thus leaving out the sentence ds3 of dp2.

In general, an employed text analysis algorithm must be applied to each
portion of text d, for which an assumption φ(d) or ψ(d) exists that depends
on one of the output types C(out) of the algorithm. That is, the algorithm
must be applied to the union S∪ of the set S of all scopes that are relevant
for the algorithm according to the method getRelevantScopes.

Pseudocode 3.7 sketches how to determine the unified scope S∪ that
contains all portions of an input text, which are relevant for the output
types C(out) of an employed algorithm. Lines 1 to 3 check whether a type
inC(out) is a degree of filtering. In this case, the employed algorithm is a seg-
mentation algorithm and, so, the whole input text is returned. Elsewise, the
set S of relevant scopes is identified using getRelevantScopes from Pseudo-
code 3.6 again. These scopes are then unified in lines 5 to 9 by collecting all
non-overlapping portions of text while merging the overlapping ones.

Properties of the Proposed Execution Approach

We have already discussed the limitations of the information-oriented view
at the end of Section 3.4, namely, there are two noteworthy prerequisites
that must be fulfilled in order to allow for filtering: (1) The algorithms in the
employed pipeline must operate on some text unit level. (2) Not all parts of
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all input texts (and, hence, not all possible annotations) are relevant to fulfill
the information needs at hand. In the following, we restrict our view to
pipelines where both prerequisites hold. As for the pipeline construction
in Section 3.3, we look at the correctness and run-time of the developed
approaches. In (Wachsmuth et al., 2013c), we have sketched these properties
roughly, whereas we analyze them more formally here.
Correctness Concretely, we investigate the question whether the execution
of a pipeline that is equipped with an input control, which determines and
updates the scopes of an input text before each step of a text analysis pro-
cess (as presented), is optimal in that it analyzes only relevant portions of
text.19 As throughout this thesis, we consider only pipelines, where no out-
put type is produced by more than one algorithm (cf. Section 3.1). Also,
for consistent filtering, we require all pipelines to schedule the algorithms
whose output is needed for generating the scopes of an input text before
any possible filtering takes place. Given these circumstances, we now show
the correctness of our algorithms for determining and updating scopes:
Lemma 3.1. Let a text analysis pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉 address a scoped query γ∗ on
an input text D. Let updateScopes(C(out)) be called after each execution of an
algorithm A∈A onD with the output types C(out) of A. Then every scope S ofD
associated to γ∗ always contains exactly those portions of text that are currently
relevant with respect to γ∗.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction over the numberm of text analysis
algorithms executed so far. By assumption, no scope is generated before the
first algorithmhas been executed. So, form= 0, the lemmaholds. Therefore,
we hypothesize that each generated scope S contains exactly those portions
of text that can be relevant with respect to γ∗ after the execution of an arbi-
trary but fixed numberm of algorithms.

Now, by definition, line 4 of updateScopes determines all scopes S whose
portions of text need to span an instance of one of the output types C(out) of
them+1-th algorithm in order to be relevant for γ∗.20 Every such portion d
in a scope S∈S is retained in lines 7 to 8. Because of the induction hypothe-
sis, d can still fulfill the conjunction C of γ∗ its associated degree of filtering
is assigned to. Consequently, also the outer conjunction of C can still be ful-

19Here, we analyze the optimality of pipeline execution for the case that both the algorithms
employed in a pipeline and the schedule of these algorithms have been defined. In contrast,
the examples at the beginning of Section 3.4 have suggested that the amount of text to be an-
alyzed (and, hence, the run-time optimal pipeline) may depend on the schedule. The problem
of finding the optimal schedule under the given filtering view is discussed in Chapter 4.

20For the proof, it does not matter whether the instances of an information type in C(out)

are used to generate scopes, since no filtering has taken place yet in this case and, hence, the
whole textD can be relevant after lines 1 to 3 of updateScopes.
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filled by the portions of text that intersect with S in lines 11 to 12 (e.g., the
paragraph dp2 in Figure 3.17(b) remains relevant after time recognition, as it
intersectswith the scope of Sentence[Forecast(Anchor, Time)].) If an outer con-
junction becomes false (as for dp1 after money recognition), the same holds
for all inner conjunctions, which is why the respective portions of text (ds1
only) are removed in lines 14 to 16. Altogether, exactly those portions that
are relevant with respect to any conjunction in γ∗ remain after executing the
m+1-th algorithm. So, Lemma 3.1 holds.
Lemma 3.2. Let a text analysis pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉 address a scoped query γ∗ on
an input textD. Further, let each degree of filtering in γ∗ have an associated scope S
of D. Given that S contains exactly the portions of text that can be relevant with
respect to γ∗, the scope S∪ returned by determineUnifiedScope(C(out)) contains
a portion of text d ∈ D iff. it is relevant for the information types C(out).
Proof. By assumption, every segmentation algorithm must always process
the whole input text, which is assured in lines 1 to 3 of Pseudocode 3.7. For
each other algorithm A ∈ A, exactly those scopes belong to S where the
output of Amay help to fulfill a conjunction (line 4). All portions of text of
the scopes in S are unified incrementally (line 5 to 9) while preventing that
overlapping parts of the scopes are considered more than once. Thus, no
relevant portion of text is missed and no irrelevant one is analyzed.

The two lemmas lead to the optimality of using an input control:
Theorem 3.3. Let a text analysis pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉 address a scoped query γ∗

on an input text D. Let updateScopes(C(out)) be called after each execution of an
algorithmA∈A onDwith the output typesC(out) ofA, and let eachA process only
the portions ofD returned by determineUnifiedScope(C(out)). Then Π analyzes
only portions of D that are currently relevant with respect to γ∗.
Proof. As Lemma 3.1 holds, all scopes contain exactly those portions of D
that are relevant with respect to γ∗ according to the current knowledge.
As Lemma 3.2 holds, each algorithm employed in Π gets only those portions
of D its output is relevant for. From that, Theorem 3.3 follows directly.

Theorem 3.3 implies that an input-controlled text analysis pipeline does not
perform any unnecessary analysis. The intended benefit is to make a text
analysis process faster. Of course, the maintenance of relevant portions of
text naturally produces some overhead in terms of computational cost. In
the evaluation below, however, we give experimental evidence that these
additional costs only marginally affect the efficiency of an application in
comparison to the efficiency gains achieved through filtering. Before, we
now analyze the asymptotic time complexity of the proposed methods.
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Complexity The number of output types |C(out)| of an algorithm is a small
constant. Hence, lines 1 to 3 of updateScopes take time linear in the length
of the input text D, i.e., O(|D|). Getting the relevant scopes for C(out) then
requires an iteration over all degrees of filtering CS in the scoped query γ∗.
Also, the for-loop from line 5 to 16 is executed at most once for each scope S
and, thus, again depends on |CS |. Within one loop iteration, the filtering
of S in lines 6 to 8 needs O(|D|) operations. Afterwards, S is intersected
with at most |CS | other scopes. Each intersection can be realized in O(|D|)
time by stepwise comparing the portions of text in all scopes according to
their ordering inD. Altogether, the run-time of the for-loop thus dominates
the worst-case run-time of updateScopes, which can be estimated as

tupdateScopes(D,CS) = O(|CS |·(|CS |+1)·|D|) = O(|CS |2 · |D|). (3.10)

In most cases, the number of degrees of filtering |CS | will be a negligi-
bly small constant. In the end, we therefore simply assume a call of up-
dateScopes to be linear in the length of the analyzed text D.

Analogous to the update of the scopes, the determination of a unified
scope in Pseudocode 3.7 begins withO(|CS |) steps in lines 1 to 3 andO(|D|)
steps in line 4. For a concise presentation, lines 6 to 9 then contain nested
loops. As for the intersection of scopes, the unification of a set of scopes
can in fact be realized in time linear in the number of portions of text of all
scopes through a stepwise comparison (we realized an according procedure
in the software framework described below) and, thus, O(|D|) operations.
Consequently, the asymptotic run-time of determineUnifiedScope is

tdetermineUnifiedScope(D,CS) = O(|CS |) +O(|D|). (3.11)

Practically, this again results in time linear to the length ofD. We conclude
that the filtering view of text analysis can be efficiently realized in the form
of an input control that governs the portions of text processed by each algo-
rithm in an employed text analysis pipeline. In the following, we describe
the main concepts behind our realization.

A Software Framework for Optimal Execution

To demonstrate how to equip a text analysis pipeline with an input con-
trol in an application, we now sketch our realization of the developed ap-
proach as a Java software framework on top of Apache UIMA (see above).
The realization has originally been presented in (Wachsmuth et al., 2013c).
Some technical details about this Filtering Framework and how it can be
extended by an application are given in Appendix B.2.
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Figure 3.19: An UML-like class diagram that shows the high-level architecture of
realizing an input control as a filtering framework, which extends Apache UIMA.

Some concepts of Apache UIMA have been introduced in Section 3.3.
Here, weprovide a simplified viewof its architecture that is illustrated at the
bottom of Figure 3.19 in a UML-like class diagram notation (OMG, 2011).
An application based on Apache UIMA inputs at least one but typically
muchmore texts and analyzes these texts with aggregate analysis engines (text
analysis pipelines). An aggregate analysis engine executes a composition of
primitive analysis engines (say, text analysis algorithms), which make use of
common analysis structures in order to process and to produce output anno-
tations of the input text at hand. Concrete annotation types do not denote
entity types only, but also relation types, because they may have features
that store values or references to other annotations.

We extend Apache UIMA with our Filtering Framework. Figure 3.19
shows the four main concepts of this extension at the top:

1. The filtering analysis engines that analyze only relevant portions of text,
2. the scoped query to be addressed by the analysis engines,
3. the scopes that contain the relevant portions of the input text, and
4. the scope TMS, which updates and determines all scopes.

filtering analysis engine Filtering analysis engines inherit from primitive analysis engines and,
hence, can be composed in an aggregate analysis engine. Prior to analy-
sis, a filtering analysis engine automatically requests the unified scope its
output annotation types and features C(out) are relevant for from the scope
TMS. After analysis, it triggers the update of scopes based on C(out) and its
produced output annotations.21

21The set C(out) can be inferred from the so called result specification of an analysis engine,
which Apache UIMA automatically derives from the analysis engine’s descriptor file.
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To enable filtering, an application must define the scoped query γ∗ to be
addressed by an aggregate analysis engine. In our implementation, γ∗ is en-
tered in the form of a string. Then, γ∗ is parsed by the Filtering Framework
to derive its dependency graph Γ and to prepare the scopes associated to
its degrees of filtering. In accordance with Γ, each scope can have at most
one root scope and an arbitrary number of descendant scopes. We realize
a scope as a set of generic annotations that may have a text unit type as-
signed (say, Sentence). The text unit type can be exploited to improve the
efficiency of operations like the unification of scopes.

Since the access points of the Apache UIMA framework are fixed, analy-
sis engines cannot simply access objects outside the framework. To avoid
modifications of the framework’s source code, we decided to maintain all
scopes using a blackboard architecture. Such an architecture is common
in artificial intelligence, defining a shared knowledge base that can be ac-
cessed by a group of specialists (cf. Section 2.2). Here, the specialists are
filtering analysis engines, which determine and update scopes via a glob-
ally accessible truth maintenance system. This scope tmsscope TMSmaintains the de-
pendency graph Γ of each scoped query γ∗, a mapping from the degrees of
filtering in γ∗ to the associated scopes, and amapping from all output types
of the filtering analysis engines (including the predecessor typesmentioned
in Section 3.4) to the scopes they are relevant for. Dependencies between
the output types are derived from the analysis engines’ descriptor files.

For the determination of a unified scope, the scope TMS implements
Pseudocode 3.7 that is executed based on the output types C(out) of the
calling filtering analysis engine. Once the filtering analysis engine has pro-
cessed the scope, the scope TMS updates all respective scopes according to
Pseudocode 3.5. Concretely, if an output type C(out) ∈C(out) denotes a de-
gree of filtering, the scope TMS adds all produced instances of C(out) to the
associated scope S. Otherwise, it filters all concerned scopes, thus keeping
track of the relevant portions of an input text while excluding the others
from further analyses.

Evaluation of Optimal Execution

Based on the realized filtering framework, we now evaluate the effects of
using an input control on the efficiency and effectiveness of pipeline execu-
tion. The impact of the underlying filtering view depends on the amout of
information in the given input texts that is relevant for the given text analy-
sis task. This makes a comprehensive evaluation of filtering in text analysis
infeasible. Instead, our experiments serve as a reasonable proof-of-concept
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that (1) analyzes the main parameters intrinsic to filtering and (2) offers ev-
idence for the efficiency of our proposed approach. Appendix B.4 yields
information on the Java source code of this evaluation.
Input Texts Our experiments are conducted all on texts from two text cor-
pora of different languages. First, the widely used English dataset of the
CoNLL-2003 shared task that has originally served for the development
of approaches to language-independent named entity recognition (cf. Ap-
pendix C.4). The dataset consists of 1,393 mixed classic newspaper stories.
And second, our complete Revenue corpus with 1,128 German online busi-
ness news articles that we already processed in Sections 3.1 and 3.3 and that
is described in Appendix C.1.
ScopedQueries From a task perspective, the impact of our approach is pri-
marily influenced by the complexity and the filtering potential of the scoped
query to be addressed. To evaluate these parameters, we consider the ex-
ample queries γ1 to γ4 from Section 3.4 under three degrees of filtering:
Sentence, Paragraph, and Text, where the latter is equivalent to performing
no filtering at all. The resulting scoped queries are specified below.
TextAnalysis Pipelines Weaddress the scoped querieswith different pipe-
lines, some of which use an input control, while the others do not. In all
cases, we employ a subset of eleven text analysis algorithms that have been
adjusted to serve as filtering analysis engines. Each of these algorithms can
be parameterized towork both on English and onGerman texts. Concretely,
we make use of the segmentation algorithms sto2, sse, and tpo1 as well as
of the chunker pch for preprocessing. The entity types that appear in the
queries (i.e., Time, Money, and Organization) are recognized with eti, emo,
and ene, respectively. Accordingly, we extract relations with the algorithms
rfo (Forecast), rfu (Founded), and rfi (Financial). While rfo operates only on
the sentence-level, the other two qualify for arbitrary degrees of filtering.
Further information on the algorithms can be found in Appendix A.

All employed algorithms have a roughly comparable run-time that scales
linear with the length of the processed input text. While computationally
expensive algorithms (say, a dependency parser) strongly increase the ef-
ficiency potential of filtering (the later such an algorithm is scheduled the
better), employing them would render it hard to distinguish the effects of
filtering from those of the order of algorithm application (cf. Chapter 4).
Experiments We quantify the filtering potential of our approach by com-
paring thefilter ratio filter ratio (Filter %) of each evaluated pipeline Π, i.e., the quotient
between the number of characters processed byΠ and the number of charac-
ters processed by a respective non-filtering pipeline. Similarly, we compute
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Figure 3.20: Interpolated curves of the filter ratios of the algorithms in pipeline Π1

under three degrees of filtering for the query γ1 = Founded(Organization, Time) on
(a) the English CoNLL-2003 dataset and (b) the German Revenue corpus.

the time ratiotime ratio (Time %) of each Π as the quotient between the run-time of Π

and the run-time of a non-filtering pipeline.22 All run-times are measured
on a 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo MacBook with 4 GB memory and averaged
over ten runs (with standard deviation σ). In terms of effectiveness, below
we partly count the positives (P) only, i.e., the number of extracted relations
of the types sought for, in order to roughly compare the recall of pipelines.
For the foundation relations, we also distinguish between false positives (FP)
and true positives (TP) to compute the extraction precision. To this end, we
have decided for each positive manually whether it is true or false. In par-
ticular, an extracted foundation relation is considered a true positive if and
only if its anchor is brought into relation with the correct time entity while
spanning the correct organization entity.23

Tradeoff between Efficiency and Effectiveness We analyze different de-
grees of filtering for the query γ1 = Founded(Organization, Time). In particu-
lar, we execute the pipeline Π1 = (spa, sse, eti, sto2, tpo2, pch, ene, rfu) on
both given corpora to address each of three scoped versions of γ1:

γ∗1 = Sentence[γ1] γ∗1′ = Paragraph[γ1] γ∗1′′ = Text[γ1]

To examine the effects of an input control, we first look at the impact
of the degree of filtering. Figure 3.20 illustrates the filter ratios of all single
algorithms in Π1 on each of the two corpora with one interpolated curve for
every evaluated degree of filtering. As the beginnings of the curves convey,
even the segmentation of paragraphs (given for the paragraph level only)
and sentences already enables the input control to disregard small parts of a

22We provide no comparison to existing filtering approaches, as these approaches do not
compete with our approach, but rather can be integrated with it (cf. Section 3.6).

23An exact evaluation of precision and recall is hardly feasible on the input texts, since
the relation types sought for are not annotated. Moreover, the given evaluation of precision
is only fairly representative: In practice, many extractors do not look for cross-sentence and
cross-paragraph relations at all. In such cases, precision remains unaffected by filtering.
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Corpus Degree of filtering Char’s Filter% t ± σ Time% TP FP p

CoNLL Text (no filtering) 12.70 M 100.0% 75.4 ± 0.3 100.0% 7 1 87.5%
Paragraph 10.35 M 81.5% 52.1 ± 0.5 69.0% 7 1 87.5%
Sentence 5.16 M 40.6% 24.8 ± 0.2 32.9% 5 0 100.0%

Revenue Text (no filtering) 30.63 M 100.0% 157.8 ± 0.3 100.0% 37 15 71.2%
Paragraph 24.95 M 81.4% 126.5 ± 0.5 80.2% 27 11 71.1%
Sentence 14.67 M 47.9% 74.9 ± 0.2 47.5% 14 5 73.7%

Table 3.4: The number of processed characters in millions with filter ratio Filter%,
the run-time t in seconds with standard deviation σ and time ratio Time%, and
the numbers of true positives (TP) and false positives (FP) as well as the resulting
precision p of pipeline Π1 for the query γ1 = Founded(Organization, Time)with three
degrees of filtering on the English CoNLL-2003 dataset and on theRevenue corpus.

text, namely those between the segmented text portions. The first algorithm
inΠ1, then, that really reduces the number of relevant portions of text is tim.
On the sentence level, it filters 28.9% of its input characters from the texts in
the CoNLL-2003 dataset and 42.0% from the Revenue corpus. These values
are further decreased by ene, such that rfu has to analyze only 10.8% and
17.2% of all characters, respectively. The values for the degree of filtering
Paragraph behave similar, while naturally being higher.

The resulting overall efficiency and effectiveness values are listed in Ta-
ble 3.4. On the paragraph level, Π1 processes 81.5% of the 12.70 million
characters of the CoNLL-2003 dataset that it processes on the text level, re-
sulting in a time ratio of 69.0%. For both these degrees of filtering, the same
eight relations are extracted with a precision of 87.5%. So, no relation is
found that exceeds paragraph boundaries. Filtering on the sentence level
lowers the filter ratio to 40.6% and the time ratio to 32.9%. While this re-
duces the number of true positives to 5, it also prevents any false positive.
Such behavior may be coincidence, but it may also indicate a tendency to
achieve better precision, when the filtered portions of texts are small.

On theRevenue corpus, the filter and time ratios are higher due to a larger
amount of time entities (which are produced first by Π1). Still, the use of
an input control saves more than half of the run-time t, when performing
filtering on the sentence level. Even for simple binary relation types like
Founded and even without employing any computationally expensive algo-
rithm, the efficiency potential of filtering hence becomes obvious. At the
same time, the numbers of found true positives in Table 3.4 (37 in total, 27
within paragraphs, 14 within sentences) suggest that the use of an input
control provides an intuitive means to trade the efficiency of a pipeline for
its recall, whereas precision remains quite stable.
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Degree of filtering Char’s Filter % t ± σ Time % Positives

Text (no filtering) 19.14 M 100.0% 58.7 ± 0.4 100.0% 3622
Paragraph 20.02 M 87.2% 48.8 ± 1.1 83.1% 3622
Sentence 12.40 M 64.8% 31.6 ± 0.3 53.9% 3622

Table 3.5: The number of processed characters in millions with filter ratio Filter%,
the run-time t in seconds with standard deviation σ and time ratio Time%, and the
number of positives (in terms of extracted relations) of pipeline Π2 for the query
γ2 = Forecast(Anchor, Time) under three degrees of filtering on the Revenue corpus.

Optimization of Run-Time Efficiency In Section 3.4, we claim that it is
possible to optimize the efficiency of a pipeline through an input control
without losing effectiveness by specifying degrees of filtering that match
the text unit levels of the employed algorithms. For demonstration, we as-
sign the same degrees of filtering as above to the query γ2 = Forecast(Anchor,
Time). Each of the three resulting scoped queries is then addressed on the
Revenue corpus using the pipeline Π2 = (spa, sse, eti, sto2, tpo2, rfo). As
stated, the algorithm rfo operates on the sentence level only.

Table 3.5 offers evidence for the truth of our claim: Under all three de-
grees of filtering,Π1 extracts the same 3622 forecast relations from the 33,364
sentences in the Revenue corpus. Althoughmore than every tenth sentence
is hence classified as being relevant with respect to γ2, the filter ratio is re-
duced down to 64.8%.24 Performing filtering in such a way forms the basis
of our approaches to pipeline scheduling that we develop in Chapter 4.
Also, related approaches like (Shen et al., 2007) rely on similar concepts.
Here, the input control improves the run-time of Π2 by almost factor 2, thus
emphasizing its great efficiency optimization potential.
Impact of the Complexity of the Query Finally, we analyze the benefit and
computational effort of filtering on the Revenue corpus under increasing
complexity of the addressed query. For this purpose, we consider γ∗1 from
the first experiment as well as the following scoped queries:
γ∗3 = Paragraph[Financial(Money, Sentence[γ2])] γ∗4 = γ∗1 ∨ γ∗3

For γ∗1 , we employ Π1 again, whereas we use the following pipelines Π3 and
Π4 to address γ∗3 and γ∗4 , respectively:

Π3 = (spa, sse, emo, eti, sto2, tpo2, rfo, rfi)
Π4 = (spa, sse, emo, eti, sto2, tpo2, rfo, rfi, pch, ene, rfu)
24In Table 3.5, the number of characters for Paragraph is higher than for Text (20.02 M as

opposed to 19.14 M), which seems counterintuitive. The reason behind is that the degree
of filtering Paragraph requires an additional application of the algorithm spa. A respective
non-filtering pipeline for the paragraph level actually processes 22.97 million characters.
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γ∗ Π Char’s Filter% t ± σ Time% Analysis time Control time Positives

γ∗1 Π1 14.67 M 47.9% 74.9 ± 0.2 47.5% 74.2 (99.0%) 0.7 (1.0%) 19
γ∗3 Π3 17.86 M 58.3% 34.9 ± 0.1 48.6% 34.5 (98.9%) 0.4 (1.1%) 1,741
γ∗4 Π4 24.40 M 57.9% 91.2 ± 0.5 48.8% 90.2 (98.8%) 1.1 (1.2%) 1,760

Table 3.6: The number of processed characterswith filter ratio Filter% and the run-
time t in seconds with standard deviation σ and time ratio Time% of Π1, . . . ,Π3

on the Revenue corpus under increasingly complex queries γ∗. Each run-time is
broken down into the times spent for text analysis and for input control. In the
right-most column, the positives are listed, i.e., the number of extracted relations.
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Figure 3.21: Interpolated curve of the filter ratios of the eleven algorithms in the
pipeline Π4 for the scoped query γ∗4 = γ∗1 ∨ γ∗3 on the Revenue corpus.

In Table 3.6, we list the efficiency results and the numbers of positives for
the three queries. While the time ratios get slightly higher under increasing
query complexity (i.e., from γ∗1 to γ∗4 ), the input control saves over 50% of the
run-time of a standard pipeline in all cases. At the same time, up to 1,760
relations are extracted from the Revenue corpus (2,103 relations without
filtering). While the longest pipeline (Π4) processes the largest number of
characters (24.40 millions), the filter ratio of Π4 (57.9%) rather appears to be
the “weighted average” of the filter ratios of Π1 and Π3.

For a more exact interpretation of the results of γ∗4 , Figure 3.21 visualizes
the filter ratios of all algorithms in Π4. As shown, the interpolated curve
does not decline monotonously along the pipeline. Rather, the filter ratios
depend on what portions of text are relevant for which conjunctions in γ∗4 ,
which follows from the dependency graph of γ∗4 (cf. Figure 3.17(a)). For
instance, the algorithm rfo precedes the algorithm pch, but entails a lower
filter ratio (28.9% vs. 42%). rfo needs to analyze the portions of text in the
scope of γ∗3 only. According to the schedule of Π5, this means all sentences
with a time entity in paragraphs that contain a money entity. In contrast,
chu processes all sentences with time entities, as it produces a predecessor
type required by ene, which is relevant for the scope of γ∗1 .

Besides the efficiency impact of controlling the input, Table 3.6 also pro-
vides insights into the efficiency of our implementation. In particular, it
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opposes the analysis time of each pipeline (i.e., the overall run-time of the
employed text analysis algorithms) to the control time (i.e., the overall run-
time of the input control). In case of γ∗1 , the input control takes 1.0% of the
total run-time (0.7 of 74.9 seconds). This fraction grows only marginally un-
der increasing query complexity, as the control times of γ∗3 and γ∗4 suggest.
While our implementation certainly leaves room for optimizations, we thus
conclude that the input control can be operationalized efficiently.

Discussion of Optimal Execution

As summarized in Section 2.4, the idea of performing filtering to improve
the efficiency of text analysis is not new. However, different from existing
approaches, such as the prediction of sentences that contain relevant infor-
mation (Nedellec et al., 2001) or the fuzzy matching of queries and possibly
relevant portions of text (Cui et al., 2005), our proposed input control does
not rely on vague statisticalmodels. Instead, we formally infer the relevance
of a portion of text from the current knowledge.

In general, the goal of equipping a text analysis pipeline with an input
control is to achieve an optimal pipeline execution. Following Section 3.1,
this means to fulfill an information need on a collection or a stream of input
texts in the most run-time efficient manner. In this section, we have proven
that a pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉 based on our input control approach analyzes
only possibly relevant portions of text in each step. Given that A and π are
fixed, such an execution is optimal, because no performed analysis can be
omitted without possibly missing some information sought for.

Our evaluation has offered evidence that we can optimize the efficiency
of a pipeline using an input control while not influencing the pipeline’s ef-
fecticeness. At the same time, the overhead induced by maintaining the
relevant portions of text is low. Even in text analysis tasks that are hardly
viable for filtering like most text classification tasks, an input control hence
will usually have few negative effects. We therefore argue that, in principle,
every text analysis pipeline can be equipped with an input control with-
out noteable drawbacks. What we have hardly discussed here, though, is
that our current implementation based on Apache UIMA still requires some
effort for each text analysis algorithm (cf. Appendix B.2 for details). To over-
come this issue, future versions of Apache UIMA could directly integrate
the maintenance of scopes in the common analysis structure.

While the exact efficiency potential of filtering naturally depends on the
amount of relevant information in the given input texts, the results of our
experiments suggest that our approach can significantly speed up text ana-
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lysis pipelines. Moreover, the specification of degrees of filtering provides
a means to easily trade the efficiency of a pipeline for its effectiveness. This
tradeoff plays an important role in today’s and tomorrow’s text mining sce-
narios, as we finally sketch in the concluding section of this chapter.

3.6 Trading Efficiency for Effectiveness in Ad-hoc Text Mining

Aswehave seen in the previous section, approaching text analysis as a filter-
ing task provides a means to trade efficiency for effectiveness within ad-hoc
text mining. We now extend the analysis of this tradeoff by discussing the
integration of different filtering approaches. Then, we conclude with the
important observation that filtering governs how an optimal solution to the
pipeline scheduling problem raised in Section 3.1 looks like.

Integration with Passage Retrieval

As surveyed in Section 2.4, our input control is not the first approach that
filters possibly relevant portions of text. The question is in how far exist-
ing approaches integrate with ours. Especially in time-critical ad-hoc text
mining applications like question answering, returning a precise result is
usually of higher importance than achieving high recall (and, thus, high
overall effectiveness), which enables great improvements of run-time effi-
ciency. To this end, only promising candidate passages (i.e., paragraphs or
the like) are retrieved in the first place, from which relevant information to
answer the question at hand is then extracted (Cui et al., 2005).

A study of Stevenson (2007) suggests that most extraction algorithms op-
erate on the sentence level only, while related information is often spread
across passages. Under the above-motivated assumption that extraction is
easier on smaller portions of text, precision is hence preferred over recall
again. In terms of the filtering view from Section 3.4, this makes Sentence
the most important degree of filtering and it directly shows that passage
retrieval techniques should often be integrable with our input control: As
long as the size of candidate passages exceeds the specified degrees of filter-
ing, relevance can be maintained for each portion of an input passage just
as described above. Therefore, we decided not to evaluate passage retrieval
against our approach. Also, we leave the integration for future work.

Integration with Text Filtering

Besides the filtering of portions of text, the efficiency and effectiveness of
pipelines can also be influenced by filtering complete texts or documents that
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meet certain constraints, while discarding others. In Section 2.4, we have al-
ready pointed out that such kind of text filtering has been applied since the
early times in order to determine candidate texts for information extraction.
As such, text filtering can be seen as a regular text classification task.

Usually, the classification of candidate texts and the extraction of rele-
vant information from these texts are addressed in separate stages of a text
mining application (Cowie and Lehnert, 1996; Sarawagi, 2008). However,
they often share common text analyses, especially in terms of preprocess-
ing, such as tokenization or part-of-speech tagging. Sometimes, features for
text classification are also based on information types like entities, as holds
e.g. for the main approach in our project ArguAna (cf. Section 2.3) as well
as for related works like (Moschitti and Basili, 2004). Given that the two
stages are separated, all common text analyses are performed twice, which
increases run-time and produces redundant or inconsistent output.

To address these issues, Beringer (2012) has analyzed the integration of
text classification and information extraction pipelines experimentally in his
master’s thesis written in the context of the thesis at hand. In particular,
the master’s thesis investigates the hypothesis that the later filtering is per-
formed within an integrated pipeline, the higher its effectiveness but the
lower its efficiency will be (and vice versa).

While existing works implicitly support this hypothesis, they largely fo-
cus on effectiveness, such as Lewis and Tong (1992) who compare text fil-
tering at three positions in a pipeline. In contrast, Beringer (2012) explicitly
evaluates the efficiency-effectiveness tradeoff, focusing on the InfexBA pro-
cess (cf. Section 2.3) that has original been proposed in (Stein et al., 2005):
Informational texts like reports and news articles are first filtered from a col-
lection of input texts. Then, forecasts are extracted from the informational
texts. To realize this process, the algorithm clf from (Wachsmuth and Bu-
jna, 2011) for language function analysis (cf. Section 2.3) is integrated in dif-
ferent positions of the optimized pipeline Π∗2 that we use in Section 3.1. The
later clf is scheduled in the integrated pipeline Π

(b)
2,lfa, the more information

is accessed for text classification, but the later the filtering of text portions
starts, too. The input control operates on the sentence level, which matches
the analyses of all employed algorithms. Therefore, observed effectiveness
differences must be caused by the text filtering stage. For this scenario,
Beringer (2012) performs several experiments with variations of Π∗2,lfa.

Here, we exemplarily look at themain results of one of these experiments.
The experiment has been conducted on the union of the test sets from the
Revenue corpus and from the music part of the LFA-11 corpus, both of
which are described in Appendix C. This combination is not perfectly ap-
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Figure 3.22: Illustration of the effectiveness of (a) filtering candidate input texts and
(b) extracting forecasts from these texts in comparison to the run-time in seconds
of the integrated text analysis pipeline Π∗2,lfa depending on the position of the text
filtering algorithm clf inΠ∗2,lfa. The figure is based on results from (Beringer, 2012).

propriate for evaluation, both because the domain difference between the
corpora makes text classification fairly easy and because the music texts
contain no false positives with respect to the forecast extraction task at all.
Still, it suffices to outline the basic effects of the pipeline integration.

Figure 3.22 plots the efficiency and effectiveness of Π
(b)
2,lfa for different po-

sitions of clf in the pipeline. The run-times have been measured on a 3.3
GHz Intel Core i5 Windows 7 system with 8 GB memory. According to Fig-
ure 3.22(a), spending more run-time improves the accuracy of text filtering
in the given case, at least until the application of clf after tpo2.25 This in
turn benefits the recall and, thus, the F1-score of extracting forecasts, which
are raised up to 0.59 and 0.64 in Figure 3.22(b), respectively.26

The observed results indicate that integrating text filtering and text ana-
lysis provides another means to trade efficiency for effectiveness. As in our
experiments, the relevant portions of the filtered texts can then be main-
tained by our input control. We do not analyze the integration in detail in
this thesis. However, we point out that the input control does not prevent
text filtering approaches from being applicable, as long as it does not start to
restrict the input of algorithms before text filtering is finished. Otherwise,
less and diffently distributed information is given for text filtering, which
can cause unpredictable changes in effectiveness, cf. (Beringer, 2012).

Aside from the outlined tradeoff, the integration of the two stages gener-
ally improves the efficiency of text mining. In particular, the more text ana-
lyses are shared by the stages, the more redundant effort can be avoided.
For instance, the Π

(b)
2,lfa requires 19.1 seconds in total when clf is scheduled

25As shown in Figure 3.22(a), the accuracy is already close to its maximum when clf is
integrated after sto2, i.e., when token-based features are available, such as bag-of-words,
bigrams, etc. So, more complex features are not really needed in the end, which indicates
that the classification of language functions is comparably easy on the given input texts.

26While the extraction precision remains unaffected from the position of integration in the
experiment, this is primarily due to the lack of false positives in the LFA-11 corpus only.
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after tpo2, as shown in Figure 3.22. Separating text filtering and text ana-
lysis would require to execute the first four algorithms Π

(b)
2,lfa double on all

filtered texts, hence taking a proportional amount of additional time (except
for the time taken by clf itself). The numeric efficiency impact of avoiding
redundant operations has not been evaluated in (Beringer, 2012). In the end,
however, the impact depends on the schedule of the employed algorithms
as well as on the fraction of relevant texts and relevant information in these
texts, which leads to the conluding remark of this chapter.

Implications for Pipeline Efficiency

In Section 3.1, we have defined the pipeline optimization problem as two-
tiered, consisting of (1) the selection of a set of algorithms that is optimal
with respect to some quality function and (2) determining a run-time opti-
mal schedule of the algorithms. While it should be clear by itself that dif-
ferent algorithm sets vary in terms of efficiency and effectiveness, we have
only implicitly answered yet why different schedules vary in their run-time.
The reason behind can be inferred directly from the theory of ideal pipeline
design in Section 3.1, namely, the optimization potential of scheduling em-
anates solely from the insertion of filtering steps.

By now, we have investigated the efficiency impact of consistently filter-
ing the relevant portions of input texts under the prerequisite that the em-
ployed text analysis pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉 is fixed. In accordancewith the lazy
evaluation step from Section 3.1, the later an algorithm fromA is scheduled
in π, the less filtered portions of text it will process, in general. Since the al-
gorithms in A have different run-times and different selectivities (i.e., they
filter different portions of text), the schedule π hence affects the overall ef-
ficiency of Π. This gives rise to the last step in Section 3.1, i.e., to find an
optimal scheduling that minimizes Equation 3.4.

However, both the run-times and the selectivities of the algorithms are
not predefined, but they depend on the processed input. Under certain cir-
cumstances, itmight be reasonable to assume that the run-times behave pro-
portionally (we comeback to this in Section 4.3). In contrast, the selectivities
strongly diverge on different collections or streams of input texts (cf. Fig-
ure 3.20 in Section 3.5). Therefore, an optimal scheduling cannot be found
ad-hoc in the sense implied so far in this chapter, i.e., without processing
input texts but based on the text analysis task to be addressed only. As a
consequence, we need to integrate the use of an input control with a mech-
anism that determines a run-time optimal schedule for the input texts at
hand. This is the main problem tackled in the following chapter.





A man who dares to waste one hour of time has not discov-
ered the value of life.

Charles Darwin

4
Pipeline Efficiency

The importance of run-time efficiency is still often disregarded in approa-
ches to text analysis tasks, limiting their use for industrial size text mining
applications (Chiticariu et al., 2010b). Search engines avoid efficiency prob-
lems by analyzing input texts at indexing time (Cafarella et al., 2005). How-
ever, this is impossible in case of ad-hoc text analysis tasks. In order both
to manage and to benefit from the ever increasing amounts of text in the
world, we need not only scale existing approaches to the large (Agichtein,
2005), but we also need to develop novel approaches at large scale (Glo-
rot et al., 2011). Standard text analysis pipelines execute computationally
expensive algorithms on most parts of the input texts, as we have seen in
Section 3.1. While one way to enable scalability is to rely on cheap but less
effective algorithms only (Pantel et al., 2004; Al-Rfou’ and Skiena, 2012), in
this chapter we present ways to significantly speed up arbitrary pipelines
by up to over one order of magnitude. As a consequence, more effective
algorithms can be employed in large-scale text mining.

In particular, we observe that the schedule of a pipeline’s algorithms af-
fects the pipeline’s efficiency, when the pipeline analyzes only relevant por-
tions of text (as achieved by our input control from Section 3.5). In Sec-
tion 4.1, we show that the optimal schedule can theoretically be found with
dynamic programming. It depends on the run-times of the algorithms and
the distribution of relevant information in the input texts. Especially the lat-
ter varies strongly between different collections and streams of texts, often
making an optimal scheduling too expensive (Section 4.2). In practice, we
thus perform scheduling with informed search on a sample of texts (Sec-
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Figure 4.1: Abstract view of the overall approach of this thesis (cf. Figure 1.5). All
sections of Chapter 4 contribute to the design of large-scale text analysis pipelines.

tion 4.3). In cases where input texts are homogeneous in the distribution of
relevant information, the approach reliably finds a near-optimal schedule
according to our evaluation. In other cases, there is not one single opti-
mal schedule (Section 4.4). To optimize efficiency, a pipeline then needs to
adapt to the input text at hand. Under high heterogeneity, such an adap-
tive scheduling works well by learning in a self-supervised manner what
schedule is fastest for which text (Section 4.5). For large-scale text mining,
a pipeline can finally be parallelized, as we outline in Section 4.6. The con-
tribution of Chapter 4 to our overall approach is shown in Figure 4.1.

4.1 Ideal Scheduling for Large-scale Text Mining

As defined in Section 3.1, the last step of an ideal pipeline construction and
execution is to optimally schedule the employed text analysis algorithms. In
this section, we present an extended version of content from (Wachsmuth
and Stein, 2012), where we compute the solution to anoptimal scheduling optimal scheduling us-
ing dynamic programming (Cormen et al., 2009). Given an input control as
introduced in Section 3.5, the most efficient pipeline follows from the run-
times and processed portions of text of the scheduled algorithms. These
values must be measured before, which will often make the solution too
expensive in practice. Still, it reveals the properties of pipeline scheduling
and it can be used to compute benchmarks for large-scale text mining.

The Efficiency Potential of Pipeline Scheduling

As already indicated in Section 3.6, a consequence of equipping a text ana-
lysis pipeline with an input control is that the pipeline’s schedule affects the
pipeline’s efficiency. In particular, the run-time of twopipelinesΠ1 = 〈A, π1〉
and Π2 = 〈A, π2〉 can vary on an input text if they apply the algorithms in
A to different portions of the text. At the same time, Π1 and Π2 achieve the
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Figure 4.2: (a) Venn diagram representation of a sample text with ten sentences,
among which one is a forecast that contains a money and an organization entity.
(b) The sentences of the sample text that need to be processed by each text analysis
algorithm in the pipelines ΠMOF (top) and ΠFOM (bottom), respectively.

same effectiveness in the tackled text analysis task, as long as both of them
are admissible (cf. Section 3.1).

As an example, consider the task to extract all sentences that denote fore-
casts with a money and an organization entity from a single news article,
which is related to our project InfexBA (cf. Section 2.3). Let the article con-
sist of ten sentences, six of which contain money entities. Let two of the six
sentences denote forecasts and let four of them contain organization enties.
Only one of these also spans an organization entity and, so, contains all
information sought for. Figure 4.2(a) represents such an article as a Venn
diagram. To tackle the task, assume that three algorithms AM , AO, and
AF for the recognition of money entities, organization entities, and forecast
events are given that have no interdependencies, meaning that all possible
schedules are admissible. For simplicity, let AM always take t(AM ) = 4 ms
to process a single sentence, while AO and AF need t(AO) = t(AF ) = 5 ms.
Without an input control, each algorithm must process all ten sentences,
resulting in the following run-time t(Πno filtering) of a respective pipeline:

t(Πno filtering) = 10 · t(AM ) + 10 · t(AO) + 10 · t(AF ) = 140 ms

Now, given an input control that performs filtering on the sentence level, it
may seem reasonable to apply the fastest algorithm AM first, e.g. in a pipe-
lineΠMOF = (AM , AO, AF ). This is exactlywhat ourmethod greedyPipeline-
Linearization from Section 3.3 does. As a result, AM is applied to all ten
sentences,AO to the six sentences withmoney entities (assuming all entities
are found), and AF to the four with money and organization entities (ac-
cordingly), as illustrated at the top of Figure 4.2(b). Hence, we have:

t(ΠMOF) = 10 · t(AM ) + 6 · t(AO) + 4 · t(AF ) = 90 ms
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Thus, the input control achieves an efficiency gain of 50 ms when using
ΠMOF. However, in according manner, we compute the run-time of a pipe-
line ΠFOM = (AF , AO, AM ), based on the respective number of processed
sentences (cf. bottom of Figure 4.2(b)) as:

t(ΠFOM) = 10 · t(AF ) + 2 · t(AO) + 1 · t(AM ) = 64 ms

As can be seen, ΠMOF takes over 40% more time than ΠFOM to process the
article, even though its first algorithm is 25% faster. Apparently, the effi-
ciency gain of using an input control does not depend only on the algo-
rithms employed in a pipeline, but also on the pipeline’s schedule, which
influences the algorithms’ selectivities, i.e., the numbers of portions of text
filtered after each algorithm application (cf. Section 3.1). The efficiency po-
tential of pipeline scheduling hence corresponds to the maximum possible
impact of the input control.

So, optimal scheduling consists in the determination of an admissible
schedule π∗ of a given algorithm set A that minimizes Equation 3.4 from
Section 3.1, i.e., the sum of the run-times of all algorithms in A on the por-
tions of text they process. This minimization problem is governed by two
paradigms: (1)Algorithmswith a small run-time should be scheduled early.
(2) Algorithms with a small selectivity should be scheduled early. Due to
the exemplified recurrent structure of the run-times and selectivities, how-
ever, these paradigms cannot be followed independently, but they require a
global analysis. In the following, we represent this structure in a sequence
model and we address it withdynamic programming dynamic programming. Dynamic program-
ming refers to a class of algorithms that aim to efficiently find solutions to
problems by dividing the problems into smaller subproblems and by solv-
ing recurring subproblems only once (Cormen et al., 2009).

Computing Optimal Schedules with Dynamic Programming

According to Equation 3.4 and to the argumentation above, all admissible
pipelines based on an algorithm setA entail the same relevant portions of an
input text D while possibly requiring different run-times for processing D.
To model these run-times, we consider a pipeline Π(j) = (A1, . . . , Aj) with
j algorithms. For j = 1, Π(j) = (A1) must always process the whole input
text, which takes t1(D) time. For j >1, the run-time t(Π(j)) of Π(j) is given
by the sum of (1) the run-time t(Π(j−1)) of Π(j−1) onD and (2) the run-time
tj(S(Π(j−1))) of Aj on the scope S(Π(j−1)) associated to Π(j−1). Here, we
reuse the concept of scopes from Section 3.4 to refer to the portions of texts
relevant after applying Π(j−1). Then, we can define t(Π(j)) recursively as:
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t(Π(j)) =

{
t1(D) if j = 1

t(Π(j−1)) + tj(S(Π(j−1))) otherwise
(4.1)

This recursive definition resembles the one used by the viterbi algorithmViterbi algorithm,
which operates on hidden markov modelshidden Markov models (Manning and Schütze, 1999). A
hiddenMarkov model describes a statistical process as a sequence of states.
A transition from one state to another is associated to some state probability.
While the states are not visible, each state produces an observation with an
according probability. Hidden Markov models have the markov propertyMarkov property,
i.e., the probability of a future state depends on the current state only. On
this basis, the Viterbi algorithm computes the viterbi pathViterbi path, which denotes
the most likely sequence of states for a given sequence of observations.

We adapt the Viterbi algorithm for scheduling an algorithm set A, such
that the Viterbi path corresponds to the run-time optimal admissible pipe-
line Π∗ = 〈A, π∗〉 on an input text D. As throughout this thesis, we restrict
our view to pipelineswhere no algorithmprocessesDmultiple times. Also,
under admissibility, only algorithms with fulfilled input constraints can be
executed (cf. Section 3.1). Putting both together, we call an algorithm Ai

applicableapplicable at some position j in a pipeline’s schedule, if Ai has not been ap-
plied at positions 1 to j−1 and if all input typesAi.C

(in) ofAi are produced
by the algorithms at positions 1 to j−1 or are already given for D.

To compute the Viterbi path, the original Viterbi algorithm determines
the most likely sequence of states for each observation and possible state at
that position in an iterative (dynamic programming) manner. For our pur-
poses, we let states of the scheduling process correspond to the algorithms
inA, while each observation denotes the position in a schedule.1 According
to theViterbi algorithm, we then propose to store a pipelineΠ

(j)
i from 1 to j

for each combination of a position j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and an algorithm Ai ∈ A

that is applicable at position j. To this end, we determine the set Π(j−1)

with all those previously computed pipelines of length j−1, after which Ai

is applicable. The recursive function to compute the run-time of Π
(j)
i can be

directly derived from Equation 4.1:

t(Π
(j)
i ) =

ti(D) if j = 1

min
Πl ∈ Π(j−1)

(
t(Πl) + ti(S(Πl))

)
otherwise (4.2)

As can be seen, the scheduling process does not have Markov property, be-
cause the run-time t(Π(j)

i ) of an algorithm Ai ∈ A at some position j de-
1Different from (Wachsmuth and Stein, 2012), we omit to explicitly define the underlying

model here for a more focused presentation. The adaptation works even without the model.
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optimalPipelineScheduling({A1, . . . , Am}, D)
1: for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} do
2: if Ai is applicable in position 1 then
3: Pipeline Π

(1)
i

← (Ai)

4: Run-time t(Π(1)
i ) ← ti(D)

5: Scope S(Π
(1)
i ) ← Si(D)

6: for each j ∈ {2, . . . ,m} do
7: for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} do
8: Pipelines Π(j−1) ← {Π(j−1)

l | Ai is applicable after Π
(j−1)
l }

9: if Π(j−1) 6= ∅ then
10: Pipeline Π

(j−1)
k

← arg min
Πl ∈ Π(j−1)

(
t(Πl) + ti(S(Πl))

)
11: Pipeline Π

(j)
i

← Π
(j−1)
k ‖ (Ai)

12: Run-time t(Π(j)
i ) ← t(Π

(j−1)
k ) + ti(S(Π

(j−1)
k ))

13: Scope S(Π
(j)
i ) ← Si(S(Π

(j−1)
k ))

14: return arg min
Π

(m)
i , i ∈ {1,...,m}

t(Π
(m)
i )

Pseudocode 4.1: The optimal solution to the computation of a pipeline based on an
algorithm set {A1, . . . , Am}with a run-time optimal schedule on an input text D.

pends on the scope it is executed on. Hence, we need to keep track of the
values t(Π(j)

i ) and S(Π
(j)
i ) for each pipeline Π

(j)
i during the computation

process. After computing all pipelines Π
(m)
i based on the full algorithm

set A = {A1, . . . , Am}, the optimal schedule π∗ of A on the input text D is
the one of the pipeline Π

(m)
i with the lowest run-time t(Π(m)

i ).
Pseudocode 4.1 shows our adaptation of the Viterbi algorithm. In lines 1

to 5, a pipeline Π
(1)
i is stored for every algorithm Ai∈A that is already ap-

plicable givenD only. The run-time t(Π(1)
i ) and the scope S(Π

(1)
i ) of Π

(1)
i are

set to the respective values of Ai. Next, lines 6 to 13 incrementally compute
a pipeline Π

(j)
i of length j for each algorithm Ai that is applicable at all in

position j. Here, the set Π(j−1) is computed in line 8. If Π(j−1) is not empty
(which implies the applicability of Ai), lines 9 to 11 then create Π

(j)
i by ap-

pendingAi to the pipeline Π
(j−1)
k that is best in terms of Equation 4.2.2 The

run-time and the scope of Π
(j)
i are computed accordingly (lines 12 and 13).

After the final iteration, the fastest pipeline Π
(m)
i of lengthm is returned as

an optimal solution (line 13). A trellis diagram that schematically illustrates
the described operations for Ai at position j is shown in Figure 4.3.

2Different from the pseudocode in (Wachsmuth and Stein, 2012), we explicitly check here
if Π(j−1) is not empty. Apart from that, the pseudocodes differ only in terms of namings.
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Figure 4.3: Trellis diagram visualization of the method OptimalPipelineSchedu-
ling, showing the determination of the run-time optimal pipeline Π

(j)
i from posi-

tion 1 to j. For illustration purposes, the algorithms A1, . . . , Am are ordered ac-
cording to their applicability after the pipelines of length j−1.

Properties of the Proposed Solution to Pipeline Scheduling

In (Wachsmuth and Stein, 2012), we have sketched the basic idea of how to
prove that the presented scheduling approach computes an optimal solu-
tion. Now, we provide a formal proof of the correctness of the approach.
Then, we continue with its complexity and with practical implications.
Correctness In the proof, we consider only algorithm sets that are consis-
tent and that have no circular dependencies, as defined in Section 3.3. These
properties ensure that an admissible schedule exists for a given algorithm
set A = {A1, . . . , Am}. As usual in dynamic programming, the optimality
of the pipeline Π

(m)
i returned by optimalPipelineScheduling for A and for

an input text D then follows from the optimal solution to all subproblems.
Here, thismeans the optimality of all computedpipelinesΠ

(j)
i , becauseΠ

(m)
i

is then optimal for the full algorithm setA. The following lemma states that
each Π

(j)
i is run-time optimal under all admissible pipelines that are based

on the same algorithm set and that end with the same algorithm:

Lemma 4.1. Let A = {A1, . . . , Am} be a consistent algorithm set without circular
dependencies and letD be a text. Let Π

(j)
i = 〈A(j)

i , π∗〉 = (A1, . . . , Aj−1, Ai) with
A

(j)
i ⊆A be any pipeline thatoptimalPipelineScheduling(A,D) computes. Then

for all admissible pipelines Π′i
(j) = 〈A(j)

i , π′〉 = (A′1, . . . , A
′
j−1, Ai), we have:

t(Π
(j)
i ) ≤ t(Π

′(j)
i )

Proof. We show the lemma by induction over the length j. For j = 1, each
pipelineΠ

(1)
i created in line 3 of optimalPipelineScheduling consists only of

the algorithmAi. As there is only one pipeline of length 1 that endswithAi,
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Π
(1)
i = Π′i

(1) holds for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and, so, Π
(1)
i is optimal. Therefore,

we hypothesize that the lemma is true for an arbitrary but fixed length j−1,
and we prove by contradiction that, in this case, it also holds for j. For this
purpose, we assume the opposite:

∃Π′(j)i = 〈A(j)
i , π′〉 = (A′1, . . . , A

′
j−1, Ai) : t(Π

(j)
i ) > t(Π

′(j)
i )

According to Equation 4.1, this inequality can be rewritten as follows:

t(Π(j−1)) + ti(S(Π(j−1))) > t(Π′(j−1)) + ti(S(Π′(j−1)))

By definition, the pipelines Π(j−1) and Π′(j−1) employ the same algorithm
set A(j−1) = A

(j)
i \ {Ai}. Since both pipelines are admissible, they entail the

same relevant portions of text, i.e., S(Π(j−1)) = S(Π′(j−1)). Therefore, the
run-time of algorithm Ai must be equal on S(Π(j−1)) and S(Π′(j−1)), so we
remain with the following inequality:

t(Π(j−1)) > t(Π′(j−1))

Π′(j−1) must end with a different algorithm A′j−1 than Aj−1 in Π(j−1), be-
cause otherwise Π

(j)
i would not be created from Π(j−1) in lines 10 and 11

of optimalPipelineScheduling. For the same reason, Π′(j−1) cannot belong
to the set Π(j−1) computed in line 8. Each pipeline in Π(j−1) is run-time
optimal according to the induction hypothesis, including the one that ends
with A′j−1 (if such a pipeline exists). But, then, Π(j−1) cannot be optimal.
This means that the assumed opposite must be wrong.

Based on the truth of Lemma 4.1, we show the correctness of optimal-
PipelineScheduling, as represented by Theorem 4.1:
Theorem 4.1. Let A = {A1, . . . , Am} be a consistent algorithm set without cir-
cular dependencies and let D be a text. Then, the pipeline 〈A, π〉 returned by a
call of optimalPipelineScheduling(A, D) is run-time optimal on D under all
admissible pipelines 〈A, π1〉, . . . , 〈A, πn〉, n ≥ 1.

Proof. We first point out the admissibility of each pipeline Π
(m)
i returned by

Pseudocode 4.1. Both in line 3 and in line 11, only applicable algorithms
are added to the end of the created pipelines Π

(m)
i . By definition of appli-

cability (see above), all input requirements of an applicable algorithm are
fulfilled. Therefore, all pipelines Π

(m)
i must be admissible.

As a consequence, Lemma 4.1 implies that the pipeline computed in the
last iteration of lines 6 to 13 of optimalPipelineScheduling is run-time opti-
mal under all admissible pipelines of length m that end with Ai. Since no
algorithm is added twice under applicability, each Π

(m)
i contains the com-

plete algorithm set A. The fastest of these pipelines is taken in line 13.
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Complexity Knowing that the approach is correct, we now come to its com-
putational complexity. As in Chapter 3, we rely on theO-notation (Cormen
et al., 2009) to capture the worst-case run-time of the approach. Given an
arbitrary algorithm setA and some input textD, Pseudocode 4.1 iterates ex-
actly |A| times over the |A| algorithms, once for each position in the sched-
ule to be computed. In each of these |A|2 loop iterations, a pipeline Π

(j)
i

is determined based on at most |A|−1 other pipelines Π
(j−1)
l , resulting in

O(|A|3) operations. For eachΠ
(j)
i , the run-time t(Π(j)

i ) and the scopeS(Π
(j)
i )

are stored. In practice, these values are not known beforehand, but they
need to be measured when executing Π

(j)
i on its input. In the worst case, all

algorithms in A have an equal run-time tA(D) onD and they find relevant
information in all portions of text, i.e., Si(D) =D for each algorithmAi∈A.
Then, all algorithms must indeed process the whole text D, which leads to
an overall upper bound of

toptimalPipelineScheduling(A, D) = O(|A|3 · tA(D)). (4.3)

Moreover, while we have talked about a single text D up to now, a more
reasonable input will normally be a whole collection of texts in practice.3

This underlines that our theoretical approach is not made for practical ap-
plications in the first place: Since each algorithm employed in a text analysis
pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉 processes its input at most once, even without an input
control the run-time of Π is bound by O(|A| · tA(D)) only.

Besides the unrealistic nature of the described worst case, however, the
value |A|3 in Equation 4.3 ignores the fact that an algorithm is, by defini-
tion, applicable only once within a schedule and only if its input require-
ments are fulfilled. Therefore, the real cost of optimalPipelineScheduling
will be much lower in practice. Also, instead of scheduling all |A| single al-
gorithms, the search space of possible schedules can usually be significantly
reduced by scheduling the filter stages that result from our method for op-
timal pipeline design (cf. Section 3.1). We give an example in the following
case study and then come back to the practical benefits of optimalPipeline-
Scheduling in the discussion at the end of this section.

Case Study of Ideal Pipeline Scheduling

We now apply the proposed solution to optimal scheduling to a concrete al-
gorithm set for an information need in the context of our project InfexBA (cf.
Section 2.3) on two different text corpora. Our goal is to once give exper-

3Notice that using more than one text as input does not require changes of optimalPipe-
lineScheduling, since we can simply assume that the texts are given in concatenated form.
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imental evidence that different input texts may lead to different run-time
optimal schedules. An analysis of the reasons behind follows in Section 4.2.
Details on the source code used here is found in Appendix B.4.
Information Need We consider the extraction of all forecasts on organiza-
tions with a time and a money entity. An example that spans all relevant
information types is the following: “IBM will end the first-quarter 2011 with
$13.2 billion of cash on hand and with generated free cash flow of $0.8 billion.”4 For
our input control from Section 3.5, the information need can be formalized
as the scoped query γ∗ = Sentence[Forecast(Time, Money, Organization)].5

Algorithm Set To produce the output sought for in γ∗, we use the entity
recognition algorithms eti, emo, and ene as well as the forecast event detec-
tor rfo. To fulfill their input requirements, we additionally employ three
preprocessing algorithms, namely, sse, sto2, and tpo1. All algorithms oper-
ate on the sentence level (cf. Appendix A for further information). During
scheduling, we implicity apply the lazy evaluation step from Section 3.1 to
create filtering stages, i.e., each preprocessor is scheduled as late as possible
in all pipelines. Instead of filtering stages, we simply speak of the algorithm
set A = {eti, emo, ene, rfo} in the following without loss of generality.
Text Corpora As in Section 3.5, we consider both our Revenue corpus (cf.
Appendix C.1) and the CoNLL-2003 dataset (cf. Appendix C.4). For lack of
alternatives to the employed algorithms, we rely on the German part of the
CoNLL-2003 dataset this time. We process only the training sets of the two
corpora. These training sets consist of 21,586 sentences (Revenue corpus)
and 12,713 sentences (CoNLL-2003 dataset), respectively.
Experiments We run all pipelines Π

(j)
i , which are computed within the ex-

ecution of optimalPipelineScheduling, ten times on both text corpora using
a 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo MacBook with 4 GB memory. For each Π

(j)
i , we

measure the averaged overall run-time t(Π(j)
i ). In our experiments, all stan-

dard deviations were lower than 1.0 seconds on the Revenue corpus and
0.5 seconds on the CoNLL-2003 dataset. Below, we omit them for a concise
presentation. For similar reasons, we state only the number of sentences in
the scopes S(Π

(j)
i ) of all Π

(j)
i , instead of the sentences themselves.

Input Dependency of Pipeline Scheduling Figure 4.4 illustrates the appli-
cation of optimalPipelineScheduling for the algorithm setA to the two con-

4Taken from http://ibm.com/investor/1q11/press.phtml, accessed on May 21, 2014.
5We note here once that some of the implementations in the experiments in Chapter 4

do not use the exact input control approach presented in Chapter 3. Instead, the filtering
of relevant portions of text is directly integrated into the employed algorithms. However,
as long as only a single information need is addressed and only one degree of filtering is
specified, there will be no conceptual difference in the obtained results.
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Figure 4.4: Trellis illustrations of optimalPipelineScheduling for the algorithm set
A= {eti, emo, ene, rfo} on the training set of (a) theRevenue corpus and (b) theGer-
man CoNLL-2003dataset. Below each pipelineΠ

(j)
i , the run-time t(Π(j)

i ) is given in
seconds next to the number of sentences (snt.) in S(Π

(j)
i ). The bold arrows denote

the Viterbi paths resulting in the run-time optimal pipelines (eti, rfo, emo, ene) and
(eti, emo, rfo, ene), respectively.

sidered corpora as trellis diagrams. The bold arrows correspond to the re-
spective Viterbi paths, indicating the optimal pipeline Π

(j)
i of each length j.

Given all four algorithms, the optimal pipeline takes 48.25 seconds on the
Revenue corpus, while the one on the CoNLL-2003 dataset requires 18.17
seconds. eti is scheduled first and ene is scheduled last on both corpora,
but the optimal schedule of emo and rfo differs. This emphasizes the input-
dependency of the run-time optimality of a schedule.

One main reason behind lies in the selectivities of the employed algo-
rithms: On the Revenue corpus, 3813 sentences remain relevant after apply-
ingΠ

(2)
emo = (eti, emo) as opposed to 2294 sentences in case ofΠ

(2)
rfo = (eti, rfo).

Conversely, only 82 sentences of the CoNLL-2003 dataset are filtered after
applying Π

(2)
emo, whereas 555 sentences still need to be analyzed after Π

(2)
rfo.

Altogether, each admissible pipeline Π
(4)
i based on the complete algorithm

set A classifies the same 215 sentences (1.0%) of the Revenue corpus as rele-
vant, while not more than two sentences of the CoNLL-2003 dataset (0.01%)
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are returned to address γ∗.6 These values originate in different distributions
of relevant information, as we discuss in detail in Section 4.2.

While the algorithms’ selectivities impact the optimal schedule in the de-
scribed case, the efficiency of scheduling eti first primarily emanates from
the low run-time of eti. On the CoNLL-2003 dataset, for instance, the op-
timal pipeline Π

(4)
ene schedules eti before emo, although much less sentences

remain relevant after Π
(1)
emo = (emo) than after Π

(1)
eti = (eti). Applying eti and

emo in sequence is even faster than applying emo only. This would become
important in case of parallelization, as we discuss in Section 4.6. Evenmore
clearly, ene alone takes 91.63 seconds on the Revenue corpus and 48.03 sec-
onds on the CoNLL-2003 dataset, which underlines the general efficiency
impact of scheduling, when using an input control (cf. Section 3.5).

Discussion of the Proposed Solution to Pipeline Scheduling

On the previous pages, we have stressed the efficiency potential of schedul-
ing the algorithms in a text analysis pipeline, which arises from equipping
the pipeline with the input control from Section 3.5. We have provided a
theoretical solution to optimal scheduling and, hence, to the second part of
the pipeline optimization problem defined in Section 3.1. Our approach
optimizes the run-time efficiency of a given set of algorithms without com-
promising their effectiveness bymaximizing the impact of the input control.
It works irrespective of the addressed information need aswell as of the lan-
guage and other characteristics of the input texts to be processed.

For information extraction, both Shen et al. (2007) and Doan et al. (2009)
present scheduling approaches that rely on similar concepts as our in-
put control, such as dependencies and distances between relevant portions
of text. These works improve efficiency based on empirically reasonable
heuristics. While they have algebraic foundations (Chiticariu et al., 2010a),
both approaches are limited to rule-based text analyses (cf. Section 2.4 for
details). Our approach closes this gap by showing how to optimally sched-
ule any set of text analysis algorithms. However, it cannot be applied prior
to pipeline execution, as it requires to keep track of the run-times and rele-
vant portions of texts of all possibly optimal pipelines. These values must
be measured, which makes the approach expensive.

As such, the chosen dynamic programming approach is not meant to
serve for practical text mining applications, although it still represents an

6As can be seen, the numbers of sentences at position 4 do not vary between the different
pipelines for one corpus. This offers practical evidence for the commutativity of employing
independent algorithms within an admissible pipeline (cf. Section 3.1).
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efficient way to compute benchmarks for more or less arbitrary text analysis
tasks.7 Rather, it clarifies the theoretical background of empirical findings
on efficient text analysis pipelines in terms of the underlying algorithmic
and linguistic determinants. In particular, we have shown that the optimal-
ity of a pipeline depends on the run-times and selectivities of the employed
algorithms on the processed input texts. In the next section, we investigate
the characteristics of collections and streams of input texts that influence
pipeline optimality. On this basis, we then turn to the development of effi-
cient practical scheduling approaches.

4.2 The Impact of Relevant Information in Input Texts

The case study in the previous section already shows that the run-time op-
timality of an input-controlled pipeline depends on the given collection or
stream of input texts. In the following, we provide both formal and exper-
imental evidence that the reason behind lies in the distribution of relevant
information in the input texts, which governs the portions of text filtered by
the input control after each execution of an algorithm (cf. Section 3.5). Con-
sequently, the determination of an optimal schedule requires to estimate the
algorithms’ selectivities, which we approach in Section 4.3. As above, this
section reuses content from (Wachsmuth and Stein, 2012).

Formal Specification of the Impact

When we speak of relevant information in the thesis at hand, we always
refer to information that can be used to address one or more information
needs, each defined as a set of information types C. Accordingly, with the

distribution of
relevant informationdistribution of relevant information, we mean the distribution of instances of

each information type C ∈C in the input texts to be processed. More pre-
cisely, what matters in terms of efficiency is the distribution of instances of
all types in C found by some employed algorithm set, because this infor-
mation decides what portions of the texts are classified as relevantclassified as relevant and are,
thus, filtered by the input control. We quantify this distribution in terms of
density as opposed to relative frequency:

The relative frequencyrelative frequency of an information type C in a collection or a stream
of input texts D is the average number of instances of C found per portion

7Different from our input control, the dynamic progrmaming approach covers only our
basic scenario from Section 1.2, where we seek for a single set of information types C. While
relevant in practice, we skip the possibly technically complex extension to more than one set
for lack of expected considerable insights. The integration of different pipelines sketched in
the properties part of Section 3.3 indicates, though, what to pay attention to in the extension.
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of text inD (of some specified text unit type, cf. Section 3.4). This frequency
can affect the efficiency of algorithms that take instances of C as input. Al-
though its impact is definitely worth analyzing, in the given context we are
primarily interested in the efficiency impact of filtering. Instead, we there-
fore capture thedensity density of an information type C in D, which we define as
the fraction of portions of text in D in which instances of C are found.8

To illustrate the difference between frequency and density, assume that
relations of a type IsMarriedTo(Person, Person) shall be extracted from a given
textD with two portions of text (say, sentences). Let three person names be
found in the first sentence, while none is found in the second one. Then
the type Person has a relative frequency of 1.5 inD but a density of 0.5. The
frequency affects the average number of candidate relations for extraction.
In contrast, the density implies that relation extraction needs to take place
on 50% of the given sentences only, which is what we are up to.

Now, consider the general case that some text analysis pipelineΠ= 〈A, π〉
is given to address an information need C on a text D. The density of each
information type from C in D directly governs what portions of D are fil-
tered by our input control after the execution of an algorithm in A. De-
pending on the schedule π, the resulting run-times of all algorithms on the
filtered portions of text then sum up to the run-time of Π. Hence, it might
seem reasonable to conclude that the fraction of those portions ofD, which
pipeline Π classifies as relevant, impacts the run-time optimality of π. In
fact, however, the optimality depends on the portions of D classified as not
relevant, as follows from Theorem 4.2:
Theorem 4.2. Let Π∗ = 〈A, π∗〉 be run-time optimal on a textD under all admis-
sible text analysis pipelines based on an algorithm set A, and let S(D)⊆D denote
a scope containing all portions of D classified as relevant by Π∗. Let S(D′)⊆D′

denote the portions of any other input textD′ classified as relevant by Π∗. Then Π∗

is also run-time optimal on (D\S(D)) ∪ S(D′).
Proof. In the proof, we denote the run-time of a pipeline Π on an arbitrary
scope S as tΠ(S). By hypothesis, the run-time tΠ∗(D) of Π∗ = 〈A, π∗〉 is
optimal on D, i.e., for all admissible pipelines Π′ = 〈A, π′〉, we have

tΠ∗(D) ≤ tΠ′(D). (4.4)

As known from Section 3.1, for a given input text D, all admissible text
analysis pipelines based on the same algorithm set A classify the same por-
tions S(D)⊆D as relevant. Hence, each portion of text in S(D) is processed

8Besides, an influencing factor of efficiency is the length of the portions of text, of course.
However, we assume that, on average, all relative frequencies and densities equally scale
with the length. Consequently, both can be seen as an implicit model of length.
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by every algorithm in A, irrespective of the schedule of the algorithms. So,
the run-time of two pipelines Π1 = 〈A, π1〉 and Π2 = 〈A, π2〉 on S(D) is al-
ways equal (at least on average):

tΠ1(S(D)) = tΠ2(S(D)) (4.5)

Since we do not put any constraints on D, Equation 4.5 also holds for D′

instead of D. Combining Equation 4.5 with Inequality 4.4, we can thus
derive the correctness of Theorem 4.2 as follows:

tΠ∗((D\S(D)) ∪ S(D′)) = tΠ∗(D)− tΠ∗(S(D)) + tΠ∗(S(D′))

(4.4)

≤ tΠ′(D) − tΠ∗(S(D)) + tΠ∗(S(D′))

(4.5)
= tΠ′(D) − tΠ′(S(D)) + tΠ′(S(D′))

= tΠ′((D\S(D)) ∪ S(D′))

Theorem 4.2 states that the portions of text S(D) classified as relevant by a
text analysis pipeline have no impact on the run-time optimality of the pipe-
line. Consequently, differences in the efficiency of two admissible pipelines
based on the same algorithm set A must emanate from applying the algo-
rithms in A to different numbers of irrelevant portions of texts. We give
experimental evidence for this conclusion in the following.

Experimental Analysis of the Impact

In order to stress the impact of the distribution of relevant information, we
now present controlled experiments that show how the run-time efficiency
of a text analysis pipeline and its possible run-time optimality behave under
changing densities of the relevant information types.
Pipelines In the experiments, we employ the same algorithm set as we did
at the end of Section 4.1. Again, we apply lazy evaluation in all cases, al-
lowing us to consider the four algorithms eti, emo, ene, and rfo only. Based
on these, we investigate the efficiency of two pipelines, Π1 and Π2:

Π1 = (eti, rfo, emo, ene) Π2 = (emo, eti, rfo, ene)

As shown in the case study of Section 4.1, Π1 denotes the run-time op-
timal pipeline for the information need C = {Forecast, Time, Money, Organi-
zation} on the training set of the Revenue corpus. In contrast, Π2 represents
an efficient alternative on texts with few money entities.
Text Corpora To achieve different distributions of the set of relevant infor-
mation types C, we have created artificially altered versions of the training
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Figure 4.5: Interpolated curves of the average run-times per sentence of the pipe-
lines Π1 = (eti, rfo, emo, ene) and Π2 = (emo, eti, rfo, ene) under different densities
of the relevant information types in modified training sets of the Revenue corpus.
The densitieswere created byduplicating or deleting (a) relevant sentences, (b) ran-
dom irrelevant sentences, and (c) irrelevant sentences with money entities.

set of the Revenue corpus. In particular, we have modified the original cor-
pus texts by random duplicating or deleting
(a) relevant sentences, which contain all relevant information types,
(b) irrelevant sentences, which miss at least one relevant type,
(c) irrelevant sentences, which contain money entities, but which miss

at least one other relevant type.
In case (a) and (b), we created text corpora, inwhich the density of thewhole
set C is 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2, respectively. In case (c), it is not possible
to obtain higher densities than a little more than 0.021 from the training set
Revenue corpus, because under that density, all irrelevant sentences with
money entities have been deleted. Therefore, we restrict our view to five
densities between 0.009 and 0.021 in that case.
Experiments We have processed all created corpora ten times with both
Π1 and Π2 on a 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo MacBook with 4 GB memory. Due
to the alterations, the corpora differ significantly in size. For this reason, we
compare the efficiency of the pipelines in terms of the average run-times per
sentence. Appendix B.4 outlines how to reproduce the experiments.
The Impact of the Distribution of Relevant Information Figure 4.5 plots
the run-times as a function of the density of C. In line with Theorem 4.2,
Figure 4.5(a) conveys that changing the number of relevant sentences does
not influence the absolute differences of the run-time of Π1 and Π2.9 In

9Minor deviations occur on the processed corpora, since we have changed the number
of relevant sentences as opposed to the number of sentences that are classified as relevant.
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contrast, the gap between the curves in Figure 4.5(b) increases proportion-
ally under growing density, because the two pipelines spend a proportional
amount of time processing irrelevant portions of text. Finally, the impact of
the distribution of relevant information becomes explicit in Figure 4.5(c): Π1

is faster on densities lower than about 0.018, but Π2 outperforms Π1 under a
higher density (0.021).10 The reason for the change in optimality is that, the
more irrelevant sentences with money entities are deleted, the less portions
of text are filtered after emo, which favors the schedule of Π2.

Altogether, we conclude that the distribution of relevant information can
be decisive for the optimal scheduling of a text analysis pipeline. While
there are other influencing factors, some ofwhich trace back to the efficiency
of the employed text analysis algorithms (as discussed in the beginning of
this section), we have cancelled out many of these factors by only duplicat-
ing and deleting sentences from the Revenue corpus itself.

Practical Relevance of the Impact

For specific text analysis tasks, we have already exemplified the efficiency
potential of pipeline scheduling in Section 3.1 and the input dependency in
Section 4.1. A general quantification of the practical impact of the distribu-
tion of relevant information seems hardly possible, because it depends on
the processed input texts and the employed algorithms. As an indicator of
its relevance, however, we offer evidence here that distributions of informa-
tion tend to vary much more significantly between different collections and
streams of texts than the run-times of text analysis algorithms.

To obtain some degree of generality, we resort to standard information
types from information extraction. In particular, we consider the three
very common entity types Person, Location, and Organization, whose impor-
tance is underlined by their central role in the CoNLL-2003 shared task on
named entity recognition (Tjong Kim Sang and Meulder, 2003). Figure 4.6
compares the densities of these types in six text corpora that differ in lan-
guage, topic diversity, and genre diversity among others. The shown val-
ues are computed based on the output information created by the pipeline
Πene = (sse, sto2, tpo1, pch, ene). For details on the employed algorithms,
the executed code, and all corpora, see Appendices A, B.4, and C.

For all three entity types, the observed values cover awide spectrum, e.g.
ranging from 0.07 to 0.41 in case of Location. In the classic Brown corpus,

10The declining curves in Figure 4.5(c) seem counterintuitive. The reason is that, in the
news articles of the Revenue corpus, sentences with money entities often contain other rel-
evant information like time entities, too. So, while duplicating irrelevant sentences of this
kind reduces the density of C, the average time to process these sentences is rather high.
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the densities of person, organization, and location en-
tities in the sentences of two English and four German collections of texts. All
densities are computed based on the results of Πene = (sse, sto2, tpo1, pch, ene).

which aims to serve as a representative sample of American English, per-
son names are densest (0.25), while locations are of upmost importance in
the mixed classic news paper articles from the ConLL-2003 datasets of both
given languages.11 Compared to these, the densities in the processed sam-
ple of 10,000 articles from the German Wikipedia appear small. One reason
behindmay be that Wikipedia also covers topicswhere the considered entity
types do not play a leading role. Finally, both our Revenue corpus and the
smartphone part of our LFA-11 corpus show an extraordinarily high pro-
portion of sentences with organization names. Here, the comparably lower
values of the LFA-11 corpus certainly result from the fact that it represents
a web crawl of blog posts and, hence, also contains completely irrelevant
texts. Altogether, Figure 4.6 suggests that the distribution of relevant infor-
mation can and does vary significantly in all respects in practice.

Now, Table 4.1 lists the run-times per sentence of all algorithms in Πene.
Especially because of different average sentence lengths in the six corpora,
the run-times of the algorithms do vary, e.g. between 0.042 ms and 0.059 ms
in case of sto2. However, the standard deviations of the run-times averaged
over all corpora (bottom line of Table 4.1) all lie in the area of about 5%
to 15% of the respective run-time. In contrast to the measured densities in
the six corpora, these variations are apparently small, whichmeans that the
algorithms’ run-times are affected from the processed input only little.12

11Notice that the employed named entity recognition algorithm, ene, has been trained on
the ConLL-2003 datasets, which partly explains the high densities in these corpora.

12Of course, there exist algorithms whose run-time per sentence will vary more signifi-
cantly, namely, if the run-times scale highly overproportionally in the length of the processed
sentences, such as for syntactic parsers. However, some of the algorithms evaluated here at
least have quadratic complexity, indicating that the effect of sentence length is limited.
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Text corpus t(sse)± σ t(sto2)± σ t(tpo1)± σ t(pch)± σ t(ene)± σ

Brown corpus 0.041 ±.002 0.055 ±.001 0.955 ±.008 1.070 ±.008 2.254 ±.028
CoNLL-2003 (en) 0.031 ±.003 0.042 ±.000 0.908 ±.010 0.893 ±.011 1.644 ±.003
CoNLL-2003 (de) 0.045 ±.003 0.057 ±.001 1.121 ±.006 0.977 ±.007 2.626 ±.005
Wikipedia 10k (de) 0.053 ±.001 0.059 ±.000 1.031 ±.009 1.059 ±.008 2.612 ±.021
Revenue corpus 0.041 ±.002 0.050 ±.001 0.927 ±.004 0.917 ±.006 2.188 ±.005
LFA-11 smartphone 0.042 ±.003 0.054 ±.001 1.039 ±.009 0.967 ±.008 2.338 ±.009

Average 0.042 ±.007 0.053 ±.006 0.997 ±.081 0.980 ±.072 2.277 ±.360

Table 4.1: The average run-time t in milliseconds per sentence and its standard
deviation σ for every algorithm in the pipeline Πene = (sse, sto2, tpo1, pch, ene)
on each evaluated text corpus. In the bottom line, the average of each algorithm’s
run-time is given together with the standard deviation from the average.

So, to summarize, the evaluated text corpora and information types sug-
gest that the run-times of the algorithms used to infer relevant information
tend to remain rather stable. At the same time, the resulting distributions
of relevant information may completely change. In such cases, the practical
relevance of the impact outlined above becomes obvious, since, at least for
algorithms with similar run-times, the distribution of relevant information
will directly decide the optimality of the schedule of the algorithms.13

Implications of the Impact

This section has made explicit that the distribution of relevant information
in the input texts processed by a text analysis pipeline (equipped with the
input control from Section 3.5) impacts the run-time optimal schedule of
the pipeline’s algorithms. This distribution can vary significantly between
different collections and streams of texts, as our experiments have indicated.
In contrast, the average run-times of the employed algorithms remain com-
parably stable. As a consequence, it seems reasonable to rely on run-time
estimations of the algorithms, when seeking for an efficient schedule.

For given run-time estimations, we have already introduced a greedy
pipeline scheduling approach in Section 3.3, which sorts the employed al-
gorithms (or filter stages, to be precise) by their run-time in ascending or-
der. Our experimental results in the section at hand, however, imply that the
greedy approachwill fail to construct a near-optimal schedule under certain

13The discussed example may appear suboptimal in the sense that our entity recognition
algorithm ene relies on Stanford NER (Finkel et al., 2005), which classifies persons, loca-
tions, and organizations jointly and, therefore, does not allow for scheduling. However, we
merely refer to the standard entity types for illustration purposes, since they occur in almost
every collection of texts. Besides, notice that joint approaches generally conflict with the first
step of optimal pipeline design, maximum decomposition, as discussed in Section 3.1.
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conditions, namely, when the densities of the information types produced
by faster algorithms are much higher than of those produced by slower al-
gorithms. Since reasonable general estimates of the densities seem infeasi-
ble according to our analysis, we hence need a way to infer the distribution
of relevant information from the given input texts, in cases where run-time
efficiency is of high importance (and, thus, optimality is desired).

A solution for large-scale text mining scenarios is to estimate the selectiv-
ities of the employed algorithms from the results of processing a sample of
input texts. For information extraction, samples have been shown to suffice
for accurate selectivity estimations in narrow domains (Wang et al., 2011).
Afterwards, we can obtain a schedule that is optimal with respect to the es-
timations of both the run-times and the selectivities using our adaptation
of the Viterbi algorithm from Section 4.1. More efficiently, we can also
directly integrate the estimation of selectivities in the scheduling process
by addressing optimal scheduling as an informed search problem (Russell
and Norvig, 2009). In particular, the Viterbi algorithm can easily be trans-
formed into an A∗ best-first search (Huang, 2008), which in our case then
efficiently processes the sample of input texts.

In the next section, we propose an according best-first search scheduling
approach, which uses a heuristic that is based on the algorithms’ run-time
estimations. We provide evidence that it works perfectly as long as the dis-
tribution of relevant information does not vary significantly in different in-
put texts. In other cases, a schedule should be chosen depending on the text
at hand for maintaining efficiency, as we discuss in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.

4.3 Optimized Scheduling via Informed Search

We now develop a practical approach to the pipeline scheduling problem
from Section 3.1 for large-scale scenarios. The approach aims to efficiently
determine the run-time optimal schedule of a set of text analysis algorithms
for a collection or a stream of input texts. To this end, it processes a sample
of texts in an informed best-first search manner (Russell and Norvig, 2009),
relying on run-time estimations of the algorithms. Our evaluation indicates
that such anoptimized scheduling optimized scheduling robustly finds a near-optimal schedule on
narrow-domain corpora. In terms of efficiency, it outperforms the greedy
pipeline linearization from Section 3.3 among others. The idea behind has
been sketched in (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a), fromwhichwe reuse some con-
tent. WhileMelzner (2012) examines the use of informed search for pipeline
scheduling in hismaster’s thesis, we fully revise his approach here. As such,
this section denotes a new contribution of the thesis at hand.
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Modeling Pipeline Scheduling as an Informed Search Problem

We consider the problem of scheduling an algorithm set A with a defined
partial schedule π̃. π̃ explicitly defines all ordering constraints between the
algorithms in A that follow from their input and output information types.
This is the situation resulting from our algorithm selection approach in Sec-
tion 3.3. There, we have argued that scheduling should take almost zero-
time in case of ad-hoc text mining, where a fast response time is of upmost
priority in terms of efficiency. In contrast, we here target at large-scale text
mining, where we seek to process a potentially huge collection or stream of
texts as fast as possible. Under this goal, we claim (and offer evidence later
on) that it makes sense to perform scheduling on a sample of texts, given
that only relevant portions of text are processed (as our input control from
Section 3.5 ensures). Instead of a sample, we speak of an input textD in the
following without loss of generality.14 Section 4.1 has revealed that it will
often be too expensive to actually compute the optimal schedule. Therefore,
we propose to address scheduling as an informed search problem in order
to efficiently obtain an at least near-optimal schedule.

The term informed searchinformed search (also often called heuristic search) denotes a gen-
eral and fundamental technique from artificial intelligence that aims at effi-
ciently finding solutions to problems by exploiting problem-specific knowl-
edge (Russell and Norvig, 2009). Informed search stepwise generates the
nodes of a directed acyclic search graphsearch graph, in which leaf nodes define solu-
tions, while each path from the graph’s root node to a leaf prescribes how
to solve the given problem.15 Accordingly, nodes correspond to partial so-
lutions, and edges to actions that solve subproblems. For many informed
search problems, an edge is associated to a step coststep cost of performing the re-
spective action. The aggregation of all step costs involved in the generation
of a node results in the path costpath cost of the associated partial solution, which is
called solution costsolution cost in case of leaf nodes. A leaf nodewithminimum solution
cost hence represents the optimal solution to the tackled problem.

With respect to scheduling, we define each solution to be a text analy-
sis pipeline 〈A, π〉 with an admissible schedule π (cf. Section 3.1). In this
regard, an optimal solution for an input textD is given by the run-time opti-
mal pipeline 〈A, π∗〉 onD under all admissible pipelines based onA. For in-
formed search, we let each nodewith depth j in the associated search graph
denote a partial pipeline 〈A(j), π(j)〉, where A(j) is a subset of A with j al-

14The input textD may e.g. denote the concatenation of all texts from the sample.
15Depending on the tackled problem, not all leaf nodes represent solutions. Also, some-

times the path to a leaf node represents the solution and not the leaf node itself.
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the nodes, actions, and costs of the complete search graph
of the informed search for the optimal schedule π∗ of an algorithm set A.

gorithms and π(j) is an admissible schedule. The graph’s root is the empty
pipeline 〈∅, ∅〉, and each leaf a complete pipeline 〈A, π〉. An edge represents
the execution of an applicable algorithm Ai ∈A on the currently relevant
portions of D. Here, we define applicability exactly like in Section 4.1.16

The run-time of Ai represents the step cost, while the path and solution
costs refer to the run-times of partial and complete pipelines, respectively.
Figure 4.7 illustrates all concepts in an abstract search graph. It imitates the
trellis visualization from Figure 4.3 in order to show the connection to the
dynamic programming approach from Section 4.1.

However, the search graph will often be even much larger than the re-
spective trellis (in terms of the number of nodes), since an algorithm set A

can entail up to |A|! admissible schedules. To efficiently find a solution, in-
formed search aims to avoid to explore the complete search graph by follow-
ing somesearch strategy search strategy that governs the order in which nodes of the search
graph are generated.17 The notion of being informed refers to the use of
aheuristic heuristic within the search strategy. Such a heuristic relies on problem-
specific or domain-specific knowledge specified beforehand, which can be
exploited to identify nodes that may quickly lead to a solution. For schedul-
ing, we consider one of the most common search strategies, namedbest-first search best-first
search, which always generates the successor nodes of the nodewith the low-
estestimated solution cost estimated solution cost first. Best-first search operationalizes its heuristic
in the form of aheuristic function heuristic functionH, which estimates the cost of the cheapest
path from a given node to a leaf node (Russell and Norvig, 2009).

16Again, we schedule single text analysis algorithms here for a less complex presentation.
To significantly reduce the search space, it would actually be more reasonable to define the
filter stages from Section 3.1 as actions, as we propose in (Wachsmuth et al., 2013a).

17In the given context, it is important not to confuse the efficiency of the search for a pipe-
line schedule and the efficiency of the schedule itself. Both are relevant, as both influence
the overall efficiency of addressing a text analysis task. We evaluate their influence below.
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As already mentioned above, the knowledge that we exploit for our
heuristic consists in the average run-times of the employed algorithms, be-
cause the run-times tend to be rather stable among different collections or
streams of texts (cf. Section 4.2). In particular, we assume a vector q of run-
time estimations to be given with one value for each algorithm in A.18 On
this basis, we show below how to approach the best-first search for an opti-
mal schedule π∗ in any given informed search

scheduling probleminformed search scheduling problem:
Informed Search Scheduling Problem An informed search scheduling
problem denotes a 4-tuple 〈A, π̃,q, D〉 such that

1. Actions. A is an algorithm set to find an optimal schedule π∗ for,
2. Constraints. π̃ is a partial schedule, π∗ must comply with,
3. Knowledge. q ∈ R|A| is a vector with one run-time estimation qi for

each algorithm Ai ∈ A, and
4. Input. D is the input text, with respect to which π∗ shall be optimal.

Scheduling Text Analysis Algorithms with k-best A∗ Search

The most widely used informed best-first search approach is a∗ searchA∗ search. A∗

search realizes the best-first search strategy by repeatedly performing two
operations based on a so called open listopen list, which contains all not yet expanded
nodes, i.e., those nodes without generated successor nodes: First, it com-
putes the estimated solution cost of all nodes on the open list. Then, it gen-
erates all successor nodes of the node with the mininum estimation. To
estimate the cost of a solution that contains some node, A∗ search relies on
an additive cost functioncost function that sums up the path cost of reaching the node
and the estimated cost from the node to a leaf node. The latter is obtained
from the heuristic functionH. Given thatH is optimisticoptimistic (i.e.,H never over-
estimates costs), it has been shown that the first leaf node generated by A∗

search denotes an optimal solution (Russell and Norvig, 2009).
To adapt A∗ search for pipeline scheduling, we hence need a heuristic

that, for a given partial pipeline 〈A(j), π(j)〉, optimistically estimates the run-
time t(〈A, π〉) of a complete pipeline 〈A, π〉 that begins with 〈A(j), π(j)〉. As
detailed in Sections 3.1 and 4.1, a pipeline’s run-time results from the run-
times and the selectivities of the employed algorithms. While we can resort
to the estimations q for the former, we propose to obtain information about
the latter from processing an input textD. In particular, let S(Π̃) contain the

18As in the method greedyPipelineLinearization from Section 3.3, for algorithms with-
out run-time estimations, we can at least rely on default values. greedyPipelineLineariza-
tion can in fact be understood as a greedy best-first search whose heuristic function simply
assigns the run-time estimation of the fastest applicable filter stage to each node.
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relevant portions ofD after executing a partial pipeline Π̃. Further, let q(A)

be the estimation of the average run-time per portion of text of an algorithm
A in Π̃, and let Ai be the set of all algorithms that are applicable after Π̃.
Then, we define the heuristic functionH for estimating the cost of reaching
a leaf node from some node Π̃ as:19

H(Π̃,Ai,q) = |S(Π̃)| · min
{
q(Ai) |Ai ∈ Ai

}
(4.6)

The actually observed run-time t(Π̃) of Π̃ and the value of the heuristic func-
tion then sumup to the estimated solution cost q(Π̃). Similar to the dynamic
programming approach from Section 4.1, we hence need to keep track of
all run-times and filtered portions of text. By that, we implicitly estimate
the selectivities of all algorithms in A on the input text D at each possible
position in a pipeline based on A.

Now, assume that each run-time estimation qΦ(Ai) is optimistic, meaning
that the actual run-time ti(S(Π̃)) ofAi exceeds qΦ(Ai) on all scopes S(Π̃). In
this case, Π̃ is optimistic, too, because at least one applicable algorithm has
to be executed on the remaining scope S(Π̃). In the end, however, the only
way to guarantee optimistic run-time estimations consists in setting all of
them to 0, which would render the defined heuristicH useless. Instead, we
relax the need of finding an optimal schedule here to the need of optimiz-
ing the schedule with respect to the given run-time estimations q. Conse-
quently, the accuracy of the run-time estimations implies a tradeoff between
the efficiency of the search and the efficiency of the determined schedule:
The higher the estimations are set, the less nodes A∗ search will expand on
average, but also the less probable it will return an optimal schedule, and
vice versa. We analyze some of the effects of run-time estimations in the
evaluation below.

Given an informed search scheduling problem 〈A, π̃,q, D〉 and the de-
fined heuristic H, we can apply A∗ search to find an optimized schedule.
However, A∗ search may still be inefficient when the number of nodes on
the open list with similar estimated solution costs becomes large. Here, this
can happen for algorithm sets with many admissible schedules of similar
efficiency. Each time a node is expanded, every applicable algorithm needs
to process the relevant portions of text of that node, which may cause high
run-times in case of computationally expensive algorithms. To control the
efficiency of A∗ search, we introduce a parameter k that defines the maxi-
mum number of nodes to be kept on the open list. Such a k-best variant of

19For simplicity, we assume here that there is one type of portions of text only (say, Sen-
tence) without loss of generality. For other cases, we could dinstinguish between instances
of the different types and respective run-time estimations in Equation 4.6.
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k-bestA∗PipelineScheduling(A, π̃,q, D, k)
1: Pipeline Π0 ← 〈∅, ∅〉
2: Scope S(Π0) ← D
3: Run-time t(Π0) ← 0
4: Algorithm set Ai ← {Ai ∈ A | 6 ∃(A<Ai)∈ π̃}
5: Estimated run-time q(Π0) ←H(Π0,Ai,q)
6: Pipelines Πopen ← {Π0}
7: loop
8: Pipeline 〈Ã, π∗〉 ←Πopen.poll( arg min

Π∈Πopen

(
q(Π)

)
)

9: if Ã = A then return 〈A, π∗〉

10: Ai← {Ai ∈ A\Ã | ∀(A<Ai)∈ π̃: A∈Ã}
11: for each Algorithm Ai ∈ Ai do
12: Pipeline Πi ← 〈 Ã∪{Ai}, π∗ ∪{(A<Ai) | A∈Ã} 〉
13: Scope S(Πi) ← Si(S(〈Ã, π∗〉))
14: Run-time t(Πi) ← t(〈Ã, π∗〉) + ti(S(〈Ã, π∗〉))
15: Estimated run-time q(Πi) ← t(Πi) +H(Πi,Ai\{Ai},q)
16: Πopen ← Πopen ∪ {Πi}

17: while |Πopen| > k do Πopen.poll(arg max
Π∈Πopen

(
q(Π)

)
)

Pseudocode 4.2: k-best variant of A∗ search for the transformation of a partially
ordered text analysis pipeline 〈A, π̃〉 (cf. Section 3.3) into a pipeline 〈A, π∗〉, which
is nearly run-time optimal on the given input text D.

A∗ search considers only the seemingly best k nodes for expansion, which
improves efficiency while not guaranteeing optimality (with respect to the
given run-time estimations) anymore.20 In particular, k thereby provides
another means to influence the efficiency-effectiveness tradeoff, as we also
evaluate below. Setting k to∞ yields a standard A∗ search.

Pseudocode 4.2 shows our k-best A∗ search approach for determining
an optimized schedule of an algorithm set A based on an input textD. The
root node of the implied search graph refers to the empty pipeline Π0 and to
the complete input text S(Π0) =D. Π0 does not yield any run-time and, so,
the estimated solution cost of Π0 equals the value of the heuristicH, which
depends on the initially applicable algorithms in Ai (lines 1 to 5). Line 6
creates the set Πopen from Π0, which represents the open list. In lines 7
to 17, the partial pipeline 〈Ã, π∗〉with the currently best estimated solution
cost is iteratively polled from the open list (line 8) and expanded until it
contains all algorithms and is, thus, returned. Within one iteration, line 10
first determines all remaining algorithms that are applicable after 〈Ã, π∗〉
according to the partial schedule π̃. Each such algorithm Ai processes the
relevant portions of text of 〈Ã, π∗〉, thereby generating a successor node for

20k-best variants of A∗ search have already been proposed for other tasks in natural lan-
guage processing, such as parsing (Pauls and Klein, 2009).
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the resulting pipeline Πi and its associated portions of texts (line 11 to 13).21

The run-time and the estimated solution cost of Πi are then updated, before
Πi is added to the open list (line 14 to 16). After expansion, line 17 reduces
the open list to the k currently best pipelines.22

Properties of the Proposed Scheduling Approach

The method k-bestA∗PipelineScheduling works irrespective of the algo-
rithm setA to be applied and the input textD to be processed, given that an
admissible total schedule can be derived from the partial schedule π̃ at all.
While the impact of the method depends on the existence and exactness of
the algorithms’ run-time estimations, such estimations should often be easy
to obtain according the observations made in Section 4.2.

Although our proposed approach to optimized scheduling applies to ev-
ery pipeline 〈A, π̃〉, the presented form of best-first search targets at pipe-
lines that infer only a single set of information typesC from input texts (sim-
ilar to our optimal scheduling approach from Section 4.1). In particular,
the heuristic in Equation 4.6 implicitly assumes that there is one set of cur-
rently relevant portions of text only, which does not hold in tasks that refer
to different information needs at the same time and respective disjunctive
queries (cf. Section 3.4). To a wide extent, an extension of the heuristic to
such tasks is straightforward, because the estimated costs on different por-
tions of text simply sum up. However, it needs to account for cases where
the minimum run-time estimation refers to an algorithm that produces in-
formation types for different information needs. This makes the resulting
heuristic function quite complex and requires to be aware of the respec-
tive information needs underlying a given pipeline 〈A, π̃〉, which is why we
leave it out here for reasons of simplicity.

Similarly, our approach schedules single text analysis algorithms instead
of complete filter stages obtained fromearly filtering and lazy evaluation (cf.
Section 3.1) merely to simplify the discussion. As already stated, a resort to
filter stages would, in general, allow for a more efficient search due to an of-
ten significantly reduced search space. In contrast, modeling the processed
sample of texts as a single (concatenated) input text in fact proves benefi-
cial, namely, it enables us to easily find the schedule that is fastest in total. If

21In the given pseudocode, we implicitly presume the use of the input control from Sec-
tion 3.5, which makes the inclusion of filters (cf. Section 3.2) obsolete. Without an input
control, applicable filters would need to be preferred in the algorithm set Ai for expansion
over other applicable algorithms in order to maintain early filtering.

22Notice that, without line 17, Pseudocode 4.2 would correspond to a standard A∗ search
approach that follows all possibly optimal search paths.
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more than one text would be processed, different schedulesmight be found,
which entails the additional problem of inferring the fastest schedule in to-
tal from the fastest schedules of all texts.
Correctness Under the described circumstances, the standard A∗ search
variant of k-bestA∗PipelineScheduling (which emanates from setting k to∞
or, alternatively, from skipping line 17 of Pseudocode 4.2) can be said to
be correct in that it always finds an optimal solution, as captured by the
following theorem. Like in the proof in Section 4.1, we refer to consistent
algorithm sets without circular dependencies (cf. Section 3.3) here:23

Theorem 4.3. Let 〈A, π̃,q, D〉 be an informed search scheduling problem with a
consistent algorithm set A that has no circular dependencies. If all estimations in
q are optimistic on each portion of the textD, then the pipeline 〈A, π∗〉 returned by
a call of k-bestA∗PipelineScheduling(A, π̃,q, D,∞) is run-time optimal on D
under all admissible pipelines based on A.
Proof. We only roughly sketch the proof, since the correctness of A∗ search
has already often been shown in the literature (Russell and Norvig, 2009).
As clarified above, optimistic run-time estimations in q imply that the em-
ployed heuristicH is optimistic, too. When k-bestA∗PipelineScheduling re-
turns a pipeline 〈A, π∗〉 (pseudocode line 9), the estimated solution cost
q(〈A, π∗〉) of 〈A, π∗〉 equals its run-time t(〈A, π∗〉), as all algorithms have
been applied. At the same time, no other pipeline on the open list has a
lower estimated solution cost according to line 8. By definition ofH, all es-
timated solution costs are optimistic. Hence, no pipeline on the open list
can entail a lower run-time than 〈A, π∗〉, i.e., 〈A, π∗〉 is optimal. And, since
algorithms from A are added to a pipeline on the open list in each iteration
of the outer loop in Pseudocode 4.2, 〈A, π∗〉 is always eventually found.

Complexity Given that k-bestA∗PipelineScheduling works correctly, the
question remains for what input sizes the effort of processing a sample of
texts is worth spending in order to optimize the efficiency of a text analysis
process. Naturally, this size depends on the efficiency of themethod. Before
we evaluate the method’s run-time of our approach for different pipelines,
collections of texts, and k-parameters, we derive its worst-case run-time in
terms of the O-calculus (Cormen et al., 2009) from its pseudocode. To this
end, we again first consider A∗ search with k set to infinity.

Following the respective argumentation in Section 4.1, in the worst case
the complete text D must be processed by each algorithm in A, while all

23Besides being correct, A∗ search has also been shown to dominate other informed
search approaches, meaning that it generates the minimum number of nodes to reach a leaf
node (Russell and Norvig, 2009). We leave out an according proof here for lack of relevance.
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algorithms are always applicable and take exactly the same run-time tA(D)

onD. As a consequence, the schedule of a pipeline does not affect the pipe-
line’s run-time and, so, the run-time is higher the longer the pipeline (i.e.,
the number of employed algorithms). Therefore, lines 7 to 17 generate the
whole search graph except for the leaf nodes, because line 9 directly returns
the pipeline of the first reached leaf node (which corresponds to a pipeline
of length |A|). Since all algorithms can always be applied, there are |A|
pipelines of length 1, |A|·(|A|−1) pipelines of length 2, and so forth. Hence,
the number of generated nodes is

|A| + |A|·(|A|−1) + . . . + |A|·(|A|−1)·. . . · 2 = O
(
|A|!

)
(4.7)

Mainly, a single node generation requires to measure the run-time of pro-
cessing the input text as well as to estimate the remaining costs using the
heuristic functionH. The latter depends on the number of algorithms inAi,
which is bound by |A|. SinceO(|A|!) · |A| = O(|A|!) , the asymptotic worst-
case run-time of k-bestA∗PipelineScheduling with k =∞ is

tA∗PipelineScheduling(A, D) = O
(
|A|! · tA(D)

)
(4.8)

Avoiding this worst case is what the applied best-first search strategy aims
for in the end. In addition, we can control the run-time with the param-
eter k. In particular, k changes the products in Equation 4.7. Within each
product, the last factor denotes the number of possible expansions of a node
of the respective length, while the multiplication of all other factors results
in the number of such nodes to be expanded. This number is limited to k,
which means that we can transform Equation 4.7 into

|A| + k ·(|A|−1) + . . . + k · 2 = O
(
k · |A|2

)
(4.9)

Like above, a single node generation entails costs that largely result from
tA(D) and at most |A|. As a result, we obtain a worst case run-time of

tk-bestA∗PipelineScheduling(A, D) = O
(
k · |A|2 · (tA(D)+|A|)

)
(4.10)

In the following, we demonstrate how the run-time of optimized scheduling
behaves in practice for different configurations.

Evaluation of Optimized Scheduling

We now evaluate our k-best A∗ search approach for optimized pipeline
scheduling in different text analysis tasks related to our information extrac-
tion case study InfexBA (cf. Section 2.3). In particular, on the one hand
we explore in what scenarios the additional effort of processing a sample
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of input texts is worth being spent. On the other hand, we determine the
conditions under which our approach achieves to find a run-time optimal
pipeline based on a respective training set. Details on the source code used
in the evaluation are given in Appendix B.4.
Corpora As in Section 4.1, we conduct experiments on our Revenue corpus
described in Appendix C.1 as well as on the German dataset of the CoNLL-
2003 shared task described inAppendix C.4. First, we process different sam-
ples of the training sets of these corpora for obtaining the algorithms’ run-
time estimations as well as for performing scheduling. Then, we execute
the scheduled pipelines on the union of the respective validation and test
sets in order to measure their run-time efficiency.
Queries We consider three information needs of different complexity that
we represent as queries in the form presented in Section 3.4:
γ1 = Financial(Money, Forecast(Time))
γ2 = Forecast(Time, Money, Organization)
γ3 = Forecast(Revenue(Resolved(Time), Money, Organization))

γ1 and γ2 have already been analyzed in Sections 3.5 and 4.1, respectively.
In contrast, we introduce γ3 here, which we also rely on when we analyze
efficiency under increasing heterogeneity of input texts in Section 4.5. γ3

targets at revenue forecasts that contain a resolvable time information, a
money value, and an organization name. A simple example for such a fore-
acst is “Apple’s annual revenues could hit $400 billion by 2015”. We require all
information of an instance used to address any of the queries to lie within
a sentence, i.e., the degree of filtering is Sentence in all cases.
Pipelines To address γ1, γ2, and γ3, we assume the following pipelines to
be given initially. They employ different algorithms from Appendix A:

Π1 = (sse, sto2, tpo2, eti, emo, rfo, rfi)
Π2 = (sse, sto2, tpo2, pch, ene, emo, eti, rfo)
Π3 = (sse, sto2, tpo2, pch, ene, emo, eti, nti, rre2, rfo)

Each of the three pipelines serves as input to all evaluated approaches, i.e.,
the respective pipeline is simply seen as an algorithm set with a partial
schedule, for which an optimized schedule can then be computed. The al-
gorithms in Π1 allow for only 15 different admissible schedules, whereas Π2

entails 84 and Π3 even 1638 admissible schedules.
Baselines We compare our approach to three baseline approaches. All
approaches are equippedwith our input control from Section 3.5 and, thus,
process only relevant portions of text in each analysis step. We informally
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define the three baselines that we look at here by the rules they follow to
obtain a schedule, when given a training set:

1. Fixed baseline. Do not process the training set at all. Remain with
the schedule of the given text analysis pipeline.

2. Greedy baseline. Do not process the training set at all. Schedule the
given algorithms according to their run-time estimation in an increas-
ing and admissible order, as proposed in Section 3.3.

3. Optimal baseline. Process the training set with all possible admissi-
ble schedules by stepwise executing the given algorithms in a breadth-
first search manner (Cormen et al., 2009). Choose the schedule that is
run-time optimal on the training set.24

The standard baseline is used to highlight the general efficiency potential
of scheduling when filtering is performed, while we analyze the benefit of
processing a sample of texts in comparison to the greedy baseline. The last
baseline is called “optimal”, because it guarantees to find the schedule that
is optimal on a training set. However, its brute-force nature contrasts the
efficient process of our informed search approach, as we see below.

Different from Chapter 3, we omit to construct filter stages here (cf. Sec-
tion 3.1), but we schedule the single text analysis algorithms instead. This
may affect the efficiency of both the greedy baseline and our k-best A∗

search approach, thereby favoring the optimal baseline to a certain extent.
Anyway, it enables us to simplify the analysis of the efficiency impact of
optimized scheduling, which is our main focus in the evaluation.
Experiments Below, we measure the absolute run-times of all approaches
averaged over ten runs. We break these run-times down in the schedul-
ing time on the training sets and the execution time on the combined val-
idation and test sets in order to analyze and compare the efficiency of the
approaches in detail. All experiments are conducted on a 2GHz Intel Core 2
Duo Macbook with 4 GB memory.25

Efficiency Impact of k-best A∗ Search Pipeline Scheduling First, we an-
alyze the efficiency potential of scheduling a pipeline for each of the given
queries with our k-best A∗ search approach in comparison to the optimal
baseline. To imitate realistic circumstances, we use run-time estimations

24The optimal baseline generates the complete search graph introduced above. It can be
seen as a simple alternative to the optimal scheduling approach from Section 4.1.

25Sometimes, the optimal baseline and our approaches return different pipelines in dif-
ferent runs of the same experiment. This can happen when the measured run-time of the
analyzed pipelines are very close to each other. Since such behavior can also occur in prac-
tical applications, we simply average the run-times of the returned pipelines.
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20-best A∗ search Optimal baseline
γ Training on Scheduling time Execution time Scheduling time Execution time

γ1 1 text 12.8 s ± 0.1 s 13.7 s ± 0.8 s 14.3 s ± 0.1 s 13.6 s ± 0.5 s
10 texts 15.5 s ± 0.1 s 13.5 s ± 0.3 s 18.3 s ± 0.0 s 12.9 s ± 0.1 s
20 texts 18.4 s ± 0.2 s 12.7 s ± 0.3 s 22.3 s ± 0.1 s 12.6 s ± 0.3 s
50 texts 26.3 s ± 0.6 s 12.6 s ± 0.3 s 37.0 s ± 0.4 s 12.6 s ± 0.2 s
100 texts 65.0 s ± 1.3 s 13.2 s ± 0.2 s 117.3 s ± 3.3 s 12.5 s ± 0.2 s

γ2 1 text 20.4 s ± 0.3 s 17.1 s ± 1.3 s 27.3 s ± 0.1 s 16.5 s ± 0.5 s
10 texts 25.0 s ± 0.3 s 15.1 s ± 0.3 s 49.5 s ± 0.1 s 15.2 s ± 0.4 s
20 texts 30.6 s ± 0.5 s 15.2 s ± 0.4 s 71.7 s ± 0.1 s 15.0 s ± 0.3 s
50 texts 44.0 s ± 1.4 s 14.7 s ± 0.2 s 139.0 s ± 2.2 s 14.7 s ± 0.3 s
100 texts 98.4 s ± 2.0 s 15.7 s ± 0.4 s 617.4 s ± 1.6 s 15.7 s ± 0.4 s

γ3 1 text 61.8 s ± 0.6 s 16.3 s ± 0.8 s 448.1 s ± 6.2 s 17.6 s ± 0.7 s
10 texts 93.3 s ± 1.5 s 15.9 s ± 0.8 s 824.9 s ± 8.7 s 16.0 s ± 0.5 s
20 texts 105.4 s ± 2.7 s 15.7 s ± 0.3 s 1190.5 s ± 6.1 s 15.5 s ± 0.3 s
50 texts 169.4 s ± 2.3 s 15.4 s ± 0.3 s 2488.6 s ± 10.9 s 16.9 s ± 0.8 s
100 texts 507.2 s ± 10.4 s 15.5 s ± 0.3 s 15589.1 s ± 52.6 s 17.9 s ± 0.4 s

Table 4.2: Comparison between our 20-best A∗ search approach and the optimal
baseline with respect to the scheduling time and execution time on the Revenue
corpus for each query γ and for five different numbers of training texts.

obtained on one corpus (the CoNLL-2003 dataset), but schedule and exe-
cute all pipelines on another one (the Revenue corpus). Since it is not clear
in advance, what number of training texts suffices to find an optimal sched-
ule, we perform scheduling based on five different training sizes (with 1, 10,
20, 50, and 100 texts). In contrast, we delay the analysis of the parameter k of
our approach to later experiments. Here, we set k to 20, which has reliably
produced near-optimal schedules in some preliminary experiments.

Table 4.2 opposes the scheduling times and execution times of the two
evaluated approaches as well as their standard deviations. In terms of
scheduling time, the k-best A∗ search approach significantly outperforms
the optimal baseline for all queries and training sizes.26 For γ1, k exceeds
the number of admissible schedules (see above), meaning that the approach
equals a standard A∗ search. Accordingly, the gains in scheduling time ap-
pear rather small. Here, the largest difference is observed for 100 training
texts, where informed search is almost two times as fast as the optimal base-
line (65.0 vs. 117.3 seconds). However, this factor goes up to over 30 in case
of γ3 (e.g. 507.2 vs. 15589.1 seconds), which indicates the huge impact of
informed search for larger search graphs. At the same time, it fully com-
petes with the optimal baseline in finding the optimal schedule. Moreover,

26Partly, our approach improves over the baseline even in terms of execution time. This,
however, emanates from a lower system load and not from finding a better schedule.
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the execution times (medium colors on the left) and
the scheduling times (light colors on the right) as well as their standard devia-
tions (small black markers) of all evaluated approaches on the Revenue corpus for
each of the three addressed queries and 20 training texts.

we observe that, on the Revenue corpus, 20 training texts seem sufficient
for finding a pipeline with a near-optimal execution time that deviates only
slightly in different runs. We therefore restrict our view to this training size
in the remainder of the evaluation.
Efficiency Impact of Optimized Scheduling Next, we consider the ques-
tion under what conditions it is worth spending the additional effort of pro-
cessing a sample of input texts. In particular, we evaluate the method k-
bestA∗PipelineScheduling for different values of the parameter k (1, 5, 10,
20, and 100) on the Revenue corpus (with estimations obtained from the
CoNLL-2003 dataset again) for all three queries. We measure the schedul-
ing time and execution time for each configuration and compare them to
the respective run-times of the three baselines.

Figure 4.8 shows the results separately for each query. At first sight, we
see that the execution time of the fixed baseline is significantly worse than
all other approaches in all cases, partly being even slower than the total
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Figure 4.9: The total run-times of the greedy baseline and two variants of our k-
best A∗ search approach for addressing γ3 as a function of the number of processed
texts. The dashed parts are extrapolated from the run-times of the approaches on
the 366 texts in the validation and test set of the Revenue corpus.

time of both scheduling and execution of the k-best A∗ search approaches.
In case of γ1, the greedy baseline is about 13% slower than the optimal base-
line (14.2 vs. 12.6 seconds). In contrast, all evaluated k values result in the
same execution time as the optimal baseline, indicating that the informed
search achieves to find the optimal schedule.27 Similar results are also ob-
served for γ2, except for much higher scheduling times. Consequently, 1-
best A∗ search can be said to be most efficient with respect to γ1 and γ2, as
it requires the lowest number of seconds for scheduling in both cases.

However, the results discussed so far render the processing of a sample
of input texts for scheduling questionable, because the greedy baseline per-
forms almost as good as the other approaches. The reason behind is that
the run-times of the algorithms in Π1 and Π2 differ relatively more than the
associated selectivities (on the Revenue corpus). This situation turns out to
be different for the algorithms in Π3. For instance, the time resolver nti is
faster than some other algorithms (cf. Appendix A.2), but entails a very high
selectivity, because of a low number of not resolvable time entities. In accor-
dance with this fact, the bottom part of Figure 4.8 shows that our approach
clearly outperforms the greedy baselines when addressing query γ3, e.g. by
a factor of around 2 in case of k = 20 and k = 100. Also, it denotes an example
where, the higher the value of k, the better the execution time of k-best A∗

search (with respect to the evaluated values). This demonstrates the benefit
of a real informed best-first search.

Still, it might appear unjustified to disregard the scheduling time when
comparing the efficiency of the approaches. However, while we experiment
with small text corpora, in fact we target at large-scale text mining scenar-
ios. For these, Figure 4.9 exemplarily extrapolates the total run-times of two

27Notice that the standard deviations in Figure 4.8 reveal that the slightly better looking
execution times of our k-best A∗ search approaches are not significant.
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Estimations on Scheduling on Execution on 20-best A∗ search Greedy baseline

Revenue corpus Revenue corpus Revenue corpus 16.1 s ± 0.2 s 21.5 s ± 1.3 s
CoNLL-2003 | | 15.8 s ± 0.4 s 30.4 s ± 1.3 s
Revenue corpus CoNLL-2003 | 16.8 s ± 0.1 s 21.5 s ± 1.3 s
CoNLL-2003 | | 17.0 s ± 0.2 s 30.4 s ± 1.3 s

Revenue corpus Revenue corpus CoNLL-2003 6.5 s ± 0.1 s 6.0 s ± 0.9 s
CoNLL-2003 | | 6.5 s ± 0.1 s 8.2 s ± 0.5 s
Revenue corpus CoNLL-2003 | 5.1 s ± 0.0 s 6.0 s ± 0.9 s
CoNLL-2003 | | 5.1 s ± 0.1 s 8.2 s ± 0.5 s

Table 4.3: The average execution times in seconds with standard deviations of ad-
dressing the query γ3 using the pipelines scheduled by our 20-best A∗ search ap-
proach and the greedy baseline depending on the corpora on which (1) the algo-
rithms’ run-time estimations are determined, (2) scheduling is performed (in case
of the 20-best A∗ search approach), and (3) the pipeline is executed.

k-best A∗ search approaches and the greedy baseline for γ3, assuming that
the run-times grow proportionally to those on the 366 texts of the validation
and test set of the Revenue corpus. Given 20 training texts, our approach
actually saves time beginning at a number of 386 processed texts: There,
the total run-time of 1-best A∗ search starts to be lower than the execution
time of the greedy baseline. Later on, 5-best A∗ search becomes better, and
so on. Consequently, our hypothesis already raised in Section 3.3 turns out
to be true for this evaluation: Given that an information need must be ad-
dressed ad-hoc, a zero-time scheduling approach (like the greedy baseline)
seems more reasonable, but when large amounts of text must be processed,
performing scheduling based on a sample of texts is worth the effort.
InputDependency ofOptimized Scheduling Lastly, we investigate in how
far the given input texts influence the quality of the pipeline constructed
through optimized scheduling. In particular, we evaluate all possible com-
binations of using theRevenue corpus and theCoNLL-2003 dataset as input
for the three main involved steps: (1) Determining the run-time estimations
of the pipeline’s algorithms, (2) scheduling the algorithms, and (3) execut-
ing the scheduled pipeline. To see the impact of the input, we address only
the query, where our k-best A∗ search approach is most successful, i.e., γ3.
We compare the approach to the greedy baseline, which also involves step
(1) and (3). This time, we leave both k and the number of training texts fixed,
setting each of them to 20.

Table 4.3 lists the results for each corpus combination. Afirst observation
matching our argumentation from Section 4.2 is that the efficiency impact of
our approach remains stable under the different run-time estimations: The
resulting execution times are exactly the same for the respective configura-
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tions on the CoNLL-2003 dataset and are also very similar on the Revenue
corpus. In contrast, the greedy baseline is heavily affected by the estima-
tions at hand. Overall, the execution times on the two corpora differ largely
because only the Revenue corpus contains many portions of text that are
relevant for γ3. The best execution times are 16.1 and 5.1 seconds, respec-
tively, both achieved by the informed search approach. For theCoNLL-2003
dataset, however, we see that scheduling based on inappropriate training
texts can have negative effects, as in the case of the Revenue corpus, where
the efficiency of 20-best A∗ search significantly drops from 5.1 to 6.5 sec-
onds. In practice, this gets important when the input texts to be processed
are heterogeneous, which we analyze in the following sections.

Discussion of Optimized Scheduling

This section has introduced our practical approach to optimize the sched-
ule of a text analysis pipeline. Given run-time estimations of the employed
algorithms, it aims to efficiently find a pipeline schedule that is run-time
optimal on a sample of input texts. The approach can be seen as a mod-
ification of the dynamic programming approach from Section 4.1, which
incrementally builds up and compares different schedules using informed
best-first search. It is able to trade the efficiency of scheduling for the effi-
ciency of the resulting schedule through a pruning of the underlying search
graph down to a specified size k.

The presented realization of an informed best-first search in the method
k-bestA∗PipelineScheduling is far from optimized yet. Most importantly, it
does not recognize nodes that are dominated by other nodes. For instance,
if there are two nodes on the open list, which represent the partial pipe-
lines (A1, A2) and (A2, A1), then we already know that one of these is more
efficient for the two scheduled algorithms. A reasonable solution is to let
nodes represent algorithm sets instead of pipelines, which works because
all admissible schedules of an algorithm set entail the same relevant por-
tions of text (cf. Section 3.1). In this way, the search graph becomes much
smaller, still being a directed acyclic graph but not a tree anymore (as in
our realization). Whereas we tested the efficiency of our approach against a
breadth-first search approach (the optimal baseline), it would then be fairer
to compete with the optimal solution from Section 4.1, which applies sim-
ilar techniques. The efficiency of scheduling could be further improved by
pruning the search graphmore early, e.g. by identifying very slow schedules
on the first training texts (based on certain thresholds) and then ignoring
them on the other texts. All such extensions are left to future work.
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In our evaluation, the optimization of schedules has sped up pipelines by
factor 4. When the employed algorithms differ more strongly in efficiency,
even gains of more than one magnitude are possible, as exemplified in Sec-
tion 3.1. Also, we have demonstrated that scheduling on a sample of texts
provides large benefits over our greedy approach from Section 3.3, when
the number of processed texts becomes large, which we focus on in this
chapter. In contrast, as hypothesized in Chapter 3, the additionally spent
effort will often not be compensable in ad-hoc text mining scenarios.

While k-best A∗ search appears to reliably find a near-optimal schedule
if the training and test texts are of similar kind, we have seen first evidence
that the efficiency of the optimized schedules may significantly drop when
the texts behave different, i.e., when the distribution of relevant information
changes as discussed in Section 4.2. In the following, we consider situations
where such changes are highly frequent, because the input texts are of het-
erogeneous types or domains that cannot be fully anticipated. As a result,
it does not suffice to choose a schedule based on a sample of texts, but we
need to schedule algorithms depending on the input text at hand.

4.4 The Impact of the Heterogeneity of Input Texts

The developed informed search approach appears perfectly appropriate to
obtain efficient text analysis pipelines, when the distribution of relevant in-
formation in the input texts is rather stable. Conversely, in cases where the
distribution significantly varies across texts, efficiency may be limited, be-
cause the optimality of a pipeline’s schedule then depends on the input text
at hand. In this section, wefirst outline effects of suchtext heterogeneity text heterogeneity based
on concrete examples. Then, we present a measure to quantify text hetero-
geneity and we compare the measure’s behavior on different collections of
texts. For that, we reuse a discussion from (Wachsmuth et al., 2013b). Be-
fore we design an approach tomaintain efficiency on heterogeneous texts in
Section 4.5, we sketch how to decide in advance whether a fixed schedule
suffices, partly based on considerations from (Mex, 2013).

Experimental Analysis of the Impact

To begin with, we exemplify possible efficiency effects caused by the vari-
ance of a collection or stream of texts regarding the distribution of relevant
information. We have already seen differences between collections with re-
spect to this distribution in Section 4.2. However, there may also be signifi-
cant variations between the texts within a corpus, even in seemingly homo-
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CoNLL-2003 dataset Revenue corpus
Admissible pipeline Π t(Π) ± σ #best t(Π) ± σ #best

Π1 = (eti, emo, rfo, ene) 18.17 s ± 0.38 s 154 49.63 s ± 0.93 s 155
Π2 = (eti, emo, ene, rfo) 18.43 s ± 0.50 s 77 59.04 s ± 1.00 s 17
Π3 = (emo, eti, rfo, ene) 19.12 s ± 0.43 s 76 51.67 s ± 0.92 s 127
Π4 = (emo, eti, ene, rfo) 19.29 s ± 0.40 s 35 61.06 s ± 1.06 s 11
Π5 = (eti, rfo, emo, ene) 19.65 s ± 0.40 s 71 48.25 s ± 0.85 s 295
Π6 = (emo, ene, eti, rfo) 20.31 s ± 0.40 s 96 66.37 s ± 0.29 s 13
Π7 = (eti, rfo, ene, emo) 21.24 s ± 0.43 s 33 51.38 s ± 0.94 s 130
Π8 = (eti, ene, rfo, emo) 24.28 s ± 0.54 s 7 66.41 s ± 1.20 s 3
Π9 = (eti, ene, emo, rfo) 25.00 s ± 0.96 s 4 67.68 s ± 1.18 s 1

Π10 = (ene, eti, rfo, emo) 49.74 s ± 0.98 s 0 97.25 s ± 1.63 s 0
Π11 = (ene, eti, emo, rfo) 49.78 s ± 0.85 s 0 98.83 s ± 1.85 s 0
Π12 = (ene, emo, eti, rfo) 50.05 s ± 1.09 s 0 99.61 s ± 1.61 s 0

gold standard 16.50 s ± 0.07 s 553 45.28 s ± 0.42 s 752

Table 4.4: The run-time t(Π) with standard deviation σ of each admissible pipe-
lineΠ based on the given algorithm setA on both processed corpora in comparison
to the gold standard. #best denotes the number of texts, Π is most efficient on.

geneous narrow-domain corpora. To illustrate this, we refer to the experi-
mental set-up from Section 4.1 again:
Algorithms and Corpora We construct pipelines from the algorithm set
A = {eti, emo, ene, rfo} as well as some preprocessing algorithms that are
always delayed according to the lazy evaluation paradigm from Section 3.1.
These pipelines then process the training set of the CoNLL-2003 dataset or
the Revenue corpus, respectively (for more details, see Section 4.1).
Experiments On each corpus, we measure the absolute run-times of all
12 possible admissible pipelines Π1, . . . ,Π12 based on A, averaged over ten
runs on a 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo MacBook with 4 GB memory (the source
code is detailed inAppendix B.4). In addition, we count howoften eachpipe-
line performs best (on average) and we compare the pipelines’ run-times to
the gold standard (cf. Section 2.1), which we define here as the sum of the
run-times that would result from applying on each input text at hand the
pipeline Π∗ ∈ {Π1, . . . ,Π12} that is most efficient on that text.
Optimality underHeterogeneity The results are listed in Table 4.4, ordered
by the run-times on the CoNLL-2003 dataset. As known from Section 4.1,
the pipeline (eti, rfo, emo, ene) dominates the evaluation on the Revenue
corpus, taking only t(Π5) = 48.25 seconds and being most efficient on 295 of
the 752 texts. However, three other pipelines also do best on far more than
a hundred texts. So, there is not one single optimal schedule at all. A simi-
lar situation can be observed for the CoNLL-2003 dataset, where the second
fastest pipeline, Π2, is still most efficient on 77 and the sixth fastest, Π6, even
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on 96 of the 553 texts. While the best fixed pipeline, Π1, performs well on
both corpora, Π2 and Π6 fail to maintain efficiency on the Revenue corpus,
with e.g. Π6 being almost 50% slower than the gold standard. Although the
gold standard significantly outperforms all pipelines on both corpora at a
very high confidence level (say, 3σ), the difference to the best fixed pipelines
may seem acceptable. However, the case of Π2 and Π6 shows that a slightly
different training set could have caused the optimized scheduling from Sec-
tion 4.3 to construct a pipeline whose efficiency is not robust to changing
distributions of relevant information. We hypothesize that such a danger
gets more probable the higher the text heterogeneity of a corpus.28

To deal with text heterogeneity, the question is whether and how we can
anticipate it for a collection or a stream of texts. Intuitively, it appears rea-
sonable to assume that text heterogeneity relates to the mixing of types,
domains, or according text characteristics, as is typical for the results of an
exploratory web search. However, the following example from text classi-
fication suggests that there is not only dimension that governs the hetero-
geneity. In text classification tasks, the information sought for is the final
class information of each text. While the density of classes naturally will
be 1.0 in all cases (given that different classes refer to the same informa-
tion type), what may vary is the distribution of those information types that
serve as input for the final classification. For instance, our sentiment analy-
sis approach developed in theArguAnaproject (cf. Section 2.3) relies on the
facts and opinions in a text. For our ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus (cf. Ap-
pendix C.2) and for the Sentiment Scale dataset from (Pang and Lee, 2005),
we illustrate the distribution of these types in Figure 4.10.29

As can be seen, the distribution of relevant information in the ArguAna
TripAdvisor corpus remains nearly identical among its three parts.30 The
corpus compiles texts of the same type (user reviews) and domain (hotel),
but different topics (hotels) and authors, suggesting that the type and do-
main play a more important role. This is supported by the different densi-
ties of facts, positive, and negative opinions in the Sentiment Scale dataset,
which is comprised of more professional reviews from themovie domain.31

28Also, larger numbers of admissible schedules make it harder to find a robust pipeline,
since they allow for higher efficiency gaps, as we have seen in the evaluation of Section 4.3.

29In (Wachsmuth et al., 2014a), we observe that the distributions and positions of facts
and opinions influence the effectiveness of sentiment analysis. As soon as a pipeline re-
stricts some analysis to certain portions of text only (say, to positive opinions), however, the
different distributions will also impact the efficiency of the pipeline’s schedule.

30Since the distributions are computed based on the self-created annotations here, the
values for the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus differ from those in Appendix C.2.

31In the given case, the density and relative frequency of each information type (cf. Sec-
tion 4.2) are the same, since the information types define a partition of all portions of text.
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of positive opinions, negative opinions, and objective
facts in (a) our ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus and its different parts as well as in
(b) the Sentiment Scale dataset from (Pang and Lee, 2005) and its different parts.
All distributions are computed based on the classification results of the pipeline
(sse, sto2, tpo1, pdu, csb, csp). See Appendices A and B.4 for details.

However, the four parts of the Sentiment Scale dataset show a high varia-
tion. Especially the distribution of facts and opinions in Author d deviates
from the others, so the writing style of the texts seems to matter, too. We
conclude that it does not suffice to know the discussed characteristics for a
collection or a stream of texts in order to infer its heterogeneity. Instead, we
propose to quantify the differences between the input texts as follows.

Quantification of the Impact

Since we consider text heterogeneity with the aim of achieving an efficient
text analysis irrespective of the input texts at hand, we propose to directly
quantify text heterogeneity with respect to the differences that actually im-
pact the efficiency of a text analysis pipeline equipped with our input con-
trol from Section 3.5, namely, variations in the distribution of information
relevant for the task at hand (as revealed in Section 4.2). That means, we
see text heterogeneity as a task-dependent input characteristic.

In particular, we measure the heterogeneity of a collection or a stream
of input texts D here with respect to the densities of all information types
C1, . . . , C|C| in D that are referred to in an information need C. The reason
is that an input-controlled pipeline analyzes only portions of text, which
contain instances of all information types produced so far (cf. Section 3.5).
As a consequence, differences in a pipeline’s average run-time per portion of
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text result fromvarying densities ofC1, . . . , C|C| in the processed texts.32 So,
the text heterogeneity of D can be quantified by measuring the variance of
these densities inC. The outlined considerations give rise to a newmeasure
that we call theaveraged deviation averaged deviation:
Averaged Deviation Let C = {C1, . . . , C|C|} be an information need to be
addressed on a collection or a stream of input texts D, and let σi(D) be the
standard deviation of the density of Ci ∈ C in D, 1 ≤ i ≤ |C|. Then, the
averaged deviation of C in D is

D(C|D) =
1

|C|
·
|C|∑
i=1

σi(D) (4.11)

Given a text analysis task, the averaged deviation can be estimated based on
a sample of texts. Different from other sampling-based approaches for effi-
ciency optimizations, like (Wang et al., 2011), it does notmeasure the typical
characteristics of input texts, but it quantifies how much these characteris-
tics vary. By that, the averaged deviation reflects the impact of the input
texts to be processed by a text analysis pipeline on the pipeline’s efficiency,
namely, the higher the averaged deviation, the more the optimal pipeline
schedule will vary on different input texts.

To illustrate the defined measure, we refer to Person, Location, and Or-
ganization entities again, for which we have presented the densities in two
English and four German text corpora in Section 4.2. Now, we determine
the standard deviations of these densities in order to compute the associated
averaged deviations (as always, see Appendix B.4 for the source code). Ta-
ble 4.5 lists the results, ordered by increasing averaged deviation.33 While
the deviations behave quite orthogonal to the covered topics and genres,
they seem connected to the quality of the texts in a corpus to some extent.
Concretely, the Revenue corpus and Brown corpus (both containing a care-
fully planned choice of texts) show less heterogeneity than the random sam-
ple of Wikipedia articles andmuch less than the LFA-11 web crawl of smart-
phone blog posts. This matches the intuition of web texts being heteroge-
neous. An exception is given by the values of the CoNLL-2003 datasets,
though, which rather suggest that high deviations correlate with high den-
sities (cf. Figure 4.5). However, the LFA-11 corpus contradicts this, having
the lowest densities but the second highest averaged deviation (18.4%).

32Notice that even without an input control the number of instances of the relevant infor-
mation types can affect the efficiency, as outlined at the beginning of Section 4.2. However,
the density of information types might not be the appropriate measure in this case.

33Some of the standard deviations of organization entities in Table 4.5 and the associated
averaged deviations exceed those presented in (Wachsmuth et al., 2013c). This is because
there we use a modification of the algorithm ene, which rules out some organization names.
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Person Organization Location Averaged
Text corpus Topics Genres entities entities entities deviation

Revenue corpus focused one ± 11.1% ± 16.0% ± 10.9% 12.7%
Brown corpus diverse diverse ± 17.6% ± 11.1% ± 12.7% 13.8%
Wikipedia 10k (de) diverse one ± 15.9% ± 14.1% ± 16.0% 15.3%
CoNLL-2003 (de) diverse one ± 18.4% ± 18.1% ± 16.6% 17.7%
LFA-11 smartphone focused one ± 16.6% ± 23.4% ± 15.3% 18.4%
CoNLL-2003 (en) diverse diverse ± 27.6% ± 25.5% ± 26.8% 26.7%

Table 4.5: The standard deviations of the densities of person, organization, and
location entities from Figure 4.5 (cf. Section 4.2) as well as the resulting averaged
deviations, which quantify the text heterogeneity in the respective corpora. All
values are computed based on the results of Πene = (sse, sto2, tpo1, pch, ene).

Altogether, the introducedmeasure does not clearly reflect any of the text
characteristics discussed above. For efficiency purposes, it therefore serves
as a proper solution to compare the heterogeneity of different collections or
streams of texts with respect to a particular information need. In contrast,
it does not help to investigate our hypothesis that the danger of losing effi-
ciency grows under increasing text heterogeneity, because it leaves unclear
what a concrete averaged deviation value actually means. For this purpose,
we need to estimate how much run-time is wasted by relying on a text ana-
lysis pipeline with a fixed schedule.

Practical Relevance of the Impact

For a single input text, our optimal solution from Section 4.1 determines
the run-time optimal text analysis pipeline. However, most practical text
analysis tasks require to process many input texts, which may entail differ-
ent optimal pipelines, as the conducted experiments have shown. For this
reason, we now develop an estimation of the efficiency loss of executing
a pipeline with a fixed schedule on a collection or a stream of input texts
as opposed to choosing the best pipeline schedule for each input text. The
latter denotes the gold standard defined above.

To estimate the gold standard run-time, we adopt an idea from the mas-
ter’s thesis of Mex (2013) who analyzes the efficiency-effectiveness tradeoff
of scheduling multi-stage classifiers. Such classifiers can be seen as a gener-
alization of text analysis pipelines (for single information needs) to arbitrary
classification problems. Mex (2013) sketches a method to compare the effi-
ciency potential of different scheduling approaches in order to choose the
approachwhose potential lies above some threshold. While this method in-
cludes our estimation, we greatly revise the descriptions from (Mex, 2013)
in order to achieve a simpler but also a more formal presentation.
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Figure 4.11: Illustration of computing the gold standard run-time tgs(D) of an al-
gorithm set A = {A1, . . . , Am} on a sample of portions of texts D = (d1, . . . , dn)
for the simplified case that the algorithms in A have no interdependencies.

We estimate the efficiency impact induced by text heterogeneity on a
sample of texts D for a given algorithm set A = {A1, . . . , Am}. Technically,
the impact can be understood as the difference between the run-time t∗(D)

of an optimal (fixed) pipeline Π∗ = 〈A, π∗〉 on D and the run-time tgs(D)

of the gold standard gs. While we can measure the run-time of an (at least
nearly) optimal pipeline using our scheduling approach from Section 4.3,
the question is how to compute tgs(D). To actually obtain gs, wewould need
to determine the optimal pipeline for each single text in D. In contrast, its
run-time can be foundmuchmore efficiently, as shown in the following. For
conciseness, we restrict our view to algorithm sets that have no interdepen-
dencies, meaning that all schedules of the algorithms are admissible. For
other cases, a similar but more complex computation can be conducted by
considering filter stages (cf. Section 3.1) instead of single algorithms.

Now, to compute the run-time of gs for an algorithm set A without in-
terdependencies, we consider the sample D as an ordered set of n ≥ 1

portions of text (d1, . . . , dn). We process every dj ∈ D with each algo-
rithm Ai∈A in order to measure the run-time ti(dj) of Ai on dj and to de-
termine whether Ai classifies dj as relevant (i.e., whether dj contains all re-
quired output information produced by Ai). As we know from Section 4.2,
a portion of text can be disregarded as soon as an applied algorithm belongs
to the subset Aj ⊆ A of algorithms that classify dj as irrelevant. Thus, we
obtain the gold standard’s run-time tgs(dj) on dj from only applying the
fastest algorithm Ak∈Aj , if such an algorithm exists:

tgs(dj) =


min

{
tk(dj) | Ak ∈ Aj

}
if Aj 6= ∅

m∑
k=1

tk(dj) otherwise
(4.12)
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As a matter of fact, the overall run-time of the gold standard on the sample
of texts D results from summing up all run-times tgs(dj):

tgs(D) =
n∑

j=1

tgs(dj) (4.13)

The computation of tgs(D) is illustrated in Figure 4.11. Given tgs(D) and the
optimal pipeline’s run-time t∗(D), we finally estimate the efficiency impact
of text heterogeneity in the collection or stream of texts represented by the
sample D as the fraction of run-time that can be saved through scheduling
the algorithms depending on the input text, i.e., 1− t∗(D)/tgs(D).34

Implications of the Impact

In many text analysis tasks, the greedy scheduling approach from Sec-
tion 3.3 and the optimized scheduling approach from Section 4.3 will suc-
cessfully construct very efficient text analysis pipelines. However, the ex-
periments in this section indicate that text heterogeneity can cause a sig-
nificant efficiency loss, when relying on a pipeline with a fixed schedule.
Moreover, performing scheduling on heterogeneous texts involves the dan-
ger of choosing a far from optimal schedule in the first place. We suppose
that this danger becomes especially important where input texts come from
different sources as in the world wide web. Moreover, streams of texts can
undergo substantial changes, which may affect the distribution of relevant
information and, hence, the efficiency of an employed pipeline.

In order to detect heterogeneity, we have introduced the averaged devi-
ation as a first measure that quantifies how much input texts vary. While
the measure reveals differences between collections and streams of texts, its
current form (as given in Equation 4.11) leaves unclear how to compare av-
eraged deviation values across different information needs. One possible
solution is to normalize the values. Such a normalization could work either
in an external fashion with respect to a reference corpus or in an internal
fashion with respect to the tackled task, e.g. to a situation where all admis-
sible schedules of the given algorithms achieve the same efficiency. Here,
we have taken another approach, namely, we have developed an estimation
of the efficiency loss of tackling text analysis tasks with a fixed pipeline.

34In cases where performing an optimized scheduling in the first place seems too expen-
sive, also t∗(D) could be approximated from the run-times modeled in Figure 4.11, e.g. by
computing a weighted average of some lower bound t(lb) and upper bound t(ub). For in-
stance, t(lb) could denote the lowest possible run-time when the first j algorithms of Π∗ are
fixed and t(lb) the highest on. The weighting then may follow from the average number of
algorithms in Aj . For lack of new insights, we leave out according calculations here.
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To put it the other way round, the estimated efficiency loss represents the
optimization potential of choosing the schedule of a pipeline depending on
the input text at hand. On this basis, a pipeline designer can decidewhether
it seems worth spending the additional effort of realizing such an adaptive
scheduling. In the next section, we first present an according approach.
Then, we evaluate the importance of adaptive scheduling for maintaining
efficiency under increasing text heterogeneity.

4.5 Adaptive Scheduling via Self-supervised Online Learning

To maintain efficiency on heterogeneous collections and streams of input
texts, we now present another approach to pipeline scheduling for large-
scale scenarios. The idea is to adapt a pipeline to the input texts by pre-
dicting and choosing the run-time optimal schedule depending on the text.
Since run-times can be measured during processing, the prediction can be
learned self-supervised (cf. Section 2.1). Learning in turn works online,
because each processed text serves as a new training instance (Witten and
Frank, 2005). We conduct several experiments in order to analyze when
the approach is necessary in the sense of this chapter’s introductory Dar-
win quote, i.e., when it avoids wasting a significant amount of time (by us-
ing a fixed schedule only). This section reproduces the main contributions
from (Wachsmuth et al., 2013b) but it also provides additional insights.

Modeling Pipeline Scheduling as a Text Classification Problem

Given a collection or a stream of input texts D to be processed by an al-
gorithm set A, we aim for anadaptive scheduling adaptive scheduling of A, i.e., to automatically
determine and choose the run-time optimal pipeline Π∗(D) = 〈A, π∗(D)〉 for
each input text D ∈D. Again, we refer to pipelines here that analyze only
relevant portions of text, implying that a pipeline’s schedule affect the pipe-
line’s efficiency (cf. Section 4.1). LetΠ= {Π1, . . . ,Πk} be the set of candidate
pipelines to choose from. Then, then our aim is to find a mapping D→Π

that minimizes the overall run-time of A on D. Hence, pipeline scheduling
can be understood as a text classification problem (cf. Section 2.1).

In this regard, the number of classes k has a general upper bound of |A|!.
To maximize the effectiveness of A on the information needs it addresses,
however, we again consider only admissible pipelines (where the input con-
straints of all algorithms aremet), as defined in Section 3.1. Moreover, there
are possible ways to restrict Π to a reasonable selection. For instance, the
results from the previous sections suggest that it e.g. maymake sense to first
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Figure 4.12: Illustration of the overall pipeline when addressing pipeline schedul-
ing as a text classification problem. Based on the results a prefix pipeline, a learned
scheduling model decides what main pipeline to choose for the input text D at hand.

determine optimized pipelines for different samples of input texts and then
let each of these become a candidate pipeline. In the following, we simply
expect some k ≤ |A|! candidate pipelines to be given.

Now, the determination of an optimal pipeline Π∗(D) ∈ Π for an input
text D∈D requires to have information about D. For text classification, we
represent this information in the form of a feature vector x (cf. Section 2.1).
Before we can find D→Π, we therefore need a mapping D→x, which in
turn requires a preceding analysis of the texts in D.35 Let Πpre = 〈Apre, πpre〉
be the pipeline that realizes this text analysis. For distinction, we call Πpre

the prefix pipelineprefix pipeline and each Π∈Π a
main pipeline

main pipeline. Under the premise that all
algorithms from Apre ∩A have been removed from the main pipelines, the
prefix pipeline can be viewed as the fixed first part of an overall pipeline,
while each main pipeline denotes one of the possible second parts. The
results of Πpre for an input textD∈D lead to the feature values x(D), which
can then be used to choose a main pipeline Π∈Π for D.

Concretely, we propose to realize the mapping from feature values to
main pipelines as a statistical model obtained throughmachine learning on
a set of training texts DT . The integration of such a scheduling modelscheduling model into
the overall pipeline is illustrated in Figure 4.12. We formalize our aim of
finding a mapping D→Π as an adaptive scheduling problemadaptive scheduling problem:
Adaptive Scheduling Problem An adaptive scheduling problem denotes
a 4-tuple 〈Πpre,Π,DT ,D〉 such that

1. Prefix pipeline. Πpre is a pipeline to process each input text with,
2. Main pipelines. Π is a set of pipelines based on the same algorithm

set, of which one is to be chosen to process each input text after Πpre,
3. Training Set. DT is a set of texts for learning a scheduling model that

maps a text to the main pipeline to be chosen for that text,36

4. Input. D is a collection or a stream of texts to apply the model to.
35We discuss the question what information to use andwhat features to compute later on.
36In the evaluation below, the training set DT simply constitutes a sample from D.
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Learning to Predict Run-Times Self-Supervised and Online

The standard approach to address a text classification problem is to learn a
classifier in a supervised manner on known training instances, i.e., on texts
with known class values (cf. Section 2.1). Often, the creation of an according
training set DT requires a manual labeling of class values, making super-
vised learning time-consuming and cost-intensive. An adaptive scheduling
problem consists in the prediction of themain pipelineswith the lowest run-
times, though. These run-times can be measured automatically, namely, by
observing the execution of the pipelines. In case input texts are available,
this enables the resort to self-supervised learning, which means to gener-
ate and learn from training instances without supervision (cf. Section 2.1),
thus rendering manual labeling obsolete. Moreover, run-times denote nu-
meric values from a metric scale. Instead of classifying the optimal sched-
ule, we therefore propose to address adaptive scheduling problems with
self-supervised statistical regression (cf. Section 2.1).

In particular, given a problem 〈Πpre,Π,DT ,D〉, we propose to learn one
separateregression model regression model Y(Π) on DT for each main pipeline Π ∈ Π. To
this end, all texts in DT are processed by Πpre in order to compute feature
values x(D) (for some defined feature vector representation x) as well as by
all main pipelines in order to measure their run-times. Y(Π) specifies the
mapping from the feature values x(D) of an arbitrary input text D to the
estimated average run-time q(Π) of the respective pipeline Π per portion of
text fromD (of some defined size, e.g. one sentence).37 Given the regression
models, the scheduling model to be realized then simply chooses the main
pipeline with the lowest prediction for each input text from D.

A positive side effect of the self-supervised approach is that the feature
values x(D) of each input textD together with the observed run-time t(Π) of
a pipeline Π that processesD serve as a new training instance. Accordingly,
the regression error is given by the difference between q(Π) and t(Π). As
a consequence, the regression models can be updated in anonline learning online learning
manner, incrementally processing and learning from one training instance
at a time (Witten and Frank, 2005). This, of course, works only for the regres-
sionmodel of the chosen pipeline Π∗(D) whose run-time has been observed.
Only an explicit training set DT can thus ensure that all regression models
are trained sufficiently. Still, the ability to continue learning online is de-
sired, as it enables our approach not only to adapt to DT , but also to the
collection or stream of input texts D while processing it.

37By considering the run-time per portion of text (say, per sentence), wemake the regression
of a run-time independent from the length of the input textD at hand.
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adaptivePipelineScheduling(Πpre, Π, DT , D)
1: for eachMain Pipeline Π ∈ Π do
2: Regression model Y(Π)← initializeRegressionModel()

3: for each Input textD ∈ DT do
4: Πpre.process(D)
5: Feature values x(D) ← computeFeatureValues(Πpre,D)
6: for each Main Pipeline Π ∈ Π do
7: Run-time t(Π) ← Π.process(D)
8: updateRegressionModel(Y(Π), x(D), t(Π))

9: for each Input textD ∈ D do
10: Πpre.process(D)
11: Feature values x(D) ← computeFeatureValues(Πpre,D)
12: for eachMain Pipeline Π ∈ Π do
13: Estimated run-time q(Π) ←Y(Π).predictRunTime(x(D))
14: Main pipeline Π∗(D)← arg minΠ∈Π

(
q(Π)

)
15: Run-time t(Π∗(D)) ← Π∗(D).process(D)
16: updateRegressionModel(Y(Π∗(D)), x(D), t(Π∗(D)))

Pseudocode 4.3: Learning the fastest main pipeline Π∗(D)∈Π self-supervised for
each input text D from a training set DT and then predicting and choosing Π∗(D)

depending on the input text D∈D at hand while continuing learning online.

Adapting a Pipeline’s Schedule to the Input Text

Altogether, our considerations of addressing an adaptive scheduling prob-
lem 〈Πpre,Π,DT ,D〉with self-supervised online learning allow us to adapt
the schedule of a set of algorithms A to each processed input text. We op-
erationalize the outlined approach in two phases:

1. Training phase. On each textD∈DT , execute the prefix pipeline Πpre

and eachmain pipeline Π∈Π. Update the regressionmodel of each Π

with respect to the results of Πpre and the run-time t(Π) of Π on D.
2. Update phase. On each text D ∈D, execute Πpre and predict a run-

time q(Π) for each Π ∈Π. Execute the main pipeline Π∗(D) with the
lowest prediction and update its regression model with respect to the
results of Πpre and the observed run-time t(Π∗(D)) of Π∗(D) on D.

Pseudocode 4.3 shows our adaptive pipeline scheduling approach. Lines 1
and 2 initialize the regression model Y(Π) of each main pipeline Π. All re-
gression models are then trained incrementally on each input text D ∈DT

in lines 3 to 8. First, feature values are computed based on the results
of Πpre (lines 3 and 4). Then, the run-times of all main pipelines on D are
measured in order to update their regression models. Lines 9 to 16 process
the input texts in D. After feature computation (lines 9 and 10), the regres-
sion models are applied to obtain a run-time estimation q(Π) for each main
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pipeline Π on the current input textD (Lines 11 to 13). The fastest-predicted
main pipeline Π∗(D) is then chosen to process D in lines 14 and 15. Finally,
line 16 updates the regression model Y(Π∗(D)) of Π∗(D).

Properties of the Proposed Scheduling Approach

Like the scheduling approaches introduced in preceding sections (cf. Sec-
tion 3.3, 4.1, and 4.3), the proposed adaptive scheduling works for arbitrary
text analysis algorithms and collections or streams of input texts. Moreover,
it does not place any constraints on the information needs to be addressed,
but it works for any set of candidate main pipelines, which are equipped
with our input control from Section 3.5 or which restrict their analyses to
relevant portions of text in an according manner.

Different from the other scheduling approaches, however, the adaptive
scheduling approach as given in Pseudocode 4.3 defines a method scheme
rather than as a concrete method. In particular, by now we have neither
talked at all about what features to be computed for the prediction of the
run-times (pseudocode line 5), nor have we exactly specified how to learn
the regression of run-times on top of the features.

With respect to regression, the pseudocode suggests to apply a learning
algorithm, which can process training instances individually as opposed to
process all training instances as a batch (Witten and Frank, 2005). Other-
wise, the incremental update of the regression models in each iteration of
the outer for-loops would be highly inefficient. In contrast, there exists no
particular clue for how to represent a text for the purpose of pipeline run-
time prediction. Generally, such a feature representation must be efficiently
computable in order to avoid spending more time for the predictions than
can be saved through scheduling later on. At the same time, it should cap-
ture characteristics of a text that precisely model the run-time complexity
of the text. In our experiments below, we aim to fulfill these requirements
with a number of task-independent features. Afterwards, we discuss the
limitations of our approach and outline possible alternatives.
Correctness As a consequence of the schematic nature of our approach,
we cannot check its correctness in the algorithmic sense, i.e., whether it
halts with the correct output (Cormen et al., 2009). Only the termination
of adaptivePipelineScheduling is obvious (given that Dtr and D are finite).
Anyway, in the end statistical approaches are hardly ever correct, as they
generalize from sample data (cf. Section 2.1 for details).
Complexity Because of the schematic nature, it is also not possible to com-
pute the asymptotic worst-case run-time of adaptivePipelineScheduling.
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Instead, we roughly quantify the required run-times on DT and D here.
Besides the numbers of input texts in DT and D, Pseudocode 4.3 shows
that further relevant input sizes are the number of input texts in DT and D

as well as the number of main pipelines in Π. In contrast, the size of the
prefix pipeline Πpre, the feature vector x, and each regression model Y(Π)

of a main pipeline Π∈Π can be assumed as constant.
For the training set, let tpre(DT ), tfc(DT ), and treg(DT ) denote the times

spent for Πpre, feature computation, and the updates of regression models,
respectively. In addition to these operations, each text is processed by every
main pipeline in Π. In the worst case, all main pipelines take the same run-
time on each input text and, hence, the same run-time tmain(DT ) onDT . So,
we estimate the training time of adaptivePipelineScheduling as

ttrain(DT ,Π) ≤ tpre(DT ) + tfc(DT ) + |Π| ·
(
tmain(DT )+treg(DT )

)
(4.14)

Correspondingly, we make the following estimate for the update phase
of adaptivePipelineScheduling. Here, we do not differentiate between the
run-times of a prediction and of the update of a regression model:

tupdate(D,Π) ≤ tpre(D) + tfc(D) + tmain(D) + (|Π|+1) · treg(DT ) (4.15)

In the evaluation below, we do not report on the run-time of the training
phase, since we have already exemplified in Section 4.3 how training time
amortizes in large-scale scenarios. Inequality 4.14 stresses, though, that the
training time grows linearly with the size of Π. In principle, the same holds
for the run-time of the update phase because of the factor (|Π|+1) · treg(DT )

in Inequality 4.15. However, our results presented next indicate that the
regression time does not influence the overall run-time significantly.

Evaluation of Adaptive Scheduling

We now evaluate several parameters of our adaptive scheduling approach
on text corpora of different heterogeneity. In the evaluation, we investigate
the hypothesis that the impact of online adaptation on a pipeline’s efficiency
gets higher under increasing text heterogeneity. For this purpose, we rely
on a controlled experiment setting that is described in the following. For
information on the source code of the experiments, see Appendix B.4.
TextAnalysis Task Weconsider the extraction of all information that fulfills
the query γ3 = Forecast(Revenue(Resolved(Time), Money, Organization)), which
we have already introduced in Section 4.3. As throughout this chapter, we
address this task as a filtering task, meaning that only relevant portions of
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Time Money Organization Statement Forcast Averaged
Text corpus entities entities entities events events deviation

D0 ± 19.1% ± 19.8% ± 19.3% ± 7.1% ± 3.8% 13.8%
D1 ± 22.5% ± 19.1% ± 21.6% ± 7.8% ± 5.9% 15.4%
D2 ± 24.6% ± 20.4% ± 22.4% ± 8.9% ± 6.7% 16.6%
D3 ± 25.9% ± 22.3% ± 25.0% ± 10.6% ± 8.5% 18.5%

Table 4.6: The standard deviations of the densities of all information types from C
in the four evaluated text corpora as well as the resulting averaged deviations. All
values are computed from the results of a non-filtering pipeline based on A.

texts are processed in each step (cf. Sections 3.4 and 3.5). Here, we set the
degree of filtering to Sentence.
Corpora For a careful analysis of our hypothesis, we need comparable col-
lections or streams of input texts that refer to different levels of text het-
erogeneity. Most existing corpora for information extraction tasks are too
small to create reasonable subsets of different heterogeneity like those used
in the evaluations above, i.e., the Revenue corpus (cf. Appendix C.1) and
the CoNLL-2003 dataset (cf. Appendix C.4). An alternative is given by web
crawls. Web crawls, however, tend to include a large fraction of completely
irrelevant texts (as indicated by our analysis in Section 4.2), which conceals
the efficiency impact of scheduling.

We therefore decided to create partly artificial text corpora D0, . . . ,D3

instead. D0 contains a random selection of 1500 original texts from the Rev-
enue corpus and the German CoNLL-2003 dataset. The other three consist
of both original texts and artificially modified versions of these texts, where
the latter are created by randomly duplicating one sentence, ensuring that
each text is unique in every corpus: D1 is made up of the 300 texts from D0

with the highest differences in the density of the information types relevant
for γ3 as well as 1200 modified versions. Accordingly, D2 and D3 are cre-
ated from the 200 and 100 highest-difference texts, respectively. Where not
stated otherwise, we use the first 500 texts of each corpus for training and
the remaining 1000 for testing (and updating regression models).

By resorting to modified duplicates, we limit our approach to a certain
extent in learning features from the input texts. However, we gain that we
can capture the impact of adaptive scheduling as a function of the text het-
erogeneity, which we quantify using the averaged deviation measure from
Section 4.4. Table 4.6 lists the exact deviations of the densities of all relevant
information types in the sentences of each of the four corpora.
Algorithms and Pipelines To address the query γ3, we rely on a set of nine
text analysis algorithms (details on these are provided in Appendix A):
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A = { sto1, tpo1, pch, eti, emo, ene, rre2, rfo, nti }

In the prefix pipeline Πpre = (sto1, tpo1, pch), we employ the tokenizer sto1,
the part-of-speech tagger tpo1, as well as the chunker pch.38 The remaining
six algorithms become part of the main pipelines. While these algorithms
allow for 108 admissible schedules, we restrict our view to only three main
pipelines in order to allow for a concise presentation and a clear interpre-
tation of the obtained results.39 In particular, we have selected the follow-
ing main pipelines Π1, Π2, and Π3 based on some preliminary experiments.
They target at very different distributions of relevant information while be-
ing comparably efficient:

Π1 = (eti, rfo, emo, rre2, nti, ene)
Π2 = (eti, emo, rfo, nti, ene, rre2)
Π3 = (emo, eti, rfo, ene, rre2, nti)

Self-Supervised Learning For learning to predict the main pipeline’s run-
times, we represent all textswith features computed from the results ofΠpre.
For generality, we consider only features that neither require a preceding
run over the training set nor exploit knowledge about the given corpora
and main pipelines. Our standard feature set consists of three types:

1. Lexical statistics. The average andmaximum number of characters in
a token and of the tokens in a sentence of the input text as well as the
numbers of tokens and sentences.

2. Algorithm run-times. The average run-time per sentence of each al-
gorithm in Πpre.

3. Part-of-speech tags. The frequency of all part-of-speech tags distin-
guished by the algorithm tpo1.

In addition, we evaluate two further types in the feature analysis below,
which attempt to capture general characteristics of entities:

4. Chunk n-grams. The frequency of each possible unigram and bigram
of all chunk tags distinguished by pch.

5. Regex matches. The frequencies of matches of a regular expression
for arbitrary numbers and of another one for upper-case words.

38In (Wachsmuth et al., 2013c), we state that the prefix pipeline in this evaluation consists
of two algorithms only. This is because, we use a combined version of tpo1 and pch, there.

39The main benefit of considering all 108 main pipelines would be to know the overall
efficiency potential of scheduling the algorithms in A. An according experiment can be
found in (Wachsmuth et al., 2013c), but it is omitted here, because according values have
already been presented in different evaluations from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
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To allow for online learning, we trained linear regression models with the
Weka 3.7.5 implementation (Hall et al., 2009) of the incremental algorithm
Stochastic Gradient Descent (cf. Section 2.1). In all experiments, we let
the algorithm iterate 10 epochs over the training set, while its learning rate
was set to 0.01 and its regularization parameter to 0.00001.40

Baselines The aim of adaptive scheduling is to achieve optimal efficiency
on collections or streams of input texts where no single optimal schedule
exists. In this regard, we see the optimal baseline from Section 4.3, which
determines the run-time optimal fixed pipeline (Πpre,Π

∗) on the training
set and then chooses this pipeline for each test text, as the main competi-
tor. Moreover, we introduce another baseline to assess whether adaptive
scheduling improves over trivial non-fixed approaches:

Random baseline. Do not process the training set at all. For each test
text, choose one of the fixed pipelines (pseudo-) randomly.

Finally, we oppose all approaches to the gold standard, which knows the op-
timal main pipeline for each text beforehand. Together with the optimal
baseline, the gold standard implies the optimization potential of adaptive
scheduling on a given collection or stream of input texts (cf. Section 4.4).
Experiments In the following, we present the results of a number of effi-
ciency experiments that were conducted on 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Mac-
Book with 4 GB memory. We omit to report on effectiveness, since all main
pipelines are equally effective by definition. The pipelines’ efficiency ismea-
sured as the run-time in milliseconds per sentence, averaged over ten runs.
For reproducability, all run-times and their standard deviations were saved
in a file in advance. In the experiments, we then loaded the precomputed
run-times instead of executing the pipelines.41

Efficiency Impact of Adaptive Scheduling We evaluate adaptive schedul-
ing on the test sets of each corpusD0, . . . ,D3 after training on the respective
training sets. Figure 4.13 compares the run-times of the main pipelines of
our approach to those of the two baselines and the gold standard as a func-
tion of the averaged deviation. The shown confidence intervals visualize
the standard deviations σ, which range from 0.029 to 0.043 milliseconds.

On the least heterogeneous corpus D0, we achieve an average run-time
of 0.98 ms per sentence through adaptive scheduling. This is faster than the

40In preceding experiments, we tested one other online learning algorithm, namely, an
artificial neural network. Mostly, Stochastic Gradient Descent performed better.

41For lack of relevance in our discussion, we leave out an analysis of the effects of relying
on precomputed run-times here. In (Wachsmuth et al., 2013c), we offer evidence that the
main effect is a significant reduction of the standard deviations of the pipelines’ run-times.
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Figure 4.13: Interpolated curves of the main pipelines’ average run-times of both
baselines, our adaptive scheduling approach, and the gold standard under increas-
ing averaged deviation, which represents the heterogeneity of the processed texts.
The background areas denote the 95% confidence intervals (± 2σ).

random baseline (1.06 ms), but slower than the optimal baseline (0.95 ms)
at a low confidence level. On all other corpora, our approach also outper-
forms the optimal baseline, providing evidence for the growing efficiency
impact of adaptive scheduling under increasing text heterogeneity. At the
averaged deviation of 18.5% on D3, adaptive scheduling clearly succeeds
over both baselines, whose main pipelines take 37% and 40% more time on
average, respectively. There, the optimal baseline does not choose the main
pipeline, which performs best on the test set. This matches our hypothe-
sis from Section 4.4 that higher text heterogeneity may cause a significant
efficiency loss when relying on a fixed schedule.

Altogether, the curves in Figure 4.13 emphasize that only our adaptive
scheduling approach manages to stay close to the gold standard on all cor-
pora. In this respect, one reason for the seemingly weak performance of our
approach on D0 lies in the low optimization potential of adaptive schedul-
ing on that corpus: The optimal baseline takes only about 12%more time on
average than the gold standard (0.95 ms as opposed to 0.85 ms). This indi-
cates very small differences in themain pipelines’ run-times, which renders
the prediction of the fastest main pipeline both hard and quite unnecessary.
In contrast, D3 yields an optimization potential of over 50%. In the follow-
ing, we analyze the effects of these differences in detail.
Run-time and Error Analysis Figure 4.14 breaks down the run-times of the
three fixed pipelines, our approach, and the gold standard on D0 and D3

according to Inequality 4.15. On D3, all fixed pipelines are significantly
slower than our approach in terms of overall run-time. The overall run-
time of our approach is largely caused by the prefix pipeline and the main
pipelines, while the time spent for computing the above-mentioned stan-
dard feature types 1–3 (0.03ms) and for the subsequent regression (0.01ms)
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Figure 4.14: The average run-times per sentence (with standard deviations) of the
three fixed pipelines, our adaptive scheduling approach, and the gold standard on
the test sets of D0 and D3. Each run-time is broken down into its different parts.

is almost negligible. This also holds for D0 where our approach performs
worse only than the optimal fixed pipeline (Πpre,Π1).

(Πpre,Π1) is the fastest pipeline on 598 of the 1000 test texts from D0,
whereas (Πpre,Π2) and (Πpre,Π3) have the lowest run-time on 229 and 216
texts, respectively (on some texts, the pipelines are equally fast). In contrast,
our approach takes Π2 (569 times) more often than Π1 (349) and Π3 (82),
which results in an accuracy of only 39% for choosing the optimal pipeline.
This behavior is caused by a mean regression error of 0.45 ms, which is
almost half as high as the run-times to be predicted on average and, thus,
often exceeds the differences between them. However, the success on D3

does not emanate from lower regression errors, which are in fact 0.24 ms
higher on average. Still, the accuracy is increased to 55%. So, the success
must result from larger differences in the main pipelines’ run-times.

One reason behind can be inferred from the average run-time per sen-
tence of Πpre in Figure 4.14, which is significantly higher on D1 (0.65 ms)
than on D3 (0.51 ms). Since the run-times of all algorithms in Πpre scale
linearly with the number of input tokens, the average sentence length of D0

must exceed that of D3. Naturally, shorter sentences tend to contain less
relevant information. Hence, many sentences can be discovered as being ir-
relevant after few analysis steps by a pipeline that schedules the respective
text analysis algorithms early.
LearningAnalysis The observed regression errors bring up the question of
how suitable the employed feature set is for learning adaptive scheduling.
To address this question, we built a separate regression model on the train-
ing sets ofD0 andD3, respectively, for each of the five distinguished feature
types in isolation as well as for combinations of them. For each model, we
then measured the resulting mean regression error as well as the classifi-
cation accuracy of choosing the optimal main pipeline. In Table 4.7, we
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Regression error Accuracy Regression time
# Feature type D0 D3 D0 D3 D0 D3

1 Lexical statistics 0.60 ms 0.78 ms 59% 50% 0.03 ms 0.02 ms
2 Average run-times 0.62 ms 1.34 ms 47% 38% < 0.01 ms < 0.01 ms
3 Part-of-speech tags 0.48 ms 0.69 ms 34% 58% 0.03 ms 0.02 ms
4 Chunk n-grams 0.58 ms 0.70 ms 43% 58% 0.04 ms 0.03 ms
5 Regex matches 0.46 ms 0.74 ms 44% 27% 0.16 ms 0.13 ms

1–3 Standard features 0.45 ms 0.69 ms 39% 55% 0.05 ms 0.04 ms
1–5 All features 0.45 ms 0.54 ms 47% 42% 0.19 ms 0.24 ms

Table 4.7: The average regression time per sentence (including feature computation
and regression), the mean regression error, and the accuracy of choosing the optimal
pipeline for each input text in either D0 or D3 for different feature types.

compare these values to the respective regression timeregression time, i.e., the run-time per
sentence spent for feature computations and regression.

In terms of the mean regression error, the part-of speech tags and regex
matches perform best among the single feature types, while the average
run-times fail completely, especially on D3 (1.34 ms). Still, the accuracy of
the average run-times is far fromworst, indicating that they sometimes pro-
vide meaningful information. The best accuracy is clearly achieved by the
lexical statistics.42 Obviously, none of the single feature types dominates
the evaluation. The set of all features outperforms both the single types
and the standard features in most respects. Nevertheless, we use the stan-
dard features in all other experiments, because they entail a regression time
of only 0.04 to 0.05 milliseconds per sentence on average. In contrast, the
regex matches e.g. need 0.16 ms alone on D0, which exceeds the difference
between the optimal baseline and the gold standard on D0 and, thus, ren-
ders the regex matches useless in the given setting.

The regex matches emphasize the need for efficiently computable fea-
tures that we discussed above. While the set of standard features fulfills
the former requirement, it seems as if none of the five feature types really
captures the text characteristics relevant for adaptive scheduling.43

Alternatively, though, the features may also require more than the 500
training texts given so far. To rule out this possibility, we next analyze the
performance of the standard features depending on the size of the training
set. Figure 4.15 shows the main pipelines’ run-times for nine training sizes

42The low inverse correlation of the mean regression error and the classification accu-
racy seems counterintuitive, but it indicates the limitations of these measures: E.g., a small
regression error can still be problematic if run-times differ only slightly, while a low classi-
fication accuracy may have few negative effects in this case.

43Wehave also experimentedwith other task-independent features, especially further reg-
ular expressions, but their benefit was low. Therefore, we omit to report on them here.
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Figure 4.15: The average run-time per sentence of the main pipelines of the two
baselines, our adapative scheduling approach, and the gold standard on the test
set of D0 as a function of the training size.

between 1 and 5000. Since the training set of D0 is limited, we have partly
performed training on duplicates of the texts in D0 (modified in the way
sketched above) where necessary. Adaptive scheduling does better than the
random baseline but not than the optimal baseline on all training sizes ex-
cept for 1. The illustrated curve minimally oscillates in the beginning. After
its maximum at 300 training texts (1.05 ms), it then declines monotonously
until it reaches 0.95 ms at size 1000. From there, the algorithm mimics the
optimal baseline, i.e., it chooses Π1 on about 90% of the texts.

While the observed learning behavior may partly result from overfitting
the training set in consequence of using modified duplicates, it also under-
lines that the considered features simply do not suffice to always find the
optimal pipeline for each text. Still, more training decreases the danger of
being worse than without adaptive scheduling.

In addition, our approach continues learning in its update phase, as we
finally exemplify. Figure 4.16 plots two levels of detail of the learning curve
of the employed regression models on 15,000 modified duplicates of the
texts from D0.44 Here, only one text is used for an initial training. As the
bold curve highlights, the mean regression error decreases on the first 4000
to 5000 texts to an area between 0.35 ms and 0.45 ms, where it stays most
of the time afterwards. Although the light curve reveals many outliers, we
conclude that online learning apparently works well.

Discussion of Adaptive Scheduling

In this section, we have developed a pipeline scheduling approach that
aims to achieve optimal run-time efficiency for a set of text analysis algo-
rithms (equipped with the input control from Section 3.5) on each input

44The curves in Figure 4.16 represent the differences between the predicted and the ob-
served run-times of the main pipelines that are actually executed on the respective texts.
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text. The approach automatically learns to adapt a pipeline’s schedule to a
processed text without supervision. It targets at text analysis tasks where
the collection or stream of input texts is heterogeneous in the distribution of
relevant information. To assess the efficiency potential of such an adaptive
scheduling in comparison to an optimal fixed schedule, we have already
introduced the necessary means in Section 4.4.

Ideally, an adaptive scheduling chooses the fastest admissible pipeline
for each input text without requiring notable additional run-time. In this
case, it denotes the ultimately optimal solution to the pipeline scheduling
problem raised in Section 3.1: Sincewe consider a single text as the smallest
possible input within a text analysis task (cf. Section 2.2), there is nothing
better to be done to optimize a pipeline’s efficiency without compromising
its effectiveness. Hence, adaptive scheduling always proves beneficial, as it
will at least achieve the efficiency of all other scheduling approaches.

Practically, both an accurate and an efficient prediction of the fastest ad-
missible pipeline denote non-trivial challenges that we have not fully solved
yet, as our experimental results emphasize: While our adaptive scheduling
approach has provided significant improvements on highly heterogeneous
corpora, it has failed to robustly compete with the optimal fixed sched-
ule under lower text heterogeneity. Most obviously, the employed task-
independent feature set seems not to suffice to accurately predict a pipe-
line’s run-time. While there may be important features that we have over-
looked, in the end an accurate prediction seems hard without exploiting
knowledge about the relevant information types.

At least when given computationally expensive text analysis algorithms,
one promising approach to include such knowledge is to employ cheap al-
ternatives to these algorithms in the prefix pipeline (e.g. entity recognizers
based on small lexicons). Such algorithms will often naturally help to esti-
mate the selectivities of the expensive algorithms and, hence, result in more
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accucate run-time predictions. Aside from that, another way to reduce the
prediction errorsmay be to iteratively schedule each text analysis algorithm
separately. This would allow for more informed features in later predic-
tions, but it would also make the learning of the scheduling much more
complex. Moreover, the introductory example in Section 4.1 suggests that
the first filter stages in a pipeline tend to be most decisive for the pipeline’s
efficiency. Since the main purpose of this section is to show how to deal
with text heterogeneity in general, we leave according and other extensions
of our adaptive scheduling approach for future work.

As a result, we close the analysis of the pipeline scheduling problemhere.
Throughout this chapter, we have offered evidence that the optimization
of a pipeline’s design and execution in terms of efficiency can drastically
speed up the realized text analysis process. The underlying goal in the con-
text of this thesis is to enable text analysis pipelines to be used for large-
scale text mining and, thus, to work on big data. The analysis of big data
strongly relies on distributed and parallelized processing. In the following,
we therefore conclude this chapter by discussing to what extent the devel-
oped scheduling approaches can be parallelized.

4.6 Parallelizing Execution in Large-scale Text Mining

The approaches developed in this chapter aim to optimize the efficiency of
sequentially executing a set of text analysis algorithms on a single machine.
The next logical step is to parallelize the execution. Despite its obvious im-
portance for both ad-hoc and large-scale text mining, the parallelization of
text analysis pipelines is only disussed sporadically in the literature (cf. Sec-
tion 2.4). In the following, we outline possible ways to parallelize pipelines
and we check how well they integrate with our approaches. For a homoge-
neous machine setting, a reasonable parallelization turns out to be straight-
forward, although some relevant parameters remain to be evaluated.

Effects of Parallelizing Pipeline Execution

When we speak of theparallelization parallelization of pipeline execution, we refer to the
distribution of text analysis pipelines over differentmachine machines, each of which
being able to execute text analysis algorithms. Here, we consider the basic
case of a homogeneous parallel system architecture, where all machines are
comparably fast and where an algorithm is executed in the same way on
each machine. In contrast, specialized hardware that can execute certain
algorithms very fast is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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In Section 2.4, we have already clarified that text analysis processes are
very amenable to parallelization because different input texts are analyzed
independently inmost cases. In general, parallelizationmay have a number
of purposes, as e.g. surveyed in (Kumar et al., 1994). Not all of these target
at the memory and processing power of an application. For instance, par-
allelization can also be used to introduce redundancy into an application,
which allows a handling of machine breakdowns, thereby increasing the

fault tolerancefault tolerance of an application. While we roughly discuss fault tolerance
below, in the context of pipeline execution we are predominantly interested
in the question towhat extent the run-time efficiency of the pipelines result-
ing from our approaches scales under parallelization, i.e., whether it grows
proportionally to the number of availablemachines. To this end, we qualita-
tively examine possible ways to parallelize pipeline execution with respect
to different efficiency-related metrics.

In particular, we primarily focus on the pipeline execution timepipeline execution time, i.e., the
total run-time of all employed pipelines on the (possibly large) collection
or stream of input texts. This run-time is connected to other metrics: First,
some experiments in this chapter have indicated that the memory consumptionmemory consump-
tion of maintaining pipelines on amachine matters, namely, a highmemory
load lowers the efficiency of text analysis. Second, the impact of paralleliza-
tion depends on the extent to which machine idle times are avoided. In this
regard, machine utilizationmachine utilization denotes the percentage of the overall run-time of
a machine, in which it processes text. And third, the distribution of texts
over a network causes communication overhead, which we indirectly cap-
ture as the network timenetwork time. We assume these three to be most important for the
pipeline execution time and we omit to talk about others accordingly.

Aside from a scalable execution, parallelization can also be exploited to
speed up pipeline scheduling. We analyze the effects of parallelization on
the scheduling timescheduling time, i.e., the time spent for an optimized scheduling on a sam-
ple of texts, as proposed in Section 4.3 (or for the optimal scheduling in Sec-
tion 4.1) as well as on the training timetraining time of our adaptive scheduling approach
from Section 4.5. Also, we look at the minimum response timeminimum response time of a pipeline,
which we define as the pipeline’s run-time on a single input text. The min-
imum response time becomes important in ad-hoc text mining, when first
results need to be returned as fast as possible (cf. Section 3.3).

In the following, we examine four types of parallelization for the scenario
that a single text analysis task is to be addressed on a network of machines
with pipelines equipped with our input control from Section 3.5. All ma-
chines are uniform in speed and execute algorithms and pipelines in the
same way. They can receive arbitrary input texts from other machines, an-
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Analysis Analysis Pipeline Schedule
Metric pipelining parallelization duplication parallelization

Fault tolerance – – ++ +
Memory consumption ++ ++ o +
Machine utilization – – – ++ ++
Network time – – – o –
Pipeline execution time + + / – ++ ++
Scheduling time ++ ++ ++ ++
Training time + + ++ ++
Minimum response time o +/– + ++

Table 4.8: Qualitative overview of the expected effects of the four distinguished
types of parallelization with respect to each considered metric. The scale ranges
from very positive [++] over none or hardly any [o] to very negative [– –].

alyze the texts, and return the produced output information. We assess the
effects of each type on all metrics introduced above on a comparative scale
from very positive [++] and positive [+] over none or hardly any [o] to negative [–]
and very negative [– –]. Table 4.8 provides an overview of all effects.

To illustrate the different types, we consider three machines µ0, . . . , µ2.
µ0 serves as themaster machine master machine that distributes input texts and aggregates
output information. Given this setting, we schedule four sample algorithms
related to our case study InfexBA from Section 2.3: a time recognizer AT ,
a money recognizer AM , a forecast event detector AF , and some segmen-
tation algorithm AS . Let the output of AS be required by all others and
let AF additionally depend on AT . Then, three admissible pipelines exist:
(AS , AT , AM , AF ), (AS , AT , AF , AM ), and (AS , AM , AT , AF ).

Parallelization of Text Analyses

One of the most classical ways of parallelizing a sequence of actions is to
perform pipelining (Ramamoorthy and Li, 1977). In the given context, this
means to see themachines as an assembly line and, hence, to partition the al-
gorithms employed in a pipeline over themachines. Such ananalysis pipelining analysis pipelin-
ing allows for parallel execution. When µ2 in Figure 4.17(a), for example, an-
alyzes some input text, µ1 can already process another text, and µ0 a third
one. While the fault tolerance of analysis pipelining is low as long as no re-
dundancy is introduced [–], it significantly reduces memory consumption
by maintaining only some algorithms on each machine [++]. However, a
machine may have to wait for its predecessor to finish, negatively affecting
its utilization [–]. In addition, input texts need to be sent from machine to
machine, which implies high network times [– –]. Still, a parallel processing
of input texts can often improve the pipeline execution time [+].
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Partitioning the employed algorithms can significantly speed up the
scheduling time of kBestA∗PipelineScheduling [++], as the iterative search
node expansion for each applicable algorithm (cf. Pseudocode 4.2) can eas-
ily be parallelized. Also, processing input texts in parallel benefits the train-
ing time of adaptive scheduling [+]. Conversely, the minimum response
time cannot be reduced [o], as each text is still processed sequentially.45

Intuitively, it seems beneficial to extend the analysis pipelining by exe-
cuting independent algorithms simultaneously, resulting in an analysis parallelizationanalysis par-
allelization like in Figure 4.17(b). This neither changes the fault tolerance [–]
nor the memory consumption [++], but it reduces the network time to some
extent, since communication is parallelized, too [–]. On the flipside, the
machine utilization can be further decreased, because a machine may cause
idle times on all its parallelized successors [– –]. Even more importantly, si-
multaneouly executing independent algorithms not necessarily reduces the
pipeline execution time, but can even increase it for input-controlled pipe-
lines [+/–]. Since this claim goes against intuition, we directly specify the
conditions, under which a sequential execution of any two independent al-
gorithms A1 and A2 should be preferred. In particular, let t1(D) and t2(D)

be the run-times of A1 and A2 on an arbitrary input text D, respectively,
and let S1(D) and S2(D) be the respective resulting relevant portions ofD.

45Notice that we assume homogeneous machines here. In case of machines, which are
specialized for certain text analyses, analysis pipelining may entail more advantages.
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Then, A1 should be executed before A2 if and only if

t1(D) + t2(S1(D)) < t2(D) + t1(S2(D)). (4.16)

The same holds for exchanged roles of A1 and A2. We have seen an ex-
ample that fulfills Inequality 4.16 in the evaluation of Section 4.1, where
the pipeline (eti, emo) outperforms the algorithm emo alone. The danger of
losing efficiency (which also exists for the minimum response time [+/–])
generally makes analysis parallelization questionable. While the schedul-
ing time [++] and training time [+] behave in the same way as for analysis
pipelining, other types of parallelization exist that come with only few no-
table drawbacks and with even more benefits, as discussed next.

Parallelization of Text Analysis Pipelines

Instead of deploying single algorithms on different machines, the execu-
tion of a text analysis pipeline can also be parallelized by simply deploy-
ing one duplicate of the complete pipeline on each machine, as shown in
Figure 4.17(c). The redundant nature of such apipeline duplication pipeline duplication is natu-
rally optimal in terms of fault tolerance [++]. Not only because of its sim-
plicity and fault tolerance, pipeline duplication is very prominent in large-
scale text mining (cf. Section 2.4) and it denotes the built-in type of Apache
UIMA, called UIMA asynchronous scaleout.46 Most evidently, this type
of parallelization provides a near 100% machine utilization [++], because a
machine can directly request the next input text from the master machine
itself when the previous text has been processed. At the same time, the
memory consumption permachine remains unaffected [o], and the network
time stays low [o], since each text needs to be sent only once to a machine.
Consequently, the pipeline execution time will largely scale [++].

As each machine employs all algorithms, the scheduling time can again
be significantly improved through parallel search node expansions [++].
Similarly, the training time of adaptive scheduling scales well [++], because
input texts can be processed on different machines (while centrally updat-
ing the mapping to be learned on the master machine). Moreover, pipe-
line duplication can reduce the minimum response time to some extent [+],
even though all machines execute the employed pipeline in the same order.
In particular, our input control allows the duplicated pipelines to process
different portions of an input text simultaneously. To this end, the master
machine needs to execute some kind of prefix pipeline, which segments the

46UIMA asynchronous scaleout, http://uima.apache.org/doc-uimaas-what.html,
accessed on October 28, 2014.
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Figure 4.18: Parallel processing of a single input text with four sample text analysis
algorithms: (a) The master machine segments the input text into portions of text,
each of which is then processed on one machine. (b) Each machine processes the
whole input text, but schedules the algorithms in a distinct manner.

input text into single portions, whose size is constrained by the largest spec-
ified degree of filtering in the query to be addressed (cf. Section 3.4). The
portions can then be distributed to the available machines. Figure 4.18(a)
sketches such an input distribution for our four sample algorithms.

Pipeline duplication appears to be an almost perfect choice, at least when
a single text analysis pipeline is given, as in the case of our optimized
scheduling approach from Section 4.3. In contrast, the (ideally) even better
adaptive scheduling approach from Section 4.5 can still cause a high mem-
ory consumption, because every machine needs to maintain all candidate
schedules. A solution is to parallelize the schedules instead of the pipe-
line, as illustrated in Figure 4.17(d). Such a schedule parallelizationschedule parallelization requires
to store only a subset of the schedules on each machine, thereby reducing
memory consumption [+]. The adaptive choice of a schedule (and, hence,
of a machine) for an input text then must take place on the master machine.
Consequently, idle times can occur, especially when the choice is very im-
balanced. In order to ensure a full machine utilization [++], input texts may
therefore have to be reassigned to other machines, which implies a negative
effect on the network time [–]. So, we cannot generally determine whether
schedule parallelization yields a better pipeline execution time than pipe-
line duplication or vice versa [++].

In terms of scheduling time [++] and training time [++], schedule paral-
lelization behaves analog to pipeline duplication, whereas the distribution
of schedules over machines will tend to benefit theminimum response time
on a single input text more clearly [++]: Similar to (Kalyanpur et al., 2011),
a text can be processed by each machine simultaneously (cf. Figure 4.18(b)).
As soon as the first machine finishes, the execution can stop to directly re-
turn the produced output information. However, the full potential of such
a massive parallelization is only achieved when all machines are working.
Still, schedule parallelization makes it easy to cope with machine break-
downs in general, indicating a high but not optimal fault tolerance [+].
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Implications for Pipeline Robustness

Altogether, our analysis suggests that a parallelized pipeline execution in a
homogeneous machine setting is straightforward, in principle. An easy-to-
manage and effective solution is to replicate the employed pipeline on each
available machine (called pipeline duplication here). The potential of other
parallelization types (e.g. schedule parallelization) comeswith significantly
increased management complexity. Of course, we cannot actually quantify
the scalability of a pipeline’s execution time for the distinguished types by
now, because the impact of the overhead from memory load, communica-
tion, and idle times depends on the network and task parameters of the
given setting. Nevertheless, we skip an evaluation of these parameters, be-
cause we do not expect to get considerable scientific insights from it.47 For
similar reasons, we omit to investigate other scenarios that are relevant for
practical text mining applications, such as the parallel execution of several
text analysis tasks at the same time.

Once again, this section has emphasized the benefit of equipping a pipe-
line with an input control for the pipeline’s run-time efficiency. While the
process-oriented view of text analysis from Section 3.2 enables ad-hoc text
mining, the formalization of text analysis as a filtering task underlying the
input control (cf. Section 3.4) is the core idea that gives rise to large-scale text
mining. Together with the scheduling approaches developed in this chap-
ter, the two views create the ability to combine ad-hoc and large scale text
mining. For instance, given a large pool of text analysis algorithms, a search
engine could construct a pipeline for an ad-hoc information need, optimize
the pipeline’s efficiency on a sample of input texts, and then process a large
collection or a stream of input texts with the optimized pipeline.

Aswemotivated inChapter 1, however, sophisticated pipelineswill only
find their way into practical text mining applications, when they consis-
tently achieve to produce high-quality information on all (or at least most)
input texts. In Chapter 5, we approach such a pipeline robustness through
a focus on the overall structure of the input texts (as opposed to their con-
tent) during analysis. The approach aims especially at tasks from the area
of text classification where a result captures an input text as a whole. In
this regard, the optimization of efficiency through filtering seems counter-
productive, because the less portions of texts are filtered the less output
information is produced. In the end, though, the only consequence is that
the efficiency impact of filtering will be limited in respective cases.

47In exemplary tests with themain pipeline in our project ArguAna (cf. Section 2.3), pipe-
line duplication on five machines reduced the pipeline execution time by factor 3.



In making a speech one must study three points: first, the
means of producing persuasion; second, the style, or lan-
guage, to be used; third, the proper arrangement of the vari-
ous parts of the speech.

Aristotle

5
Pipeline Robustness

The ultimate purpose of text analysis pipelines is to infer new information
from unknown input texts. To this end, the algorithms employed in pipe-
lines are usually developed on known training texts from the anticipated
domains of application (cf. Section 2.1). In many applications, however,
the unknown texts significantly differ from the known texts, because a con-
sideration of all possible domains within the development is practically in-
feasible (Blitzer et al., 2007). As a consequence, algorithms often fail to infer
information effectively, especially when they rely on features of texts that
are specific to the training domain. Such missing domain robustnessdomain robustness consti-
tutes a fundamental problemof text analysis (Turmo et al., 2006; Daumé and
Marcu, 2006). The missing robustness of an algorithm directly reduces the
robustness of a pipeline it is employed in. This in turn limits the benefit of
pipelines in all search engines and big data analytics applications, where the
domains of texts cannot be anticipated. In this chapter, we present first sub-
stantial results of an approach that improves robustness by relying on novel
structure-based features that are invariant across domains.

Section 5.1 discusses how to achieve ideal domain independence in the-
ory. Since the domain robustness problem is very diverse, we then focus on
a specific type of text analysis tasks (unlike in Chapters 3 and 4). In par-
ticular, we consider tasks that deal with the classification of argumentative
texts, like sentiment analysis, stance recognition, or automatic essay grad-
ing (cf. Section 2.1). In Section 5.2, we introduce a shallow model of such
tasks, which captures the sequential overall structure of argumentative texts
on the pragmatic level while abstracting from their content. For instance,
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Figure 5.1: Abstract view of the overall approach of this thesis (cf. Figure 1.5). The
main contribution of Chapter 5 is represented by the overall analysis.

we observe that review argumentation can be represented by the flow of
local sentiment. Given the model, we demonstrate that common flow pat-
terns exist in argumentative texts (Section 5.3). Our hypothesis is that such
patterns generalize well across domains. In Section 5.4, we learn common
flow patterns with a supervised variant of clustering. Then, we use each
pattern as a single feature for classifying argumentative texts from different
domains. Our results for sentiment analysis indicate the robustness ofmod-
eling overall structure (other tasks are left for future work). In addition, we
can visuallymake resultsmore intelligible based on themodel (Section 5.5).
Altogether, Chapter 5 realizes the overall analysis within the approach of
this thesis, highlighted in Figure 5.1. Both robustness and intelligibility ben-
efit the use of pipelines in ad-hoc large-scale text mining.

5.1 Ideal Domain Independence for High-Quality Text Mining

In this section, we discuss how to achieve an ideal domain independence
of text analysis pipelines in order to enable high-quality text mining on ar-
bitrary input texts. First, we outline the domain dependence problem of
text analysis. Then, we argue that a pipeline’s domain robustness is mainly
affected by three factors: the training texts the pipeline is developed on,
the features of the texts it relies on, and the way it analyzes the features.
For most text analysis tasks, no silver bullet exists, which optimally handles
these factors. In the thesis at hand, we focus on what features to rely on and
we restrict our view to tasks that aim at classifying argumentative texts.

The Domain Dependence Problem in Text Analysis

Several tasks from information extraction and text classification have been
successfully tackled with text analysis pipelines (cf. Chapter 2). The algo-
rithms employed in pipelines aremostly developed based on a set of known
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training texts. These texts are analyzed manually or automatically in order
to find rules or statistics about certain features of the texts that help to gener-
ally infer the output information (in terms of classes, annotations, etc.) to be
inferred by the respective algorithm from input texts (cf. Section 2.1 for de-
tails). Such a corpus-based development often results in high effectiveness
when the training texts are representative for the input texts the algorithm
shall process later on, i.e., for the algorithm’s domain of application.

The notion of domaindomains is common in related areas like software engineer-
ing, where it captures two respects: (1) The specific concepts of some prob-
lem area and (2) shared software requirements and functionalities that are
key software reuse (Harsu, 2002). While, to our knowledge, no clear defi-
nition of domains exists in text analysis, here the term is used rather in the
first respect, namely, to capture common properties of a set of texts.

Many authors refer to domains in terms of topics, such as (Li et al., 2012a).
However, domains are also distinguished according to other schemes, e.g.
with respect to genres or styles (Blitzer et al., 2007). In our project ArguAna,
we analyzed the sentiment of reviews (cf. Section 2.3), while some related
approaches rather target at the comment-like texts from Twitter1 (Mukher-
jee and Bhattacharyya, 2012). Also, the combination of a topic and a genre
can make up a domain, as in our study of language functions (Wachsmuth
and Bujna, 2011). Others differentiate between authors (Pang and Lee, 2005)
or even see languages as a special case of domains (Prettenhofer and Stein,
2011). In the end, the domain scheme depends on the addressed task.

What the texts froma specific domain share, in general, is that they are as-
sumed to be drawn from the same underlying feature distribution (Daumé
and Marcu, 2006), meaning that similar feature values imply similar out-
put information. Given a training set with texts from a single domain, it is
therefore not clear whether found rules or statistics about a feature repre-
sent properties of texts that are generally helpful to infer output information
correctly or whether they refer to properties that occur only within the spe-
cific domain at hand.2 Eitherway, an algorithm can rely on the featurewhen
being applied to any other set of texts from that domain.

In practice, however, the domain of application is not always the same
as the training domain. Since different domains yield different feature dis-
tributions, an algorithm that relies on domain-specific features is likely to
fail to achieve high effectiveness on texts from the domain of application.
Figure 5.2 illustrates this domain dependencedomain dependence problem for sample instances
from a classification task with two classes (circles and squares): On the in-

1Twitter, http://www.twitter.com, accessed on September 4, 2014.
2In software engineering terms, the latter could be seen as some domain-specific language.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the domain dependence of text analysis for a two-class
classification task: Applying the decision boundary from domain A in some do-
main Bwith a different feature distribution (here, for x1 and x2) often works badly.

stances of some domain A, a classification model based on the features x1

and x2 is determined (visualized as a decision boundary, as introduced in
Section 2.1) that leads to few false classifications within that domain. The
shown domain B, however, differs in the distribution of feature values over
the two classes, which causes several false classifications.

Domain dependence is intrinsic to information extraction (Turmo et al.,
2006) and also denotes a fundamental problem in text classification (Wu
et al., 2010). E.g., the rule-based extraction of absolute money information
in our project InfexBA required the existence of currency names or symbols
close to numeric values (cf. Section 2.3). This works well on news articles,
but it may fail when money information is extracted from informal texts
like blog posts. Similarly, we investigated word-based features for statisti-
cal sentiment analysis in ArguAna that included topic-specific words like
“cheap”, usually indicating positive sentiment in hotel reviews. In some
other domains (say, film), cheap rather has the opposite polarity.3

As the examples suggest, domain-specific features can be very discrim-
inative within a domain. However, the consequence of relying on them is
that training needs to take place directly in the domain of application in or-
der to achieve effectiveness. This is not only cost-intensive but sometimes
also infeasible, namely, when training data from that domain is too scarce.
Moreover, the use of according algorithms in the wild (where the domains
of input texts are unknown beforehand) naturally appears problematic, ren-
dering their benefit for search engines and big data analytics applications
questionable. In the following, we therefore discuss ways to overcome do-
main dependence and to thereby obtaindomain independence domain independence.

3According to Blitzer et al. (2008), domain dependence occurs in nearly every application
of machine learning. As exemplified, it is not restricted to statistical approaches, though.
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Requirements of Achieving Pipeline Domain Independence

The domain independence of a text analysis pipeline follows from the do-
main independence of the algorithms employed in the pipeline, because it
refers to the performed analyses. According to the discussion above, the de-
velopment of each algorithm can be understood as deriving a model from
a set of training texts that maps features of input texts to output informa-
tion. To obtain an ideally domain-independent algorithm for a given text
analysis task, we argue that three requirements must be fulfilled:

a. Optimal fitting of the model complexity to the text analysis task,
b. optimal representativeness of the training set with respect to all pos-

sible input texts, and
c. optimal invariance of the features across all domains of application.4

Ageneral assumption behind every text analysis task is that some unknown
target function exists, which defines the correct output information for each
input text (cf. Section 2.1). Themodel derived from the training texts can be
seen as an approximation of the target function for the task at hand. Such
a model may both overfit and underfit the training data (Montavon et al.,
2012). An overfittingoverfitting model does not only capture relevant but also irrele-
vant properties of the training texts (including noise) rather than general-
izing from the texts. I.e., the model complexity is too high. underfittingUnderfitting in
turn means to generalize too much by assuming a too simple model, thus
failing to capture certain relevant properties of input texts. Both overfitting
and underfitting weaken the effectiveness of an algorithm on new input
texts. In contrast, an optimal fittingoptimal fitting perfectly approximates the complexity
of the target function and, hence, will work on all input texts as effectively
as possible based on the considered training texts and features.

To give an example, the instances from domain A and B in Figure 5.2
as a whole suggest that the shown decision boundary underfits the target
function. In particular, the function does not seem to be linear with respect
to x1 and x2. As an alternative, Figure 5.3(a) sketches that an appropriate
sigmoid-like decision boundary better fits the classification task across do-
mains, causing only few falsely classified instances.

Optimal fitting is always desired in text analysis, because it implies that
the derivation of the model from the training texts is done appropriately.
Unfortunately, there is no general way of choosing the rightmodel complex-
ity for a text analysis task at hand. While approaches to avoid overfitting

4The used terms come from the area of machine learning (Hastie et al., 2009). However,
our argumentation largely applies to rule-based text analysis approaches as well.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of two ways of improving the decision boundary from Fig-
ure 5.2 for the domains A and B as a whole: (a) Choosing a model that better fits
the task. (b) Choosing a training set (open icons) that represents both domains.

and underfitting exist (Montavon et al., 2012), in the end the appropriate-
ness of a model depends on the training set it is derived from. This directly
leads to requirement ofoptimal representativeness optimal representativeness.

The used training set governs the distribution of values of the considered
features and, hence, the quality of the derived model. According to learn-
ing theory (cf. Section 2.1), the best model is obtained when the training
set is optimally representative for the domain of application. The represen-
tativeness prevents the model from incorrectly generalizing from the train-
ing data. Given different domains of application, the training texts should,
thus, optimally represent all texts irrespective of their domains (Sapkota
et al., 2014). Figure 5.3(b) shows an alternative training set (open icons) for
the sample instances from domain A and B that adresses this requirement.
As for optimal fitting, it leads to a decision boundary, which causes fewer
false classifications than the one shown in Figure 5.2. Among others, we
observe such behavior in (Wachsmuth and Bujna, 2011) after training on a
random crawl of blog posts instead of a focused collection of reviews.

Optimal representativeness is a primary goal of corpus design (Biber
et al., 1998). Besides the problem of how to achieve representativeness, an
optimally representative training set can only be builtwhen enough training
texts are given fromdifferent domains. This contradicts one of the basic sce-
narios that motivates the need for domain robustness, namely, that enough
data is given from some source domain, but only few from a target domain.
The domain adaptation approaches summarized in Section 2.4 deal with
this scenario by learning the shift in the feature distribution between do-
mains or by aligning features from the source and the target domain. Hence,
they require at least some data from the target domain for training and, so,
need to assume the domains of application in advance.
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the different domain invariance of the features x1 and x2

with respect to the instances from domain A and B: Only for x2, the distribution of
values over the circle and square remains largely invariant across the domains.

The question is how to develop domain-independent text analysis algo-
rithms without knowing the domains of application. Since an algorithm
cannot adapt to the target domains in this scenario, the only way seems to
derive a model from the training texts that already refrains from any do-
main dependence in the first place. This leads to our notion of optimal invarianceoptimal in-
variance of features across domains. We call a set of features (optimally)

domain-invariantdomain-invariant in a given text analysis task, if the distribution of their val-
ues remains the same (with respect to the output information sought for)
across all possible domains of applications. Accordingly, strongly domain-invariantstrongly domain-
invariant features entail similar distributions across domains. For illustra-
tion, Figure 5.4 emphasizes the strong domain invariance of the feature x2

in the sample classification task: In both shown domains, high values of
x2 always refer to instances of the circle class, and low values to the square
class, which benefits domain robustness. Only themediumvalues showdif-
ferences between the domains. In contrast, x1 seems very domain-specific.
The distribution of its values is almost contrary for the two domains.

The intuition behind domain invariance is that the respective features
capture properties of the task to be addressed only and not of the domain
of application. As a consequence, the resort to domain-invariant features
simplifies the above-described requirement of optimal representativeness.
In particular, it limits the need to consider all domains of application since
the feature distribution remains stable across domains. Ideally, a training
set then suffices, which is representative in terms of the distribution of fea-
tures with respect to the task in a single domain.

In practice, optimal invariancewill often not be achievable, because a dif-
ferentiation between task-specific and domain-specific properties of texts
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requires to know the target function. Still, we believe that strongly domain-
invariant features can be found for many text analysis tasks. While the do-
main invariance of a certain set of features cannot be proven, the robustness
of an algorithm based on the features can at least be evaluated using test
sets from different domains of application. Such research has already been
done for selected tasks. For instance, Menon and Choi (2011) give exper-
imental evidence that features based on function words robustly achieve
high effectiveness in authorship attribution across domains.

Domain-invariant features benefit the domain independence of text ana-
lysis algorithms and, consequently, the domain independence of a pipeline
that employs such algorithms. That being said, we explicitly point out that
the best set of features in terms of domain invariance is not necessarily the
best in terms of effectiveness. In the case of the figures above, for instance,
the domain-specific feature x1 may still add to the overall classification ac-
curacy, when used appropriately. Hence, domain-invariant features do not
solve the general problem of achieving optimal effectiveness in text analy-
sis, but they help to robustly maintain the effectiveness of a text analysis
pipeline when applying the pipeline to unknown texts.

To conclude, none of the described requirements can be realized per-
fectly in general, preventing ideal domain independence in practice. Still,
approaches to address each requirement exist. The question iswhether gen-
eral ways can be found to overcome domain dependence, thereby improv-
ing pipeline robustness in ad-hoc large-scale text mining. For a restricted
setting, we consider this question in the remainder of Chapter 5.

Domain-invariant Features for Classifying Argumentative Texts

The domain dependence of text analysis algorithms and pipelines is mani-
fold and widely discussed in the literature (cf. Section 2.4). Different from
the problems of optimizing pipeline design and pipeline efficiency that we
tackled in Chapters 3 and 4, domain dependence can hardly be addressed
irrespective of the text analysis task at hand, as it is closely connected to the
actual analysis of natural language text and to the domain scheme relevant
in the task. Therefore, it seems impossible to approach domain dependence
comprehensively within one thesis chapter.

Instead, we restrict our view to the requirement of optimally invariant
features here, which directly influences possible solutions to optimal repre-
sentativeness and optimal fitting, as sketched above. To enable high-quality
text mining, we seek for invariant features that, at the same time, achieve
high effectiveness in the addressed text analysis task. Concretely, we fo-
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cus on tasks that deal with the classification of argumentative textargumentative texts like es-
says, transcripts of political speeches, scientific articles, or reviews, since
we claim that they are particularly viable for the development of domain-
invariant features: In general, an argumentative text represents a written
form of monological argumentation. For our purposes, such argumentationargumentation
can be seen as a regulated sequence of text with the goal of providing per-
suasive arguments for an intended conclusion (cf. Section 2.4 for details).
This involves the identification of facts about the topic being discussed as
well as the structured presentation of pros and cons (Besnard and Hunter,
2008). As such, argumentative texts resemble the type of speeches Aristotle
refers to in the quote at the beginning of this chapter.

Typical tasks that target at argumentative texts are sentiment analysis,
stance recognition, and automatic essay grading among others (cf. Sec-
tion 2.1). In such tasks, domains are mostly distinguished in terms of topic,
like different product types in reviews or different disciplines of scientific
articles. Moreover, argumentative texts share common linguistic character-
istics in terms of their structure (Trosborg, 1997). Now, according to Aris-
totle, the arrangement of the parts of a speech (i.e., the overall structureoverall structure of
the speech) plays an important role in making a speech. Putting both to-
gether, it therefore seems reasonable that the following two-fold hypothesis
holds formany tasks that deal with the classification of argumentative texts,
where overall structure can be equated with argumentation structureargumentation structure:

1. Impact of Structure. The class of an argumentative text is often de-
cided by its overall structure.

2. Invariance of Structure. Features that capture the overall structure of
argumentative texts are often strongly domain-invariant.

The first part of the hypothesis is important, since it suggests that structure-
based features actually help to effectively address a given task. If the second
part turns out to be true, we can in fact achieve a domain-robust classifica-
tion of argumentative texts. We investigate both parts in this chapter.

5.2 A Structure-oriented View of Text Analysis

To investigate whether a focus on the analysis of overall structure benefits
the domain robustness of pipelines for the classification of argumentative
texts, we now model the units and relations in such texts that make up
overall structure from an argumentation perspective. Our shallow model
is based on the intuition that many people organize their argumentation
largely sequentially. The model allows viewing text analysis as the task to
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classify the argumentation structure of input texts, as we exemplify for the
sentiment analysis of reviews. This section partly reuses content and fol-
lows the discussion of (Wachsmuth et al., 2014a), but the model developed
here aims for more generality and wider applicability in text analysis.

Text Analysis as a Structure Classification Task

Not only sentiment analysis, but also several other non-standard text clas-
sification tasks (cf. Section 2.1) directly or indirectly deal with structure.
As an obvious example, automatic essay grading explicitly rates argumen-
tative texts, mostly targeting at structural aspects (Dikli, 2006). In genre
identification, a central concept is the form of texts (Stein et al., 2010). Some
genre-related tasks explicitly aim at argumentative texts, such as the lan-
guage function analysis of texts that we outlined in Section 2.3. Criteria
in text quality assessment of Wikipedia articles and the like often measure
structure (Anderka et al., 2012), while readability has been shown to be con-
nected to discourse (Pitler and Nenkova, 2008). Arun et al. (2009) rely on
structural clues like patterns of unconsciously used function words in au-
thorship attribution, and similar patterns have been successfully exploited
for plagiarism detection (Stamatatos, 2011).5

According to our hypothesis from Section 5.1, we argue that in these
and related tasks the class of an argumentative text is often decided by the
structure of its argumentation rather than by its content, while the content
adapts the argumentation to the domain at hand. For the classification of
argumentative texts, we reinterpret the basic scenario from Section 1.2 in
this regard by viewing text analysis as astructure classification task structure classification task:

Given a collection or a stream of argumentative input texts D, pro-
cess D in order to infer class information of some type C from each
text based on the argumentation structure of the text.

This reinterpretation differs more significantly from the definition in Sec-
tion 1.2 than those in Sections 3.2 and 3.4, because here the type of output
information to be produced is much more restricted (i.e., text-level class in-
formation).6 As such, the reinterpretationmay seemunnecessarily limiting.
We apply it merely for a more focused discussion, though. Accordingly, it
should not be misunderstood as an exclusive approach to respective tasks.

5On a different level, overall structure also play a role in sequence labeling tasks like
named entity recognition (cf. Section 2.3). There, many approaches analyze the syntactic
structure of a sentence for the decision whether some candidate text span denotes an entity.

6Notice, though, that all single text classification tasks target at the inference of informa-
tion of one type C only, which remains implicit in the basic senario from Section 1.2.
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Figure 5.5: The proposedmetamodel of the structure of an argumentative text (cen-
ter) and its connection to the argumentation (left) and the content (right) of the text.

Apart from that, the reinterpretation appears rather vague, because it leaves
open what is exactly meant by argumentation structure. In the following,
we present a metamodel that combines different concepts from the litera-
ture to define such structure for argumentative texts in a granularity that
we argue is promising to address text classification.

Figure 5.5 shows the ontological metamodel with all presented concepts.
Similar to the information-oriented view of text analysis in Section 3.4, the
ontology is not used in terms of a knowledge base, but it serves as an anal-
ogy to the process-oriented view in Section 3.2. We target at the center part
of themodel, which defines the overall structure of argumentative texts, i.e.,
their argumentation structure. In some classification tasks, structure may
have to be analyzed in consideration of the content referred to in the argu-
mentation of a text. An example in this regard is stance recognition, where
the topic of a stance is naturally bound to the content. First, we thus intro-
duce the left and right part. Given the topic is known or irrelevant, however,
a focus on structure benefits domain robustness, as we see later on.

Modeling the Argumentation and Content of a Text

As stated in Section 5.1, an argumentative text can be seen as the textual
representation of an argumentation. An argumentation aims to give per-
suasive arguments for some conclusion. In the hotel reviews analyzed in
our project ArguAna (cf. Section 2.3), for instance, authors often justify the
score they assign to the reviewed hotel by sharing their experiences with
the reader. According to Stab and Gurevych (2014a), most argumentation
theories agree that an argumentation consists in a composition of argument componentargument
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components (like a claim or a premise) andargumentative relation argumentative relations between
the components (like the support of a claim by a premise). In contrast, the
concrete types of components and relations differ. E.g., Toulmin (1958) fur-
ther divides premises into grounds and backings (cf. Section 2.4 for details).
The conclusion of an argumentation may or may not be captured explicitly
in an argument component itself. It usually corresponds to thestance stance of the
author of the text with respect to the topic being discussed.

Thetopic topic of an argumentative text sums up what the content of the text
is all about, such as the stay at some specific hotel in case of the mentioned
reviews. The topic is referred to in the text directly or indirectly by talking
about different semantic concepts. We use the generic termsemantic concept semantic concept
here to cover entities, attributes, and the like, like a particular employee of
a hotel named John Doe or like the hotel’s staff in general.semantic relation Semantic rela-
tionsmay exist between the concepts, e.g. John Doe works for the reviewed
hotel. As the examples show, the relevant concrete types of both semantic
concepts and semantic relations are often domain-specific, similar to what
we observed for annotation types in Section 3.2.

An actual understanding of the arguments in a text would be bound to
the contained semantic concepts and relations. In contrast, we aim to de-
termine only the class of an argumentative text given some classification
scheme here. Such atext class text class represents meta information about the text,
e.g. the sentiment score of a review or the name of its author. As long as
the meta information does not relate to the topic of a text, loosing domain
independence by analyzing content-related structure seems unnecessary.

Stab and Gurevych (2014a) present an annotation of the structure of ar-
gumentative texts (precisely, of persuasive essays) that relates to the de-
fined concepts. They distinguish major claims (i.e., conclusions), claims,
and premises as argumentation components as well as support and attack
as argumentative relations. Such annotation schemes serve research on the
mining of arguments and their interactions (cf. Section 2.4). The induced
structure may also prove beneficial for text classification, though, especially
when the given classification scheme targets at the purpose of argumenta-
tion (as in the case of stance recognition). However, we seek for a model
that can be applied to several classification tasks. Accordingly, we need to
abstract from concrete classification tasks in the first place.

Modeling the Argumentation Structure of a Text

For the classification of argumentative texts, we propose to model the prag-
matics side of overall structure, i.e., how relevant information is arranged
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in a text in order to justify the intended conclusion. To this end, we com-
pose abstract concepts in the center part of our metamodel in Figure 5.5
that relate to the information structureinformation structure of argumentative texts. Information
structure defines how information is packagedwithin and across sentences,
which in turn builds upon discourse structurediscourse structure (cf. Section 2.4).

Themost recognizedmodel of the discourse structure of a text is given by
the rhetorical structure theoryrhetorical structure theory (Mann and Thompson, 1988). Like in that the-
ory, we consider discourse structure as a connection of text parts that are re-
lated through interpretable discourse relationdiscourse relations (also called rhetorical relations).
In total, Mann and Thompson (1988) distinguish 23 concrete relation types
that are irrespective of the given task or domain. Among these, some of the
most frequent are e.g. contrast, elaboration, and summary. With respect to
the connected parts, we followCarlson et al. (2001)who have introduced the
widely-adopted notion of (elementary) discourse unitdiscourse units as the minimal build-
ing blocks a text is composed of. In the information-structural view, such
a unit captures a single piece of information relevant within the discourse,
normally packed within a clause or a sentence (Gylling, 2013).

The question is how tomodel the relevant information in a discourse unit
while abstracting from the unit’s content. Our assumption is that each dis-
course unit plays a role in the argumentation structure of the text it belongs
to with respect to the given classification task. In Figure 5.5, we capture the
role in terms of a unit classunit class that can be assigned to a discourse unit. Concrete
unit classes are not domain-specific but task-specific. In Section 5.3 below,
for instance, we model the local sentiment polarity of a discourse unit for
the classification of the global sentiment score of the respective text. Lo-
cal sentiment may also help to infer the stance of an author with respect to
some topic, whereas the language function of a text rather emanates from
the local language functions (Wachsmuth and Bujna, 2011).7 In some tasks,
unit classes are ordinal or metric, so there exists an order relationorder relation for the unit
classes (say, Positive > Objective > Negative for local sentiment).

Altogether, we model the overall structure of an argumentative text D
for text classification based on the defined concepts in a shallow manner (a
discussion of the shallow model follows at the end of this section). In par-
ticular, we consider an argumentative text as a sequence of n≥1 discourse
units d1, . . . , dn, where each discourse unit di has a unit class CU (di) from
a task-specific scheme. Moreover, we take the simplifying view that every
two subsequent discourse units di and di+1 are connected by a discourse re-
lation of some concrete type CR. For this reason, we do not speak of the nu-

7As the examples demonstrate, the scheme of unit classes can, but needs not necessarily,
be related to the scheme of the text class to be inferred.
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Figure 5.6: Visualization of our model of the structure of an argumentative textD
for finding its text classC(D) in some task. D is represented as a sequence of n ≥ 1
discourse units. Each unit di has a task-specific unit class and discourse relations
of some concrete types to its predecessor di−1 and its successor di+1 if existing.

cleus and satellite of a discourse relation, like Mann and Thompson (1988),
but we simply specify the relation to be directed, either as CR(di, di+1) or
as CR(di+1, di). Figure 5.6 visualizes the resulting metamodel of overall
structure that emanates from the abstract concepts. In the following, we
exemplify how to instantiate the metamodel for a concrete task.8

Defining a Structure Classification Task Ontology

The instantiation of the structure part of themetamodel in Figure 5.5 entails
two steps: Given a classification task to be addressed on a set of argumen-
tative texts, the first step is to derive a concrete model for that task from the
metamodel. Such a derivation can be understood as defining astructure classification task

ontology structure clas-
sification task ontology that instantiates the abstract concepts of structure:
Structure Classification Task Ontology A structure classification task on-
tology Ω is a 2-tuple 〈C(Ω)

U ,C
(Ω)
R 〉 such that

1. Unit Classes. C(Ω)
U is a set of concrete unit classes and

2. Relation types. C
(Ω)
R is a set of concrete types of discourse relations.

Once a structure classification task ontology has been defined, the second
step is to actually model the structure of each text, i.e., to create individuals
of the concepts in the concrete model.

The considered types of unit classes and discourse relations directly de-
cide what information to use for analyzing the overall structure of texts in
the task at hand. In contrast, the defined ontology does not distinguish con-
crete types of discourse units, since they can be assumed task-independent.
While also discourse relations are task-independent (as mentioned above),

8Besides different namings, the metamodel can be seen as a generalization of the review
argumentation model from (Wachsmuth et al., 2014a). However, we emphasize here that
the semantic concepts contained in a discourse unit do not belong to the structure.
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different subsets of the 23 relation types from the rhethorical structure the-
ory may be beneficial in different tasks or even other relation types, such as
those used in the Penn Discourse Treebank (Carlson et al., 2001).

As an example, we illustrate the two instantiation steps for the sentiment
analysis of reviews, as tackled in our project ArguAna (cf. Section 2.3). Re-
views comprise a positional argumentation, where an author collates and
structures a choice of statements (i.e., facts and opinions) about a prod-
uct or service in order to inform intended recipients about his or her be-
liefs (Besnard and Hunter, 2008). The conclusion of a review is often not
explicit, but it is quantified in terms of an overall sentiment score or the like.
For example, a review from the hotel domain may look like the following:

“We spent one night at that hotel. Staff at the front desk was very nice,
the room was clean and cozy, and the hotel lies in the city center... but
all this never justifies the price, which is outrageous!”

Five statements can be identified in the review: A fact on the stay, followed
by two opinions on the staff and the room, another fact on the hotel’s loca-
tion, and a final opinion on the price. Although there are hence more pos-
itive than negative statements, the argumentation structure of the review
reveals a negative global sentimentglobal sentiment, i.e., the overall sentiment to be inferred
in the sentiment analysis of reviews.

In simplified terms, the argumentation structure is given by a sequential
composition of statements with local sentimentlocal sentiments on certain aspects of the ho-
tel. Figure 5.7models the argumentation structure of the example review as
an instance of our metamodel from Figure 5.5: Each statement represents
a discourse unit whose unit class corresponds to a local sentiment. Here,
we cover the positive and negative polarities of opinions as well as the ob-
jective nature of a fact as classes of local sentiment. They entail the order
relation already mentioned above. The five statements are connected by
four discourse relations. The discourse relations in turn refer to three from
whatever number of discourse relation types.

What Figure 5.7 highlights is the sequence information induced by our
shallow structure-oriented view of text analysis. In particular, according to
this view an argumentative text implies both a sequence of unit classes and
a sequence of discourse relations. In the remainder of this chapter, we ex-
amine in how far such sequences can be exploited in features for an effective
and domain-robust text analysis. However, Figure 5.7 also illustrates that
the representation of a text as an instance of the defined metamodel is te-
dious and space-consuming. Instead, we therefore prefer visualizations in
the style of Figure 5.6 from here on.
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Figure 5.7: Instantiation of the structure part of the metamodel from Figure 5.5
with concrete concepts of discourse relations and unit classes as well as with indi-
viduals of the concepts for the example hotel review discussed in the text.

Discussion of the Structure-oriented View

The metamodel presented in this section defines an abstract view of text
analysis dedicated to tasks that dealwith the classification of argumentative
texts. At its heart, it represents the overall structure of a text on the prag-
matic level, namely, as a sequence of interrelated discourse units of certain
types. For a classification task at hand, we propose to instantiate the meta-
model and to then derive features from the resulting concrete model. Since
the metamodel defines a significant abstraction, some information in and
about argumentative texts is covered only implicitly if at all, such as lexi-
cal and syntactic properties. When it comes to the computation of features,
missing information can still be integrated with the structural information
derived from themodel, though, if needed. The same holds for information
related to the argumentation and content part of the metamodel.

Themain goal of this chapter is to developmore domain-robust text clas-
sification approaches. In this regard, our resort to discourse structure in the
metamodel for supporting domain independence follows related research.
For instance, Ó Séaghdha and Teufel (2014) hypothesize (and provide evi-
dence to some extent) that the language used in a text to convey discourse
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function is independent of the topical content of the text. Moreover, as ar-
gued, the question of how to represent discourse structure is largely inde-
pendent from the text analysis tasks being addressed.

On the contrary, the concrete unit classes to be chosen for the discourse
units strongly depend on the given task and they directly influence the ef-
fectiveness of all approaches based on the respective model. In particular,
the assumption behind is that the composition of unit classes in a text re-
flects argumentation structure on an abstraction level that helps to solve the
task. What makes the choice even more complex is that a text analysis al-
gorithm is required, in general, to infer the unit classes of discourse units,
since the unit classes are usually unknown beforehand. Such an algorithm
may be domain-dependent again, which then shifts the domain robustness
problem from the text level to the unit level instead of overcoming it. At
least, the shift may go along with a reduction of the problem, as in the case
ofmodeling local sentiment polarities to reflect global sentiment scores. Also,
later on we discuss what types of fully or nearly domain-independent unit
classes can be used to model argumentation structure and when.

At first sight, the shallow nature of ourmodel of argumentation structure
has shortcomings. Especially, the limitation that discourse relations always
connect neigboring discourse units makes an identification of deeper non-
sequential interactions of the arguments in a text hard. Such interactions are
in the focus of many approaches related to argumentation mining (cf. Sec-
tion 2.4). For text classification, however, we argue that the shallow model
should be preferred over deeper models (as far as the abstraction in our
model proves useful): Under our hypothesis from Section 5.1, the overall
structure of an argumentative text is decisive for its class in several text clas-
sification tasks. By relying on a more abstract representation of these argu-
mentation structures, the search space of possible patterns in the structures
is reduced and, hence, common patterns can be found more reliably. In the
next section, we provide evidence for the impact of such patterns.

5.3 The Impact of the Overall Structure of Input Texts

As discussed in Section 5.1, one way to improve a pipeline’s domain ro-
bustness is to analyze features of input texts only, whose distribution stays
strongly invariant across domains. For the classification of argumentative
texts, this section motivates our hypothesis that features, which capture
overall structure, qualify as candidates for achieving such invariance. We
present revised versions of empirical findings from (Wachsmuth and Bu-
jna, 2011) and (Wachsmuth et al., 2014b): First, we give evidence that many
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commonly used features generalize across domains only fairly. Based on
themodel from Section 5.2, we then demonstrate that patterns in the overall
structure of argumentative texts exist, which are decisive for classification.
Their domain invariance is examined afterwards in Section 5.4.

ExperimentalAnalysis of the Limited InvarianceofContent andStyle

Standard approaches to text classification map an input text to a vector of
lexical and shallow syntactic features, from which class information is in-
ferred with supervised learning (cf. Section 2.1). Many common features
represent either the content of a text, focusing on the distribution of words
and semantic concepts, or they capture its style, relying on lexical charac-
teristics or syntactic patterns (Stamatatos, 2009). While such features are
effective for narrow-domain texts with explicit class information (Joachims,
2001; Pang et al., 2002), we now provide experimental evidence that they
tend to be insufficient for classifying out-of-domain texts:
Tasks and Domains We consider two tasks that deal with the classifica-
tion of argumentative texts, sentiment analysis and language function ana-
lysis. In terms of sentiment, we distinguish positive, negative, and neutral
polarities for the hotel reviews (H) of our English ArguAna TripAdvisor
corpus (cf. Appendix C.2) and for the film/movie reviews (F) of the English
Sentiment Scale dataset (cf. Appendix C.4). Similarly, we classify the lan-
guage functions of each input text from both the music (M) and the smart-
phone (S) part of our German LFA-11 corpus (cf. Appendix C.3) as being pre-
dominantly personal, commercial, or informational.
Preprocessing Each text is split into sentences and tokens, the latter en-
riched with part-of-speech and phrase chunk tags. For these annotations,
we rely on the respective language-specific versions of the algorithms sse,
sto2, tpo1, and pch. Details on the algorithms are found in Appendix A.
Features Based on the annotations, we evaluate the following 15 feature
types. Each type comprises a number of single features (given in brackets).9

For exact parameters of the feature types, see Appendix B.4. With respect to
the information they capture, the 15 types can be grouped into five sets:

1. Word features, namely, the distribution of frequent token 1-grams (324–
425 features), token 2-grams (112–217), and token 3-grams (64–310),

2. class features, namely, the distribution of class-specific words (8–83) that
occur 3 times as often in one class as in every other (Lee and Myaeng,

9The numbers of features vary depending on the processed training set, because only
distributional features with some minimum occurrence are considered (cf. Section 2.1).
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2002), some lexicon-based sentiment scores (6), and the distribution
of subjective sentiment words (123–363). The two latter rely on Senti-
WordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010), which is available for English only.

3. part-of-speech (POS) features, namely, the distribution of POS 1-
grams (43–52), POS 2-grams (63–178), and POS 3-grams (69–137),

4. phrase features, namely, the distribution of chunk 1-grams (8–16), chunk
2-grams (24–74), and chunk 3-grams (87–300), and

5. stylometry features common in authorship attribution (Stamatatos,
2009), namely, the distribution of character 3-grams (200–451) and of
the most frequent function words (100) as well as lexical statistics (6) like
the number of tokens in the text and in a sentence on average.

Experiments Given the two domains for each of the two considered tasks,
we create classifiers for all feature types in isolation using supervised learn-
ing. Concretely, we separately train one linear multi-class support vector
machine from the LibSVM integration of Weka (Chang and Lin, 2011; Hall
et al., 2009) on the training set of each corpus, optimizing parameters on the
respective validation set.10 Then, we measure the accuracy of each feature
type on the test sets of the corpora in the associated task in two scenarios:
(1) when training is performed in-domain on the training set of the corpus,
and (2)when training is performed on the training set of the other domain.11

The results are listed in Table 5.1 for each possible combination A2B of a
training domain A and a testing domain B.
Limited Domain Invariance of all Feature Types The token 1-grams per-
form comparably well in the in-domain scenarios (H2H, F2F, M2M, and
S2S), but their accuracy significantly drops in the out-of-domain scenarios
with a loss of up to 25 percentage points. The token 2-grams and 3-grams
behave inconsistent in these respects, indicating that their distribution is not
learned on the given corpora. Anyway, the minimum observed accuracy of
all word features lies below 33.3%, i.e., below chance in three-class classifi-
cation. The class features share this problem, but they seem less domain-
dependent as far as available in the respective scenarios. While the senti-
ment scores and words work well in three of the four sentiment analysis

10The Sentiment Scale dataset is partitioned into four author datasets (cf. Section C.4).
Here, we use the datasets of author c and d for training, b for validation, and a for testing.

11Research on domain adaptation often compares the accuracy of a classifier in its training
domain to its accuracy in some other test domain (i.e., A2A vs. A2B), because training data
from the test domain is assumed to be scarce. However, this leaves unclear whether an
accuracy change may be caused by a varying difficulty of the task at hand across domains.
For the analysis of domain invariance, we therefore put the comparison of different training
domains for the same test domain (i.e., A2A vs. B2A) in the focus here.
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Feature sentiment polarity (en) language function (de) min max
type H2H F2H F2F H2F M2M S2M S2S M2S acc’y loss

Token 1-grams 64% 44% 42% 30% 71% 54% 67% 42% 30% - 25
Token 2-grams 50% 46% 40% 65% 51% 48% 69% 20% 20% - 49
Token 3-grams 25% 40% 40% 37% 42% 49% 66% 27% 25% - 39
Class-specific words 43% 40% 24% 24% 78% 67% 61% 24% 24% - 37
Sentiment scores 61% 49% 43% 27% n/a n/a n/a n/a 27% - 16
Sentiment words 60% 45% 39% 28% n/a n/a n/a n/a 27% - 15
POS 1-grams 57% 44% 39% 36% 72% 53% 58% 40% 36% - 19
POS 2-grams 53% 48% 41% 36% 68% 54% 64% 40% 36% - 24
POS 3-grams 44% 41% 40% 23% 57% 49% 57% 55% 23% - 17
Chunk 1-grams 51% 46% 37% 28% 55% 53% 57% 30% 28% - 27
Chunk 2-grams 56% 43% 39% 33% 62% 50% 57% 31% 31% - 26
Chunk 3-grams 54% 44% 41% 33% 60% 55% 58% 37% 33% - 21
Character 3-grams 53% 51% 38% 24% 62% 52% 63% 39% 24% - 24
Function words 60% 44% 43% 37% 79% 61% 62% 49% 37% - 18
Lexical statistics 43% 38% 40% 40% 52% 18% 34% 48% 18% - 34

All features 65% 40% 49% 40% 81% 59% 73% 48% 40% - 25

Table 5.1: Accuracy of 15 common feature types in experiments with 3-class sen-
timent analysis and 3-class language function analysis for eight different scenarios
A2B. Here, A is the domain of the training texts, and B the domain of the test texts,
with A, B∈ {hotel (H), film/movie (F), music (M), smartphone (S)}. The two right-
most columns shows the minimum observed accuracy of each feature type and the
maximum loss of accuracy points caused by training out of the test domain.

scenarios, the class-specific words tend to be more discriminative for lan-
guage functions with one exception: In M2S, they fail, certainly because
only 11 class-specific words have been found in the music training set.

While similar observations can be made for many of the remaining fea-
ture types, we restrict our view to the best results, all of which refer to fea-
tures that capture style: In terms of domain robustness, the part-of-speech
features are the best group in our experiments with a maximum loss of 17
to 24 points. Especially the POS 1-grams turn out to be beneficial across
domains, achieving high accuracy in a number of scenarios and always im-
proving over chance. Only the functionwords do better with an accuracy of
at least 37% and a loss of at most 18 points, when trained out of the domain
of application. At the same time, the function words yield the best accuracy
value under all single feature types with 79% in case of M2M.

The reasonable benefit of functionwords across domainsmatches results
from the above-mentioned related work in authorship attribution (Menon
and Choi, 2011). However, Table 5.1 also conveys that neither the function
words nor any other of the 15 content and style feature types seem strongly
domain-invariant. In addition, the bottom line of the table makes explicit
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of capturing the structure of a sample hotel review as a local
sentiment flow, i.e., the sequence of local sentiment in the statements of the review.

that these types do not suffice to achieve high quality in the evaluated clas-
sification tasks, although the combination of features at least performs best
in all in-domain scenarios. For out-of-domain scenarios, we hence need to
find features that are both effective and domain-robust.

Statistical Analysis of the Impact of Task-specific Structure

In order to achieve high effectiveness across domains, features are needed
thatmodel properties of texts, which are specific to the task being addressed
and not to the domain of application. In the chapter at hand, we focus on
the classification of argumentative texts. To obtain domain-invariant fea-
tures for such texts, our hypothesis is that we can exploit their sequential
argumentation structure, as captured in ourmodel from Section 5.2. Before
we turn to the question of domain invariance, however, we first provide ev-
idence that such structure can be decisive for text classification. For this
purpose, we refer to the sentiment analysis of hotel reviews again.

As stated in Section 5.2, the argumentation structure of a review can be
represented by the sequence of local sentiment classes in the review. We
distinguish between positive (pos), negative (neg), and objective (obj). Fol-
lowing Mao and Lebanon (2007), we call the sequence the local sentiment flowlocal sentiment
flow. For instance, the local sentiment flow of the example review from
Section 5.2 is visualized in Figure 5.8. It can be seen as an instance of the
structure classification task ontology from Section 5.2, in which discourse
relations are ignored. Not only in the example review, the local sentiment
flow of a review impacts the review’s global sentiment, as we now demon-
strate. For a careful distinction between the frequency and the composition
of local sentiment, we hypothesize three dependencies:

1. The global sentiment of a review correlates with the ratio of positive
and negative opinions in the review.

2. The global sentiment of a review correlates with the polarity of opin-
ions at certain positions of the review.
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Figure 5.9: (a) The fractions of positive opinions (green), objective facts (dark gray),
and negative opinions (red) in the texts of the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus, sepa-
rated by the sentiment scores between 1 and 5 of the reviews they refer to. (b–d) The
respective fractions for statements at specific positions in the reviews.

3. The global sentiment of a review depends on the local sentiment flow
of the review.

To test the hypotheses, we statistically analyze our ArguAna TripAdvisor
corpus, which contains 2100 reviews from the hotel domain.12 As detailed
in Appendix C.2, each review has a title and a body and it has been manu-
ally segmented into facts, positive opinions, and negative opinions that are
annotated as such. Since the corpus is balanced with respect to the reviews’
global sentiment scores between 1 (worst) and 5 (best), we can directly mea-
sure correlations between local and global sentiment in the corpus.

Figure 5.9(a) illustrates that hypothesis 1 turns out to be true statistically
for our corpus, matching the intuition that, the larger the fraction of positive
opinions, the better the sentiment score, and vice versa: On average, a hotel
reviewwith score 1 is made up of 71% negative and 9.4% positive opinions.
This ratio decreases strictly monotonously under increasing scores down to
5.1% negative and 77.5% positive opinions for score 5. Hence, the impact
of the frequency of local sentiment is obvious. Interestingly, the fraction of
facts remains quite stable close to 20% at the same time.

For the second hypothesis, we compute the distributions of opinions and
facts in the review’s titles as well as in the first and last statements of the re-
view’s bodies. In comparison with Figure 5.9(a), the results for the title dis-
tributions in Figure 5.9(b) showmuch stronger gaps in the above-mentioned
ratio with a rare appearance of facts, suggesting that the sentiment polarity
of the title of a hotel review often reflects the review’s global sentiment po-
larity. Conversely, Figure 5.9(c) shows that over 40% of all first statements
denote facts, irrespective of the sentiment score. This numbermay originate
in the introductory nature of first statements. It implies a limited average
impact of the first statement on a hotel review’s global sentiment. So, both
the titles and first statements support the second hypothesis. In contrast, the

12For information on the source code of the statistical analysis, see Appendix B.4.
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distributions in Figure 5.9(d) do not differ clearly from those in Figure 5.9(a).
A possible explanation is that the last statements often summarize reviews.
However, they may also simply reflect the average.

The impact of local sentiment at certain positions indicates the impor-
tance of structural aspects of a review. Yet, it does not allow drawing in-
ferences about a review’s overall structure. Therefore, we now come to the
third hypothesis, which refers to local sentiment flows. For generality, we
do not consider a review’s title as part of its flow, since unlike in the Argu-
Ana TripAdvisor corpus many reviews have no title. Our method to test
the hypothesis for the corpus is to first determine sentiment flows that rep-
resent a significant fraction of all reviews in the corpus. Then, we compute
how often these patterns cooccur with each sentiment score.

We do not exactly determine local sentiment flows, though, because of
the varying lengths of reviews: The only five local sentiment flows that rep-
resent at least 1% of the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus are trivial without
any change in local sentiment, e.g. (pos, pos, pos, pos) or (obj). In principle, a
solution is to length-normalize the flows. We return to this in the context of
our overall analysis in Section 5.4.13 From an argumentation perspective,
length normalization appears hard to grasp. Instead, we move from local
sentiment to changes in local sentiment here. More precisely, we combine
consecutive statements with the same local sentiment, thereby obtaining lo-
cal sentiment segments. We define the sentiment change flowsentiment change flow of a review as
the sequence of all such segments in the review’s body.14 In case of the ex-
ample in Figure 5.8, for instance, the second and third statement have the
same local sentiment. Hence, they refer to the same segment in the review’s
sentiment change flow, (obj, pos, obj, neg).

In total, our corpus contains reviewswith 826 different sentiment change
flows. Table 5.2 lists all those with a frequency of at least 1%. Together, they
cover over one third (34.8%) of all texts. Themost frequent flow, (pos), repre-
sents the 161 (7.7%) fully positive hotel reviews, whereas the best global sen-
timent score 5 is indicated by flows with objective facts and positive opin-
ions (table lines 4, 5, and 7). Quite intuitively, (neg, pos, neg) and (pos, neg, pos)
denote typical flows of reviews with score 2 and 4, respectively. In contrast,
none of the listed flows clearly indicates score 3. The highest correlation is
observed for (neg, obj, neg), which results in score 1 in 88.9% of the cases.

13Alternatively, Mao and Lebanon (2007) propose to ignore the objective facts. Our ac-
cording experiments did not yield new insights except for a higher frequency of trivial flows.
For lack of relevance, we omit to present results on local sentiment flows here, but they can
be easily reproduced using the provided source code (cf. Appendix B.4).

14In (Wachsmuth et al., 2014b), we name these sequences argumentation flows. In the given
more general context, we prefer a more task-specific naming in order to avoid confusion.
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# Sentiment change flow Frequency Score 1 Score 2 Score 3 Score 4 Score 5

1 (pos) 7.7% 1.9% 3.1% 7.5% 31.1% 56.5%
2 (obj ) 5.3% 3.6% 13.6% 20.0% 33.6% 29.1%
3 (neg) 3.5% 58.9% 30.1% 9.6% 1.4% –
4 (pos, obj, pos) 3.0% – – 6.5% 35.5% 58.1%
5 (obj, pos) 2.7% – 1.8% 7.0% 31.6% 59.6%
6 (pos, neg, pos) 2.1% – 15.9% 11.4% 56.8% 15.9%
7 (obj, pos, obj, pos) 1.9% – – 5.1% 35.8% 59.0%
8 (pos, neg) 1.7% 11.1% 36.1% 33.3% 19.4% –
9 (neg, obj, neg) 1.7% 88.9% 8.3% 2.8% – –
10 (obj, pos, neg, pos) 1.5% – 3.2% 32.3% 32.3% 32.3%
11 (neg, pos, neg) 1.5% 35.5% 51.6% 12.9% – –
12 (obj, neg, obj, neg) 1.1% 77.3% 18.2% 4.5% – –
13 (obj, neg) 1.1% 83.3% 16.7% – – –

Table 5.2: The 13 most frequent sentiment change flows in the ArguAna Trip-
Advisor corpus and their distribution over all possible global sentiment scores.

The outlined cooccurrences offer strong evidence for the hypothesis that
the global sentiment of a review depends on the review’s local sentiment
flow. Evenmore, they imply the expected effectiveness (in the hotel domain)
of a single feature based on a sentiment change flow. In particular, the fre-
quency of a flow can be seen as the recall of any feature that applies only to
reviewsmatching the flow. Correspondingly, the distribution of a flow over
the sentiment scores showswhat precision the featurewould achieve in pre-
dicting the scores. However, Table 5.2 also reveals that all found flows cooc-
cur with more than one score. Thus, we conclude that sentiment change
flows do not decide global sentiment alone. This becomes explicit for (obj,
pos, neg, pos), which is equally distributed over scores 3 to 5.

Statistical Analysis of the Impact of Task-Independent Structure

The representation of argumentation structure by local sentiment flows ap-
pears rather specific for sentiment analysis. Now, we analyze whether the
more task-independent concepts of our structure-oriented model from Sec-
tion 5.2 help in sentiment analysis, too. For this purpose, we repeat parts
of the last experiment for thediscourse relation flow discourse relation flow of a review, i.e., the se-
quence of discourse relation types in the review’s body. In case of the ex-
ample review from Figures 5.7 and 5.8, the discourse relation flow would
be (background, elaboration, elaboration, contrast). Based on another analysis
of the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus (that can be reproducedwith the same
source code used above), we investigate two hypotheses, one about the dis-
tribution and one about the structure of discourse relations:
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Figure 5.10: The fractions of five types of discourse relations under all discourse re-
lations, separated by the sentiment scores between 1 and 5 of the reviews they refer
to. The discourse relations were found using the algorithm pdr (cf. Appendix A.1).

1. The global sentiment of a review correlates with the frequency of cer-
tain types of discourse relations in the review.

2. The global sentiment of a review depends on the discourse relation
flow of the review.

Unlike local sentiment, discourse relations are not annotated in the Argu-
Ana TripAdvisor corpus. Instead, we processed all texts with our heuristic
discourse parser pdr. pdr distinguishes a subset of 10 discourse relation
types from the rhethorical structure theory (cf. Appendix A.1 for details).
Based on the output of pdr, we have computed the distributions of each
discourse relation type over the sentiment scores of the reviews in the cor-
pus in order to check for evidence for the first hypothesis. For brevity, Fig-
ure 5.10 shows only the results of those types that occur in the discourse
change flows, which we discuss below.

Figure 5.10 stresses that, in terms of sentiment analysis, one of the most
important discourse relation types is the contrast between discourse units:
Quite intuitively, medium reviews (those with sentiment score 3) yield the
largest fraction of contrast relations (6.9%). This is more than twice as high
as the fraction in the score 5 reviews (3.0%) on average. A sign of rather neg-
ative sentiment in hotel reviews seems the resort to causes, which are often
used to justify statements. Interestingly, circumstance relations (like when
or where something happened) evenmore behave in this way; they cooccur
3.8 times as often with score 1 than with score 4 or 5. Conversely,motivation
relations (e.g. indicated by second person voice) appear more frequently in
medium and positive hotel reviews, and concession (e.g. indicated by the
connective “although”) play a particular role in score 4 reviews.

The outlined correlations between frequencies of discourse relations and
global sentiment support hypothesis 1. The remaining question is whether
the overall structure of discourse relations in the text is decisive, as cap-
tured by hypothesis 2. Analog to above, we again consider changes in the
discourse relation flows, resulting in discourse change flowdiscourse change flows, which would be
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Discourse change flow Frequency Score 1 Score 2 Score 3 Score 4 Score 5

(contrast) 25.2% 15.7% 28.1% 25.5% 18.3% 12.5%
(circumstance) 3.7% 44.2% 29.9% 5.2% 10.4% 10.4%
(contrast, circumstance) 1.9% 35.0% 22.5% 22.5% 10.0% 10.0%
(circumstance, contrast) 1.5% 37.5% 21.9% 12.5% 15.6% 12.5%
(contrast, circumstance, contrast) 1.0% 45.0% 25.0% 15.0% 10.0% 5.0%
(concession) 2.6% 16.4% 12.7% 30.9% 27.3% 12.7%
(contrast, concession) 1.4% 30.0% 23.3% 13.3% 26.7% 6.7%
(concession, contrast) 1.3% 17.9% 21.4% 28.6% 25.0% 7.1%
(motivation) 2.4% 15.7% 5.9% 17.6% 19.6% 41.2%
(contrast, motivation) 1.3% 14.3% 17.9% 35.7% 14.3% 17.9%
(motivation, contrast) 1.0% 27.3% 22.7% 22.7% 13.6% 13.6%
(cause) 1.3% 11.1% 33.3% 11.1% 25.9% 18.5%

Table 5.3: The 12 most frequent discourse change flows in the ArguAna Trip-
Advisor corpus (when ignoring sequence and elaboration relations) and their dis-
tribution over all possible global sentiment scores. The relations were found using
the discourse parser pdr (cf. Appendix A).

(background, elaboration, contrast) for our example review. However, not co-
incidentally, we have left out both elaboration and sequence in Figure 5.10.
Together, these two types make up over 80% of all discourse relations, ren-
dering it hard to find common flows with other (potentially more relevant)
types. Thus, we ignore elaboration and sequence relations in the determina-
tion of the most frequent discourse change flows.

Table 5.3 shows the distributions of sentiment scores for all such 12 dis-
course change flows that represent at least 1% of the reviews in the Argu-
Ana TripAdvisor corpus each and 44.6% of the corpus reviews in total.
The flows are grouped according to the contained discourse relation types.
This is possible because only contrast cooccurs with other types in the listed
flows, certainly due to the low frequency of the others.

About every fourth review (25.2%) contains only contrast relations (except
for sequences and elaborations). Compared to Figure 5.10, such reviews
differ from an average review with contrast relations, having their peak at
score 2 (28.1%). Similar observations can be made for (cause). The found
flowswith circumstance relations suggest that discourse change flows do not
influence sentiment scores: Nomatter if a contrast is expressed before or af-
ter a circumstance, the respective review tends to be negative mostly. How-
ever, this is different for concession and motivation relations. E.g., a motiva-
tion in isolation leads to score 4 and 5 in over 60% of the cases, whereas the
flow (contrast, motivation)most often cooccurs with score 3. (motivation, con-
trast) even speaks for a negative review on average. An explanation might
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be that readers shall be warned right from the beginning in case of negative
hotel experiences, while recommendations are rather made at the end.

Altogether, we see that the correlations between scores and flows in Ta-
ble 5.3 are not as clear as for the sentiment change flows. While the existence
of certain discourse relations obviously affects the global sentiment of the
hotel reviews, their overall structure seems sometimes but not always deci-
sive for the sentiment analysis of reviews.

Implications of the Invariance and Impact

Features that model the content of a text are extensively used in text clas-
sification (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012). In case of argumentative texts, many
approaches also rely on style features (Stamatatos, 2009). In this section, we
have first offered evidence for the domain dependence of typical content
and style features in the classification of argumentative texts. As an alter-
native, we have then analyzed two ways to capture the overall structure
of such texts (reviews, specifically): sentiment change flows and discourse
change flows. The former relies on task-specific information, while the lat-
ter capture discourse structure. We argue that both can be seen as shallow
models of argumentation structure that abstract from content.

The revealed existence of patterns in the sentiment change flows and dis-
course change flows of hotel reviews that cooccur with certain sentiment
scores demonstrates the impact of modeling argumentation structure. In
addition, the abstract nature of the two types of flows brings up the possi-
bility that the found or similar flow patternflow patterns generalize well across domains.
For these reasons, we hence concretize our hypothesis from Section 5.1 by
supposing that features, which are based on according flow patterns, help
to achieve (1) domain robustness and (2) high effectiveness in text analysis
tasks that deal with the classification of argumentative texts.

Different from the sentiment analysis of reviews, however, at least the re-
sort to local sentiment flows does not generalize well to all such tasks. E.g.,
scientific articles only sporadically contain sentiment at all, making respec-
tive features useless for classification. Still, we assume that local sentiment
flows have correspondences in other classification tasks, which hence allow
for corresponding unit class flowunit class flows. To this end, our structure-oriented view
from Section 5.2 needs to be concretized adequately for the task at hand.
A few examples for such instantiations have already been sketched in Sec-
tion 5.2. The discourse change flows may be more generally beneficial, but
the experiments above suggest that the impact of analyzing discourse struc-
ture also may be lower than of analyzing task-specific unit classes.
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As motivated, the focus on argumentation structure targets at the de-
velopment of text analysis algorithms, which improve the robustness and
intelligibility of the pipeline they are employed in. In this regard, we inves-
tigate the benefits of modeling such structure in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. Since
the two types of change flows in the form considered here still depend on
the length of the analyzed texts to some extent, they may not be optimal for
cross-domain text analysis, though. Below, we therefore introduce a novel
alternative way of identifying typical overall structures of argumentative
texts. It allows computing the similarity between arbitrary texts and, hence,
does not require to detect exactly the same patterns across domains.

Either way, our analysis of the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus in this sec-
tion shows that structure-based features are not always decisive for text clas-
sification alone. To enable high-quality text mining, a combination with
other feature types may thus be required. Candidates have already been
presented, namely, some of the content and style features as well as the dis-
tribution of unit classes and discourse relations. We evaluate below in how
far their integration affects domain robustness and effectiveness.

5.4 Features for Domain Independence via Supervised Clustering

Based on our structure-oriented model from Section 5.2, we now develop
statistical features that aim for an effective classification of argumentative
texts across domains. First, we learn a set of common patterns of the overall
structure of such texts through supervised clustering. In the sense of the
overall analysis from Figure 5.1, we then use each such flow pattern as a
similarity-based feature for text classification. We detail and evaluate an
according analysis for sentiment scoring, reusing content from (Wachsmuth
et al., 2014a). Our results suggest that the considered flow patterns learned
in one domain generalize to other domains to a wide extent.

Approaching Structure Classification as a Relatedness Problem

As motivated in Section 5.2, we propose to address the classification of ar-
gumentative texts as a structure classification task, where we refer to the
overall structure of the texts. To the best of our knowledge, no approach to
explicitly capture overall structure has been presented in the surrounding
field so far (cf. Section 2.4). Even local sentiment flows (Mao and Lebanon,
2007), which define the starting point of some analyses in this chapter, cap-
ture sentiment at different positions of a text only: Each flow value is repre-
sented by an individual feature. Hence, classification algorithms will natu-
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rally tend to assign positive weights to all values (or proceed accordingly if
no weights are used), thereby disregarding the flow as a whole.

In contrast, we now develop a novel feature type that achieves to make
the overall structure of argumentative textsmeasurable by addressing struc-
ture classification as a relatedness problemrelatedness problem, i.e., by computing how similar the
overall structure of a text is to a common set of known patterns of overall
structure. The idea behind resembles explicit semantic analysisexplicit semantic analysis (Gabrilovich
and Markovitch, 2007), which measures the semantic relatedness of texts.
Explicit semantic analysis represents the meaning of a text as a weighted
vector of semantic concepts, where each concept is derived fromaWikipedia
article. The relatedness of two texts then corresponds to the similarity of
their vectors, e.g. measured using the cosine distance (cf. Section 2.1).

Sincewe target at overall structure, we rely on ourmodel from Section 5.2
instead of semantic concepts. In particular, in line with our analyses from
Section 5.3, we propose to capture the overall structure of an argumentative
text in terms of a specific unit class flow or of the discourse relation flow of
a text. From here on, we summarize all concrete types of unit classes (e.g.
local sentiments, language functions, etc.) and the discourse relation type
under the term flow typeflow type, denoted as Cf . Hence, every

flow
flow can be seen as a

sequence of instances of the respective type:
Flow The flow f of a text of some concrete flow type Cf denotes the se-
quence of instances of Cf in the text.

Based on flows, we define the patterns of overall structure we seek for:
flow patternFlowPattern Aflowpattern f∗ denotes the average of a set of similar length-

normalized flows F = {f1, . . . , f|F |}, |F | ≥ 1, of some concrete flow type.
Analog to deriving semantic concepts from Wikipedia articles, we deter-

mine a set of flowpatternsF ∗ = {f∗1 , . . . , f∗|F ∗|}, |F
∗|≥1, of some flow typeCf

from a training set of argumentative texts. Unlike the semantic concepts,
however, we aim for common patterns that represent more than one text.
Therefore, we construct F ∗ from flow clusters that cooccur with text classes.
Each pattern is then deployed as a single feature, whose value corresponds
to the similarity between the pattern and a given flow. The resulting feature
vectors can be used for statistical approaches to text classification, i.e., for
learning to map flows to text classes (cf. Section 2.1). In the following, we
detail the outlined process and we exemplify it for sentiment scoring.

Learning Patterns of Overall Structure with Supervised Clustering

We assume to be given a set of training texts DT and an associated set CT

containing the text class of each text inDT . To obtain common flowpatterns
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Figure 5.11: (a) Illustration of the local sentiment flow and the discourse flow of
the sample text from Section 5.3. (b) Length-normalized versions of the two flows
for length 18 (local sentiment) and 17 (discourse relations), respectively.

of some flow type Cf , we first need to determine the respective flow of each
text in DT . Usually, instances of Cf are not annotated beforehand. Conse-
quently, a text analysis pipeline Πf is required that can infer Cf from DT .15

The output of Πf directly leads to the flows. As an example, Figure 5.11(a)
depicts flows of two types for the sample text from Section 5.3: the local
sentiment flow already shown in Figure 5.8 as well as the discourse rela-
tion flow of the sample text with all occurring types of discourse relations
including elaboration (unlike the discourse change flows in Section 5.3).

The length of a flow follows from the number of discourse units in a
text (cf. Section 5.2), which varies among input texts inmost cases. To assess
the similarity of flows, we thus convert each flow into a length-normalized
version. The decision what length to be used resembles the optimal fitting
problem sketched in Section 5.1: Short normalized versions may oversim-
plify long flows, losing potentially relevant flow type information. Long
versionsmay capture toomuch noise in the flows. A reasonable normalized
length should therefore be chosen in dependence of the expected average
or median length of the texts to represented.

Besides the length, normalization brings up the question of whether and
how to interpolate values, at least in case of ordinal ormetric flow types. For
instance, local sentiment could be interpreted as a numeric value between
0.0 (negative) and 1.0 (positive) with 0.5 meaning objective or neutral. In
such cases, an interpolation seems beneficial, e.g. for detecting similarities
between flows like (1.0, 0.5, 0.0) and (1.0, 0.0). For illustration, Figure 5.11(b)
shows normalized versions of the flows from Figure 5.11(a). There, some
non-linear interpolation is performed for the local sentiment values, while

15In the evaluation at the end of this section, we present results on the extent to which the
effectiveness of inferring Cf affects the quality of the features based on the flow patterns.
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the nominal discourse relation types are duplicated for lack of reasonable
alternatives. The chosen normalized lengths are exemplary only.

Once the set of all normalized flows F has been created from DT , flow
patterns can be derived. As usual for feature computations (cf. Section 2.1),
however, it may be reasonable to discard rare flows before (say, flows that
occur only once in the training set) in order to avoid capturing noise.

Now, our hypothesis behind flow patterns is that similar flows entail the
same or, if applicable, similar text classes. Here, the similarity of two length-
normalized flows is measured in terms of some adequate similarity func-
tion (cf. Section 2.1). For instance, the (inverse) Manhattan distance may
capture the similarity of the metric local sentiment flows. In case of dis-
course relation flows, we can at least compute the fraction of matches. With
respect to the chosen similarity function, flows that construct the same pat-
tern should be as similar as possible and flows that construct different pat-
terns as dissimilar as possible. Hence, it appears reasonable to partition the
set F using clustering (cf. Section 2.1) and to then derive flow patterns from
the resulting clusters.

In particular, we propose to perform supervised clusteringsupervised clustering, which can be
understood as a clustering variant, where we exploit knowledge about the
training text classes to ensure that all obtained clusters have a certain puritypurity.
In accordancewith the original purity definition (Manning et al., 2008), here
purity denotes the fraction of those flows in a cluster, whose text class equals
themajority class in the cluster. This standard puritystandard purity assumes exactly one cor-
rect class for each flow, implying that a flow alone decides the class, which
is not what we exclusively head for (as discussed in Section 5.2). At least
larger classification schemes speak for a relaxed purityrelaxed purity definition. For exam-
ple, our results for sentiment scores between 1 and 5 in Section 5.3 suggest
to also see the dominant neighbor of the majority score as correct. Either
way, based on any measure of purity, we define supervised flow clusteringsupervised flow clustering:
Supervised FlowClustering Given a set of flowsF with known classes, de-
termine a clustering F = {F1, . . . , F|F|} of F with

⋃|F|
i=1 Fi = F and Fi∩Fj = ∅

forFi 6=Fj∈F, such that the purity of eachFi∈F lies above some threshold.
We seek for clusters with a high purity, as they indicate specific classes,

which matches the intuition behind the flow patterns to be derived. At the
same time, the number of clusters should be small in order to achieve a high
average cluster size and, thus, a high commonness of the flow patterns. An
easy way to address both requirements is to rely on a hierarchical cluster-
ing (cf. Section 2.1), where we can directly choose a flat clustering F with
a desired number |F| of clusters through cuts at appropriate nodes in the
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Figure 5.12: Illustration of hierarchically clustering a set of 20 sample flows, repre-
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Figure 5.13: Sketch of the construction of (a) a sentiment flow pattern (dashed curve)
from two length-normalized sample local sentiment flows (circles and squares) and
(b) a discourse flow pattern (bold) from three according discourse relation flows.

binary tree of the associated hierarchy. To minimize the number of clus-
ters, we then search for all cuts closest to the tree’s root that create clusters
whose purity lies above the mentioned threshold. Figure 5.12 exemplifies
the creation for the relaxed purity defined above and a threshold of 0.8.

The centroid of each flow cluster, i.e., the mean of all contained flows,
finally becomes a flowpattern, if it is made up of someminimumnumber of
flows. Figure 5.13(a) sketches the resulting construction of asentiment flow pattern sentiment flow
pattern for two sample local sentiment flows of normalized length. Since we
consider local sentiment as a metric classification scheme here, each value
of the flow pattern can in fact represent the average of the flow values. In
contrast, for nominal flow types, a possible alternative is to use the majority
flow type in according patterns. Figure 5.13(b) illustrates this for adiscourse flow pattern discourse
flow pattern derived from three sample discourse relation flows.

Altogether, the high-level process of deriving common flow patterns
from a training set DT is summarized in Pseudocode 5.1. There, lines 1
to 7 determine the set of training flows F . To this end, a given text analysis
pipeline Πf infers instances of the flow type Cf from all texts in DT (line 3).
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determineFlowPatterns(DT , CT , Cf , Πf )
1: Training flows F ← ∅
2: for each i ∈ {1, . . . , |DT |} do
3: Πf .process(DT [i])
4: Flow f ←DT [i].getOrderedFlowClasses(Cf )
5: f ← normalizeFlow(f )
6: F ← F ∪ {〈f , CT [i]〉}
7: F ← retainSignificantFlows(F )
8: FlowpatternsF ∗← ∅
9: Clusters F ← performSupervisedFlowClustering(F )
10: F ← retainSignificantFlowClusters(F)
11: for each Cluster Fi ∈ F do F ∗← F ∗ ∪ Fi.getCentroid()
12: return F ∗

Pseudocode 5.1: Determination of a common set of flow patterns F ∗ from a set
of training texts DT and their associated known text classes CT . The patterns are
derived from flows of the type Cf that is in turn inferred with the pipeline Πf .

Next, the sequences of instances in each text is converted into a normalized
flow f (lines 4 and 5). In combinationwith the associated text classCT [i], f is
stored as a training flow (line 6). After all such flows have been computed,
only those are retained that occur some significant number of times (line 7).
The flow patterns F ∗ are then found by performing the presented cluster-
ingmethod (line 9) and retaining only clusters of some significantminimum
size (line 10). Each pattern is given by the centroid of a cluster (line 11).

Using the Learned Patterns as Features for Text Classification

Although we use the notion of an overall analysis as a motivation, our goal
is not to develop a new text classification method. Rather, we propose the
derived flow patterns as a new feature type to be used for classification.
Typically, text classification is approached with supervised learning, i.e., by
deriving a classification model from the feature representations of training
texts with known classes. The classification model then allows classifying
the representations of unknown texts (cf. Section 2.1).

After the set of common flow patterns F ∗ has been determined, the next
step is hence to compute one training feature vector for each text from the
above-processed sets DT andCf . In order to capture the overall structure of
a text, we measure the similarity of its normalized flow to each flow pattern
in F ∗ using the same similarity function as for clustering (see above). As
a result, we obtain a feature vector with one similarity value for each flow
pattern. Figure 5.14 sketches two views of the similarity computations for
a sample flow: On the left, the vector view with the cluster centroids that
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Figure 5.14: Two illustrations of measuring the similarity (here, the inverse Man-
hattan distance) of an unknownflow to the flowpatterns resulting from the clusters
in Figure 5.12: (a) 2Dplot of the distance of the flow’s vector to the cluster centroids.
(b) Distances of the values of the flow to the values of the respective patterns.

createTrainingFeatureVectors(DT , CT , Cf , Πf , F ∗)
1: Training vectorsX ← ∅
2: for each i ∈ {1, . . . , |DT |} do
3: Πf .process(DT [i])
4: Flow f ←DT [i].getOrderedFlowClasses(Cf )
5: f ← normalizeFlow(f )
6: Feature values x(i) ← ∅
7: for each Flow Pattern f∗ ∈ F ∗ do
8: Feature value x(i) ← computeSimilarity(f , f∗)
9: x(i) ← x(i) ‖x(i)

10: X ←X ∪ {〈x(i), CT [i]〉}
11: returnX

Pseudocode 5.2: Creation of a training feature vector for every text from a training
set DT with associated text classesCT . Each feature value denotes the similarity of
a flow pattern from F ∗ to the text’s flow of type Cf (inferred with the pipeline Πf ).

represent the flow patterns, mapped into two dimensions (for illustration
purposes) that correspond to the positions in the flow. And, on the right,
the flow view with the single values of the flows and flow patterns.

Pseudocode 5.2 presents how to create a vector for each text in DT based
on the flow patterns F ∗. Given the normalized flow f of a text (lines 3 to 5),
one feature value is computed for each f∗∈F ∗ by measuring the similarity
between f and f∗ (lines 8 and 9). The combination of the ordered set of
feature values and the text class CT [i] defines the vector (line 10).16

Properties of the Proposed Features for Domain Independence

In general, the introduced feature type itself is applicable to arbitrary tasks
from the area of text classification (a discussion of a transfer to other tasks

16For clarity, we have included the computation of flows both in Pseudocode 5.1 and in
Pseudocode 5.2. In practice, the flow of each text can be maintained during the whole pro-
cess of feature determination and vector creation and, thus, needs to be computed only once.
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follows at the end of this section). It works irrespective of the type, lan-
guage, or other properties of the input texts being processed, since it out-
sources the specific analysis of producing the flow type Cf to the employed
text analysis pipeline Πf . Nevertheless, our feature type explicitly aims to
serve for approaches to the classification of argumentative texts, because it
relies on our hypothesis that the overall structure of a text is decisive for
the class of a text, which will not hold for all other text classification tasks,
e.g. not for topic detection (cf. Section 2.1). While the feature type can cope
with all kinds of flow types as exemplified, we have indicated that nominal
flow types restrict its flexibility.
Correctness Similar to the scheduling approach in Section 4.5, the two
presented pseudocodes (Pseudocodes 5.1 and 5.2) define method schemes
rather than concrete methods. As a consequence, again we cannot prove
correctness here. Anyway, the notion of correctness generally does not re-
ally make sense in the context of feature computations.

In particular, besides the flow type Cf that is defined as part of the input,
both the realized processes in general and the flow patterns in specific are
schematic in that they imply a number of relevant parameters:

1. Normalization. How to normalize flows and what length to use.
2. Similarity. How to measure the similarity of flows and clusters.
3. Purity. How to measure purity and what purity threshold to ensure.
4. Clustering. How to perform clustering and what algorithm to use.
5. Significance. How often a flow must occur to be used for clustering,

and how large a cluster must be to be used for pattern construction.

For some parameters, reasonable configurationsmay be found conceptually
in regard of the task at hand. Others should rather be found empirically.

With respect to the question of how to perform clustering, we have clar-
ified that the benefit of a supervised flow clustering lies in the construction
of common flow patterns that cooccur with certain text classes. A regular
unsupervised clustering may also achieve commonness, but it may lose the
cooccurrences. Still, there are scenarioswhere the unsupervised variant can
make sense, e.g. when rather few input texts with classes are available, but
a large number of unknown texts. Then, semi-supervised learning could be
conducted (cf. Section 2.1) where flow patterns are first derived from the
unknown texts and cooccurrences thereafter from the known texts.

Although we see the choice of a concrete clustering algorithm as part of
the realization, above we propose to resort to hierarchical clustering in or-
der to be able to easily find flow clusters with some minimum purity. An
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alternative would be to directly compute a flat clustering and then retain
only pure clusters. While such an approach provides less control about
the obtained flow patterns, it may significantly improve run-time: Many
flat clustering algorithms scale linearly with the number of objects to be
clustered, whereas most common hierarchical clustering algorithms are at
least quadratic (Manning et al., 2008). This brings us to the computational
complexity of using flow patterns as features for text classification as de-
scribed. As far as possible, we now estimate the asymptotic run-time of the
schematic pseudocodes in terms of the O-calculus (Cormen et al., 2009).

The main input size of determineFlowPatterns in Pseudocode 5.1 is the
number of texts in DT (both the number of flows in F and the number of
clusters in F are restricted by |DT |). The complexity of two operations of
the method cannot be quantified asympotically, namely, the analysis of the
pipeline Πf in line 3 and the computation of a clustering F in line 9. We
denote their overall run-times on DT as tf (DT ) and tF(DT ), respectively.
The run-times of all remaining operations on the flows and clusters depend
on the length of the flows only. In the worst-case, the length of all flows is
the same but different from the normalized length. We denote this length
as |fmax| here. The remaining operations are executed either at most once
for each text (like normalization) or once for all texts (like retaining signifi-
cant flows), resulting in the run-time O(|DT | · |fmax|). Altogether, we thus
estimate the run-time of determineFlowPatterns as:

tdetermineFlowPatterns(DT ) = tf (DT ) + tF(DT ) + O(|DT | · |fmax|) (5.1)

In terms of asymptotic run-times, createTrainingFeatureVectors (cf. Pseu-
docode 5.2) differs only in two respects from determineFlowPatterns: First,
no clustering takes place there, and second, similarities need to be com-
puted between each text and every flow pattern. Under the reasonable as-
sumption that the normalized length of the flows and flow patterns is con-
stant, however, the second difference does not play a role asymptotically.
Hence, the run-time of createTrainingFeatureVectors is:17

tcreateTrainingFeatureVectors(DT ) = tf (DT ) + O(|DT | · |fmax|) (5.2)

In practice, the most expensive operation will often be the clustering in de-
termineFlowPatterns for larger numbers of input texts. The goal of this
chapter is not to optimize efficiency, which is why we do not evaluate run-
times in the following experiments, where we employ the proposed fea-

17If the flow of each text from DT is computed only once during the whole process (see
above), Inequality 5.2 would even be reduced to O(|DT | · |fmax|).
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tures in an according overall analysis. However, we return to the efficiency
of feature computation, when we discuss the overall analysis in the context
of ad-hoc large-scale text mining at the end of this section.

Evaluation of the Proposed Features for Domain Independence

A comprehensive evaluation of the effectiveness and domain robustness of
flow patterns in the classification of argumentative texts would require to
analyze several classification tasks, flow types, and domains. As as initial
step, we now investigate the sentiment scoring of reviews. We use local sen-
timent as the flow type, which appears promising according to the results in
Section 5.3. To stress the domain dependence problem of text classification,
we look at two highly different topical reviewdomains, hotel (H) and film (F).
For information on the source code of the evaluation, see Appendix B.4. De-
scriptions and effectiveness estimations of all algorithms mentioned in the
following are found in Appendix A.
Argumentative Texts Our experiments are based on two English review
corpora: First, our ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus (cf. Appendix C.2) with
2100 hotel reviews and an average review length of 14.8 subsentence-level
discourse units (produced with the algorithm pdu). And second, the Senti-
ment Scale dataset (cf. Appendix C.4) with about 5000 film reviews and an
average length of 36.1 discourse units, where we assume each sentence to
denote one unit. The former is split into training, validation, and test texts,
while the latter consists of four separated datasets, one for each review au-
thor (a, b, c and d). We preprocess all reviews with the algorithms sse, sto2,
and pos1. For generality, we ignore the reviews’ titles, because our features
target at arbitrary argumentative texts, including those without a title.
Text Classes Each hotel review has a sentiment score between 1 (worst)
and 5 (best). The film reviews come with two sentiment scales. We rely on
the scale from 0 (worst) to 2 (best), so we can logically map the scale of the
hotel reviews to it for a domain transfer. In particular, scores 1 and 2 are
mapped to 0, score 3 to 1, and score 4 and 5 to 2.
Unit Classes We distinguish the three local sentiment classes already used
above, namely, positive (1.0), objective (0.5), and negative (0.0). For both do-
mains, we trained the algorithms csb and csp to first classify the subjectiv-
ity of the discourse units and then the polarity of the subjective discourse
units. The hotel reviews contain ground-truth local sentiment annotations,
i.e., every discourse unit is annotated as an objective fact, a positive opin-
ion, or a negative opinion. For training csb and csp in the film domain, we
additionally acquired the Subjectivity dataset and the Sentence polarity
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dataset (cf. Appendix C.4). The resulting distributions of local sentiment in
the two review corpora has already been shown in Figure 4.10 (Section 4.4).
They give a hint on how different the two evaluated domains are.
Flows Based on either the ground-truth or the self-created annotations, we
computed the local sentiment flow of each review. To construct sentiment
flow patterns, all flows were length-normalized with non-linear interpola-
tion and subsequent sampling. We used length 30 in case of the hotel re-
views and length 60 in case of the film reviews, in order to represent most
of the original flows without loss.
Flow Patterns For supervised clustering, we have developed a basic ag-
glomerative hierarchical clusterer. After some tests with different settings,
we decided tomeasure flow and cluster similarity using group-average link
clustering (Manning et al., 2008) based on the Manhattan distance between
the normalized flows. In terms of purity, we resort to the relaxed purity for
the sentiment scale of the hotel reviews and the original purity for the film
reviews, both with a threshold of 0.8. The centroids of all resulting clusters
with at least three flows become a sentiment flow pattern.
Features Given the unit classes and the normalized flow of each review,
we computed features for the prediction of the review’s sentiment score.
Besides the flow patterns, we examine a selection of features in the sense
of baselines that participated in our experiments in Section 5.3 or that are
derived from the obtained results. For a concise presentation, we combine
some of them in the following feature types, each of which comprising a
number of single features (given in brackets).18

1. Content and style features (1026 to 2071 features). The distributions
of word and part-of-speech 1-grams, 2-grams, and 3-grams as well as
of all character 3-grams in the text. Lexical statistics of the text and six
word-based average sentiment scores (cf. Section 5.3).

2. Local sentiment distributions (50 to 80 features). The frequencies of
all local sentiment classes in the text, of series of the same class, and of
changes from one class to another. Also, the local sentiment at specific
positions like the first and last two units, the average local sentiment,
and the original local sentiment flow from (Mao and Lebanon, 2007).

3. Discourse relation distributions (64 to 78 features). The distribution
of all ten discourse relation types extracted by our heuristic discourse

18As in Section 5.3, the numbers of features vary depending on the training set, because
we take only those features whose frequency in the training texts exceeds some specified
threshold (cf. Section 2.1). For instance, a word unigram is taken into account only if it
occurs in at least 5% of the hotel reviews or 10% of the film reviews, respectively.
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parser pdr as well as of frequent combinations of a relation type and
the local sentiment classes it relates, e.g. contrast(positive, negative).19

4. Sentiment Flow Patterns (16 to 86 features). The similarity of the nor-
malized flow of the text to each flow pattern, as proposed above.

Experiments Based on the four feature types, we evaluate the accuracy of
a supervised classification of sentiment scores within and across domains.
Concretely, we use different combinations of the employed corpora to train
and test the algorithm css on subsets of all feature types. css learns a map-
ping from feature values to scores using a linear support vectormachine (cf.
Appendix A.1 for details). To this end, wefirst processed the respective train-
ing set to determine the concrete features of each type. Then, we computed
values of these features for each review. In the in-domain tasks, we opti-
mized the cost parameter of css during training. For the classification across
domains, we relied on the default parameter value, because an optimization
with respect to the training domain does not make sense there. After train-
ing, we measure accuracy on the respective test set.

In case of the hotel reviews, we trained and optimized css on the training
set and the validation set of the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus, respectively.
On the film reviews, we performed 10-fold cross-validation (cf. Section 2.1)
separately on the dataset of each review author, averaged over five runs.
By that, we can directly compare our results to those of Pang and Lee (2005)
who published the Sentiment Scale dataset. In particular, we consider their
best support vector machine approach here, called ova.20

Effectiveness within eachDomain First, we report on the in-domain tasks.
For the hotel domain, we provide accuracy values once with respect to the
sentiment scale from 1 to 5 and once with respect the mapped scale from 0
to 2. In addition, we compare the theoretically possible accuracy to the prac-
tically achieved accuracy by opposing the results on the ground-truth lo-
cal sentiment annotations of the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus to those on
our self-created annotations. For the film domain, we can refer only to self-
created annotations. All results are listed in Table 5.4.

In the 5-class scenario on the ground-truth annotations of the hotel re-
views, the local sentiment distributions and the sentiment flow patterns are

19In (Wachsmuth et al., 2014a), we also evaluate the local sentiment on specific domain
concepts in the given text. For lack of relevance, we leave out respective experiments here.

20We evaluate only the classification of scores for a focused discussion. In general, a more
or less metric scale like sentiment scores suggests to use regression (cf. Section 2.1), as we
have partly done in (Wachsmuth et al., 2014a). Moreover, since our evaluation does not aim
at achieving maximum effectiveness in the first place, for simplicity we do not explicitly in-
corporate knowledge about the neighborship between classes here, e.g. that score 1 is closer
to score 2 than to score 3. An according approach has been proposed by Pang and Lee (2005).
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Hotel (5-class) Hotel (3-class) Film (3-class)
# Feature Type Corpus Self Corpus Self a b c d

1 Content and style features 43% 43% 59% 59% 69% 57% 72% 58%
2 Local sentiment distributions 52% 42% 76% 70% 50% 48% 62% 51%
3 Discourse relation distibutions 48% 41% 76% 65% 50% 47% 61% 50%
4 Sentiment flow patterns 51% 40% 73% 63% 52% 49% 63% 51%
2–4 Argumentation feature types 51% 44% 76% 71% 53% 48% 65% 51%
1–4 All four feature types 54% 48% 78% 70% 68% 57% 72% 58%

ova (Pang and Lee, 2005) – – – – 62% 57% 73% 62%

Table 5.4: Accuracy of all evaluated feature types in 5-class and 3-class sentiment
analysis on the test hotel reviews of the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus based on
ground-truth annotations (Corpus) or on self-created annotations (Self) as well as in
3-class sentiment analysis on the film reviews of author a, b, c and d in the Sentiment
Scale dataset. The bottom line compares our approach to (Pang and Lee, 2005).

best under all single feature types with an accuracy of 52% and 51%, respec-
tively. Combining all types boosts the accuracy to 54%. Using self-created
annotations, however, it significantly drops down to 48%. The loss of fea-
ture types 2 to 4 is even stronger, making them perform slightly worse than
the content and style features (40%–42% vs. 43%). These results seem not
to match with (Wachsmuth et al., 2014a), where the regression error of the
argumentation features remains lower on the self-created annotations. The
reason behind can be inferred from the 3-class hotel results, which demon-
strate the effectiveness of modeling argumentation for sentiment scoring:
There, all argumentation feature types outperform feature type 1. This in-
dicates that at least the polarity of their classified scores is often correct, thus
explaining the low regression errors.

On all four film review datasets, the sentiment flow patterns classify
scores most accurately among the argumentation feature types, but their
effectiveness still remains limited.21 The content and style features domi-
nate the evaluation, which again gives evidence for the effectiveness of such
features within a domain (cf. Section 5.3). Compared to ova, our classifier
based on all feature types is significantly better on the reviews of author a
and a little worse on two other datasets (c and d).

We conclude that the proposed feature types are competitive, achieving
similar effectiveness than existing approaches. In the in-domain task, the
sentiment flow patterns do not fail, but they also do not excel. Their main
benefit lies in their strong domain invariance, as we see next.

21We suppose that the reason behind mainly lies in the limited accuracy of 74% of our
polarity classifier csp in the film domain (cf. Appendix A.2), which reduces the impact of all
features that rely on local sentiment.
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Figure 5.15: Accuracy of the evaluated feature types on the test hotel reviews in
the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus based on self-created annotations with training
either on the training hotel reviews (H2H) or on the film reviews of author a, b, c,
or d in the Sentiment Scale dataset (Fa2H, Fb2H, Fc2H, and Fd2H).

Effectiveness across Domains We now offer evidence for our hypothesis
from Section 5.1 that features like the sentiment flow patterns, which cap-
ture overall structure, improve the domain robustness of classifying argu-
mentative texts. For this purpose, we apply the above-evaluated classifiers
trained in one domain to the reviews of the respective other domain. Differ-
ent from (Wachsmuth et al., 2014a), we here consider not only the transfer
from the hotel to the film domain, but also the other way round.

For the transfer to the hotel domain, Figure 5.15 shows the accuracy loss
of each feature type resulting fromemploying either of the four filmdatasets
instead of hotel reviews for training (given in percentage points). With a few
exceptions, feature types 1 to 3 fail in these out-of-domain scenarios. Most
significantly, the content and style features lose 13 (Fa2H) to 19 percentage
points (Fb2H), but the local sentiment and discourse relation distributions
seem hardlymore robust. As a consequence, the accuracy of all four feature
types in combination is compromised severely. At the same time, the sen-
timent flow patterns maintain effectiveness across domains, losing only 4
to 10 points through out-of-domain training. This supports our hypothe-
sis. Still, the local sentiment distributions compete with the sentiment flow
patterns in the resulting accuracy on the hotel reviews.

However, this is different whenwe exchange the domains of training and
application, as illustrated in Figure 5.16. There, the local sentiment distribu-
tions denote the second worst feature type when training them on the hotel
reviews. Their accuracy is reduced by up to 22 percentage points (H2Fc),
resulting in values around 40% on all film datasets. Only the content and
style features seemmore domain-dependent with drastic drops between 18
and 41 points. In contrast, the accuracy of the discourse relation distribu-
tions and especially of the sentiment flowpatterns provide further evidence
for the truth of our hypothesis. They remain almost stable on three of the
four film datasets. Only in the out-of-domain scenario H2Fd, they also fail
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Figure 5.16: Accuracy of the evaluated feature types on the film reviews of author
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Figure 5.17: (a) The three most common sentiment flow patterns in the training
set of the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus, labeled with their associated sentiment
scores. (b–c) The according sentiment flow patterns for all possible scores of the
texts of author c and d in the Sentiment Scale dataset, respectively.

with the sentiment flow patterns being worst. Apparently, the argumenta-
tion structure of the film review author d, which is reflected by the found
sentiment flow patterns, must differ from the others.
Insights into Sentiment Flow Patterns In Figure 5.17(a), we plot the most
common sentiment flow pattern for each possible sentiment score among
those 38 patterns that we found in the training set of the ArguAna Trip-
Advisor corpus (based on self-created annotations). As depicted, the pat-
terns are constructed from the local sentiment flows of up to 226 texts. Be-
low, Figures 5.17(b–c) show the respective patterns for author c and d in the
Sentiment Scale dataset. One of the 75 patterns of author c results from 155
flows, whereas all 41 patterns of author d represent at most 16 flows.

With respect to the shown sentiment flowpatterns, the film reviews yield
less clear sentiment but more changes of local sentiment than the hotel re-
views. While there appears to be some similarity in the overall argumenta-
tion structure between the hotel reviews and the film reviews of author c,
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two of the three patterns of author d contain only little clear sentiment at
all, especially in the middle parts. We have already indicated the dispar-
ity of the author d dataset in Figure 4.10 (Section 4.4). In particular, 73%
of all discourse units in the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus are classified as
positive or negative opinions, but only 37% of the sentences of author d.
The proportions of the three other film datasets at least range between 58%
and 67%. These numbers also serve as a general explanation for the limited
accuracy of the argumentation feature types 1 to 3 in the film domain.

A solution to improve the accuracy and domain invariance of modeling
argumentation structuremight be to construct sentiment flowpatterns from
the subjective statements only or from the changes of local sentiment, which
we leave for futurework. Here, we conclude that our novel feature type does
not yet solve the domain dependence problem of classifying argumentative
texts, but our experimental sentiment scoring results suggest that it denotes
a promising step towards more domain robustness.

Discussion of the Features for Domain Independence

In this section, we have pursued themain goal of this chapter, i.e., to develop
a novel feature type for the classification of argumentative texts whose dis-
tribution is strongly domain-invariant across the domains of the texts. The
feature type relies on our structure-oriented view of text analysis from Sec-
tion 5.2. For the first time, it captures the overall structure of an argumenta-
tive text bymeasuring the similarity of the flow of the text to a set of learned
flow patterns. Our evaluation of sentiment scoring supports the hypothesis
from Section 5.1 that such a focus on overall structure benefits the domain
robustness of text classification. In addition, the obtained results give evi-
dence for the intuition that people often simply organize an argumentation
sequentially, which denotes an important linguistic finding.

However, the effectiveness of the proposed flow patterns is far from opti-
mal yet. Some possible improvements have been revealed by the provided
insight into sentiment flow patterns. Also, a semi-supervised learning ap-
proach on large numbers of texts (as sketched above) may result in more
effective flow patterns. Besides, further domain-invariant features might
help, whereas we have seen that the combination with domain-dependent
features reduces domain robustness.

With respect to domain robustness, we point out that the evaluated senti-
ment flow patterns are actually not fully domain-independent. Concretely,
they still require a (possibly domain-specific) algorithm that can infer local
sentiment from an input text, although this seems at least a somewhat eas-
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ier problem. To overcome domain dependence, a solution may be to build
patterns frommore general information. For instance, Section 5.3 indicates
the benefit of discourse relations in this regard. Within one language, an-
other approach is to compute flowpatterns based on the functionwords in a
text, which can be understood as an evolution of the functionword n-grams
used in tasks like plagiarism detection (Stamatatos, 2011).

Apparently, even the evaluated sentiment scoring task alone implies sev-
eral directions of research on flow patterns. An investigation of all of them
would greatly exceed the scope of this thesis. In general, further classifica-
tion tasks are viable for analyzing the discussed or other flow types, partic-
ularly those that target at argumentative texts. Some are mentioned in the
preceding sections, like automatic essay grading or language function ana-
lysis. Moreover, while we restrict our view to text classification here, other
text analysis tasks may profit from modeling overall structure.

In the area of information extraction, common approaches to tasks like
named entity recognition or relation extraction already include structural
features (Sarawagi, 2008). There, overall structure must be addressed on a
different level (e.g. on the sentence level). A related approach from relation
extraction is to classify candidate entity pairs usingkernel function kernel functions. Ker-
nel functions measure the similarity between graphs such as dependency
parse trees, while being able to integrate different feature types. Especially

convolutional kernel convolutional kernels aim to capture structural information by looking at sim-
ilar graph substructures (Zhang et al., 2006). Such kernels have also proven
beneficial for tasks like semantic role labeling (cf. Section 2.2).

As in the latter cases, the deeper the analysis, the less shallow patterns of
overall structure will suffice. With respect to argumentative texts, a task of
increasing prominence that emphasizes the need for more complex models
is a full argumentation analysis, which seeks to understand the arguments
in a text and their interactions (cf. Section 2.4 for details). In the context
of ad-hoc large-scale text mining, we primarily aim for comparably shallow
analyses like text classification. Under this goal, the resort to unit class flows
and discourse relation flows provides two advantages: One one hand, the
abstract nature of the flows reduces the search space of possible patterns,
which facilitates the determination of patterns that are discriminative for
certain text classes (as argued at the end of Section 5.2). On the other hand,
computing flows needs much less time than complex analyses like pars-
ing (cf. Section 2.1). This becomes decisive when processing big data.

Our analysis of Pseudocodes 5.1 and 5.2 indicates that the scalability of
our feature type rises and fallswith the efficiency of two operations, though:
(1) Computing flows and (2) clustering them. The first depends on the effort
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of inferring all instances of the flow type of the flowpatterns (including pre-
processing steps). The average run-times of the algorithms csb and csp em-
ployed here give a hint of the increased complexity of performing sentiment
scoring in the presented way (cf. Appendix A.2). Other flow types may be
much cheaper to infer (like function words), but also muchmore expensive.
Discourse relations, for instance, are often obtained through parsing. Still,
efficient alternatives exist (like our lexicon-based algorithm pdr), indicat-
ing the usual tradeoff beween efficiency and effectiveness (cf. Section 3.1).
With respect to the second (clustering), we have discussed that our hierar-
chical approach may be too slow for larger numbers of training texts and
we have outlined flat clusterers as an alternative. Nevertheless, clustering
tends to represent the bottleneck of the feature computation and, thus, of
the training of an according algorithm.

Anyway, training time is not of upmost importance in the scenariowe tar-
get at, where we assume the text analysis algorithms to choose from to be
given in advance (cf. Section 1.2). This observation conforms with our idea
of an overall analysis from Section 1.3: The determination of features takes
place within the development of an algorithm AT that produces instances
of a set of text classes CT . At development time, AT can be understood as
an overall analysis: It denotes the last algorithm in a pipeline ΠT for infer-
ring CT while taking as input all information produced by the preceding
algorithms in ΠT . Once AT is given, it simply serves as an algorithm in the
set of all available algorithms. In the end, our overall analysis can hence be
seen as a regular text analysis algorithm for cross-domain usage. Besides
the intended domain robustness, such an analysis provides the benefit that
its results can be explained, as we finally sketch in Section 5.5.

5.5 Explaining Results in High-Quality Text Mining

A text analysis pipeline that robustly achieves sufficient effectiveness irre-
spective of the domain of the input texts qualifies for being used in search
engines and big data analytics applications. Still, the end user acceptance of
an according application may be limited, if erroneous analysis results can-
not be explained (Lim and Dey, 2009). In this section, we outline that both
general knowledge about a text analysis process and specific information of
our feature type from Section 5.4 allow for automatic result explanations. A
first user study based on a prototypical sentiment scoring application indi-
cates the intelligibility of the explanations. We conclude that intelligibility
denotes the final building block of high quality in text mining.
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Intelligible Text Analysis through Explanations

Theintelligibility intelligibility of an application can be seen as the application’s ability to
make transparentwhat information it has fromwhere andwhat it doeswith
that information (Bellotti and Edwards, 2001). One way to approach intel-
ligibility is to automatically provide explanations to the user of an applica-
tion. We use the termexplanation explanation to refer to a (typically visual) presentation
of information about the application’s behavior. The goal of intelligibility
and, thus, of giving explanations is to increase a user’s acceptance of an ap-
plication. The acceptance is largely affected by thetrust trust a user has in the cor-
rectness of the presented information as well as by the user’sunderstanding understanding
of how the results of an application have come up (Lim and Dey, 2009). At
the same time, thespeed speed in which users can process the information pro-
vided via an interface always matters (Gray and Fu, 2001).

In the context of text analysis pipelines, an understanding of the reasons
behind results is not trivial, because the results often emerge from a process
with several complex and uncertain decisions about natural language (Das
Sarma et al., 2011). We hypothesize that intelligibility can be supported by
explaining this process. Below, we show how to generally explain arbitrary
text analysis processes, reusing ideas from our approach to ad-hoc pipeline
construction (cf. Section 3.3). Especially in the area of text classification,
the decisive step is the mapping from features to a text class, though. While
most approaches output only a class label (cf. Section 2.4 for details), we can
use the flow patterns from Section 5.4 to intuitively explain a classification
decision, as we sketch afterwards.22

In the discussion, we follow Kulesza et al. (2013) who analyze the ben-
efit of explanations of an application depending on their soundness and
completeness. Here,soundness soundness describes how truthful the presented infor-
mation reflects what the application does, whereascompleteness completeness refers to the
extent to which the information reflects all relevant aspects of the applica-
tion. The authors found that explanations, which are both highly sound
and highly complete, are most trusted by users. Still, such explanations en-
tail the danger that important information is overlooked. According to the
results of the authors, a reduced completeness tends to maintain trust, but
it often causes a slower and worse understanding of what is happening.
Reducing soundness enables simplification, thus often speeding up the un-
derstanding, but it lowers the trust for lack of enough information.

22Besides explanations, a common approach to improve intelligibility in tasks like infor-
mation extraction, which we do not detail here, is to support verifiability, e.g. by linking
back to the source documents from which the returned results have been inferred.
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Explanation of Arbitrary Text Analysis Processes

We consider the scenario that a text analysis pipeline Π = 〈A, π〉 has pro-
cessed an input text to produce instances of a set of information types C (in
the sense of annotations with features, cf. Section 3.2). The goal is to au-
tomatically explain the text analysis process that is realized to create some
specific target instance of any information type from C. For this purpose,
we now outline how to reuse the partial order induced by the interdepen-
dencies between the algorithms in A, which we exploited in Section 3.3.

In particular, we propose to construct a directed acyclic explanation graphexplanation graph
that illustrates the process based on the produced information. Each node
in the graph represents an annotation with its features. The root node cor-
responds to the target instance. An edge between two nodes denotes a de-
pendency between the respective annotations. Here, we define that an an-
notation of type C1 ∈ C depends on an annotation of type C2 ∈ C, if the
annotations overlap and if the algorithm in A, which produces C1 as out-
put, requires C2 as input. In addition to the dependencies, every node is
assigned properties of the algorithms in A that have been used to infer the
associated annotation types and features, e.g. estimations of the algorithms’
quality. Only nodes belong to the explanation graph the target instance di-
rectly or indirectly depends on.

As an example, let the following pipeline Πsco be given to assign a senti-
ment score to the sample text from Section 5.2:

Πsco = (sse, sto2, tpo1, pdu, csb, csp, pdr, css)
css classifies sentiment scores based on the local sentiment flow of a text
derived from the output of csb and csp as well as discourse relations be-
tween local sentiments extracted with pdr (cf. Section 5.4). Using the input
and output types of the eight employed algorithms listed in Appendix A.1
and the estimations of their quality from Appendix A.2, we can automati-
cally construct the explanation graph in Figure 5.18. There, each layer sub-
sumes the instances of one information type (e.g. token with part-of-speech),
including the respective text spans (e.g. “We”) and possibly associated val-
ues (e.g. the part-of-speech tag PP).23 Where available, a layer is assigned
the estimated accuracies of all algorithms that have inferred the associated
type (e.g. 98% and 97% of sto2 and tpo1, respectively).24 With respect to the
shown dependencies, the explanation graph has been transitively reduced,
such that no redundant dependencies are maintained.

23For clarity, we omit the text span in case of discourse relations in Figure 5.18. Relation
types can easily be identified, as only they point to the information they are dependent on.

24Although Πsco employs pdu, Figure 5.18 contains no discourse unit annotations. This is
because each discourse unit is classified as being a fact or an opinion by csb afterwards.
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We spent one night at that hotel.  Staff at the front desk was very nice, the room was clean and cozy,
and the hotel lies in the city center...  but all this never justifies the price, which is outrageous!
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Figure 5.18: Illustration of an explanation graph for the sentiment score of the sam-
ple text from Section 5.2. The dependencies between the different types of output
information as well as the accuracy estimations (a) are derived from knowledge
about the text analysis pipeline that has produced the output information.

The sketched construction of explanation graphs is generic, i.e., it can be
performed for arbitrary text analysis pipelines and information types. We
have realized the construction on top of the Apache UIMA framework (cf.
Sections 3.3 and 3.5) as part of a prototypical web application for sentiment
scoring described in Appendix B.3.25 However, an explanation graph tends
to be meaningful only for pipelines with deep hierarchical interdependen-
cies. This typically holds for information extraction rather than text classifi-
cation approaches (cf. Section 2.2), but the given example emphasizes that
according pipelines also exist within text classification.

In terms of an external view of text analysis processes, explanation
graphs are quite sound and complete. Only few information about a process
is left out (e.g., although not common, annotations sometimes depend on
annotations they do not overlapwith). Still, the use of explanation graphs in
the presented formmay not be adequate for explanations, since some of the
contained information is rather technical (e.g. part-of-speech tags). While
such details might help to achieve the trust of users with a computational
linguistics or similar background, their benefit for average users seems lim-
ited. In our prototype, we thus simplify the explanation graphs. Among
others, we group different part-of-speech tags (e.g. common noun (NN) and
proper noun (NE)) under meaningful terms (e.g. noun) and we add edges

25Within Apache UIMA, the algorithms’ interdependencies can be inferred from the de-
scriptor files of the primitive analysis engine employed in an aggregate analysis engine. For
properties like the quality estimations, we rely on a fixed notation in the description field of
the respective descriptor file, just as we have done in the expert system from Section 3.3.
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between independent but fully overlapping nodes (cf. Appendix B.3 for ex-
amples). The latter reduces soundness, but it makes the graphmore easy to
conceive. Besides, Figure 5.18 indicates that explanation graphs can become
very large, whichmakes their understanding hard and time-consuming. To
deal with the size, our prototype reduces completeness by displaying only
the first layers in an overview graph and the others in a detail graph. Nev-
ertheless, long texts make the resort to explanation graphs questionable.

In terms of an internal view, the expressiveness of explanation graphs is
rather lowbecause of their generic nature. Concretely, an explanation graph
provides no information about how the target instance emanates from the
annotations it depends on. As mentioned above, the decisive step of most
text classification approaches (and also many information extraction algo-
rithms) is the feature computation, which remains implicit in an explana-
tion graph. General information in this respect could be specified via ac-
cording properties of the employed algorithm, say “features: lexical and shal-
low syntactic” in case of csb. For input-specific information, however, the
actually performed text analysis must be explained. This is easy for our
overall analysis from Section 5.4, as we discuss next.

Explanation of the Class of an Argumentative Text

We now close our investigation of the classification of argumentative texts
by exemplifying how to explain a determined text class based on our
structure-orientedmodel from Section 5.2. For the related explicit semantic
analysis approach, Gabrilovich andMarkovitch (2007) point out that an im-
portant benefit of modeling the natural concepts from Wikipedia as individ-
ual features is that the approach can be easily explained to users. Similarly,
we argue that the unit class flows introduced in Section 5.3 and the flow
patterns from Section 5.4 provide all information needed to automatically
create intuitive explanations in argumentation-related tasks.

For illustration, Figure 5.19 shows two exemplary ways of using the in-
formation captured in our model to visually explain the sentiment score of
a sample text, which should be 3 out of 5 here (or a little less than 3 in case
of real-valued scores). Many other visualizations are possible, e.g. a combi-
nation of a text and a flow similar to Figure 5.8 (cf. Section 5.2).

The highlighted text in Figure 5.19(a) aims to increase the speed of con-
ceiving that positive and negative sentiment is quite balanced. Given that
the underlying scoring approach is restricted to the distribution of local sen-
timent (maybe complemented with lexical features), the abstraction of re-
flecting global sentiment by the length of positive and negative text spans
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We spent one night at that hotel.  Staff at the front desk was very nice, the room was clean and cozy,
and the hotel lies in the city center...  but all this never justifies the price, which is outrageous!
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Figure 5.19: Two possible visual explanations for the sentiment score of the sample
text from Figure 5.3 based on ourmodel from Section 5.2: (a) Highlighting all local
sentiment. (b) Comparison to the most similar sentiment flow patterns.

seems sound and not very incomplete. In contrast, Figure 5.19(b) puts more
focus on structure. By comparing the local sentiment flow of the text to
common flow patterns, it directly visualizes the feature type developed in
Section 5.4. If few patterns are much more similar to the flow than all oth-
ers, the visualization serves as a sound and rather complete explanation of
that feature type. Given that a user believes the patterns are correct, there
should hence be no reason for mistrusting such an explanation.

To summarize, we claim that certain feature types can be explained ad-
equately by visualizing our model. However, many text classification ap-
proaches combine several features, like the one evaluated in Section 5.4. In
this case, both the soundness and the completeness of the visualizationswill
be reduced. To analyze the benefit of explanations in a respective scenario,
we conducted a first user study in our project ArguAna using the crowd-
sourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk26, where so called workers
can be requested to perform tasks. The workers are paid a small amount of
money if the results of the tasks are approved by the requester. For a concise
presentation, we only roughly outline the user study here.

The goal of the study was to examine whether explanations (1) help to
assess the sentiment of a text and (2) increase the speed of assessing the sen-
timent. To this end, each task asked a worker to classify the sentiment score
of 10 given reviews from theArguAna TripAdvisor corpus (cf. Section C.2),
based on presented information of exactly one of the following three types
that we obtained from our prototypical web application (cf. Section B.3):

1. Plain text. The review in plain text form.
2. Highlighted text. The review in highlighted text form, as exemplified

in Figure 5.19(a).
26Amazon Mechanical Turk, http://www.mturk.com, accessed on November 11, 2014.
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# Presented information 1 2 3 4 5 All tasks Fastest 25%

1 Plain text 1.7 2.5 3.1 3.9 4.3 488.5 s 216.9 s
2 Highlighted text 1.6 2.2 2.8 3.8 4.4 361.7 s 85.8 s
3 Plain text + local sentiment flow 1.7 2.2 2.8 3.7 4.3 775.0 s 182.6 s

Table 5.5: The average sentiment score classified by theAmazon Mechanical Turk
workers for all reviews in theArguAna TripAdvisor corpus of each score between 1
and 5 depending on the presented information aswell as the time the users took for
classifying 10 reviews averaged over all tasks or over the fastest 25%, respectively.

3. Plain text + local sentiment flow. The review in plain text form with
the associated local sentiment flow shown below the text.27

All 2100 reviews of the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus were classified based
on each type by three different workers. To prevent flawed results, two
check reviews with unambiguous sentiment (score 1 or 5) were put among
every 10 reviews. We accepted only tasks with correctly classified check
reviews and we reassigned rejected tasks to other workers. Altogether, this
resulted in an approval rate of 93.1%, which indicates the quality of the con-
ducted crowdsourcing. Table 5.5 lists the aggregated classification results
separately for the reviews of each possible sentiment score (in the center) as
well as the seconds required by a worker to perform a task, averaged over
all tasks and over the fastest 25% of the tasks (on the right).

The average score of a TripAdvisor review lies between 3 and 4 (cf. Ap-
pendix C.2). As Table 5.5 shows, these “weak” sentiment scores were most
accurately assessed by theworkers based on the plain text, possibly because
the focus on the text avoids a biased reading in this case. In contrast, espe-
cially the highlighted text seems to help to assess the other scores. At least
for score 2, also the local sentiment flowproves beneficial. In terms of the re-
quired time, the highlighted text clearly dominates the study. While type 3
speeds up the classification with respect to the fastest 25%, it entails the
highest time on average. The latter result is not unexpected, because of the
complexity of understanding two instead of one visualization.

Implications for Ad-hoc Large-Scale Text Mining

This section has roughly sketched that knowledge about a text analysis pro-
cess as well as information obtained within the process can be used to im-
prove the intelligibility of the pipeline that realizes the process. In partic-
ular, both our process-oriented view of text analysis from Section 3.2 and

27Unfortunately, flow patterns were omitted, as they are not visualized in our application.
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our structure-oriented view from Section 5.2 can be operationalized to au-
tomatically provide explanations for a pipeline’s results.

The presented explanation graphs give general explanations of text ana-
lysis processes that come at no cost (except for the normally negligible time
of constructing them). They can be derived from arbitrary pipelines. For
a deeper insight into the reasons behind some result, we argue that more
specific explanations are needed that rely on task-specific information. We
have introduced two exemplary visual explanations in this regard for the
sentiment scoring of argumentative texts. At least the intelligibility of high-
lighting local sentiment has been underpinned in a first user study, whereas
we leave an evaluation of the explanatory benefit of flow patterns for future
work. In the end, the creation of explanations requires research in the field
of information visualization, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Altogether, this chapter has made explicit the difficulty of ensuring high
quality in text mining. Concretely, we have revealed the domain depen-
dence of the text analysis pipelines executed to infer certain information
from input texts as a major problem. While we have successfully addressed
one facet of improving the domain robustness of pipelines to a certain ex-
tent, our findings indicate that perfect robustnesswill often be impossible to
achieve. In accordance with that, our experiments have underlined the fun-
damental challenge of high effectiveness in complex text analysis tasks (cf.
Section 2.1). Although approaches to cope with limited effectiveness exist,
like the exploitation of redundancy (cf. Section 2.4), the effectiveness of an
employed text analysis pipeline will always affect the correctness of the re-
sults of the associated text mining application. Consequently, we argue that
the intelligibility of a text analysis process is of particular importance, as it
may increase the end user acceptance of erroneous results.

Moreover, in the given context of ad-hoc large-scale text mining (cf. Sec-
tion 1.2), the correctness of results can be verified at least sporadically be-
cause of the sheer amount of processed data. Hence, a general trust in the
quality of a text analysis pipeline seems necessary. Under this premise, in-
telligibility denotes the final building block of high quality textmining aside
from a robust effectiveness and efficiency of the performed analyses.



We can only see a short distance ahead, but we can see plenty
there that needs to be done.

Alan Turing

6
Conclusion

The ability of performing text mining ad-hoc in the large has the potential
to essentially improve the way people find information today in terms of
speed and quality, both in everyday web search and in big data analytics.
More complex information needs can be fulfilled immediately, and previ-
ously hidden information can be accessed. At the heart of every text mining
application, relevant information is inferred from natural language texts by
a text analysis process. Mostly, such a process is realized in the form of a
pipeline that sequentially executes a number of information extraction, text
classification, and other natural language processing algorithms. As a mat-
ter of fact, text mining is studied in the field of computational linguistics,
which we consider from a computer science perspective in this thesis.

Besides the fundamental challenge of inferring relevant information ef-
fectively, we have revealed the automatic design of a text analysis pipeline
and the optimization of a pipeline’s run-time efficiency and domain robust-
ness as major requirements for the enablement of ad-hoc large-scale text
mining. Then, we have investigated the research question of how to exploit
knowledge about a text analysis process and information obtained within
the process to approach these requirements. To this end, we have devel-
oped different models and algorithms that can be employed to address in-
formation needs ad-hoc on large numbers of texts. The algorithms rely on
classical and statistical techniques from artificial intelligence, namely, plan-
ning, truth maintenance, and informed search as well as supervised and
self-supervised learning. All algorithms have been analyzed formally, im-
plemented as software, and evaluated experimentally.

259
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In Section 6.1, we summarize our main findings and their contributions
to different areas of computational linguistics. We outline that they have
both scientific and practical impact on the state of the art in text mining.
However, far from every problem of ad-hoc large-scale textmining has been
solved or even approached at all in this thesis. In the words of Alan Turing,
we can therefore already see plenty there that needs to be done in the given
and in new directions of future research (Section 6.2). Also, some of our
main ideas may be beneficial for other problems from computer science or
even from other fields of application, as we finally sketch at the end.

6.1 Contributions and Open Problems

This thesis presents the development and evaluation of approaches that ex-
ploit knowledge and information about a text analysis process in order to
effectively address information needs from information extraction, text clas-
sification, and comparable tasks ad-hoc in an efficient and domain-robust
manner.1 In this regard, our high-level contributions refer to an automatic
pipeline design, an optimized pipeline efficiency, and an improved pipeline
robustness, as motivated in Chapter 1. After introducing relevant founda-
tions, basic definitions, and case studies, Chapter 2 has summarized that
several successful related approaches exist, which address similar problems
as we do. Still, we claim that the findings of this thesis improve the state of
the art for different problems, as we detail in the following.2

Enabling Ad-hoc Text Analysis

In Chapter 3, we first discuss how to design a text analysis pipeline that
is optimal in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. Given a formal speci-
fication of available text analysis algorithms, which has become standard
in software frameworks for text analysis (cf. Section 2.2), we can define an
information need to be addressed and a quality prioritization to be met in
order to allow for a fully automatic pipeline construction. We have realized
an according engineering approach with partial order planning (and a sub-
sequent greedy linearization), implemented in a prototypical expert system
for non-expert users (cf. Appendix B.1). After showing the correctness and
asymptotic run-time complexity of the approach, we have offered evidence
that pipeline construction takes near-zero time in realistic scenarios.

1Here, addressing an information need means to return all information found in given
input texts that is relevant with respect to a defined query or the like (cf. Section 2.2).

2As clarified in Section 1.4, notice that many findings attributed to this thesis here have
already been published with different co-authors in papers of the author of this thesis.
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To our knowledge, we are thereby the first to enable ad-hoc text analysis
for unanticipated information needs and input texts.3 Some minor prob-
lems of our approach remain for future work, like its current limitation to
single information needs. Most of these are of technical nature and should
be solvable without restrictions (see the discussions in Sections 3.2 and 3.3
for details). Besides, a few compromises had to be made due to automa-
tion, especially the focus on either effectiveness or efficiency during the se-
lection of algorithms to be employed in a pipeline. Similarly, the flipside of
constructing and executing a pipeline ad-hoc is the missing opportunity of
evaluating the pipeline’s quality before using it.

Optimally Analyzing Text

Our main finding regarding an optimal pipeline design in Chapter 3 refers
to an often overseen optimization potential: By restricting all analyses to
those portions of input texts that may be relevant for the information need
at hand, much run-time can be saved while maintaining effectiveness. Such
an input control can be efficiently operationalized for arbitrary text analysis
pipelines with assumption-based truth maintenance based on the depen-
dencies between the information types to be inferred. Different from related
approaches, we thereby assess the relevance of portions of text formally. We
have proven the correctness of this approach, analyzed its worst-case run-
time, and realized it in a software framework on top of the industry standard
Apache UIMA (cf. Appendix B.2).

Every pipeline equipped with our input control is able to process input
texts optimally in that all unneccessary analyses are avoided. Alternatively,
it can also trade its run-time efficiency for its recall by restricting analysis
to even smaller portions of text. In our experiments with information ex-
traction, only roughly 40% to 80% of an input text needed to be processed
by an employed algorithm on average. At the same time, the effort of main-
taining relevant portions of text seems almost negligble. The benefit of our
approach will be limited in tasks where most portions of text are relevant,
as is often the case in text classification. Also, the input restriction does
not work for some algorithms, namely those that do not stepwise process
portions of a text separately (say, sentence by sentence). Still, our approach
comes with hardly any notable drawback, which is why we argue in favor
of generally equipping all pipelines with an input control.

3The notion of unanticipated information needs refers to combinations of information
types that may have never been sought for before. Still, algorithms that can infer the sin-
gle types from input texts need to be either given in advance or created on-the-fly.
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Optimizing Analysis Efficiency

The use of an input control gives rise to the efficiency impact of optimizing
the schedule of a text analysis pipeline, as we have comprehensively inves-
tigated in Chapter 4. We have shown formally and experimentally that,
in theory, optimally scheduling a pipeline constitutes a dynamic program-
mingproblem,which depends on the run-times of the employed algorithms
and the distribution of relevant information in the input texts. Especially the
latter may vary significantly, making other scheduling approaches more ef-
ficient in practice. In order to decide what approach to take, we provide a
first measure of the heterogeneity of texts with regard to this distribution.
Under low heterogeneity, an optimal fixed schedule can reliably and effi-
ciently be determined with informed best-first search on a sample of input
texts. This approach, the proof of its correctness, and its evaluation denote
fully new contributions of this thesis.4 For higher heterogeneity, we have de-
veloped an adaptive approach that learns online and self-supervised what
schedule to choose for each text. Our experiments indicate that we thereby
achieve being close to the theoretically best solution in all cases.

With our work on the optimization of efficiency, we support the applica-
bility of text analysis pipelines to industrial-scale data, which is still often
disregarded in research. The major gain of optimizing a pipeline’s sched-
ule is that even computationally expensive analyses like dependency pars-
ing can be conducted in little time, thus often allowing for more effective
results. In our experiments, the run-time of information extraction was im-
proved by up to factor 16 over naive approaches and by factor 2 over our
greedy linearization named above. These findings conformwith related re-
searchwhile beingmore generally applicable. In particular, all our schedul-
ing approaches apply to arbitrary text analysis algorithms and to input texts
of any type and language. They target at large-scale scenarios, where spend-
ing additional time for analyzing samples of texts is worth the effort, like in
big data analytics. Conversely, when the goal is to respond to an informa-
tion need ad-hoc, the greedy linearization should be preferred.

Some noteworthy aspects of pipeline optimization remain unaddressed
here. First, although our input control handles arbitrary pipelines, we have
considered only single information needs (e.g. forecasts with time informa-
tion). An extension to combined needs (e.g. forecasts and declarations) will
be more complicated, but is straightforward in principle as sketched. Next,
we evaluated our approaches on large datasets, but not in real big data sce-

4The approach is correct given that we have optimistic estimations of the algorithms’
run-times. Then, it always finds a schedule that is optimal on the sample (cf. Section 4.3).
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narios. Among others, big data requires to deal with huge memory con-
sumption. While we are confident that such challenges even increase the
impact of our approaches on a pipeline’s efficiency, we cannot ultimately
rule out the possibility that they revert some achieved efficiency gains. Sim-
ilarly, streams of input texts have been used for motivation in this thesis,
but their analysis is left for future work. Finally, an open problem refers to
the limited accuracy of predicting pipeline run-times within our adaptive
scheduling approach, which prevents an efficiency impact of the approach
on real data of low heterogeneity. Possible solutions have been discussed in
Section 4.5. However, we do not deepen them in this thesis, since we have
presented successful alternatives for low heterogeneity (cf. Section 4.3).

Robustly Classifying the Overall Structure of Text

In Chapter 5, we have turned our view to the actual analysis performed by
a pipeline. In particular, we have investigated how to improve the domain
robustness of an effective text analysis in tasks that deal with the classifi-
cation of argumentative texts (like reviews or essays). Our general idea is
that a focus on the overall structure instead of the content of according texts
benefits robustness. For reviews, we have found that common overall struc-
tures exist, which cooccur with certain sentiment. Here, overall structure is
modeled as a sequential flow of either local sentiments or discourse rela-
tions, which can be seen as shallow representations of concepts from argu-
mentation theory. Using a supervised variant of clustering, we have deter-
mined common flow patterns in the reduced search space of shallow over-
all structures. We exploit the flow patterns as features for machine learning
approaches to text classification. In sentiment scoring experiments, these
features have turned out to be strongly invariant across reviews from very
different domains (hotel and film), losing less than five percentage points
of accuracy in the majority of out-of-domain tasks.

Our approach contributes to research on domain-robust text classifica-
tion. It targets at non-standard classification tasks where the structure of a
text matters. Because of our restriction to the classification of review senti-
ment, however, we cannot assess yet as to whether our findings generalize
to other tasks. Moreover, while our robustness results are very promising,
the effectiveness of the considered features is still improvable. We have dis-
cussed possible improvements in Section 5.4, such as the use of other infor-
mation in the flow or the resort to semi-supervised learning.

Besides text classification, our findings also give linguistic insights into
the way people argue in argumentative texts. On the one hand, the sequen-
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tial flows we found model overall structure from a human perspective and,
thus should be intuitively understandable, such as (positive, negative, posi-
tive). On the other hand, different from all existing approaches we know,
the developed feature type captures the structure of a text in overall terms.
We believe that these results open the door to new approaches in other areas
of computational linguistics, especially in those related to argumentation.
We detail the implications of our approach in the following.

6.2 Implications and Outlook

With respect to our research question from Section 1.3, the contributions of
this thesis emphasize that a text analysis process can be improved in differ-
ent respects using knowledge about the process (like formal algorithm spec-
ifications) as well as information obtainedwithin the process (like observed
algorithm run-times). Although we have omitted to fully integrate all our
single approaches, we nowdiscuss in how far their combination enables ad-
hoc large-scale text mining, thereby coming back to our original motivation
of enhancing today’s information search from Section 1.1. Then, we close
this thesis with an outlook on arising research questions in the concerned
research field as well as in both more and less related fields.

Towards Ad-hoc Large-Scale Text Mining

As we have stressed in Section 1.3, the overall approach of this thesis aims
tomake the design and execution of text analysis pipelinesmore intelligent.
Our underlying motivation is to enable search engines and big data analy-
tics to perform ad-hoc large-scale text mining, i.e., to return high-quality re-
sults inferred from large numbers of texts in response to information needs
stated ad-hoc. The output of pipelines is structured information, which de-
fines the basis for the results to be returned. Therefore, we have addressed
the requirements of (1) designing pipelines automatically, (2) optimizing
their efficiency, and (3) improving their robustness, as summarized above.
The fundamental effectiveness problemof text analysis remains challenging
and the definition of “large-scale” is not clear in general. Anyway, as far as
we got, our findings underline thatwe have successfully enabled ad-hoc text
mining, significantly augmented capabilities in large-scale text mining, and
at least provided an important step towards high-quality text mining.

However, not all of the single approaches are applicable or beneficial in
every text analysis scenario. In particular, the optimization of efficiency
rather benefits information extraction, while our approach to pipeline ro-
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bustness targets at specific text classification tasks. The latter even tends to
be slower than standard text classification approaches, although it at least
avoids performing deep analyses. In contrast, all approaches from Chap-
ters 3 and 4 fit together perfectly. Their integration will even solve remain-
ing problems. For instance, the restriction of our pipeline construction ap-
proach to single information needs is easy to manage when given an input
control (cf. Section 3.3). Moreover, there are scenarioswhere all approaches
have an impact. E.g., a sentiment analysis based only on the opinions of a
text allows for automatic design, optimized scheduling, and the classifica-
tion of overall structure. In addition, we have given hints in Section 5.4 on
how to transfer our robustness approach to further tasks.

We realized all approaches on top of the standard software framework for
text analysis, Apache UIMA. A promising step still to be taken is their de-
ployment inwidely-recognized platforms and tools. In Section 3.5, we have
already argued that a native integration of our input control within Apache
UIMA would minimize the effort of using the input control while benefit-
ing the efficiency ofmany text analysis approaches based on the framework.
Similarly, applications like U-Compare, which serves for the development
and evaluation of pipelines (Kano et al., 2010), may in our view greatly ben-
efit from including the ad-hoc pipeline construction from Section 3.3 or the
scheduling approaches from Sections 4.3 and 4.5. We leave these and other
deployments for futurework. The same holds for some important aspects of
using pipelines in practical applications thatwe have analyzed only roughly
here, such as the parallelization of pipeline execution (cf. Section 4.6) and
the explanation of pipeline results (cf. Section 5.5). Both fit well to the ap-
proaches we have presented, but still require more investigation.

We conclude that our contributions do not fully enable ad-hoc large-scale
text mining yet, but they define essential building blocks for achieving this
goal. The decisive question is whether academia and industry in the con-
text of information search will actually evolve in the direction suggested in
this thesis. While we can only guess, the superficial answer may be “no”,
because there are too many possible variations of this direction. A more
nuanced view on today’s search engines and the lasting hype around big
data, however, reveals that the need for automatic, efficient, and robust text
mining technologies is striking: Chiticariu et al. (2010b) highlight their im-
pact on enterprise analytics, and Etzioni (2011) stresses the importance of
directly returning relevant information as search results (cf. Section 2.4 for
details). Hence, we are confident that our findings have the potential of im-
proving the future of information search. In the end, leading search engines
show that this future has already begun (Pasca, 2011).
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Outside the Box

This thesis deals with the analysis of natural language texts from a pure text
mining perspective merely. As a last step, we now give an outlook on the
use of our approaches for other tasks from computational linguistics, from
other areas of computer science, and even from outside these fields.

In computational linguistics, one of the most emerging research areas of
the last years is argumentation mining (Habernal et al., 2014). IBM claims
that debating technologies, which can automatically construct and oppose
pro and con arguments, will be the “next big thing” after their famous ques-
tion answering tool Watson.5 With our work on argumentation structure,
we contribute to the development of such technologies. Our analysis of the
overall structure of argumentative texts may, for instance, be exploited to
retrieve the candidates for argument identification. Also, it may be adapted
to assess the quality of an argumentation. The flow patterns at the heart of
our approach imply several future research directions themselves and may
possibly be transferred to other text analysis tasks, as outlined at the end of
Section 5.4. For a deeper analysis of argumentation, other ways to capture
argumentation structure than flow patterns are needed. E.g., deep syntac-
tic parsing (Ballesteros et al., 2014) and convolutional kernels (Moschitti and
Basili, 2004) could be used to learn tree-like argumentation structures.

The derivation of an appropriate model that generates certain sequential
information from example sequences (like the flows) is addressed in data
mining. A common approach to detect system anomalies is to search for se-
quences of discrete events that are improbable under a previously learned
model of the system (Aggarwal, 2013). While recent work emphasizes the
importance of time information for anomaly detection (Klerx et al., 2014),
the relation to our computation of similarities between flows in a text re-
mains obvious. This brings up the question whether the two approaches
can benefit from each other, which we leave for future work.

Aside from text analysis, especially our generic approaches to pipeline
design and execution should be transferrable to other problems. While we
have seen in Section 4.6 that our scheduling approaches relate to but do not
considerably affect the classical pipelining problem from computer archi-
tecture (Ramamoorthy and Li, 1977), many other areas of computer science
deal with pipeline-like architectures and processes.

An important example is computer graphics, where the creation of a 2D
raster from a 3D scene to be displayed on a screen is performed in a ren-

5IBM Debating Technologies group, http://researcher.watson.ibm.com/researcher/
view_group.php?id=5443, accessed on November 26, 2014.
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dering pipeline (Angel, 2008). Similar to our input control, pipeline stages
like clipping decide what parts of a scene are relevant for the raster. While
the ordering of the high-level rendering stages is usually fixed, stages like a
shader compose several programmable steps whose schedule strongly im-
pacts rendering efficiency (Arens, 2014). A transfer of our approaches seems
possible, but it might put other parameters in the focus, since the execution
of a pipeline is parallelized on a specialized graphics processing unit.

Another related area is software engineering. Among others, recent soft-
ware testing approaches deal with the optimization of test plans (Güldali
et al., 2011). Here, an optimized scheduling can speed up detecting some
defined number of failures or achieving some defined code coverage. Ac-
cordingly, approaches that perform an assembly-basedmethod engineering
based on situational factors and a repository of services (Fazal-Baqaie et al.,
2013) should, in principle, be viable to automationwith an adaptation of the
pipeline construction from Section 3.3. Further possible applications reach
down to basic compiler optimization operations like list scheduling (Cooper
and Torczon, 2011). The use of information obtained from training input
is known in profile-guided compiler optimization (Hsu et al., 2002) where
such information helps to improve the efficiency of program execution, e.g.
by optimizing the scheduling of checked conditions in if-clauses.

Even outside computer science, our scheduling approaches may prove
beneficial. An example from the real world is an authentication of paintings
or paper money, which runs through a sequence of analyses with different
run-times and numbers of found forgeries. Also, we experience in everyday
life that scheduling affects the efficiency of solving a problem. For instance,
the number of slices needed to cut some vegetable into small cubes depends
on the ordering of the slices and the formof the vegetable. Moreover, the ab-
stract concept of adaptive scheduling from Section 4.5 should be applicable
to every performance problem where (1) different solutions to the problem
are most appropriate for certain situations or inputs and (2) where the per-
formance of a solution can be assessed somehow.

Altogether, we summarize that possible continuations of the work de-
scribed in this thesis are manifold. We hope that our findings will inspire
new approaches of other researchers and practitioners in the discussed
fields and that they might help anyone who encounters problems like those
we approached. With this in mind, we close the thesis with a translated
quote from the German singer Andreas Front: “What you learn from that is up
to you, though. I hope at least you have fun doing so.”6

6“Was Du daraus lernst, steht Dir frei. Ich hoffe nur, Du hast Spaß dabei.” from the song “Spaß
dabei”, http://andreas-front.bplaced.net/blog/, accessed on December 21, 2014.





A
Text Analysis Algorithms

The evaluation of the design and execution of text analysis pipelines re-
quires the resort to concrete text analysis algorithms. Several of these algo-
rithms are employed in the experiments and case studies on our approaches
to enable ad-hoc large-scale text mining from Chapter 3 to 5. Some of them
have been developed by ourselves, while others refer to existing software
libraries. In this appendix, we give basic details on the functionalities and
properties of all employed algorithms and on the text analyses they per-
form. First, we describe all algorithms in a canonical form (Appendix A.1).
Then, we present evaluation results on their efficiency and effectiveness as
far as available (Appendix A.2). Especially, the measured run-times are im-
portant in this thesis, because they directly influence the efficiency impact
of our pipeline optimization approaches, as discussed.

A.1 Analyses and Algorithms

InChapter 3 to 5, we refer to every employed text analysis algorithmmostly
in terms of its three letter acronym (used as the algorithm’s name) and the
concrete text analysis it realizes. The first letter of every acronym stands
for the type of text analysis it belongs to, and the others abbreviate the con-
crete analysis. The types have been introduced in Section 2.1. Now, we
sketch all covered text analyses and we describe for each employed algo-
rithm (1) how it performs the respective analysis, (2) what information it
requires and produces, and (3) what input texts it is made for. An overview
of the algorithms’ input and output types is given in Table A.1.
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Name Input types C(in) Output types C(out)

clf Sentence, Token.pos, (Time), (Money) LanguageFunction.class
csb DiscourseUnit, Token.pos Opinion, Fact
csp Opinion, Token.pos Opinion.polarity
css Sentence, Token.pos, Opinion.polarity, Sentiment.score

Fact, (Product), (ProductFeature)

ene Sentence, Token.pos/.chunk Person, Location, Organization
emo Sentence Money
eti Sentence Time

nti Sentence, Time Time.start, Time.end

pch Sentence, Token.pos/.lemma Token.chunk
pde1 Sentence, Token.pos/.lemma Token.parent/.role
pde2 Sentence, Token.pos/.lemma Token.parent/.role
pdr Sentence, Token.pos, Opinion.polarity DiscourseRelation.type
pdu Sentence, Token.pos DiscourseUnit

rfo Sentence, Token.pos /.lemma, Time Forecast.time
rfi Money, Forecast Financial.money/.forecast
rfu Token, Organization, Time Founded.organization/.time
rre1 Sentence, Token Revenue
rre2 Sentence, Token, Time, Money Revenue
rtm1 Sentence, Revenue, Time, Money Revenue.time/.money
rtm2 Sentence, Revenue, Time, Money, Revenue.time/.money

Token.pos/.lemma./parent./.role

spa – Paragraph
sse – Sentence
sto1 – Token
sto2 Sentence Token

tle Sentence, Token Token.lemma
tpo1 Sentence, Token Token.pos/.lemma
tpo2 Sentence, Token Token.pos

Table A.1: The required input typesC(in) and the produced output typesC(out) of
all text analysis algorithms referred to in this thesis. Bracketed input types indicate
the existence of variations of the respective algorithmwith andwithout these types.

We rely on a canonical form of algorithm description, but we also point
out specific characteristics where appropriate. For an easy look-up, in the
followingwe list the algorithms in alphabetical order of their names and, by
that, also in alphabetical order of the text analysis types. All algorithms are
realized as Apache UIMA analysis engines (cf. Section 3.5) and come with
our software described in Appendix B. In case of algorithms that are taken
from existing software libraries, wrappers are provided.
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Classification of Text

Text classification is one of the central text analysis types the approaches
in this thesis focus on. It assigns a class from a predefined scheme to each
given text. In our experiments and case studies in Chapter 5, we deal with
the classification of both whole texts and portions of text.
Language Functions Language functions target at the question why a text
was written. On an abstract level, most texts can be seen as being predom-
inantly expressive, appellative, or informative (Bühler, 1934). For product-
related texts, we concretized this scheme with a personal, a commercial,
and an informational class (Wachsmuth and Bujna, 2011).

clf (Wachsmuth and Bujna, 2011) is a statistical classifier, realized as a lin-
ear multi-class support vector machine from the LibSVM integration
of Weka (Chang and Lin, 2011; Hall et al., 2009). It assigns a language
function to a text based on different word, n-gram, entity, and part-of-
speech features (cf. Section 5.3). clf operates on the text level, requir-
ing sentences and tokens as well as, if given, time and money entities
as input and producing the language function classes with assigned
class values. It has been trained on German texts from the music do-
main and the smartphone domain, respectively.

Subjectivity Subjectivity refers to the sentiment-related question whether
a text or a portion of text is subjective (Pang and Lee, 2004). Opinions are
subjective, while facts (including false ones) are seen as objective.

csb (self-implemented) is a statistical classifier, realized as a linear support
vectormachine from theLibSVM integration of Weka (Chang andLin,
2011; Hall et al., 2009). It classifies the subjectivity of discourse units
based on the contained words, part-of-speech tags, scores from Senti-
WordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010), and the like. csb operates on the
discourse unit level, requiring discourse units and tokens with part-
of-speech as input and producing one Fact or Opinion annotation for
each discourse unit. It has been trained on English reviews from the
hotel domain and the movie domain, respectively.

Sentiment Polarity The classification of a text or a portion of text as having
either a positive or a negative polarity with respect to some topic is one of
the most common forms of sentiment analysis (Pang et al., 2002).

csp (self-implemented1) is a statistical classifier, realized as a linear sup-
port vector machine from the LibSVM integration of Weka (Chang

1Notice that all algorithms marked as self-implemented have been used in some of our
publications, but have not been described in detail there.
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andLin, 2011;Hall et al., 2009). Similar to csb, it classifies the polarities
of opinions based on the contained words, part-of-speech tags, scores
from SentiWordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010), and the like. csp oper-
ates on the opinion level, requiring opinions and tokens with part-of-
speech as input and producing the polarity feature of each opinion.
It has been trained on English reviews from the hotel domain and the
movie domain, respectively.

Sentiment Scores Sentiment is also often classified as an ordinal or metric
score from a predefined scale (Pang and Lee, 2005). Such sentiment scores
e.g. represent the overall ratings of web user reviews.

css (Wachsmuth et al., 2014a) is a statistical score predictor, realized in
Weka (Hall et al., 2009) as a linear multi-class support vector machine
with probability estimates and normalization from LibSVM (Chang
and Lin, 2011). It assigns a score to a text based on different combi-
nations of local sentiment, discourse relation, domain concept, word,
and part-of-speech features. css operates on the text level, requiring
sentences, opinions, and tokens with part-of-speech as input and pro-
ducing sentiment annotations with scores. It has been trained on En-
glish texts from the hotel and movie domain, respectively.

Entity Recognition

According to Jurafsky andMartin (2009), the term entity is used not only to
refer to names that represent real-world entities, but also to specific types
of numeric information, like money and time expressions.
Money In terms of money information, we distinguish absolute men-
tions (e.g. “300 million dollars”), relative mentions (e.g. “by 10%”), and com-
binations of these.

emo (self-implemented) is a rule-based money extractor that uses lexicon-
based regular expressions, which capture the structure of money en-
tities. emo operates on the sentence level, requiring sentence annota-
tions as input and producing money annotations. It works only on
German texts and it targets at news articles.

Named entities In some of our experiments and case studies, we deal with
the recognition of person, organization, and location names. These three
named entity types are in the focus of widely recognized evaluations, such
as the CoNLL-2003 shared task (Tjong Kim Sang and Meulder, 2003).
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ene (Finkel et al., 2005) is a statistical sequence labeling algorithm, real-
ized as a conditional random field in the software library Stanford
NER2 that sequentially tags words as belonging to an entity of some
type or not. ene operates on the sentence level, requiring tokens with
part-of-speech and chunk information as input and producing per-
son, location, and organization annotations. It can been trained for
different languages, including English and German, and it targets at
well-formatted texts like news articles.

Time Similar to money entities, we consider text spans that represent pe-
riods of time (e.g. “last year”) or dates (e.g. “07/21/69”) as time entities.

eti (self-implemented) is a rule-based time extractor that, analog to emo,
uses lexicon-based regular expressions, which capture the structure
of time entities. eti operates on the sentence level, requiring sentence
annotations as input and producing time annotations. It works only
on German texts, and it targets at news articles.

Normalization and Resolution

Normalization denotes the conversion of information (usually, of an entity)
into a machine-processable form. Resolution means the identification of
different references of an entity in a text that belong to the same real-world
entity (Cunningham, 2006). The only type of information to be resolved in
our experiments is time information (in Sections 4.3 and 4.5).
Resolved Time For our purpose, we define resolved time information to
consist of a start date and an end date, both of the formYYYY-MM-DD. Ahn
et al. (2005) distinguish fully qualified, deictic, and anaphoric time informa-
tion in a text. For normalization, some information must be resolved, e.g.
“last year”may require the date the respective text was written on.

nti (self-implemented) is a rule-based time normalizer that splits a time
entity into atomic parts, identifies missing information, and then
seeks for this information in the surrounding text. nti operates on
the text level, requiring sentence and time annotations as input and
producing normalized start and end dates as features of time annota-
tions. It works on German texts only and it targets at news articles.

Parsing

In natural language processing, parsing denotes the syntactic analysis of
texts or sentences in order to identify relations between their different parts.

2Stanford NER, http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml, accessed on
October 15, 2014.
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In dependency parsing, a part is given by a single word, while constituency
parsing targets at the hierachically structured phrases in sentences (Jurafsky
and Martin, 2009). Similarly, the discourse structure of a text, detailed in
Section 5.2, can be parsed (Marcu, 2000). While a parser typically outputs
a tree structure, also shallow approaches exist that segment a text into their
parts, as in the case of phrase chunking (also called shallow parsing).
Chunks Chunks represent the top-level phrases of a sentence (Jurafsky
and Martin, 2009). Mostly, at least noun, verb, and prepositional phrases
are distinguished. Chunks are usually annotated as tags of tokens. E.g.,
the noun phrase “the moon landing”might be encoded as (B-NP, I-NP, I-NP)
where B-NP denotes the start and each I-NP some other part. Chunks serve
as input to many named entity recognition algorithms.

pch (Schmid, 1995) is a statistical phrase chunker, realized as a decision-
tree classifier in the tt4j wrapper of the software library TreeTagger.3

pch operates on the sentence level, requiring tokens as input and pro-
ducing the chunk tag features of the tokens. It has been trained on a
number of languages, including English and German, and it targets
at well-formatted texts like news articles.

Dependency Parse Trees The dependency parse tree of a sentence or the
like is often used for features in relation extraction. It defines how the con-
tained tokens syntactically depend on each other. Each token is represented
by one node. Almost always, the root node corresponds to the main verb.
The tree structure can be defined on the token-level by assigning a parent
node to each node except for the root. In addition, a token is usually as-
signed a label that defines the role of the subtree it represents.

pde1 (Bohnet, 2010) is a variant of the statistical dependency parser pde2

given below, realized in the Mate Tools4 as a combination of a linear
support vector machine and a hash kernel. It uses several features to
identify dependency parse trees without crossing edges. pde1 oper-
ates on the sentence level, requiring sentences and tokens with part-
of-speech and lemma as input and producing the parent and depen-
dency role of each token. It has been trained on German texts and it
targets at well-formatted texts like news articles.

pde2 (Bohnet, 2010) is a statistical dependency parser, realized in the above-
mentioned Mate Tools as a combination of a linear support vec-
tor machine and a hash kernel. It uses several features to identify

3tt4j, http://code.google.com/p/tt4j/, accessed on October 15, 2014.
4Mate Tools, http://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/, accessed on October 16, 2014.
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dependency parse trees, including those with crossing edges. pde2

operates on the sentence level, requiring sentences and tokens with
part-of-speech and lemma as input and producing the parent and
dependency role of each token. It has been trained on a number
of languages, including English and German, and it targets at well-
formatted texts like news articles.

Discourse Units and Relations Discourse units are the minimum build-
ing blocks in the sense of text spans that make up the discourse of a text.
Several types of discourse relations may exist between discourse units, e.g.
23 types are distinguished by the widely-followed rhethorical structure the-
ory (Mann and Thompson, 1988).

pdr (self-implemented) is a rule-based discourse relation extractor that
mainly relies on language-specific lexiconswith discourse connectives
to identify 10 discourse relation types, namely, background, cause, cir-
cumstance, concession, condition, contrast, motivation, purpose, sequence,
and summary. pdr operates on the discourse unit level, requiring dis-
course units and tokens with part-of-speech as input and producing
typed discourse relation annotations. It is implemented for English
only and it targets at less-formatted texts like web user reviews.

pdu (self-implemented) is a rule-based discourse unit segmenter that an-
alyzes commas, connectives (using language-specific lexicons), verb
types, ellipses, etc. to identify discourse units in terms of main clauses
with all their subordinate clauses. pdu operates on the text level, re-
quiring sentences and tokens with part-of-speech as input and pro-
ducing discourse unit annotations. It is implemented for English and
German, and it targets at less-formatted texts like web user reviews.

Relation Extraction and Event Detection

In Section 3.4, we argue that all relations and events can be seen as relating
two or more entities, often being represented by a span of text. Mostly, they
are application-specific (cf. Section 3.2). In this thesis, we consider relations
and events in the context of our case study InfexBA from Section 2.3.5

Financial Events In Section 3.5, financial events denote a specific type of
forecasts (see below) that are associated to money information.

5In the evaluation of ad-hoc pipeline construction in Section 3.3, we partly refer to algo-
rithms for the recognition of biomedical events. Since the construction solely relies on for-
mal properties of the algorithms, we do not consider the algorithms’ actual implementations
and, therefore, omit to talk about them here. The properties can be found in the respective
Apache UIMA descriptor files that come with our expert system (cf. Appendix B.1).
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rfi (self-implemented) is a rule-based event detector that naively assumes
each portion of text with a money entity and a forecast event to rep-
resent a financial event. rfi can operate on arbitrary text unit levels,
requiring money and forecast annotations as input and producing fi-
nancial event annotations that relate the respectivemoney entities and
forecast events. It works on arbitrary texts of any language.

Forecast Events A forecast is assumed here to be any sentence about the
future with time information.

rfo (self-implemented) is a statistical event detector, realized as a linear
support vectormachine from the LibSVM integration of Weka (Chang
and Lin, 2011; Hall et al., 2009). It classifies candidate sentences with
time entities using several types of information, including part-of-
speech tags and occurring verbs. rfo operates on the sentence level,
requiring sentences, tokens with part-of-speech and lemma as input
and producing forecast annotations with set time features. It is imple-
mented for German texts only and it targets at news articles.

Founded Relations A founded relation between an organization entity
and a time entity means that the respective organization was founded at
the respective point in time or in the respective period of time.

rfu (self-implemented) is a rule-based relation extractor that assumes can-
didate pairs within the same portion of text to be related if the portion
contains indicator words of the founded relation (from a language-
specific lexicon). rfu can operate on arbitrary text unit levels, re-
quiring organization and money annotations as input and producing
founded relation annotations with features for the associated entities.
It is implemented for both German and English texts of any kind.

Statement on Revenue Events According to (Wachsmuth et al., 2010), we
define a statement on revenue as a portion of text with information about
the development of the revenues of a company or branch over time.

rre1 (Wachsmuth et al., 2010) is a rule-based event detector that uses a
language-specific lexicon with terms indicating revenue to classify
whether a sentence denotes a statement on revenue. rre1 operates
on the sentence level, requiring sentences and tokens as input and
producing statement on revenue annotations. It is implemented for
German texts only and it targets at news articles.
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rre2 (Wachsmuth et al., 2010) is a statistical event detector, realized as
a linear support vector machine from the LibSVM integration of
Weka (Chang and Lin, 2011; Hall et al., 2009). It classifies candidate
sentences with time and money entities using several types of infor-
mation, including language-specific lexicons. rre2 operates on the
sentence level, requiring sentences, tokens, time entities, and money
entities as input and producing statement on revenue annotations. It
is implemented for German texts only and it targets at news articles.

Time/MoneyRelations The relations between time andmoney entities that
we consider here refer to all according pairs where both entities belong to
the same statement on revenue.
rtm1 (self-implemented) is a rule-based relation extractor that simply ex-

tracts the closest pairs of time and money entities (in terms of the
number of characters). It operates on the sentence level, requiring sen-
tences, time and money entities as well as statements on revenue as
input and producing the time and money features of the latter. trm1

works only on arbitrary texts of any language.
rtm2 (self-implemented) is a statistical relation extractor, realized as a linear

support vectormachine from the LibSVM integration of Weka (Chang
and Lin, 2011; Hall et al., 2009). It classifies relations between candi-
date pairs of time and money entities based on several types of in-
formation. rtm2 operates on the sentence level, requiring sentences,
tokens with all features, time andmoney entities as well as statements
on revenue as input and producing the time andmoney features of the
latter. It works for German texts only and it targets at news articles.

Segmentation

Segmentation means the sequential partition of a text into single units. In
this thesis, we restrict our view to lexical and shallow syntactic segmenta-
tions in terms of the following information types.
Paragraphs We define a paragraph here syntactically to be a composition
of sentences that ends with a line break.

spa (self-implemented) is a rule-based paragraph splitter that looks for
line breaks that indicate paragraph ends. spa operates on the charac-
ter level, requiring only plain text as input and producing paragraph
annotations. It works on arbitrary texts of any language.

Sentences The sentences of a text segment the text into basic meaningful
grammatical units.
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sse (self-implemented) is a rule-based sentence splitter that analyzes
whitespaces, punctuation and quotation marks, hyphenation, el-
lipses, brackets, abbreviations (based on a language-specific lexicon),
etc. sse operates on the character level, requiring only plain text as in-
put and producing sentence annotations. It is implemented for Ger-
man and English and it targets both at well-formatted texts like news
articles and less-formatted texts like web user reviews.

Tokens In natural language processing, tokens denote the atomic lexical
units of a text, i.e., words, numbers, symbols, and the like.

sto1 (Apache UIMA6) is a rule-based tokenizer that simply looks for white-
spaces and punctuation marks. sto1 operates on the character level,
requiring only plain text as input and producing token and sentence
annotations. It works on arbitrary texts of all languages that use the
mentioned character types as word and sentence delimiters.

sto2 (self-implemented) is a rule-based tokenizer that analyzes white-
spaces, special characters, abbreviations (based on a language-specific
lexicon), etc. sto2 operates on the sentence level, requiring sentences
as input and producing token annotations. It is implemented for Ger-
man and English and it targets both at well-formatted texts like news
articles and less-formatted texts like web user reviews.

Tagging

Under the term tagging, we finally subsume text analyses that add informa-
tion to segments of a text, here to tokens in particular.
Lemmas A lemma denotes the dictionary form of word (in the sense of a
lexeme), such as “be” for “am”, “are”, or “be” itself. Lemmas are of particu-
lar importance for highly inflected languages like German and they serve,
among others, as input for many parsers (see above).

tle (Björkelund et al., 2010) is a statistical lemmatizer, realized as a large
margin classifier in the above-mentioned Mate Tools, that uses sev-
eral features to find the shortest edit script between the lemmas and
the words. tle operates on the sentence level, requiring tokens as
input and producing the lemma features of the tokens. It has been
trained on a number of languages, including English and German,
and it targets at well-formatted texts like news articles.

6UIMA Whitspace Tokenizer, http://uima.apache.org/sandbox.html, accessed on
October 14, 2014.
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Part-of-speech Tags Parts of speech are the linguistic categories of tokens.
In “Let the fly fly!”, for instance, the first “fly” is a noun and the second
a verb. Mostly, more specific part-of-speech tags are assigned to tokens,
like common nouns as opposed to proper nouns. Although some universal
part-of-speech tagsets have been proposed (Petrov et al., 2012), most ap-
proaches rather rely on language-specific tagsets, such as the widely-used
STTS TagSet7 for German consisting of 53 different tags.

tpo1 (Schmid, 1995) is a statistical part-of-speech tagger, realized with the
same decision-tree classifier of the TreeTagger as pch above. tpo1 op-
erates on the sentence level, requiring sentences and tokens as input
and producing both part-of-speech and lemma features of the tokens.
It has been trained on a number of languages, including English and
German, and it targets at well-formatted texts like news articles.

tpo2 (Björkelund et al., 2010) is a statistical part-of-speech tagger, realized
as a large margin classifier in the above-mentioned Mate Tools, that
uses several features to classify the part-of-speech of each token. tpo2

operates on the sentence level, requiring sentences and tokens as input
and producing the part-of-speech features of the tokens. It has been
trained on a number of languages, including English and German,
and it targets at well-formatted texts like news articles.

A.2 Evaluation Results

The impact of allmain approaches developed inChapter 3 to 5 is affected by
the run-time efficiency and/or the effectiveness of the employed text ana-
lysis algorithms. In particular, both the algorithm selection of ad-hoc pipe-
line construction (Section 3.3) and the informed search pipeline schedul-
ing (Section 4.3) rely on run-time estimations of the algorithms, the former
also on effectiveness estimations. The efficiency gains achieved by our input
control from Section 3.5 and by every scheduling approach from Chapter 4
result from differences in the actually observed algorithm run-times. And,
finally, the effectiveness and robustness of our features for text classifica-
tion in Section 5.4 depends on the effectiveness of all algorithms used for
preprocessing. For these reasons, we have evaluated the efficiency and ef-
fectiveness of all employed algorithms as far as possible. Table A.2 shows
all results that we provide here with reference to the text corpora they were
computed on. The corpora are described in Appendix C.

7STTS TagSet, http://www.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/resources/stts-1999.pdf, ac-
cessed on October 16, 2014.
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Efficiency Results

In terms of efficiency, Table A.2 shows the average run-time per sentence of
each algorithm. We measured all run-times in either five or ten runs on a 2
GHz Intel Core 2 DuoMacBook with 4 GB RAM, partly using the complete
respective corpus, partly its training set only.

As can be seen, there is a small number of algorithms whose run-times
greatly exceed those of the others. Among these, the most expensive are
the two dependency parsers, pde1 and pde1. Common dependency pars-
ing approaches are of cubic computational complexity with respect to the
number of tokens in a sentence (Covington, 2001), although more efficient
approaches have been proposed recently (Bohnet and Kuhn, 2012). Still,
the importance of employing dependency parsing for complex text analysis
tasks like relation extraction is obvious (and, here, indicated by the different
F1-scores of rtm2 and rtm1). The use of such algorithms particularly empha-
sizes the benefit of our pipeline optimization approaches, as exemplified in
the case study of Section 3.1.

Besides, we point out that, while we argue in Section 4.2 that algorithm
run-times remain comparably stable across corpora (compared to distribu-
tions of relevant information), a few outliers can be found in Table A.2.
Most significantly, rre2 has an average run-time per sentence of 0.81 mil-
liseconds on the Revenue corpus, but only 0.05 milliseconds on the CoNLL-
2003 dataset. The reason behind is that the latter contains only a very small
fraction of candidate statements on revenue that contain both a time and a
money entity. Consequently, the observed differences rather give another
indication of the benefit of filtering only relevant portions of text.

Effectiveness Results

The effectiveness values in Table A.2 were obtained on the test sets of
the specified corpora in all cases except for those on the Sentiment Scale
dataset, the Subjectivity dataset, and the Sentence polarity dataset. The
latter are computed using 10-fold cross-validation in order to make them
comparable to (Pang and Lee, 2005). All results are given in terms of the
quality criteria, we see as most appropriate for the respective text analy-
ses (cf. Section 2.1 for details). For lack of required ground-truth annota-
tions, we could not evaluate the effectiveness of some algorithms, such as
pdr. Also, for a few algorithms, we analyzed a small subset of the Revenue
corpus manually to compute their precision (eti and emo) or accuracy (sse
and sto2). With respect to the effectiveness of the algorithms from existing
software libraries, we refer to the according literature.
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Wehave added information on the number of classeswhere accuracy val-
ues do not refer to a two-class classification problem. In case of css on the
Sentiment Scale dataset, we specify an interval for the accuracy values, be-
cause they vary depending onwhich of the four datasets of the corpus is an-
alyzed (cf. Appendix C.4). The perfect effectiveness of pdu on the ArguAna
TripAdvisor corpus is due to the fact that pdu is exactly the algorithm used
to create the discourse unit annotations of the corpus (cf. Appendix C.2).



Name Efficiency Effectiveness Evaluation on

clf 0.65 ms/snt. a 82% (3 classes) LFA-11 corpus (music)
0.53 ms/snt. a 69% (3 classes) LFA-11 corpus (smartphone)

csb 22.31 ms/snt. a 78% ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus
– a 91% Subjectivity dataset

csp 6.96 ms/snt. a 80% ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus
– a 74% Sentence polarity dataset

css 0.53 ms/snt. a 48% (5 classes) ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus
0.86 ms/snt. a 57%–72% (3 classes) Sentiment Scale dataset

emo 0.68 ms/snt. p 0.99, r 0.95, f1 0.97 Revenue corpus
0.59 ms/snt. – CoNLL-2003 (de)

ene 2.03 ms/snt. cf. Finkel et al. (2005) Revenue corpus
2.03 ms/snt. CoNLL-2003 (de)

eti 0.36 ms/snt. p 0.91, r 0.97, f1 0.94 Revenue corpus
0.39 ms/snt. – CoNLL-2003 (de)

nti 1.21 ms/snt. – Revenue corpus
0.39 ms/snt. – CoNLL-2003 (de)

tch 0.97 ms/snt. cf. Schmid (1995) Revenue corpus
0.88 ms/snt. CoNLL-2003 (de)

pde1 166.14 ms/snt. cf. Bohnet (2010) Revenue corpus
pde2 54.61 ms/snt. Revenue corpus
pdr 0.11 ms/snt. – ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus
pdu 0.13 ms/snt. a 100.0% ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus

rfi < 0.01 ms/snt. – Revenue corpus
< 0.01 ms/snt. – CoNLL-2003 (de)

rfo 0.27 ms/snt. a 93% Revenue corpus
0.27 ms/snt. – CoNLL-2003 (de)

rfu 0.01 ms/snt. p 0.71 Revenue corpus
0.01 ms/snt. p 0.88 CoNLL-2003 (de)

rre1 0.03 ms/snt. p 0.86, r 0.93, f1 0.89 Revenue corpus
rre2 0.81 ms/snt. p 0.87, r 0.93, f1 0.90 Revenue corpus

0.05 ms/snt. – CoNLL-2003 (de)
rtm1 0.02 ms/snt. p 0.69, r 0.88, f1 0.77 Revenue corpus
rtm2 10.41 ms/snt. p 0.75, r 0.88, f1 0.81 Revenue corpus

spa < 0.01 ms/snt. – Revenue corpus
< 0.01 ms/snt. – CoNLL-2003 (de)

sse 0.04 ms/snt. a 95% Revenue corpus
0.04 ms/snt. – CoNLL-2003 (de)

sto1 0.04 ms/snt. – Revenue corpus
sto2 0.06 ms/snt. a 98% Revenue corpus

0.06 ms/snt. – CoNLL-2003 (de)

tle 11.12 ms/snt. cf. Björkelund et al. (2010) Revenue corpus
tpo1 0.94 ms/snt. cf. Schmid (1995) Revenue corpus

0.97 ms/snt. CoNLL-2003 (de)
tpo2 10.75 ms/snt. cf. Björkelund et al. (2010) Revenue corpus

Table A.2: Evaluation results on the run-time efficiency (in milliseconds per sen-
tence) and the effectiveness (as precision p, recall r, F1-score f1, and accuracy a) of
all text analysis algorithms referred to in this thesis on the specified text corpora.
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Software

The optimization of pipeline design and execution that we discuss in the
thesis at hand provides practical benefits only when working fully auto-
matically. In the context of the thesis, prototypical software applications
have been developed that allow the usage and evaluation of all parts of our
approach to enable ad-hoc large-scale text mining. This appendix presents
how to work with these applications, all of which are given in the form
of Java source code. In Appendix B.1, we begin with the expert system for
ad-hoc pipeline construction from Section 3.3. Then, Appendix B.2 sketches
how to use our software framework that realizes the input control presented
in Section 3.5. Afterwards, we outline how to reproduce the results of all
experiments and case studies of this thesis using the developed applica-
tions. All source code comes together with instructions and some sample
text analysis algorithms and pipelines. It is split into different projects that
we refer to below. As of end of 2014, the code should be accessable at least
for some years at http://is.upb.de/?id=wachsmuth (under Software).1

B.1 An Expert System for Ad-hoc Pipeline Construction

In this appendix, we detail the usage of the expert system Pipeline XPS, pre-
sented in Section 3.3. The expert system was implemented by Rose (2012)
as part of his master’s thesis. It provides a graphical user interface for the
specification of text analysis tasks and quality prioritizations. On this basis,
Pipeline XPS constructs and executes a text analysis pipeline ad-hoc.

1In case you encounter problems with the link, please contact the author of this thesis.
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Getting Started

Installation The expert system refers to the project XPS of the provided
software. By default, its annotation task ontology (cf. Section 3.2) com-
prises the algorithms and information types of the EfXTools project. When
using the integrated development environment Eclipse2, Java projects can
be created from the respective top-level folders, taking each of them as a
root directory. Otherwise, an according procedure has to be performed.
General Information Our expert system Pipeline XPS can be seen as a
first prototype, which still may have some bugs and which tends not to be
robust to wrong inputs and usage. Therefore, the instructions presented
here should be followed carefully.
Launch Before the first launch, an option has to be adjusted if not using
Windows as the operating system: In the file ./XPS/conf/xps.properties, the
line starting with xps.treeTaggerModel, which belongs to the operating
system at hand, must be commented in, while the respective others must be
commented out. The file Main.launch in the folder XPS can then be run in
order to launch the expert system. At first start, no annotation task ontology
is present in the system. After pressing OK in response to the appearing
popup window, a standard ontology is imported. When starting again, the
mainwindowPipelineXPS should appear aswell as anExplanationswindow
with the message Pipeline XPS has been started.
User Interface Figure B.1 shows the prototypical user interface of the im-
plemented expert system from (Rose, 2012). Here, a user first sets the di-
rectory of an input text collection to be processed and chooses a quality
prioritization. Then, the user specifies an information need by repeatedly
choosing annotation types with active features (cf. Section 3.2).3 The ad-
dition of types to filter beneath does not replace the on-the-fly creation of
filters from the pseudocode in Figure 3.1, but it denotes the definition of
value constraints.4 Once all is set, pressing Start XPS leads to the ad-hoc
construction and execution of a pipeline. Afterwards, explanations and re-
sults are given in separate windows. We rely on this user interface in our
evaluation of ad-hoc pipeline construction in Section 3.3. In the following,
we describe how to interact with the user interface in more detail.

2Eclipse, http://www.eclipse.org, accessed on October 20, 2014.
3According to the properties of pipelinePartialOrderPlanning from Section 3.3, the ex-

pert system can construct pipelines for single information needs only. An integration with
the implementation of the input control from Section 3.5 (cf. Appendix B.2) would allow a
handling of different information needs at the same time, but this is left for future work.

4Different from our model in Section 3.2, the user interface separates the specifications
of information types and value constraints. Still, these inputs are used equally in both cases.
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Figure B.1: Screenshot of the prototypical user interface of our expert system Pipe-
line XPS that realizes our approach to ad-hoc pipeline construction and execution.

Using the Expert System

The Pipeline XPS user interface in Figure B.1 is made up of the following
areas, each of which including certain options that can or have to be set in
order to start pipeline construction and execution:
Input text Collection Via the button Browse, a directorywith the input texts
to be processed (e.g., given as XMI files) can be set. If the checkbox Only
construct pipelines is activated, pipeline execution will be disabled. Instead,
an Apache UIMA aggregate analysis engine is then constructed and stored
in an according descriptor file in the directory ./XPS/temp/.
Quality Criteria for Algorithm Selection According to Section 3.3, a qual-
ity prioritization needs to be chosen from the provided choice. Exactly
those prioritizations are given that are illustrated in the quality model in
Figure 3.11, although the namings slightly differ in the expert system.
Output Files In the area Output files, a name for the pipeline to be con-
structed can be specified. This name becomes the file name of the associated
Apache UIMA analysis engine descriptor file.
Information Needs To set the information need C to be addressed by the
pipeline, the following three steps need to be performed once for each in-
formation type C∈C:

1. Select a type from the list and click on the Add type button.
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2. Choose attributes for the added type bymarking the appearing check-
boxes (if the added type has attributes at all).

3. Press the button Add this type.

Value Constraints The area Value constraints allows setting one or more
filters that represent the value constraints to be checked by the pipeline to
be constructed. For each filter, the following needs to be done:

1. In the Type to filter list, select the type to be filtered.
2. Select one of the appearing attributes of the selected type.
3. Select one of the three provided filters.
4. Insert the text to be used for filtering.
5. Press the button Add this filter.

Start XPS When all types and filters have been set, Start XPS constructs and
executes a pipeline for the specified information need and quality prioriti-
zation. Logs are shown in the console of Eclipse as well as in the Explana-
tions window. A Calculating results... window appears where all results are
shown when the pipeline execution is finished. The results are also written
to a file ./XPS/pipelineResults/resultOfPipeline-<pipelineName»timestamp>.txt.
All created pipeline descriptor files can be found in the ./XPS/temp/ direc-
tory, while the filter descriptor file are stored in /XPS/temp/filter/.
Import Ontology By default, a sample ontology with a specified type sys-
tem, an algorithm repository, and the built-in quality model described in
Section 3.3 are set as the annotation task ontology to rely on. When press-
ing the button Import ontology, a window appears where an Apache UIMA
type system descriptor file can be selected as well as a directory in which to
look for the analysis engine descriptor files (i.e., the algorithm repository).
After pressing Import Ontology Information, the respective information is im-
ported into the ontology and Pipeline XPS is restarted.5

Exploring the Source Code of the Expert System

XPS and EfXTools denote largely independent Java projects. In case the de-
fault ontology is employed, though, the former accesses the source code and
Apache UIMA descriptor files of the latter. In the following, we give some
information on both projects. For more details, see Appendix B.4.

5In case other analysis engines are imported, errors may occur in the current implemen-
tation. The reason is that there is a hardcoded blacklist of analysis engine descriptor files
that can be edited in the class de.upb.mrose.xps.application.ExpertSystemFrontendData (Eclipse
compiles this class automatically when starting the expert system the next time.
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XPS The source code of the project XPS consists of four main pack-
ages: All classes related to the user interface of Pipeline XPS belong to
the package de.upb.mrose.xps.application, while the management of annota-
tion task ontologies and their underlying data model are realized by the
classes in de.upb.mrose.xps.knowledgebase and de.upb.mrose.xps.datamodel. Fi-
nally, de.upb.mrose.xps.problemsolver is responsible for the pipeline construc-
tion. Besides, some further packages handle the interaction with classes
and descriptors specific to Apache UIMA. For details on the architecture
and implementation of the expert system, we refer to (Rose, 2012).
EfXTools EfXTools is the primary software project containing text analysis
algorithms and text mining applications developed within our case study
InfexBA described in Section 2.3. A large fraction of the source code and as-
sociated files is not relevant for the expert system, but partly plays a role in
other experiments and case studies (cf.Appendix B.4 below). The algorithms
used by the expert system can be found in all sub-packages of the package
de.upb.efxtools.ae. The related Apache UIMA descriptor files are stored in
the folders desc, desc38, desc76, where the two latter represent the algorithm
repositories evaluated in Section 3.3. Text corpora like the Revenue cor-
pus (cf. Appendix C.1) are given in the folder data.
Libraries The folder lib of XPS contains the following freely available Java
libraries, which are needed to compile the associated source code:6

Apache Jena, http://jena.apache.org
Apache Log4j, http://logging.apache.org/log4j/2.x/
Apache Lucene, http://lucene.apache.org
Apache Xerces, http://xerces.apache.org
JGraph, http://sourceforge.net/projects/jgraph
StAX, http://stax.codehaus.org
TagSoup, http://ccil.org/∼cowan/XML/tagsoup
Woodstox, http://woodstox.codehaus.org

Similarly, the algorithms in EFXTools are based on the following libraries:

Apache Commons, http://commons.apache.org/pool/
Apache UIMA, http://uima.apache.org
ICU4j, http://site.icu-project.org
LibSVM, http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼ cjlin/libsvm

Mate Tools, http://code.google.com/p/mate-tools
6All libraries accessed on October 21, 2014. The same holds for the libraries in EFXTools.
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StanfordNER, http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
TreeTagger, http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/
corplex/TreeTagger/

tt4j, http://code.google.com/p/tt4j/
Weka, http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/∼ ml/weka/

B.2 A Software Framework for Optimal Pipeline Execution

In this appendix, we sketch how to use the Filtering Framework introduced
in Section 3.5. The Filtering Framework has been implemented by the au-
thor of this thesis as an extension of the Apache UIMA framework. It allows
equipping arbitrary text analysis pipelines with an input control. It auto-
matically ensures that each algorithm employed in a pipeline analyzes only
portions of input texts that are relevant for a specified information need,
thus achieving an optimal pipeline execution.

Getting Started

Installation The Filtering Framework corresponds to the project IE-as-a-
Filtering-Task of the provided software. When using the above-mentioned
integrated development environment Eclipse, a Java project can simply be
created taking the respective folder as the root directory.
Overview IE-as-a-Filtering-Task subsumes six folders:
src The source code, consisting of the framework and some sample algo-

rithms and applications.
conf Lexica and models used by the algorithms.
data Some sample text corpora.
desc The descriptors of the Apache UIMA analysis engines of the sample

algorithms as well as of the associated type system.
doc The javadoc documentation of the source code.
lib The Apache UIMA library used by the framework as well as other li-

braries for the algorithms.

Quick Start For a first try of the filtering framework, the class QuickStart-
Application in the source code package efxtools.sample.application can be ex-
ecuted with the Java virtual machine parameters -Xmx1000m -Xms1000m.
This starts the extraction of relevant information for the query γ∗3 on the
Revenue corpus (cf. Section 3.5). During the processing of the corpus, some
output is printed to the console. After processing, the execution terminates
and performance results are printed to the console.
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Using the Framework

The source code of the Filtering Framework has been designed with a fo-
cus on easy integration and minimal additional effort. In order to use the
framework for applications, the following needs to be done:
Application Within an application based on Apache UIMA, only the fol-
lowing two additional lines of code are needed. They define the scoped
query and create the scope TMS (cf. Section 3.5 for details):

AScopedQuery query =

new EfXScopedQuery(myTypeSystem, myQueryString);

ScopeTMS.createScopeTMS(query, myAggregateAEDesc);

Here, both the application-specific type system myTypeSystem and the
aggregate analysis engine description myAggregateAEDesc are available
through the Apache UIMA framework. In the provided reference imple-
mentation, the scoped query is given as a text string myQueryString that
is parsed in the class EfXScopedQuery of the Filtering Framework.7 Ex-
ample queries can be found in the sample applications in the package efx-
tools.sample (information on the source code is given below).
Analysis Engines The determination, generation, and filtering of scopes
are automatically called from themethod process(JCas) that is invoked by
the Apache UIMA framework on every primitive analysis engine for each
text. For this reason, the abstract class FilteringAnalysisEngine in the package
efxtools.filtering overrides the process method and instead offers a method
process(JCas, Scope). While it is still possible to use regular primitive
analysis engines in the Filtering Framework, an analysis engine that shall
restrict its analysis to scopes of a text should inherit from FilteringAnalysis-
Engine and implement the newly offered method. Typically, with only mi-
nor changes a regular primitive analysis engine can be converted into a fil-
tering analysis engine. For examples, see the provided sample algorithms.
Analysis Engine Descriptors In order to ensure a correct annotation and
filtering, it is important to thoroughly define the input and output capabil-
ities of all employed primitive and aggregate analysis engines. Examples
can be found in the subdirectories of the directory desc.

7Notice that, in its prototypical form, the framework checks only the existence of anno-
tation types during filtering while ignoring whether possibly required features have been
set explicity. For some specific queries, this may prevent the framework from performing
filtering as much as would be possible.
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Exploring the Source Code of the Framework

The source code of the Filtering Framework in the folder src contains two
main packages, efxtools.filtering and efxtools.sample. The former consists of
all classes that actually refer to the framework, whereas the latter contains
a number of sample algorithms and applications, including those that are
used in the experiments in Section 3.5.
The Filtering Framework The Filtering Framework in efxtools.filtering re-
alizes the assumption-based truth maintenance system described in Sec-
tion 3.5. It consists of only nine classes, most ofwhich implement the classes
in Figure 3.19 and are named accordingly. The code was thoroughly docu-
mented with javadoc comments to make it easily understandable.
Sample Algorithms The package efxtools.sample.ae contains a selection of
the algorithms from Appendix A. These algorithms have been slightly mod-
ified such that they rely on an input control. As such, they represent exam-
ples of how to realize a FilteringAnalysisEngine in the Filtering Framework.
Sample Applications The package efxtools.sample.application contains a
number of applications that illustrate how to use the Filtering Framework
in general. In particular, the package contains classes for the four queries
that we address in the experiments from Section 3.5. Information on how
to reproduce the results of these experiments is given in Appendix B.4.
Libraries The folder lib contains the following freely available Java libraries,
which are needed to run and compile the provided source code:8

Apache Commons, http://commons.apache.org/pool/
Apache UIMA, http://uima.apache.org
LibSVM, http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼ cjlin/libsvm

StanfordNER, http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
TreeTagger, http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/
corplex/TreeTagger/

tt4j, http://code.google.com/p/tt4j/
Weka, http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/∼ ml/weka/

B.3 A Web Application for Sentiment Scoring and Explanation

This appendix describes the prototypicalweb application for predicting and
explaining sentiment scores that we refer to in Section 5.5. The applica-
tion has been developed within the project ArguAna (acknowledgments
are given below). It can be accessed at http://www.arguana.com..

8All libraries accessed on October 20, 2014. For the Filtering Framework, only Apache
UIMA is required. The other libraries are used for the sample algorithms and applications.
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Getting Started

The web application accesses a webservice to predict a sentiment score be-
tween 1 (worst) and 5 (best) for an English input text. The webservice re-
alizes the output analysis from Chapter 5, including the use of the feature
type developed in Section 5.4 and the creation of explanation graphs from
Section 5.5. While any input text can be entered by a user, the application
targets at the analysis of hotel reviews.

Before prediction, the application processes the entered text with a pipe-
line of several text analysis algorithms. In addition to the feature types con-
sidered in the evaluation of Section 5.4, it also extracts hotel names and
aspects and it derives features from the combination of local sentiment and
the found names and aspects. Unlike the evaluated sentiment scoring ap-
proach, prediction is then performed using supervised regression (cf. Sec-
tion 2.1). Afterwards, the application provides different visual explana-
tions of the prediction, as described in the following.

Using the Application

Figure B.2 shows the user interface of the application consisting of the fol-
lowing five areas. Only the first area is shown in the beginning, while the
others are displayed after an input text has been analyzed.
Input Text to Be Analyzed Here, a user can enter an arbitrary input text.
After choosing either the shortened or the full overview graph style (see be-
low), pressing Analyze sends the input text to the webservice.
Analyzed Text When the webservice has returned its results, this area
shows a segmentation of the input text into numbered discourse units. Each
discourse unit is marked as being a fact (gray background), a positive opin-
ion (green background), or a negative opinion (red background).
Global Sentiment Here, the predicted sentiment score is visualized in the
form of a star rating with the exact value given in brackets.
Local Sentiment Flow This area depicts the local sentiment flow of the
input text as defined in Section 5.3. In addition, each value of the flow is
labeled with the hotel names and aspects found in the associated discourse
unit. By clicking on one of the values, a detail view of the explanation graph
is displayed in the area below, as illustrated in Figure B.3.
Explanation graph Finally, a variant of the explanation graph sketched in
Figure 5.18 (Section 5.5) is visualized in the bottom area. In particular, dis-
course relations, facts (marked as objective), and opinions are all aggregated
in the same layer. Moreover, the visualization pretends that the facts and
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Figure B.2: Screenshot of the main user interface of the prototypical web applica-
tion for the prediction and explanation of the sentiment score of an input text.

opinions depend on the found hotel names and aspects (labeled as products
and product features) to achieve amore simple graph layout. Given that the
full overview graph style has been selected, the explanation graph includes
tokens with simplified part-of-speech tags as well as sentences besides the
outlined information. Otherwise, the tokens and sentences are shown in
the mentioned detail view only.

Exploring the Source Code

The source code of the application can be found in the project Argu-
Ana, except for the source code of the user interface, which is not part
of the provided software. The packages com.arguana.explanation and
com.arguana.server contain the source code of the creation of explanation
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Figure B.3: Screenshot of the detail view of the explanation graph of a single dis-
course unit in the prototypical web application.

graphs and the webservice, respectively. All employed algorithms can be
found in the subpackages of com.arguana.efxtools.ae, whereas the used text
analysis pipeline is represented by the descriptor file HotelTextScoreRegres-
sionPipeline.xml in the folder desc/aggregate-ae.

Acknowledgments

The development of the application was funded by the German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) as part of the project Argu-
Ana described in Section 2.3. The application’s user interface was imple-
mented by theResolto Informatik GmbH9, based inHerford, Germany. The
source code for predicting scores and creating explanation graphs was de-
veloped by the author of this thesis together with a research assistant from
the Webis group10 of the Bauhaus Universität Weimar, Martin Trenkmann.
The latter also realized the webservice underlying the application.

B.4 Source Code of All Experiments and Case Studies

Finally, we now shortly present how to reproduce all experiments and case
studies of this thesis. First, we give basic information on the provided soft-
ware and the processed text corpora. Then, we point out how to perform
an experiment or case study and where to find additional information.

Software

As already stated at the beginning of Appendix B, the provided software
is split into different projects. These projects have been created in differ-
ent periods of time between 2009 and 2014. As the thesis at hand does not
primarily target at the publication of software, the projects (including all
source code and experiment data) are not completely uniform and partly
overlap. In case, any problems are encountered when reproducing certain
results, please contact the author of this thesis.

9Resolto Informatik GmbH, http://www.resolto.com, accessed on October 17, 2014.
10Webis group, http://www.webis.de, accessed on October 17, 2014.
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Three of the projects have already been described in Appendices B.1
and B.2, namely, EfXTools, XPS, and IE-as-a-Filtering-Task. Also, the fourth
and last project has been named (inAppendix B.3). It is given in the top-level
folder ArguAna of the provided software. ArguAna contains all algorithms
and applications from our case study ArguAna (cf. Section 2.3) that are rel-
evant for this thesis. This folder is organized similar to those of the projects
EfXTools and IE-as-a-Filtering-Task.

Depending on the experiment or case study, source code of one of the
four projects has to be executed in order to reproduce the according results.
More details are given after the following notes on the processed corpora.

Text Corpora

The top-level folder corpora consists of the three text corpora that we cre-
ated ourselves in the last year and that are described in Appendix C.1 to C.3.
Each of them already comes in the format that is required to reproduce the
experiments and case studies.

For the processed existing corpora (cf. Appendix C.4), we provide con-
version classes in the projects. In particular, the CoNLL-2003 dataset can
be converted (1) into XMI files with the class CoNLLToXMIConverter in the
package de.upb.efxtools.application.convert found in the project EfXTools and
(2) into plain texts with the CoNLL03Converter in efxtools.sample.application
of IE-as-a-Filtering-Task. For the Sentiment Scale dataset and the related
sentence subjectivity and polarity datasets, three accordingly named XMI
conversion classes can be found in the package com.arguana.corpus.creation
of ArguAna. Finally, the Brown Corpus is converted using BrownCorpusTo-
PlainTextConverter from de.upb.efxtools.application.convert in EfXTools.

Experiments and Case Studies

Instructions and Results Detailed descriptions on how to reproduce the
results of all experiments and case studies are given in the top-level folder
experiments. This folder has one sub-folder for each section of the thesis at
hand that presents an evaluation or the like. Every sub-folder includes one
or more plain text instruction files that contain a step-by-step description
on how to reproduce the respective results and what classes of which of the
four projects to use for this purpose.11 In many cases, parameter configu-
rations for the respective experiments and case studies can be found below
the instructions. Also, further information is given where necessary.

11For sections with different separated experiments, another level of sub-folders is added.
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Besides the instruction files, every sub-folder contains a folder results
with files that show the output of the executed classes, tested parameters,
or similar result information. In case of machine learning experiments con-
ducted in the Weka toolkit (Hall et al., 2009), there is also a folder arff-files
that contains all feature files of the evaluated text corpora.
Example As an example, browse through the sub-folder experiments_4_3
and open the file instructions.txt. At the top, this files shows the three steps
needed to perform any of the experiments on the informed search schedul-
ing approach from Section 4.3 as well as some additional notes. Below, an
overview of the parameters to be set in the associated Java class is given
as well as the concrete parameter specifications of each experiment. In the
folder results, several plain text files can be found that are named according
to the table or figure from Section 4.3 the respective results appear in. In
addition, the file algorithm-run-time-estimations.txt gives an overview of the
run-time estimations, the informed search strategy relies on.
Memory Some of the text analysis algorithms employed in the experiments
require a lot of heap space during execution, mostly because of large ma-
chine learning models. As a general rule, we propose to allocate 2 GB heap
space in all experiments and case studies. If Eclipse is used to compile and
run the respective code, memory can be assigned to every class with a main
method under Run... > Run Configurations. There, insert the virtual
machine arguments -Xmx2000m -Xms2000m in the tab Arguments. In case a
class is run from the console, simply type the following to achieve the same
effect: javac <myClass>.java -Xmx2000m -Xms2000m.
Run-times Depending on the experiment, the reproduction of results may
take anything between a number of seconds and several hours. Notice that
many of our experiments measure run-times themselves. During their ex-
ecution, nothing else should be done with the executing system (as far as
possible). This includes the deactivation of energy saving modes, screen
savers, and so on. Moreover, all run-time experiments include a warm-up
run, ignored in the computation of the results, because pipelines based on
Apache UIMA tend to be somewhat slower in the beginning.





C
Text Corpora

The development and evaluation of text analysis algorithms and pipelines
nearly always relies on text corpora, i.e., collections of texts with known
properties (cf. Section 2.1 for details). For the approach to enable ad-hoc
large-scale text mining discussed in the thesis at hand, we have processed
and analyzed three text corpora that we published ourselves as well as a
few existing text corpora often used by other researchers in the field. This
appendix provides facts and descriptions on each employed corpus that are
relevant for the understanding of the case studies and experiments in Chap-
ter 3 to 5. We begin with our corpora in Appendix C.1 to C.3, the Revenue
corpus, the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus, and the LFA-11 corpus. After-
wards, we shortly outline the other employed corpora (Appendix C.4).

C.1 The Revenue Corpus

First, we outline the corpus that is used most often in this thesis to evaluate
the developed approaches, the Revenue corpus. The Revenue corpus con-
sists of 1128 German online business news articles, in which different types
of statements on revenue have been manually annotated together with all
information needed tomake themmachine-processable. The purpose of the
corpus is to investigate both the structure of sentences on financial criteria
and the distribution of associated information over the text. The corpus has
been introduced in (Wachsmuth et al., 2010), from which we reuse some
content, but we provide more details here. It is free for scientific use and
can be downloaded at http://infexba.upb.de.

297
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Source Training Validation Complete
websites set and test set corpus

http://www.produktion.de 127 12 139
http://www.heise.de 127 12 139
http://www.golem.de 117 12 129
http://www.wiwo.de 112 11 123
http://www.boerse-online.de 100 11 111
http://www.spiegel.de 93 11 104
http://www.capital.de 76 11 87
http://www.tagesschau.de – 73 73
http://www.finanzen.net – 37 37
http://www.http://www.vdma.org – 37 37

http://de.news.yahoo.com – 37 37
http://www.faz.net – 19 19
http://www.vdi.de – 16 16
http://www.zdnet.de – 13 13
http://www.handelsblatt.com – 13 13
http://www.zvei.org – 11 11
http://www.sueddeutsche.de – 7 7
http://boerse.ard.de – 7 7
http://www.it-business.de – 5 5
http://www.manager-magazin.de – 5 5

http://www.sachen-machen.org – 5 5
http://www.swissinfo.ch – 4 4
http://www.hr-online.de – 1 1
http://nachrichten.finanztreff.de – 1 1
http://www.tognum.com – 1 1
http://www.pcgameshardware.de – 1 1
http://www.channelpartner.de – 1 1
http://www.cafe-future.net – 1 1
http://www.pokerzentrale.de – 1 1

Total 752 188 each 1128

Table C.1: Numbers of texts from the listed websites in the complete Revenue cor-
pus as well as in its training set and in the union of its validation and test set.

Compilation

The Revenue corpus consists of 1128 German news articles from the years
2003 to 2009. These articles were manually selected from 29 source websites
by four employees of a company from the semantic technology field (see
acknowledgments below). Table C.1 lists the distribution of websites in the
corpus. As shown, we created a split of the corpus, in which two third of
the texts constitute the training set and one sixth refers to the validation and
test set each. In order to simulate the conditions of developing and applying
text analysis algorithms, the training texts were randomly chosen from the
seven most represented websites only, while the validation and test data
both cover all 29 sources. As a result, the training set of the corpus consists
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Type Training set Validation set Test set Complete

Forecasts 306 (22.4%) 113 (31.2%) 104 (30.0%) 523 (25.2%)
Declarations 1060 (77.6%) 249 (68.8%) 243 (70.0%) 1552 (74.8%)

All statements 1366 (100.0%) 362 (100.0%) 347 (100.0%) 2075 (100.0%)

Table C.2: Distribution of statements on revenues in the different parts of the Rev-
enue corpus, separated into the distributions of forecasts and of declarations.

of 752 texts with a total of 21,586 sentences, while the validation and test set
sum up to 188 texts each with 5751 and 6038 sentences, respectively.

Annotations

In each text of the Revenue corpus, annotation of text spans are given on the
event level and the entity level, as sketched in the following.
Event Level Every sentence with explicit time andmoney information that
represents a statement on the revenue of an organization or market is anno-
tated as either a forecast or a declaration. If a sentence comprises more than
one such statement on revenue, it is annotated multiple times.
Entity Level In each statement, the time expression and the monetary expres-
sion are marked as such (relative money information is preferred over abso-
lute amounts in case they are separated). Accordingly, the subject is marked
within the sentence if available, otherwise its last mention in the preceding
text. The same holds for optional entities, namely, a possible referenced point
a relative time expression refers to, a trend word that indicates whether a
relative monetary expression is increasing or decreasing, and the author of
a statement. All annotated entities are linked to the statement on revenue
they belong to. Only entities that belongs to a statement are annotated.

Table C.2 gives an overview of the statements on revenue in the corpus.
Altogether, 2,075 statements are annotated. The varying distributions of
forecast and declarations give a hint that the validation and test set differ
significantly from the training set.

Example

Figure C.1 shows a sample text from the Revenue corpus with one state-
ment on revenue, in particular a forecast. Besides the required time and
monetary expressions, the forecast spans an author mention as well as a
trend indicator of the monetary expression. Other relevant information is
spread across a text, namely, the organization the forecast is about as well
as a reference date that is needed to resolve the time expression.
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Loewe AG: Vorläufige Neun-Monats-Zahlen

Kronach, 6. November 2007 --- Das Ergebnis vor Zinsen und Steuern (EBIT) des Loewe Konzerns konnte in den ersten 

9 Monaten 2007 um 41% gesteigert werden. Vor diesem Hintergrund hebt die Loewe AG ihre EBIT-Prognose für das 

laufende Geschäftsjahr auf 20 Mio. Euro an. Beim Umsatz strebt Konzernchef Rainer Hecker für das Gesamtjahr ein 

höher als  ursprünglich geplantes Wachstum von 10% auf ca. 380 Mio. Euro an. (...)

Reference point

Organization

Author Time expression

Monetary expressionTrend Forecast

Figure C.1: Illustration of a sample text from the Revenue corpus. Each statement
on revenue that spans a time expression and a monetary expression is manually
marked either as a forecast or as a declaration. Also, different types of information
needed to process the statement are annotated.

Annotation Process

Two employees of the above-mentioned company manually annotated all
texts from the corpus. They were given the following main guideline:

“Search for sentences in the text (including its title) that contain state-
ments about the revenues of an organization or market with explicit
time and money information. Annotate each such sentence as a fore-
cast (if it is about the future) or as a declaration (if about the past).
Also, annotate the following information related to the statement:

• Author. The person who made the statement (if given).
• Money. The money information in the statement (prefer relative
over absolute information in case they are separated).
• Subject. The organization or market, the statement is about (an-
notate a mention in the statement if given, otherwise the closest
in the preceding text).
• Trend. Aword that makes explicit whether the revenues increase
or decrease (if given).
• Time. The time information in the statement.
• Reference point. A point in time, the annotated time informa-

tion refers to (if given).”

In addition, each type of information to be annotatedwas explained in detail
and exemplified for a number of cases below the guideline. When the an-
notation of the first texts had been finished, we clarified possible misunder-
standings with the employees and, then, added some further examples. Af-
terwards, the employees annotated the remaining texts. Annotations were
created with the CAS Editor1 provided by Apache UIMA.

1CAS Editor, http://uima.apache.org/toolsServers, accessed on October 17, 2014.
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Inter-Annotator Agreement Each text is annotated only once. To compute
inter-annotator agreement, however, a preceding pilot study with respect
to the annotation of statements on revenue yielded substantial agreement,
as indicated by the value 0.79 of the measure Cohen’s Kappa (Fleiss, 1981).

Files

The Revenue corpus comes as a packed tar.gz archive (6 MB compressed;
32 MB uncompressed). The content of each contained news article comes
as unicode plain text with appended source URL for access to the HTML
source code. Annotations are given in a standard XMI file preformatted for
the Apache UIMA framework.

Acknowledgments

The creation of the Revenue corpus was funded by the German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) as part of the project In-
fexBA, described in Section 2.3. The corpus was planned by the author
of this thesis together with a research assistant from the above-mentioned
Webis group of the Bauhaus Universität Weimar, Peter Prettenhofer. The
described process of manually selecting and annotating the texts in the cor-
pus was conducted by the Resolto Informatik GmbH, also named above.

C.2 The ArguAna TripAdvisor Corpus

In this appendix, we describe the compilation, annotation, and formatting
of the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus, i.e., a collection of 2,100 manually an-
notated hotel reviews, balanced with respect to the reviews’ overall ratings.
In addition, nearly 200,000 further reviews are provided without manual
annotations. The text corpus serves for the development and evaluation of
approaches that analyze the sentiment and argumentation of web user re-
views. This appendix reuses content from (Wachsmuth et al., 2014b), where
we extensively present the design of the corpus. While we largely restrict
our view to facts about the corpus here, more details on the reasons behind
some design decisions are found in that publication. The corpus is free for
scientific use and available at http://www.arguana.com.

Compilation

The ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus is based on a highly balanced subset of a
dataset originally used for aspect-level rating prediction (Wang et al., 2010).
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Figure C.2: (a) Distribution of the locations of the reviewed hotels in the original
TripAdvisor dataset from Wang et al. (2010). The ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus
contains 300 annotated texts of each of the sevenmarked locations. (b) Distribution
of the overall ratings of the reviews in the original dataset between 1 and 5.

The original dataset contains nearly 250,000 crawled English hotel reviews
from the travel website TripAdvisor2 that refer to 1850 hotels from over 60
locations. Each review comprises a text, a set of numerical ratings, and some
metadata. The quality of the texts is not perfect in all cases, certainly due
to crawling errors: Some line breaks have been lost, which hides a number
of sentence boundaries and, sporadically, also word boundaries. The distri-
butions of locations and overall ratings in the original dataset is illustrated
in Figure C.2. Since the reviews of the covered locations are more or less
randomly crawled, the distribution of overall ratings can be assumed to be
representative for TripAdvisor in general.

Our sampled subset consists of 2,100 reviews balanced with respect to
both location and overall rating. In particular, we selected 300 reviews
of seven of the 15 most-represented locations in the original dataset each,
60 for every overall rating between 1 (worst) and 5 (best). This supports
an optimal training for machine learning approaches to rating prediction.
Moreover, the reviews of each location cover at least 10, but as few as pos-
sible hotels, which is beneficial for opinion summarization approaches.

To counter location-specific bias, we propose a corpus split with a train-
ing set containing the reviews of three locations, and both a validation set
and a test set with two of the other locations. Table C.3 lists details about
the balanced compilation and the split.

Annotations

The reviews in the dataset from (Wang et al., 2010) have a title and a body
and they include different ratings and metadata. We maintain all this in-
formation as text-level and syntax-level annotations in the ArguAna Trip-
Advisor corpus. In addition, the corpus is enriched with annotations of lo-
cal sentiment at the discourse level and domain concepts at the entity level:

2TripAdvisor, http://www.tripadvisor.com, accessed on October 17, 2014.
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Set Location Hotels Score 1 Score 2 Score 3 Score 4 Score 5 Σ

training Amsterdam 10 60 60 60 60 60 300
Seattle 10 60 60 60 60 60 300
Sydney 10 60 60 60 60 60 300

validation Berlin 44 60 60 60 60 60 300
San Francisco 10 60 60 60 60 60 300

test Barcelona 10 60 60 60 60 60 300
Paris 26 60 60 60 60 60 300

complete all seven 120 420 420 420 420 420 2100

Table C.3: The number of reviewed hotels of each location in the complete Argu-
Ana TripAdvisor corpus and in its three parts as well as the number of reviews for
each sentiment score between 1 and 5 and in total.

Text Level Each review comes with optional ratings for seven hotels as-
pects, namely, value, room, location, cleanliness, front desk, service, and business
service, as well as with a mandatory overall rating. We interpret the overall
ratings as global sentiment scores. All ratings are integer values between 1
and 5. In terms of metadata, the ID and location of the reviewed hotel, the
username of the author, and the date of creation are given.
Syntax Level In every review text, the title and body are annotated as such
and they are separated by two line breaks.
Discourse Level All review texts are segmented into single statements that
represent single discourse units. A statement is a main clause together with
all its dependent subordinate clauses (and, hence, a statement spans atmost
a sentence). Each statement is classified as being an objective fact, a positive
opinion, or a negative opinion.
Entity Level Two types of domain concepts aremarked as product features in
all texts: (1) hotel aspects, like those rated on the text level but also others like
atmosphere, and (2) everything that is called an amenity in the hotel domain,
e.g. facilities like a coffee maker or wifi as well as services like laundry.

Table C.4 lists the numbers of corpus annotations together with some
statistics. The corpus includes 31,006 classified statements and 24,596 prod-
uct features. On average, a text comprises 14.76 statements and 11.71 prod-
uct features. A histogram of the length of all reviews in terms of the number
of statements is given in Figure C.3(a), grouped into intervals. As can be
seen, over one third of all texts span less than 10 statements (intervals 0-4
and 5-9), whereas less than one fourth spans 20 ormore. Figure C.3(b) visu-
alizes the distribution of sentiment scores for all intervals that cover at least
1% of the corpus. Most significantly, the fraction of reviews with sentiment
score 3 increases under higher numbers of statements.
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Type Total Average ± σ Median Min Max

Tokens 442,615 210.77 ± 171.66 172 3 1823
Sentences 24,162 11.51 ± 7.89 10 1 75
Statements 31,006 14.76 ± 10.44 12 1 96
Facts 6,303 3.00 ± 3.65 2 0 41
Positive opinions 11,786 5.61 ± 5.20 5 0 36
Negative opinions 12,917 6.15 ± 6.69 4 0 52

Product features 24,596 11.71 ± 10.03 10 0 180

Table C.4: Statistics of the tokens, sentences, manually classified statements, and
manually annotated product features in the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus.
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Figure C.3: (a) Histogram of the number of statements in the texts of the ArguAna
TripAdvisor corpus, grouped into intervals. (b) Interpolated curves of the fraction
of sentiment scores in the corpus depending on the numbers of statements.

Example

Figure C.4 illustrates the main annotations of a sample review from the cor-
pus. Each text has a specified title and body. In this case, the body spans
nine mentions of product features, such as “location” or “internet access". It
is segmented into 12 facts and opinions. The facts and opinions reflect the
review’s rather negative sentiment score 2 while e.g. highlighting that the
internet access was not seen as negative. Besides, Figure C.4 exemplifies the
typical writing style often found in web user reviews like those from Trip-
Advisor: A few grammatical inaccuracies (e.g. inconsistent capitalization)
and colloquial phrases (e.g. “like 2 mins walk”), but easily readable.

Annotation Process

The classification of all statements in the texts of the ArguAna TripAdvisor
corpus was performed using crowdsourcing, while experts annotated the
product features. Before, the segmentation of the texts into statements was
done automatically using the algorithm pdu (cf. Appendix A). The manual
annotation process is summarized in the following.
Crowdsourcing Annotation The statements were classified using the
crowdsourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk that we already relied
on in Section 5.5. The task we assigned to the workers here involved the
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 title:     great location, bad service

body:    stayed at the darling harbour holiday inn. The location was great, right there at China town, restaurants 
everywhere, the monorail station is also nearby. Paddy's market is like 2 mins walk. Rooms were however very small. 
We were given the 1st floor rooms, and we were right under the monorail track, however noise was not a problem.
Service is terrible. Staffs at the front desk were impatient,I made an enquiry about internet access from the room 
and the person on the phone was rude and unhelpful. Very shocking and unpleasant encounter.  

sentiment score: 2 of 5

Figure C.4: Illustration of a review from the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus. Each
review text has a title and a body. It is segmented into discourse-level statements
that have been manually classified as positive opinions (light green background),
negative opinions (medium red), and objective facts (dark gray). Also, manual an-
notations of domain concepts are provided (marked in bold).

classification of a random selection of 12 statements. After some prelimi-
nary experiments with different task descriptions, themain guideline given
to the workers was the following:

“When visiting a hotel, are the following statements positive, negative,
or neither?”

Together with the guideline, three notes were provided: (1) to choose “nei-
ther” only for facts, not for unclear cases, (2) to pay attention to subtle state-
ments where sentiment is expressed implicitly or ironically, and (3) to pick
themost appropriate answer in controversial cases. The different caseswere
illustrated using a carefully chosen set of example statements.

The workers were allowed to work on the 12 statements of a task at most
10 minutes and were paid $0.05 in case of approval. To assure quality, the
tasks were assigned only to workers with over 1000 approved tasks and an
average approval rate of at least 80% on Amazon Mechanical Turk. More-
over, we always put two hidden check statements with known and unam-
biguous classification among the statements in order to recognize faked or
otherwise flawed answers. The workers were informed that tasks with in-
correctly classified check statements are rejected. Rejected tasks were re-
assigned to other workers. For a consistent annotation, we assigned each
statement to three workers and then applied majority voting to obtain the
final classifications. Altogether, 328workers performed 14,187 taskswith an
approval rate of 72.8%. On average, a worker spent 75.8 seconds per task.
Expert Annotation Two experts with linguistic background annotated
product features in the corpus based on the following guideline:

“Read through each review. Mark all product features of the reviewed
hotel in the sense of hotel aspects, amenities, services, and facilities.”

In addition, we specified (1) to omit attributes of product features, e.g. to
mark “location” instead of “central location” and “coffee maker” instead of “in-
room coffee maker”, (2) to omit guest belongings, and (3) not to mark the
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word “hotel” or brands like “Bellagio” or “Starbucks”. Analog to above, we
illustrated the guidelines with the help of some example annotations. After
an initial annotation of 30 reviews, we discussed and revised the annota-
tions produced so far with each expert. Then, the experts annotated the
rest of the corpus, taking about 5 minutes per text on average.
Inter-Annotator Agreement In case of crowdsourcing, we measured
the inter-annotator agreement for all statements in terms of Fleiss’
Kappa (Fleiss, 1981). The obtained value of 0.67 is usually interpreted as
substantial agreement. In detail, 73.6% of the statements got the same clas-
sification from all three workers and 24.7% had a 2:1 vote (4.8% with op-
posing opinion polarity). The remaining 1.7% mostly refer to controversial
statements, such as “nice hotel, overpriced” or “It might not be the Ritz”. We
classified these statements ourselves in the context of the associated review.
To measure the agreement of the product feature annotations, 633 state-
ments were annotated by two experts. In 546 cases, both experts marked
exactly the same spans in the statements as product features. Assuming a
chance agreement probability of 0.5, this results in the value 0.73 of Cohen’s
Kappa (Fleiss, 1981), which again means substantial agreement.

Files

The ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus comes as a packed ZIP archive (8 MB
compressed; 28 MB uncompressed), which contains XMI files preformat-
ted for the Apache UIMA framework just as for the Revenue corpus in Ap-
pendix C.1. Moreover, we converted all those 196,865 remaining reviews
of the dataset from (Wang et al., 2010) that have a correct text and a correct
overall rating between 1 and 5 into the same formatwithoutmanual annota-
tions but with all TripAdvisor metadata. This unannotated dataset (265MB
compressed; 861 MB uncompressed) can be used both for semi-supervised
learning techniques (cf. Section 2.1) and for large-scale evaluations of rat-
ing prediction and the like. We attached some example applications and a
selection of the text analysis algorithms from Appendix A to the corpus. The
applications and algorithms can be executed to conduct the analyses from
Section 5.3, thereby demonstrating how to process the corpus.

Acknowledgments

The creation of the ArguAna TripAdvisor corpus was funded by the Ger-
man Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) as part of the
project ArguAna, described in Section 2.3. The corpus was planned by
the author of this thesis together with a research assistant from the above-
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mentioned Webis group of the Bauhaus Universität Weimar, Tsvetomira
Palarkska. The latter then compiled the texts of the corpus and realized
and supervised the crowdsourcing annotation process. The expert annota-
tions were added by one assistant from the University of Paderborn and
one employee of the Resolto Informatik GmbH.

C.3 The LFA-11 Corpus
Besides theRevenue corpus and theArguAna TripAdvisor corpus, we use a
third self-created corpus in some experiments of this thesis, the LFA-11 cor-
pus. The LFA-11 corpus is a collection of 4806 manually annotated product-
related texts that consists of two separate parts, which refer to different
high-level topics, namely, music and smartphones. It serves as a linguis-
tic resource for the development and evaluation of approaches to language
function analysis (cf. Section 2.3) and sentiment analysis. In the following,
we reuse and extend content from (Wachsmuth and Bujna, 2011), where the
LFA-11 corpus has originally been presented. The corpus is free for scien-
tific use and can be downloaded at http://infexba.upb.de.

Compilation

The LFA-11 corpus contains 2713 texts from the music domain as well as
2093 texts from the smartphone domain. The texts of these topical domains
come from different sources and are of very different quality and style:

The music collection is made up of user reviews, professional reviews,
and promotional texts from a social network platform, selected by employ-
ees of a company from the digital asset management industry (see acknowl-
edgments below). These texts are well-written and of homogeneous style.
On average, a music texts span 9.4 sentences with 23.0 tokens on average,
according to the output of our algorithms sse and sto2 (cf. Appendix A.1). In
contrast, the texts in the smartphone collection are blog posts. These posts
were retrieved via queries on a self-made Apache Lucene3 index, which
was built for the Spinn3r corpus.4 Spinn3r aims at crawling and indexing
the whole blogosphere. Hence, the texts in the smartphone collection vary
strongly in quality and writing style. They have an average length of 11.8
sentences but only 18.6 tokens per sentence.

3Apache Lucene, http://lucene.apache.org, accessed on October 19, 2014.
4Spinn3r corpus, http://www.spinn3r.com, accessed on October 19, 2014.
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Topic Type Class Training set Validation set Test set

music Language function personal 521 (38.5%) 419 (61.7%) 342 (50.4%)
commercial 127 (9.4%) 72 (10.6%) 68 (10.0%)
informational 707 (52.2%) 188 (27.7%) 269 (39.6%)

Sentiment positive 1003 (74.0%) 558 (82.2%) 514 (75.7%)
neutral 259 (19.1%) 82 (12.1%) 115 (16.9%)
negative 93 (6.9%) 39 (5.7%) 50 (7.4%)

Topic relevance true 1327 (97.9%) 673 (99.1%) 662 (97.5%)
false 28 (2.1%) 6 (0.9%) 17 (2.5%)

smartphone Language function personal 546 (52.1%) 279 (53.3%) 302 (57.7%)
commercial 90 (8.6%) 36 (6.9%) 28 (5.4%)
informational 411 (39.3%) 208 (39.8%) 193 (36.9%)

Sentiment polarity positive 205 (19.6%) 110 (21.0%) 84 (16.1%)
neutral 738 (70.5%) 343 (65.6%) 359 (68.6%)
negative 104 (9.9%) 70 (13.4%) 80 (15.3%)

Topic relevance true 561 (53.6%) 307 (58.7%) 287 (54.9%)
false 486 (46.4%) 216 (41.3%) 236 (45.1%)

Table C.5: Distributions of the text-level classes in the three sets of the two topical
parts of the LFA-11 corpus for the three annotated types.

Annotations

All texts of the LFA-11 corpus are annotated on the text level with respect
to three classification schemes:
Text Level First, the language function of each text is annotated as being pre-
dominantly personal, commercial, or informational (cf. Section 2.3).5 Sec-
ond, the texts are classified with respect to their sentiment polarity, where
we distinguish positive, neutral, and negative sentiment. And third, the rel-
evancewith respect to the topic of the corpus part the text belongs to (music
or smartphones) is annotated as being given (true) or not (false).

In the corpus texts, all three annotations are linked to a metadata annota-
tion that provides access to them. Some textswere annotated twice for inter-
annotator agreement purposes (see the annotation process below). These
texts have two annotations of each type. We created splits for each topic
with half of the texts in the training set and each one fourth in the valida-
tion set and test set, respectively. Table C.5 show the class distributions of
language functions, sentiment polarities, and topic relevance. The distribu-
tions indicate that the training, validation, and test sets differ significantly
from each other. In case of double-annotated texts, we used the annotation
of the second employee to compute the distributions. So, the exact frequen-
cies of the different classes depend on which annotations are used.

5The language function annotation is called Genre in the corpus texts. Language func-
tions can be seen as a single aspect of genres (Wachsmuth and Bujna, 2011).
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Language function:
Sentiment polarity:
Topic relevance:

personal
neutral
true

[...] How did Alex ask recently when 
 he saw the Kravitz' latest best-of 
 collection: Is it his own liking, the 
 voting on his website or the chart 
 position what counts? Good 
 question. However, in our case, there 
 is nothing to argue about: 27 songs, 
 all were number one. The Beatles. 
 Biggest Band on the Globe. [...]

[...] The sitars sound authentically 
 Indian. In combination with the 
 three-part harmonious singing and 
 the jingle-jangle of the rickenbacker 
 guitars, they create an oriental flair 
 without losing their Beatlesque 
 elegance. If that doesn't make you 
 smile! [...]

[...] “It's All Too Much“? No, no, 
 still okay, though an enormous hype 
 was made about the seemingly new 
 Beatles song for decades. The point 
 is that exactly this song “Hey 
 Bulldog“ has already been published 
 several times, most recently on a 
 reprint of ``Yellow Submarine'' in 
 the year 1987. [...]

Language function:
Sentiment polarity:
Topic relevance:

commercial
positive
true

Language function:
Sentiment polarity:
Topic relevance:

informational
neutral
true

Figure C.5: Translated excerpts from three texts of the music part of the LFA-11
corpus, exemplifying one instance of each language function. Notice that the trans-
lation to English may have affected the indicators of the annotated classes.

Example

Figure C.5 shows excerpts from three texts of themusic collection, one out of
each language function class. The excerpts have been translated to English
for convenience purposes. The neutral sentiment of the personal text might
seem inappropriate, but the given excerpt is misleading in this respect.

Annotation Process

The classification of all texts of the LFA-11 corpus was performed by two
employees of the mentioned company based on the following guidelines:

“Read through each text of the two collections. First, tag the text as be-
ing predominantly personal, commercial, or informational with respect
to the product discussed in the text:

• personal. Use this annotation if the text seems not to be of com-
mercial interest, but probably represents the personal view on the
product of a private individual.
• commercial. Use this annotation if the text is of obvious com-
mercial interest. The text seems to predominantly aim at persuad-
ing the reader to buy or like the product.
• informational. Use this annotation if the text seems not to be of
commercial interest with respect to the product. Instead, it pre-
dominantly appears to be informative in a journalistic manner.”

Second, tag the sentiment polarity of the text:

• neutral. Use this annotation if the text either reports on the prod-
uct without making any positive or negative statement about it
or if the texts is neither positive nor negative, but rather close to
the midth between positive and negative.
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• negative. Use this annotation if the text reports on the product
in a positive way from an overall viewpoint.
• positive. Use this annotation if the text reports on the product
in a negative way from an overall viewpoint.”

Finally, decide whether the text is relevant (true) or irrelevant (false)
with respect to the topic of the collection (music or smartphones).

As for the corpora described above, we provided a set of examples to illus-
trate each language function, sentiment polarity, and relevance class. After
the annotation of a sample of texts, we clarifiedmisunderstandingswith the
employees and we added some insightful examples.
Inter-Annotator Agreement About 20% of the music texts and 40% of the
smartphone texts were tagged twice. The resulting inter-annotator agree-
ment values 0.78 (music) and 0.67 (smartphone) of Cohen’s Kappa (Fleiss,
1981) for the language function annotations constitute substantial agree-
ment. Especially 0.67 is far from perfect, which can make an accurate text
classification hard. Under consideration of the hybridity of language func-
tions (cf. Section 2.3), both kappa values appear to be quite high, though.

Files

The LFA-11 corpus comes as a packed tar.gz archive (5 MB compressed;
35 MB uncompressed). Both the music and the smartphone texts are stored
in a standard UTF-8 encoded XMI file together with their annotations, pre-
formatted for the Apache UIMA framework.

Acknowledgments
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C.4 Used Existing Text Corpora
Finally, we provide basic information on all collections of texts referred to in
this thesis that have not been created by ourselves. Concretely, we summa-

6Digital Collections, http://www.digicol.de, accessed on October 19, 2014.
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rize the main facts about the purpose and compilation of each collection as
well as about given annotations as far as available. Also, we give references
to where the collection can be accessed.

CoNLL-2003 Dataset (English and German)

The CoNLL-2003 dataset (Tjong Kim Sang and Meulder, 2003) serves for
the development and evaluation of approaches to the CoNLL-2003 shared
task on language-independent named entity recognition. It consists of an
English part and a German part. The English part contains 1393 news sto-
ries with different topics. It is split into 946 training texts (12,705 sentences),
216 validation texts (3466 sentences), and 231 test texts (3684 sentences). The
German part contains 909 mixed newspaper articles, split into 553 training
texts (12,705 sentences), 201 validation texts (3068 sentences), and 155 test
texts (3160 sentences). In all texts of both parts, every mention of a person
name, a location name, and an organization name have been manually anno-
tated as an entity of the respective type. Besides, there is a type Misc that
covers entities, which do not belong to these three types.

We process the English part in the experiments with our input control in
Section 3.5 and the German part to evaluate all our scheduling appraoches
in Sections 4.1, 4.3, and 4.5. Both parts are analyzed in terms of their dis-
tribution of relevant information (Sections 4.2 and 4.4). The CoNLL-2003
dataset is not freely available. For information on how to obtain this cor-
pus, see http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2003/ner/, the website of the
CoNLL-2003 shared task (accessed on October 20, 2014).

Sentiment Scale Dataset (and Related Datasets)

The Sentiment Scale dataset (Pang and Lee, 2005) is a collection of texts
that has been widely used to evaluate approaches to the prediction of senti-
ment scores. It consists of 5,006 reviews from the movie domain and comes
with two sentiment scales. In particular, each review is assigned one integer
score in the range [0, 3] and one in the range [0, 2]. On average, a review
has 36.1 sentences. The dataset is split into four text corpora according to
the four authors of the reviews: 1770 reviews of author a (Steve Rhodes), 902
reviews of author b (Scott Renshaw), 1307 reviews of author c (James Berar-
dinelli), and 1027 reviews of author d (Dennis Schwartz).

We first analyze the Sentiment Scale dataset in terms of its distribution
of relevant information in Section 4.4. Later, we process the dataset in the
feature experiments in Section 5.3 and the evaluation of our overall analy-
sis (Section 5.4), wherewe rely on the three-class sentiment scale. In the per-
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formed experiments, we discarded three reviews of author a andfive reviews
of author c due to encoding problems. The dataset can be freely downloaded
at http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data (ac-
cessed on October 20, 2014).

In addition to the Sentiment Scale dataset, we also process the Subjectiv-
ity dataset (Pang and Lee, 2004) and the Sentence polarity dataset (Pang
and Lee, 2005) in Section 5.4 in order to develop classifiers for sentence sen-
timent. Both are also freely available at the mentioned website. The Subjec-
tivity dataset contains 10,000 sentences, half of which are classified as sub-
jective and half as objective. Similarly, the Sentence polarity dataset con-
tains 5331 positive and 5331 negative sentences. The sentences from these
two datasets are taken from movie reviews.

Brown Corpus

The Brown corpus (Francis, 1966) has been introduced in the 1960’s as a
standard text collection of present-day American English. It consists of 500
prose text samples of about 2000words each. The samples are excerpts from
texts printed in the year 1961 that were written by native speakers of Amer-
ican English as far as determinable. They cover a wide range of styles and
varieties of prose. At a high level, they can be divided into informative prose
(374 samples) and imaginative prose (126 samples).

We process the Brown corpus in Sections 4.2 and 4.4 to show how rel-
evant information is distributed across texts and collections of texts. The
Brown corpus is free for non-commercial purposes and can be downloaded
at http://www.nltk.org/nltk_data (accessed on October 20, 2014).

Wikipedia Sample

The German Wikipedia sample that we experiment with consists of the first
10,000 articles from the Wikimedia7 dump from March 9, 2013, ordered ac-
cording to their internal page IDs. The complete dump contains over 3 mil-
lion Wikipedia pages, from which 1.8 million pages represent articles that
are neither empty nor stubs or simple lists.

As in the case of the Brown corpus, we process the Wikipedia sample in
Sections 4.2 and 4.4 to show how relevant information is distributed across
texts and collections of texts. The dumpwe rely on is outdated andnot avail-
able anymore. However, similar dumps from later dates can be accessed at
http://dumps.wikimedia.org/dewiki (accessed on October 20, 2014).

7Wikimedia, http://dumps.wikimedia.org, accessed on October 20, 2014.
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